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KEY TO CONDITION GRADING 

B     BOXED In the manufacturers original box or container, in appropriate condition

M    MINT – As Purchased From Shop in Perfect Condition

NM  NEAR MINT - With One or Two Extremely Minor Blemishes

E     EXCELLENT – No Markings or Defects, with only small imperfections

VG  VERY GOOD – Better than Good Condition, with more than 1 or 2 minor blemishes

G    GOOD – In good general condition, with chips or scratches and marks for age, model
shows blemishes

F      FAIR – In Fair Condition with higher than average proportion of chips and marks for age,
may include repaints

P     POOR In only moderate condition, perhaps in-complete, significant paint loss, many
faults

R     Repainted – Has in Whole or Part Repainted

A/F  Damage to model, or box, items missing, Broken

STEAM 

1
A Hornby No. R1058 00 gauge Flying Scotsman
live steam boxed set, housed in the original
polystyrene packed card box, this set appears
unused and in good clean condition 
£300-400

2
Blackgates Engineering by John Dickinson Twin
Cylinder Oscillating Cylinder engine, built to a
very high standard, working order, hand painted
in green and red with wooden clad cylinders,
raised on wooden base 
£185-225

3
Scratchbuilt stationary steam plant comprising
of the horizontal gas-fired boiler, powering a
vertical Stuart Turner No.10 Vertical steam
engine, fully raised on metal base to measure
64cm x 16cm 
£225-375

4
Scratchbuilt stationary horizontal
mill engine, comprising of a
single cylinder engine with slip
eccentric, with cast in exhaust
and take off points, free running
example housed on wooden
plinth to measure 18cm x 41cm,
hand painted in black and red, 
£110-150

5
A well-engineered Stuart Turner 7A Compact
Vertical Steam Engine, green and red example,
finished in a very high standard, free running,
with unusual 2 piece steel curved A-Frame
supports as seen on the Stuart Turner 7 engine,
circa 1910, complete with a selection of
drawings, rare example, 1 inch bore and 1 inch
stroke 
£300-375

6
From LBSC Designs a well-made live steam
“Juliet” 0-4-0 tank locomotive, hand painted in
black and named “Juliet”, of usual specification,
for coal use, 3.5” gauge, removable cab roof for
access to back head fittings, free running
example in well-maintained condition, sold with
a quantity of LBSC plans 
£500-800

7
A very well-engineered Emma Victoria 5”
Gauge Live Steam Locomotive, comprising
black painted body with Number 90 to
cabsides and named “Retro”, built from model
engineer plans and sold with a collection of
hand-drawn plans from the builder, 0-4-0
configuration with Stephenson’s Motion, easy
access to back head controls with a regulator,
reverse lever, brake, sight gauge and other
expected fittings, for coal fire use, water tank
situated to one side of the boiler, with lever, an
excellent example that has been well
maintained and cared for 
£600-800

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

8
Collection of part built steam castings and
components, to include a part built 5” gauge 0-
6-0 Speedy Locomotive with display track,
together with a quantity of 1” scale Minnie live
steam traction engine castings, sold with a
collection of plans and drawings 
£200-300

9
Collection of live steam castings, frames, wheel
and related components to build a 3.5 inch
gauge Mountaineer locomotive, chassis frame
has been constructed, 
£350-560

10
5 inch gauge battery-operated model of a
Maxitrak “Ruston” locomotive, hand painted in
green with removable steel bonnet and open
cab in order to access battery and controls,
decorated with FR lettering and number 4 to
cabside, works plate from Maxitrak numbered
2416, complete with wooden carry open sided
box, with matching FR 5 inch gauge riding
trolley 
£500-600
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11
Mercer Precision Engineers of Birmingham,
spirit-fired live steam traction engine, finished in
green and red with single cylinder and slip
eccentric, Stephenson’s valve gear, brass silver
soldered boiler, easy access to fittings, complete
with a carry case containing a quantity of
running equipment, plans/notes and a canopy
that could be attached to the traction engine 
£400-600

12
From Freelance Designs 4.5” gauge spirit-fired
model of a 4-4-0 locomotive and tender,
named “Greater Britain”, made from brass,
gunmetal and copper components, easy access
to back head controls with regulator lever, sight
glass, whistle, and safety, water feed tender,
well-made example, un-painted, sold with a
professionally built oak and glazed display
cabinet with track section and makers plaque 
£500-700

13
A Mamod boxed SR1A steam roller of usual
specification, housed in the original card box
with matching lumber wagon and loose steam
roller canopy, all in good clean condition 
£80-120

14
A Mamod SW1 live steam wagon comprising of
green, white, and red body of usual
specification, together with a Mamod steam
roadster, also sold with a boxed Mamod
grinding machine in original card box 
£80-120

19
A collection of various mixed steam engines
and part-built engines, including a single-cylinder
hot air engine fitted with slip eccentric and twin
flywheels together with a part-complete four-
wheel steam-powered locomotive and a part-
complete steam plant, comprising of steam
engine with spirit burner on wooden plinth 
£60-80

20
An American circa 1900 horizontal Paradox
model gas engine, handpainted in red, free
running example, with single horizontal cylinder
and twin opposed spoked flywheels to measure
3.5”, fully raised on wooden plinth, 21cm x
10cm, complete with a copy of notes relating
to the engine with additional photographs
included, patent No. 662181 
£400-500

21
A Jean Schoenner of Nuremberg piece No.
154/2 gas engine, circa 1898, size No. 1 we
believe, with single cylinder, free running
example, with single 5” spoked flywheel, with
good original two-tone maroon/orange body
with black outline, missing burner and part of
valve gear, otherwise a good example of an
early engine, max length 22cm, max height
15cm 
£400-500

22
A Tom Senior Simplex 1/16 scale circa 1920
gas engine, free running example which has
been handpainted in green, with twin heavy
13cm spoked flywheels, vendor states ready to
run, in good clean condition, length 27cm,
height 13cm 
£500-600

23
A circa 1900, possibly by Schoenner, stationary
horizontal model gas engine, comprising
gunmetal single cylinder with oilers and gas
burner, side shaft operated valve gear, powering
twin opposing 13cm spoked flywheel
handpainted in maroon, with yellow and black
lining fully raised on wooden 21cm x 16cm
wooden display plinth, height 19cm 
£600-800

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

15
Three boxed Mamod line shaft accessories, to
include a model power press, miniature
grinding machine and line shaft, all housed in
the original early labelled buff coloured card
boxes 
£50-80

16
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Mamod, Meccano, and Multum live steam
engines and workshop models, some boxed,
others loose 
£70-100

17
One box containing a collection of various
steam-related accessories and products
including a Weedon electrically operated
model of a horizontal steam boiler, together
with a box containing various dynamos, electric
motors, etc 
£80-120

18
A Mamod Steam Tractor TE1A traction engine
housed in the original late issue card box,
together with one other finished in yellow &
black with a matching log trailer, complete with
scuttle and burner 
£70-100
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24
A very well-engineered Markie Precision
Working Models model of a 3/4” scale gas-
powered road locomotive, with two-wheel
water trailer, handpainted in black and lined in
gold and red and named Mary, Markie
registration plate reads ARJ-2559, complete
with Lea Valley Light Railway wooden and
metal canopy, an excellent example in good
clean condition, complete with photocopies of
the certificate of manufacture and boiler test
locomotive from December 2020 
£900-1,200

25
A Mamod TE1A steam traction engine of usual
specification with scuttle and burner 
£30-50

26
A Hornby Railways 3.5” gauge Stephenson’s
Rocket gift set housed in the original
polystyrene packed box, comprising locomotive,
tender, quantity of track, and instruction leaflets 
£80-120

27
A Mamod SP3 steam engine
housed in the original card box
with filler cap, fuel tablets an
instruction leaflet, together with an
empty box for an TE1A steam
engine with a quantity of spare
parts, fuel tablets, etc 
£80-120

28
An original Marshall Britannia traction
engine plaque, all brass example with three
fixing holes, vendor states possibly
removed from a scrap engine in
Bedfordshire, max length 25cm 
£80-120

29
A brass static display model on wooden
base depicting the Stephenson’s Rocket,
base length 33cm, max height 26cm 
£40-60

30
An original Mamod stationary steam plant,
comprising of spirit fired horizontal boiler
with single cylinder and spoked flywheel
complete on red tinplate base, length
20cm, height 19cm 
£40-60

31
A Cheddar Model Iver 32mm scale radio controlled
and gas powered live steam model, comprising of 0-
4-0 configuration with green cab, red chassis and
black boiler, model appears to be in good clean
condition, but the roof requires a repaint 
£400-600

32
A 32mm scale radio controlled and gas powered
locomotive and tender, comprising of 0-4-0 tank
loco in green with yellow lining and black boiler,
together with matching four wheel tender, similar to
Cheddar models but maker unknown 
£400-600

33
A 5” gauge scratch built riding trolley in the form of
a plank wagon, finished in salmon pink with stained
wood, foot rails, and two padded seats, complete
with FR livery 
£150-200

34
5-inch gauge battery operated, kit built and later
adapted model of a 2-6-2 locomotive, finished in
dark green with brass boiler bands and numbered
989 to front buffer beam, raised on wooden display
track, removable coal load to reveal battery
compartment with on/off switch, good clean
condition 
£500-700

35
3.5 inch gauge live steam kit built model of a Class
B1 4-6-0 Locomotive and tender, LNER green with
No.1003 to cabsides and named Gazelle, with easy
access to backhead controls, water feed tender,
raised on wooden display plinth, an excellent
example that would benefit from a clean, sold with
a collection of plans, drawings and boiler certificate
documents 
£1,500-2,000

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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36
3.5 inch spirit fired model of a 4-6-0 locomotive
and tender, finished in green and black and
numbered 6185 to cab sides, unusual example
with scratch built back head controls, a possible
project that hasn’t been finished, raised on
wooden display plinth that does require
restoration 
£500-700

37
3.5 inch gauge de-commissioned live steam
model of a 4-6-0 locomotive, finished in green
and numbered 908 to cadsides, well-made
example raised on wooden display plinth 
£500-600

38
Scratchbuilt battery operated 5 inch gauge 0-4-
0 tank locomotive, un-finished project, 
£300-400

39
Live steam 3.5 inch gauge 2-6-2 locomotive and
tender LNER 3401 ‘Bantam Cock’, well-
engineered and painted green with open cab
roof panel to access full backhead controls, sight
glass, regulator, reversing hand wheel and
firebox door, sprung axles on driving and pony
wheels, outside cylinders, full Walshaert’s gear
motion, Eastwood locomotives works plate to
rear of tender 
£1,000-1,200

40
A Stamford Generator, Type PED,
No.1206.277, in carry crate 
£70-100

41
Norton Villiers E15 Petrol Engine, single cylinder
with re-coil starter, free 
£100-120

42
Norton Villiers E15 Petrol Engine, single cylinder
with re-coil starter, free, with twin puller grove
fly wheel 
£100-120

43
Sachs of Switzerland petrol Engine, single
cylinder, free 
£50-80

44
Collection of 4 oil feed cups 
£50-80

RAILWAYANA

54
An original BR Midland Region railway post
lamp, with clear glass spectacle, missing inner
burner 
£40-60

55
A folder containing a collection of mainly LNER
railway tickets to include Kennet, Mellis,
Peterborough East, and other examples 
£40-60

56
One tray containing assorted Highland Railway
19th century ephemera to include Goods
Department invoices, and other associated
effects 
£40-60

57
Eight enamel railway armbands, to include three
British Railways and five London and South
Western Railway examples 
£50-60

58
Three various carriage/coach keys to include
two Midland Railway examples and one GCR
example 
£20-40

59
Collection of 31 various original and un-framed
Railway Carraige prints, all in excellent
condition, examples to include Maldon,
Cavendish, St Osyth, Blythburgh and others 
£300-400

60
A folder containing assorted GER, LNER and
LMS ephemera, dating from the 19th century to
the mid 20th century, various items to include
waybills, cloakroom tickets, and other
associated items 
£60-80

61
A folder containing assorted Southern Region
and Great Western Railway ephemera ranging
from 19th century to 20th century,
approximately 100 items, to include smalls,
waybills, various company accounts, and other
items 
£40-60

62
An LNER (GER) patterned sliding knobs hand
lamp, complete with all glasses, reflector vessel,
burner, and wick, in heavily used condition 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

45
Ruston and Hornsby 3 Horse Power, Class PB,
No.210648 Stationary petrol engine, horizontal
single cylinder, with Lucas magneto, water
cooled and self-cooling example, with starting
handle, free running example with reduction
drive and fly wheel attachments, raised on 4
wheel trolley 
£700-1,000

46
Lister D Stationary Engine, free running 
£150-200

47
A Lister D powered Liner Saw Bench, hand
painted in grey with the original blade, free
running example, engine specification as
follows, Engine Number 14832, HP4 and RPM
150 
£500-600

48
Crossley PH 1030 2.5hp stationary engine 
£200-250

49
Lister D Stationary Engine, free running 
£100-150

50
A cast iron Mclover of Leeds and Co pedal
driven clamp, suitable for kindling wrapping,
raised on wooden base 
£80-120

51
Haley and Co of Leicester, Mallard outbaord
engine, 2 stroke, 1.2bhp, free 
£150-200
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63
An original railway knob lamp, un-marked
example, complete with spectacles 
£40-60

64
An original tumbler ex Liverpool
Street Station departure board, five
destinations to include Harold
Wood, Wickford, Chelmsford,
Colchester, and Marks
Tey/Colchester, an excellent
example in good clean condition 
£60-80

65
Collection of 3 various BR railway
hand lamps 
£40-60

66
An original circa 1939 London Transport Index
covering Wood Lane Station Reconstruction,
the extension of No. 6 Dock at Chatham, R.N.
Amendment Depot at Benartry Hill, together
with various other augmentation and changes
to docks in the London Transport Region,
professionally bound by Witherby & Co. Ltd. of
15 Nicholas Lane, EC4, interesting content
covering a variety of matters during the
outbreak of WWII 
£80-120

67
An original 1958 Tooting Broadway London
Routemaster Bus sign, framed and glazed,
length 112cm 
£40-60

68
Ten various brass
wagon/coach hub caps all of
local interest 
£30-50

69
Four various cast iron English
Electric signs, as removed from
ex-diesel locomotives 
£60-80

70
An original oil on canvas by Barry G Price,
depicting County of Hants, picking up water
from Lapworth Throughs whilst hauling the Up
Cambrian Coast Express circa 1955, original
example in wooden frame, picture to measure
60cm x 39cm including frame 
£300-500

71
25 various London Transport timetables dating
from 1960-1970s 
£20-40

72
An original Great Western Railway cast iron
sign “To the Drivers of the Locomotives,
Proceed With Care, Weak Bridge Ahead”,
dimensions 31x16cm 
£40-60

73
An original Midland
Railway cast iron sign
“Insert 1d in the slot,
pull handle towards
you, and pass through”,
dimensions 21x13cm 
£30-50

74
A box containing
approx 60 various
1970s to modern
day Ian Allen ABC
annuals 
£40-60

75
A large box of
assorted railway
ephemera to include
British Railways
stations illustrated
handbook, Ploughing
Engines at Work
handbook, and various
other associated
books etc 
£40-60

76
2 trays of mixed Railway and Bus related
badges, enamel bagdes and accessories, to
include Lodnon Transport 5213 Enamel Badge,
MGNJR Large brass pin badge and others 
£100-120

77
Three boxes containing a large
selection of various vintage railway
ephemera to include ABC Ian Allen
booklist, London Transport maps,
British Railways handbooks, guides,
paperwork, etc, relating to the railway 
£150-200

78
A South African Railways
original cast iron E.571 Class
5E diesel locomotive number
plate, oval example finished
with red ground, original
condition 
£180-300

79
British Railways Southern Region (SR) 12” dial
mahogany cased railway clock, roman numerals
with dial to read BR (S) John Walker, London,
single winding hole powering a 8 day
movement, brass single fusee, 
£600-800

80
92 sealed monthly release Locomotives of the
World display models with associated
magazines 
£125-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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0 GAUGE & LARGER 

101
Aster Gauge 1, Hudson 4-6-4 loco with 12-
wheel tender, New York Central No.5344,
serial number EL 103/390, 2-rail electric, original
Aster wooden box. (VG-E, BVG) 
£600-900

Lots 102-120 inclusive were all built by one man.
Unless stated otherwise they have metal bodies,
generally brass. The quality of workmanship is
excellent. The wooden cases are solid and practical
rather than ‘Chippendale.’

102
Scratch-built G scale O.T.& L.C.O, Heisler
geared steam loco, electric powered, radio
controlled, black & red with No.3 on cab-side.
Wooden carry case (E-BVG) 
£200-300

103
Scratch-built G scale Mich-Cal Shay No.2 loco,
electric powered single can motor, radio
controlled, black. Wooden carry case (E-BVG) 
£200-300

104
Scratch-built G scale Climax loco No.1
powered single can motor, radio controlled,
black body, grey bogies. Wooden carry case (E-
BVG) 
£200-300

105
Scratch-built G scale Union Pacific No.61 Shay
No.3T loco & 4-wheel tender, electric
powered, radio controlled, black with red
window frames. Wooden carry case (E-BVG) 
£200-300

106
Scratch-built G scale ‘Lima Loco Works 1915’
on plate, No.11, 3T Shay loco & 4-wheel
tender, electric powered, radio controlled, black
with red window frames, cab roof & door.
Wooden carry case (E-BVG) 
£200-300

107
Scratch-built 0-4-0 G scale ‘New York Central
System’ No.3, single can motor, black with
oxide roof, white lettering (E-BG) 
£200-300

116
Two scratch-built G scale 2 hopper wagons
‘D&RGW’ – ‘Rio Grande’ nos. 17260 & 17062,
black with orange lettering. Wooden carry
cases (E-BVG) 
£70-90

117
Three scratch-built G scale stock cars, each on
two 4-wheel bogies, oxide colour, sliding doors:
S.P. 61511; A.T.S.F 141465 and L.H.& St.L.
1078. First two are all metal, last one is metal
frame with wooden sides. Wooden carry cases
(E-BVG) 
£80-120

118
Two scratch-built G scale stock cars, each on
two 4-wheel bogies, all metal slatted sides,
oxide colour with white lettering, sliding doors,
‘Norfolk & Western’ nos. 20049 & 47299.
Wooden carry cases. (E-BVG) 
£60-80

119
Two-scratch built G scale caboose’s, each on
two 4-wheel bogies, white lettering:
Pennsylvania 489056, oxide colour, metal body.
New York Central System, brown, wooden
body. Wooden carry cases. (E-BVG) 
£60-80

120
Two scratch-built G scale engineering train
items: Heavy Duty rail crane, metal body, on
two 6-wheel bogies, black with yellow & black
diagonal stripes one end; ‘Boom flat wagon’ for
wrecker, wooden body, on two 4-wheel bogies,
grey. Both (E-BVG) 
£80-120

121
Scratch-built G scale diesel railcar ‘Pennsylvania’
4487, blue with gold lines and lettering, on two
4-wheel bogies. Wooden carry case (E-BVG) 
£200-300

122
Ten scratch-built G scale, lumber wagons, each
on two 4-wheel bogies and each loaded with
genuine wood timber. (E) in a plastic crate. 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

108
Scratch-built G scale ‘Lima Loco Works 1915’
on plate, Shay loco, battery powered, black
with green roof. Wooden carry case (E-BVG) 
£200-300

109
Scratch-built G scale bogie coach No.174
‘Pennsylvania’ two 4-wheel bogies, grey
clerestory roof, brown with gold lining. (VG-
BVG) 
£80-120

110
Scratch-built G scale bogie ‘Wrecking Support
Coach.’ No lettering or numbers on coach but
transfers in box for ‘Roscoe, Snyder & Pacific
Ry.’ Two 6-wheel bogies. Light grey
undercoated body with dark grey clerestory
roof. Wooden carry case. (E-BVG) 
£80-120

111
Two scratch-built G scale tank cars each on
two 4-wheel bogies, black, one lettered in
yellow ’Union Tank Car Co’ with capacity &
other information. Second tank is unlettered. E-
BVG) 
£100-150

112
Scratch-built G scale ‘New York Central
System’ snowplough, two 4-wheel bogies,
white with black roof. (E-BVG) 
£50-70

113
Three scratch-built G scale wagons each on
two 4-wheel bogies: lumber wagon with full
load of sawn timber; engineers’ flat car with
load of sleepers & cable drums; another flat car
with barrels & cases. Wooden carry cases. All
(E-BVG) 
£80-120

114
Scratch-built G scale 3 compartment hopper
wagon ‘Pennsylvania’ oxide with white lettering,
on two 4-wheel bogies. Wooden carry case (E-
BVG) 
£60-80

115
Two scratch-built G scale 2 compartment
hopper wagons ‘Southern’ 111 999 and 112
520, each on two 4-wheel bogies, oxide with
white lettering. Wooden carry cases (E-BVG) 
£70-90
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123
Hornby 0-gauge Princess Elizabeth loco &
tender totally repainted to satin finish LMS
maroon, renamed & renumbered ‘Princess
Helena Victoria 6208.’ 20v AC. Smokebox door
number not affixed but present in box. Rear
pony has been amended to include a simple
frame. Inside of cab is dark grey with a black
fireback. Tender, lettered ‘LMS’ has a slight
crease on l/h side at top and a small indentation
to body on same side. Repro separate boxes
for loco & tender. As a repaint (E) to a very
high quality. (BE) 
£500-700

124
Hornby No.2 Special 4-4-0 loco electrified to
E220 with a genuine Hornby motor LMS
Compound 1185. Smokebox door changed to
include a light. The loco is a total repaint to a
moderate quality but without a small crease to
r/h cab-side being straightened (G). Tender is
original, missing centre axle/wheels (VG). One
piece Millibox labelled for an E420 ‘Eton.’ (BE) 
£100-150

125
Hornby No.2 Special 4-4-0 loco electrified to
E220 with a genuine Hornby motor, LMS
Compound 1185. Plain smokebox door
without lamp. The loco & tender are both
repaints. Some creases on loco have not been
straightened. The tender is unlined with a sans-
serif ‘LMS’ and has centre axle/wheels missing.
A hole has been drilled through the transfer
and metal at front of tender – purpose not
known. Overall (F) due to repaint quality.
Millibox repro one-piece box (BE) 
£80-120

126
1936-41 Hornby No.2 Special loco electrified
to E220 with a genuine Hornby motor, but with
non-Hornby brackets holding mechanism to
body. ‘County of Bedford’ GWR lined green
3821. Original paintwork, black running plate,
black/gold name & numberplates, ‘GWR’ on
tender. (VG) Millibox repro one piece box (BE) 
£140-200

127
1935-41 Hornby E220 Special loco & tender, 4-
4-0 Southern L1 class. Loco is a total repaint to
a good standard. Seven white double boiler
bands, unlined cab. No numbers on cab-side
plates. (G) as repaint. Tender ‘Southern 1759’
appears original but with replacement axles &
wheels and small crease r/h side, a few
scratches (G) Repro individual boxes (BE) 
£140-220

128
Two 1935-41 Hornby No.2 Passenger coaches:
1st/3rd Southern green. Some deterioration to
silvering, a few scratches and two indentations
to roof (G); with a br/composite, roof
repainted white, a few small dents one side (G-
BG) Box without ‘SR’ sticker. 
£80-120

129
Mainly post-war Hornby 0 gauge items:
Wagons: No.50 Saxa Salt (E) (BE) green; No.50
Goods brake complete with lamps (E) (BVG)
orange; No.50 lumber with original load (E)
(BE) orange; No.1 LMS buff refrigerator (E)
(BE); No.1 refrigerator, repainted roof BR(E)
(E) (BE); No.1 Milk Traffic (VG) (BE); No.1 Esso
tank (G) (BG); BR(E) goods brake (E)(BF); NE
open wagon No.1 (E) (BE); No.2 Signal Cabin,
orange roof (E-NM) (BE); grey No.1 buffer (G)
incorrect box; pre-war Platelayer’s Hut plain
green fixed door (E) (BG-VG) 
£100-150

130
Aristo 22140 G gauge SD-45 Diesel Loco CSX
No.8935, grey/blue with yellow running plate.
DCC ready) (NM) (BE) 
£200-300

131
Three G gauge American style goods wagons:
USA Trains Refrigerator car R16710 (451787)
‘Pacific Fruit Express’ orange/silver; another
R16711 (301212) orange; Buddy Railway
Express box car ‘The Great B&L Railroad.’ All
wagons (NM) (BG-VG) 
£200-300

132
1925-41 Hornby 0-gauge clockwork No.1 Tank
Goods set comprising 0-4-0 No.1 LNER green
tank loco, some areas over-painted/over-
varnished (G) with LNER open wagon, Shell
Motor Spirit tank, NE goods brake. All wagons
open axle-guard. All (G-VG). With track (P).
Some internal box fitments are replacements
(BG). Top of lid (BE) but sides show signs of
deterioration. 
£60-80

133
1928-9 Hornby clockwork No.0 Passenger set
comprising LNER green loco & tender, lined
crest on cabsides, short splashers, brass dome,
five boiler bands, 2710 on tender. Considerable
wear, front coupling broken, rods missing (F)
Clerestory 3/1/3 coach and passenger brake
(G) Two pieces straight track no curves. Box
base (BG) lid (BVG) 
£50-70

134
1932-6 Hornby tank goods set (appears to be
made-up not totally original) comprising E220,
20v ac, LNER 1784 4-4-2 green loco, a few
dents, some repainting, appears to have been
dropped (F-G), with four wagons (one without
wheels). Track is (P) and clockwork not electric.
Box has many repairs (BF). 
£70-90

135
1948-54 Hornby No.601 Goods set, clockwork,
comprising LNER 1842 0-4-0 loco & tender (E)
with NE open wagon, BR(E) flat wagon and NE
goods brake, all (E). Only seven pieces of track.
BF-G) 
£70-90

136
1947-54 Hornby No.101 clockwork, passenger
tank set comprising No.101 LNER 460 0-4-0
loco with 2 x 1st/3rd coaches & a passenger
brake van with a circle of track. Overall (VG).
Box base outer (BVG) internal fitment heavily
worn (BP) lid (BVG). With key. 
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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137
1928 Hornby 0 gauge No.0 clockwork
passenger set comprising GW 0-4-0 loco &
tender, lined crest on cab-side, 3 single boiler
bands, brass SVC, black smokebox, green base,
2710 on coal rail tender. There is repaired
damage around the chimney which has
previously been ‘pushed in.’ Two long thin base,
open axleguard No.1 GW coaches – one
passenger & one guards (G). Track. Overall (F-
G). Box base with some repro fitments (BF) lid
(BP) but illustration (VG). 
£50-70

138
Two trays containing a variety of Hornby 0
gauge items: Watchman’s Hut missing tools but
with man (VG-BVG); post-war No.1 level
crossing (VG-BG); French Hornby No.1 Passage
a Niveau (NM-BNM), ‘Hornby Trains and
Meccano Products 1935/6’ back cover is a
photocopy otherwise (VG-E) electric viaduct
with ramps (G). The following items are play-
worn and some in need of restoration: No.2
water tower, 2 x LNER saloon coaches, rusty
but restorable’, ten assorted wagons including
an early MR ‘nut & bolt’ open wagon, an
American coach. 
£70-90

139
Hornby 0-gauge wagons: Original Esso silver
tank (E) with ten repaints including tipping
wagons, lumber, milk traffic, cattle & tank. As
repaints in non-original colours (E). All but one
boxed mainly repro. 
£60-80

140
Hornby 0-gauge 6-lever control frame. Totally
refurbished and repainted. Grey base, green
frame, one green one red and four black levers.
(E) as a refurbished item. 
£70-90

141
Hornby E220 20v AC 4-4-2 tank loco, GWR
2221 green. Repainting to running plate, buffers
& beams. The rods have been amended to a
simplified version of Walschaert’s. A good-
looking modified loco. (VG) Repro (BE) with
GW sticker. 
£100-150

142
Hornby No.2 Special Loco & tender clockwork,
4-4-0 LMS 1185 ‘Compound’, 1185 on
smokebox door not centralised. Both items
repainted. No boiler bands. Narrow emboss on
cab top. Loco (G) tender (E) as repaints. Repro
boxes with LMS sticker (BVG-E) 
£120-160

152
Two 1937-41 Hornby No.2 Corridor coaches,
NE, both with white repainted roofs, silvering
‘going/gone.’ One br/composite and one
1st/3rd (F-G) 
£60-80

153
Two 1937/41 Hornby No.2 Corridor coaches,
GW brown & cream, both with silvering
marked (G) 
£70-90

154
Two 1935-41 Hornby No.2 Passenger coaches,
LMS maroon, (possibly post-war as shown by
lighter grey roofs). Silvering ‘going/gone’, roofs
noticeably marked (F) 
£50-70

155
1935-41 rake of four Hornby No.2 Passenger
coaches, GW brown & cream. 3 x 1st/3rd all
silvering ‘going/gone’ and one br/3rd silvering
(VG). Couple of roofs repainted and all coaches
have some marks. Overall (G) 
£80-120

156
Two Hornby repainted electric lamps, green
bases, lamp shades & finials on white lattice
posts. One double and one single. (G) 
£40-60

157
Two Hornby Junction signals. 1933-6 No.2E
lighter blue base, ladder & finial, red levers and
red distant arms, will benefit by cleaning (VG);
1932-3 No.2E blue base, ladder, levers & finials,
home arms. White lattice post is repainted. (G) 
£50-70

158
Large tray containing 13 Hornby wagons, 3
signals and a footbridge. Wagons: 3 x No.50
Shell Lub tanks; LMS hopper, BR & NE cattle;
GW flat; BR flat; No.1 timber; LMS open (in
LMS hopper box); barrel wagon; fibre wagon,
No.1 crane truck – all (G-VG) nearly all (BG);
post war grey & green footbridge (G-BG); No.
2 single arm solid post home signal & two
double arm. All (F-G) (BF-G) 
£60-80

159
Large plastic crate containing Hornby 0 gauge
items. Locos In need of repair, loco bodies,
tenders & tender bodies: Locos: LMS 2711 &
500, M1 red. Metroplitan body only. Tenders:
No.2 specials – Southern 900, LMS & LNER; 16
other tenders ranging from No.51 (M) to
others (P) – all types. 
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

143
Hornby E320, 20v AC, ‘Flying Scotsman’ 4-4-2
loco & tender, darker green. Large areas of
repainting& varnishing, colour not exactly
matched. (F) as repaints 
£120-160

144
Hornby Type 501 clockwork 0-4-0 loco &
tender. Brunofix rods. Total repaint as GW
9319. ‘Great Western’ on tender. (G) as a
repaint. Original (BF) for loco, with GWR
sticker. Tender (BP) original. 
£100-150

145
Hornby Type 30 clockwork loco & tender, BR
45746 green. Non original couplings to front of
loco & rear of tender. Loco (G-VG) (BF)
repaired. Tender (E) (BP). 
£30-40

146
Two Aristo Craft Trains Box Cars, G scale: Art
46024 ‘Reading’ yellow & green; and Art 46003
‘ATSF/Santa Fe’ reddish brown. (E-BVG-E) 
£90-140

147
Two Aristo Craft Trains 2-Bay covered hopper
cars, G scale: Art 41207 ‘Borx/Boraxo’ silver;
and Art 41215 ‘PRR/Pennsylvania’ brown. (E-
BVG-E) 
£90-140

148
Bachmann Big Haulers, G scale: item 98229 ‘L’
hopper ‘Peabody’ yellow with green lettering
(VG-E) (BG) with some fading and
deterioration. 
£40-60

149
L2019S LGB G scale loco & tender 2-6-0 C&S
with sound, black with silver smokebox & door.
(NM) (BG) 
£140-180

150
Two 1937-41 Hornby No.2 corridor coaches
Southern green, repainted white roofs. One all
3rd. silvering good, a few minor dents (G),
other br/composite, silvering ‘gone’ scuff mark
one side (F-G) 
£80-120

151
1935-41 Hornby rake of four No.2 Passenger
coaches NE. 3 x 1st/3rd & one br/3rd. Roofs
repainted dark grey, silvering going or gone.
Overall (G) 
£60-80
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160
1932-3 Hornby E2E 0 gauge double track level
crossing, electric track, green gateposts,
standard track spacing. Lamps partly dismantled,
parts present. A few chips to gates but overall
(G-VG) 
£40-60

162
Two Paya goods vans: Jacob’s (one buffer
detached but present) and McVitie’s. All
wheels/axles have been replaced by Milbro
manufacture. (E-BVG-E) 
£30-40

163
Eight Hornby & two Bassett-Lowke 0 gauge
goods wagons, all post-war: 2 B/L LMS goods
brakes; Hornby: two LMS flat with furniture
containers; one each LMS & NE goods vans; 2
LMS & one NE open wagons; lumber wagon.
Overall (VG) six boxes (BP-F). 
£50-70

164
Two LNWR bogie coaches made by Carette in
Germany for A.W.Gamage of Holborn,
London, running number 1153, brown & cream
with white roofs that might be repainted – but
a long time ago. One has solid wheels, other
spoked wheels. One has original doorhandles,
other much larger handles, all doors hinged and
openable. (VG-E) 
£80-120

165
Bowman live steam 4-4-0 loco & tender,
maroon. Loco has original paintwork with
noticeable chips and signs of heat/burning.
Complete with six-wick burner. Tender is
certainly repainted, LMS on sides and appears
to be heavily repaired – ie the soldering is fairly
crude and the metal of the tank appears to a
lighter gauge. The red paint on the tender is
lighter in colour than that on the loco, and all
tender wheels are replacements. No running
number on loco or tender. 
£100-200

166
Three un-common goods wagons: 0-gauge
1927 Bowman tank wagon ‘Shell’ Motor Spirit,
some repainting to the tank (G) with Gauge 1
Bassett-Lowke ‘City of Birmingham Gas Dept’
hopper wagon, grey with white lettering shaded
black, missing wheels & axles, working door
release for hopper (VG-E) allowing for missing
wheels, and A.W.Gamage GNR 2883 ‘Insulated
Refrigerator & Frozen Meat Van’ repainted roof
but body (E) with original Gamage’s box with
label showing it is correct for this van (PF) but
fragile 
£80-120

167
Bing 0 gauge 4-4-0 clockwork loco & coal-rail
tender, black with red lining. Areas of repainting
including rear of tender obliterating maker’s
name. Renamed ‘Python’ with hand made
nameplate. Running number 1784 original on
cab-sides. Loco couplings are not original Bing.
Coal rail on tender has been soldered. Tender
buffers also might not be original. (G) 
£60-80

168
1960-5 Hornby clockwork Type 40, 0-4-0 tank
loco BR 82011 ‘Lion Holding Wheel.’ No red
lining on this example – but cream. Either a
factory test or mistake. Just a few marks (G-VG) 
£40-60

169
Hornby No.2 station and No.2 Signal Cabin:
1927-9 ‘Windsor’ station, red brick building,
blue round tiled roof, yellow/cream platform,
on reverse car by entrance has two side
windows, with two ramps each with ‘Windsor’/
nameboards (G-VG) in a later box for a No.3
(BF-G); 1935-9 No.2 Signal Cabin, blue square
tiled roof, blank name panel, yellow steps, green
& yellow woodwork, a few marks (G-VG) (BP) 
£50-70

170
Various Hornby items: Quantity of clockwork &
electric curves & straights with some clockwork
points. All (VG); pair hydraulic buffers and nine
assorted wagons 
£30-50

171
Brimtoy No.352 Train set comprising 0-4-0
clockwork loco & tender ‘Cock of the North’
LNER with BR tender, both orange & yellow.
With 1st class coach, same colours. 4-piece
circle of track. Almost unused (E-NM) (BE) with
internal dividers. A rare survivor 
£40-60

172
Hornby MO/M1 items: M1 clockwork green 0-
4-0 loco (reversing) slight corrosion to boiler
handrails (E-BE); M1 red tender 3435 (VG)
(BE); two post-war M1 ‘Marjorie’ coaches, grey
roof (E-BNM); 4 MO wagons – BP tank, red
open, rotary tipping wagon & crane truck, all (E-
BNM). 
£50-70

173
Various Hornby 0 gauge post-war items: No.2
signal, distant, solid post; No.1 footbridge; No.1
level crossing; No.1 water crane; Esso silver
tank in box for LMS hopper; LMS No.1 coach
1st/3rd. All (VG-E) (BVG-E). With a quantity of
clockwork track & points. No.1 grey buffer stop. 
£50-70

174
Hornby 0-gauge electric track: one each R/h &
L/h crossovers, good positive action but a small
amount of cleaning will be beneficial (VG-E).
With 10x 2’ curves and 5 straights, all in need
of cleaning (F) 
£40-60

175
Bassett-Lowke 4-6-2 ‘Flying Scotsman’ loco &
tender, lined green BR 60103, 3-rail 12v DC.
Front buffer beam slightly out-of-true,
noticeable scratches. Tender has some
corrosion & needs a total repaint. (F). In
specially made wooden carrying case (BE) 
£100-200

176
1934-6 Hornby E320 20vAC Riviera Blue Train
4-4-2 loco & tender, might be a transitional
version: black/gold/red lined cab, black
deflectors & smokebox & door, brown running
plate, brass domes. Noticeable marks, cab roof
some dents. Tender condition matches. (F-G) 
£90-140

177
Total repaint Bassett-Lowke 4-6-0 Royal Scot
6100 LMS maroon unlined loco & tender 12v
DC loco & tender. The quality of repaint is
good but obvious. (G-VG) as repaint. Repro
Millibox (BE) 
£200-300

178
Three bogie coaches, Bassett-Lowke by
Precision Models, red & cream: all/1st, sides
very good but some corrosion beginning to
show on roof (VG); br/2nd some corrosion to
one side (G); another br/2nd (G) one side (P)
other side; One box (BP) 
£70-90

179
Hornby post-war tank goods set Type 40 BR
lined black 82011 loco, with ‘National’ tank
wagon, lumber & open wagons, all (E) track,
track clips (VG) Box base & lid (G-VG),
instructions. 
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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180
Various Hornby 0-gauge items: Two No.1 post-
war level crossing (E-BE); No.2 turntable (G-
BF); four assorted crossings; post-war No.2
home signal, solid post (G-BF); No.1 buffer (P-
BP); another (VG-BVG); No.201 LMS tank
goods set comprising LMS No.101 loco
no.2270, Esso silver tank, brown LMS open
wagon, another from earlier era, all (F-G) some
very rusty track (P) (BP); Remains of No.20
passenger set missing loco & tender but
containing incorrect track & 2 x No.20 coaches
(veryP-BveryP). Goods yard crane missing hook
& twine (P); empty box for No.2 double arm
post-war signal (BVG) 
£60-80

181
Three Hornby 0-gauge bogie coaches: Riviera
Blue Train dining car and sleeping car with No.2
Special Pullman ‘Iolanthe.’ All (P) 
£40-60

182
Various items of Hornby 0-gauge rolling stock:
Carr’s Biscuit van, open axle-guard, repainted
roof (F-G); No.2 LMS passenger coach 1st/3rd
(veryP); GWR clerestory passenger brake (F-
G); body No.2 special tender heavily over-
painted; 4 assorted M/No.20 tenders (F-G);
Colas tank, mainly over-painted (F); two NE
No.1 1st/3rd & passenger brake coaches in
boxes for No.41; six other goods wagons. 
£40-60

183
Hornby 0-gauge buildings: 1949-55 No.3
station, green roof, revised printing (E) with two
ramps in different shade of cream (G); 1955-7
Goods Depot, orange roof, ‘Goods Depot’
over doors, building (E) platform marked (G). 
£50-70

184
Box of keys: 16
Meccano including
some boat keys; one
Schuco; 2 Bassett-
Lowke style; four
Triang and approx a
dozen others 
£50-70

185
Collection of Gauge 1, 10mm scale plastic and
metal kit built and well painted items of rolling
stock, mixed kit manufacturers, to include LMS
Brake Van Bauxite Livery, Brass Well Wagon,
GIMC BR Mineral Wagon, GIMC BR Sand
Wagon, Conflat with LEP Load, NE Conflat
with tool box load, LMS 3 Plank Open wagon
with load, 5 Plank Open Wagon and a LMS 3
Plank Open Wagon 
£400-600

194
An Aristocraft Trains No. ART-23201 G-scale
EWS Class 66 diesel loco, housed in the original
polystyrene packed box, appears as issued 
£500-600

195
A collection of Bachmann ON30 by Thomas
Kingkades Hawthorns Village locomotives, track,
rolling stock, etc, to include a Christmas Express
Collection loco & tender, Holiday Gathering
Combine Car, Village Christmas Observation
Car, together with a large quantity of track,
points, crossovers, and a quantity of original
polystyrene packaging 
£100-150

196
One tray containing a collection of mixed 0
gauge locomotives to include Hornby, Lima,
Continental Railways and others to include a
Hornby LMS No. 70 later converted to electric
tank loco and others 
£50-70

197
An 0 gauge static display model/presentation
model of the Baby Bullet 2004 Peninsula
Corridor Joint Powersboard Caltrain housed in
the original perspex display case with wooden
base 
£40-60

198
10 mm scale GWR Auto Coach No.170 made
by Barrett Engineering. Chocolate & cream. No
internal seats or fitments. ‘GWR’ and crest on
sides. (NM) 
£150-200

199
ACE Trains E/7-C Castle class loco & tender
made up as ‘Pendennis Castle’ Great Western
4079. 0-20v DC motor. The construction of
the kit is excellent but the painting and lining
spoils it. One nameplate has lost the name.
Overall (F-G) (BE) with instructions. 
£200-300

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

186
Pair of Gauge 1, 10mm scale scratch-built GNR
twin articulated set in the simulated teak finish,
built by John Clegg from the collection of
Robert Head, both housed in white card boxes 
£200-400

187
Gauge 1, 10mm scale kit built from Elliot Shell
LNER Thompson Composite, blood and
custard, built by J.Haynes, in white card box 
£100-120

188
Rake of 3 Gauge 1, 10mm scale kit/scratch built
from Peter Alliot Shells GWR Corridor Brown
and cream coaches, all housed in white card
boxes, require a small amount of finishing for
completion 
£300-500

189
Gauge 1, 10mm scale Fred Newman Rake of 3
LNER Gresley Coaches, to include Composite,
3rd 1/2 brake and 3rd 3/4 brake, all finished in
teak with white roofs, housed in white card
boxes 
£500-600

190
Kit built by Ian Cherry Gauge 1, 10mm scale
radio controlled and electric model of a Class
A3 Flying Scotsman Locomotive and double
tenders, excellent build quality and hand
painted to a very high standard, excellent
model 
£700-1,000

193
An Aristocraft No. ART-23204 G-scale model
of a Malcolm Logistics Class 66 diesel
locomotive appears as issued in the original
polystyrene packed box 
£500-600
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200
Lima 0 gauge 4F loco & tender LMS black
without running number. fitted with a brass
chassis, can motor, finescale wheels, sprung
buffers, extra detailing added to body, 3-link
couplings, painted matt black (E) 
£60-80

201
Three various 0 gauge locomotives to include a
Bassett Lowke spirit fired 2-6-0 locomotive and
LMS tender, together with a converted Lima
plastic bodied 3-rail diesel locomotive and a
Hornby No. 50 60199 tank loco and tender 
£150-200

202
A collection of kit built, later adapted and
scratchbuilt 0 gauge wagons to include a North
Eastern breakdown, a Fyffes Banana Wagon,
together with various others (12) 
£100-120

203
Two trays containing a collection of part built
locomotives, started projects, etc, all appear 0
gauge scale to include live steam components 
£80-120

204
A large collection of mixed 0 gauge track to
include Bassett Lowke, Peco Streamline,
together with various other associated and
home-made examples 
£70-100

OO GAUGE 

275
A collection of Kato and Tomix Japanese
outline N gauge railways to include Ref. Nos. 2x
2830, Tomix 2855 and Tomix 2859, together
with a Kato Yamanote Line 2 car unit 
£70-100

276
A collection of British outline Graham Farish,
Dapol and Peco, N Gauge Railways to include a
pair of Virgin Trains Mk2F 65’ coaches, a pair of
Dapol Intercity Mk3 2nd Class coaches,
together with a quantity of loose and boxed
Graham Farish stock 
£50-80

277
Two trays containing a collection of continental
and American outline N gauge railways to
include a Brauer No. 1920 Kuhl wagon three
car set, an Atlas Santa Fe No. 3501 diesel
locomotive, together with various Faller kits and
loose rolling stock, etc 
£70-100

278
One tray containing a collection of mixed 00
gauge locomotives to include Hornby, Triang,
Hornby Dublo, and others, specific examples to
include a Mainline Orion No. 45691 loco &
tender and others 
£60-80

279
A collection of mixed kit built and
manufactured 00 gauge locomotives to include
a No. 62614 Nu-Cast 4-4 locomotive and
tender, kit built, together with a Bec Kits Class
J17 kit built loco and tender, together with one
other 
£60-80

280
A Hornby Railways 00 gauge No. R369 BR 3-
car multiple Class 110 3-car unit housed in the
original box 
£40-60

281
A Wills Finecast kit built 00 gauge model of a
Class K3 2-6-0 locomotive and tender No.
61951 finished in BR black 
£60-80

282
A collection of 00 gauge kit built and later
repainted locomotives to include a No. 69633
0-6-2 tank loco together with a repainted
Triang R52 tank loco and a Graham Farish kit
for a Class J15 locomotive and tender 
£60-80

283
A Bachmann 00 gauge boxed locomotive group
to include a No. 31-602 Class V1 No. 67664
locomotive, together with a No. 31-852 class
J39 64967 loco, and a No. 32-277 Class
K361949 lined black loco & tender, all in
original packaging 
£80-120

284
A collection of mixed 00 gauge locomotives to
include Triang, Wrenn Railways, Hornby and
others, specific examples to include a repainted
Wrenn W2217 tank loco, handpainted in BR
black No. 69587, Triang Railways BR R39 loco
& tender, a Bachmann Gandy Dancer and
others, together with mixed repainted and
original locomotives with associated tenders 
£60-80

285
A collection of five various boxed Lima Hornby
and Mainline 00 gauge locomotives to include
diesel and steam interest, specific examples to
include a Lima Class 121 Marston Vale diesel
locomotive, together with others 
£80-120

286
A Hornby Railways boxed locomotive group to
include a Hornby overpainted Class 2P No.
62513 locomotive and tender housed in a
Thomas the Tank Engine box, together with a
Hornby R2155A Class J3 locomotive No.
68474, together with a Hornby DCC ready No.
R3232 late BR Class J15 No. 65445 loco and
tender 
£70-100

287
Three various boxed Bachmann 00 gauge
locomotives to include No. 31-700Z Lord
Burley BR black Class B1 loco and tender,
together with a No. 31-106 Class 4 BR
Standard loco and tender, and a No. 31-862
Class J39 BR black No. 64791 locomotive and
tender, all in original boxes 
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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288
Three various boxed Bachmann 00 gauge
locomotives to include a No. 32-951 Standard
Class 4MT No. 7609 locomotive, a No. 31-703
Wildebeest Class B16 1010 loco and tender,
together with a No. 32-503 Standard Class
5MT BR black tank loco and tender, housed in
the original packaging 
£100-120

289
A collection of four various boxed Bachmann
00 gauge locomotives to include No. 31452B
Ivatt tank loco, a DCC6 Bachmann London and
Yorkshire Region 2-4-2 tank loco No. 31-166,
A No. 46440 Ivatt Class 2MT tank loco
together with a No. 32-576 Ivatt Class 4 No.
43047 tank loco, all housed in original packaging 
£120-150

290
Tray containing a collection of various 00 gauge
passenger stock and goods stock items to
include Bachmann Crimson Suburban Brake
coach, Hornby Maroon Composite Coaches
and others 
£100-150

291
33 various boxed 00 gauge wagons and triple
packs, to include Bachmann, Wrenn and
Hornby 
£120-150

292
Collection of various 00 Gauge lineside
accessories, to include lineside buildings,
trackside accessories and other modelling
equipment 
£50-80

293
A large collection of mixed 00 gauge railway
items to include locomotives, coaches, wagons,
rolling stock, and lineside accessories, to include
a Hogwarts Castle locomotive and tender, with
matching coaches, a loose Hornby Flying
Scotsman LNER, together with various other
boxed and loose rolling stock 
£100-150

294
Seven various boxed 00 gauge Hornby and
Airfix locomotives, various mixed examples to
include a Hornby R062 BR Class locomotive, a
Hornby Class 06 Club loco No. 06008,
together with others 
£100-150

300A
A Bachmann Midland Pullman 6 car DMU set
(M-BM) ref 31-255DC Nanking blue DCC
fitted 
£300-400

301
Six boxed Hornby 00 gauge boxed collector’s
edition industrial steam and diesel locomotive
group, to include Ref. Nos. R2096, R2439,
R2375, R3867, R2304, and R2361, (all NM-
M,BNM) 
£80-120

302
Six boxed Hornby Collectors’ edition tank
locomotives to include Ref. Nos. R2877, R3953,
R3775, R3292, R3678, and R2597, all housed in
original boxes (NM-M,BNM) 
£80-120

303
Six boxed Hornby 00 gauge tank locomotives,
to include Collectors’ Club examples, Ref. Nos
to include R2665, R3213, R3069, R2960,
R2783, and R3019, all housed in original boxes
(M,BNM) 
£80-120

304
One box containing a collection of various
boxed Hornby 00 gauge industrial and
commercial rolling stock and wagons, to include
2x 30’ container wagon, Hallmark and Mersk,
No. R027 Ferry van, a car transporter, together
with a Network Rail breakdown crane, all
housed in original packaging 
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

295
One tray containing a collection of five various
boxed diesel locomotives to include a No.
R348 Railfreight Class 37 diesel, a R2008
Railfreight diesel electric shunter, and others 
£70-100

296
A Hornby Railways boxed 00 gauge set group
to include No. R1103 The Mallard Passenger,
and No. R1088 The Industrial, both sets are
complete apart from 8x R609 track sections 
£80-120

297
A Hornby Railways 00 gauge boxed train set
group to include The Western Pullman, and
The Anglian, both housed in the original boxes 
£100-150

298
A Hornby Railways boxed 00 gauge train set
group to include a No. R1039 Flying Scotsman,
and a No. R1120 The Easterner, both housed
in original polystyrene packed boxes 
£100-120

299
A Hornby Railways No. R1119 The Golden
Arrow boxed train set (DCC ready) missing 8x
R609 curved track sections together with a
model Q Gaugemaster Controller 
£80-120

300
Six various boxed Hornby Lima and Airfix 00
gauge locomotives, various mixed examples to
include a Hornby R376 LMS Class 4P
Compound locomotive, a Hornby R143 Class
2800 BR loco and tender, and others 
£100-120
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305
A collection of six boxed Hornby 00 gauge
diesel and steam locomotives to include an
R033 BR Class 7MT locomotive Morning Star,
an LNER Class A4 Mallard locomotive and
tender, together with other examples 
£100-150

306
A collection of 35 Hornby and Bachmann 00
gauge boxed items of rolling stock to include a
Bachmann British Railway Modelling magazine
Year 2000, limited edition wagon, a Hornby
2002 9 plank wagon, and others 
£200-300

307
38 Hornby and Dapol 00 gauge boxed items of
rolling stock to include a National Benzole tank
wagon, Speedlink livery open wagon, twin silo
Fisons wagon and others 
£150-200

308
Five boxed and loose Hornby 00 gauge boxed
locomotives to include a No. R2150 Class 0F
Millennium Collector’s Edition locomotive with
certificate, an R054 Class 08 Intercity diesel
locomotive, and others 
£60-80

309
Three boxed Hornby 00 gauge locomotives to
include a No. R284 B12 LNER Class
locomotive and tender, an R2149 Sir Nigel
Gresley locomotive and tender, together with
one other, all in original boxes/packaging 
£80-120

310
A Hornby R541 Intercity 125 train set
comprising of stock only, together with a box
containing a quantity of various 00 gauge
accessories to include a rolling road, country
cottage kit, and other accessories 
£60-80

311
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Hornby 00 gauge Class 142 Railbus multi unit
BR 3-car diesel train packs, boxed diesel
locomotive and a quantity of various coaches,
specific examples to include a Hornby R867 BR
twin railbus class 142 and others 
£80-120

312
A shoebox containing miscellaneous brass wire,
solder & lead for ballast together with fine strips
of wood as could be used for detailing the
exterior of Gresley teak coaches. 
£10-25

313
Two curved points marked 438. One of each
hand. Overall length 17”, EM Gauge 
£40-50

314
Two curved points marked 438. One of each
hand. Overall length 17”, EM Gauge 
£40-50

315
2250 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Electric Motor coach
only (no trailer coach) green, leading coupling
has been removed but nut/bolt are present in
box. Couple of marks each side, and one small
dent. Will benefit by cleaning (VG). Original
box with tear over the Ringfield print area
(BVG) 
£60-80

316
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 post-war tank
loco 1/2” motor GWR on tank sides 6699 on
bunker sides, both slightly faded on r/h side,
otherwise (VG-E) pale blue repro (BE) 
£40-60

317
EDL11 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco &
tender ‘Silver King’. Matt finish. Fine handrails.
Just a couple of small chips to footplate. (E)
repro plain blue (BE) tender (E) repro blue
white stripe (BE) 
£50-70

318
Gaugemaster Model Q four track controller.
(NM) (BNM). Note – this is an untested item
and should be professionally tested prior to use. 
£100-140

319 – 320
No Lots

321
W2227 Wrenn loco & tender ‘City of Stoke-
on-Trent’ LMS lined black, two small chips to
cylinder cover lining l/h side, otherwise (E).
Tender Dublo coupling. In box for W2228 City
green. (BE) No packer number. Tape marks
match 
£70-80

321A
Hornby N gauge Minitrix N.102 Passenger set
comprising class 27 Bo-Bo diesel D5370 BR
green with two BR Mk1 coaches br/composite
& 1st/2nd. Some track but incomplete circle. All
(E) card box with plastic liner (without any
breaks), window in lid (BNM). With instructions 
£50-70

322
Two Hornby N gauge MInitrix locos & tenders:
N207 9F 2-10-0, 92018 unlined black; 4-6-2 BR
Brittania 70000 lined green. Both (E-BE) 
£70-90

323
Three Minitrix N gauge diesel locos: N219 class
47 ‘The Queen Mother’ 47541 BR blue; N208
class 42 ‘Magpie’ D829, green; 2036 class 42
D815 ‘Eclipse’ green. All (E-BVG-E) 
£90-140

324
Two Hornby Minitrix N gauge locos: N211
‘Mallard’ 60022 BR lined green’ and N205 LMS
class 2MT 41254 BR lined black 
£40-60

325
Hornby Minitrix N gauge locos: 2034 class 42
diesel, D823 ‘Hermes’ BR blue with yellow ends
(E) in box for N206 (BVG); N210 class 47
‘County of Norfolk’ 47170 BR blue with yellow
cabs (E-BVG); 2901 class 27 Bo-Bo D5379 BR
green (E) in incorrect box (for N511). 
£70-90

326
Two Minitrix N gauge locos & tenders, BR lined
green: 12949 A3 ‘Flying Scotsman’ 60103 (E-
BG); N209 2-10-0 ‘Evening Star’ 92220 (E-BE) 
£70-90

327
G.Farish by Bachmann N gauge 371-886 class
108 3-car DMU BR green. Box marked
‘Returned Stock checked & tested, sold as
seen.’ Appears (E) (BE) 
£40-60

328
Three G.Farish N gauge locos & tenders: 1404
GW ‘Raveningham Hall’ 4-6-0 green (E-BVG);
1822 LNER ‘Flying Scotsman’ 4-6-2 green (E-
BVG); 1806 LMS Black Five LMS 4806 maroon
(E-BVG) 
£70-90

329
Three G.Farish N gauge locos: 1814 ‘King
George VI’ 4-6-2 46244 BR green; 1445
‘Windsor Castle’ 4-6-0 4082 BR green; 1801
‘Black Five’ LMS 5041 unlined black. All (E-BG-
VG) 
£70-90

330
Three G.Farish N gauge tank locos: 372-526
4MT 2-6-4 80032 BR lined black (E-BE); 1104
GWR 0-6-0 tank 9400 (VG-BP); 1701 LMS 0-6-
0 LMS maroon (VG-BP) 
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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331
Three G.Farish N gauge locos & tenders: 372-
179 ‘City of Leeds’ 4-6-2 BR green (E-BVG)
missing outer card sleeve; 372-002 ‘Rood
Ashton Hall’ GW 4965 lined green (E-BE);
1851 2-6-0 Crab LMS 2715 lined black (E-BE) 
£70-90

332
Three G.Farish N gauge locos & tenders: 1217
4-4-0 Compound Caledonian 375 blue (E-BF);
1805 Black Five 4-6-0 BR 44911 line black (E-
BP); 1404 ‘Burton Agnes Hall’ 6998 GWR
green, loco might be repainted (G-BP) not
original 
£50-70

333
Three Minitrix N gauge locos: N205 Ivatt 2MT
2-6-0 BR lined green 46406 (E-BE); 4-6-2 N217
Boadicea BR lined green (E-BE); N202 2MT
Ivatt 2-6-0 BR 46400 unlined black, smokebox
door present but detached (G-BG) incorrect
box 
£60-80

334
N gauge locos: Lima 205 class 81 electric E3185
BR blue (E-BF); Lima 263 class 55 ‘Meld’ D9003
duo-tone green (E-BG); Lima 213 Centre Cab
diesel D8915 (G); unidentified make 0-6-0 tank
loco repainted as LNER green; Trix Bo-Bo
chassis missing body 
£50-70

335
Three N gauge locos: Minitrix Fowler dock tank
0-6-0 BR 47160 black (E-BG); Farish 371-028
class 20 D8307 BR blue (E-BE); Farish 1007
class 08 shunter 08113 BR blue (E-BG) 
£50-70

335A
Four N gauge locos: Farish LMS 4-4-0
Compound maroon, has the appearance of
having been repainted (G-BG); streamlined
Battle of Britain unidentified make BR 34066
lined green, appears coupling between loco &
tender broken, in Minitrix box; two unboxed
Minitrix Fowler dock tanks 0-6-0 BR 47160
black (VG-E) 
£50-70

336
Thirty-eight N gauge 4-wheel goods wagons. 23
Minitrix, one Farish & 14 Peco. Includes vans,
tanks & opens etc. (E-BE) 
£90-140

344
N gauge modelling items: 7 Metcalfe kits, mainly
unopened, some part made, with cutting mat,
two knives, bulldog clips. 
£40-60

345
Various N gauge items: Four Peco Train Shed
Units NB80 (M-BM); Peco PL70 Servicing
Cradle (M-BM); Peco Setrack ST94 platform
system (M-BM); Four Hornby Lyddle End 9 mil
items – canal boat, lock, 2 x lower lock adaptor
(E-BF-VG); Ratio GWR wooden signal box 223
(E-BE); Four B-T Models lorries (NM-BNM); six
small packeted items mainly for Lyddle locks
(M-BM), many other items – all (E) 
£80-120

346
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: EDL12
‘Duchess of Montrose’ gloss just a few chips
mainly to the front, r/h buffer detached but in
box (G-BF), tender (E) with EDL7 tank 0-6-2
LMS sans serif letters & numerals (VG-Repair
box 26421 
£50-70

347
Three 2-rail diesel locos: Triang R253 Dock
Authority 0-4-0 No.3 black (NM-BE); Hornby-
Dublo 2231 0-6-0 shunter D3302, one-piece
rods, all steps present (E); Hornby-Dublo 2230
Bo-Bo D8017, dull appearance but (G). 
£50-70

348
Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Passenger Train set
No.2014 ‘The Talisman’ comprising 2211 A4
loco & tender ‘Golden Fleece’ 60030 BR lined
green (E-NM) with maroon Super Detail
coaches 1st/2nd & br/2nd (E).Loco headboard,
oil, track & instructions. All (E) Box base (BE) lid
(BE) 
£80-120

349
Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Passenger Train set
No.2021 ‘The Red Dragon’ comprising 2221
‘Cardiff Castle’ No.4075 loco & tender BR lined
green (E-NM) with brown & cream coaches
1st/2nd & br/2nd (E). Loco headboard, track,
instructions. Box base (BE) lid (BVG) 
£70-90

350
One tray containing a large selection of various
00 gauge, TT gauge, HO scale and other mixed
railway locomotives, rolling stock and passenger
stock, to include a Triang clockwork No. 13005
0-6-0 diesel shunter, a Eurostar Hornby four
piece loose electric train set, Triang Railways
two car No. 4008 American outline two car
unit, together with other associated examples 
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

337
N guage breakdown crane, coaches and goods
wagons: Trix 15299 crane with runner (M-BE);
four Minitrix Mk1 BR(W) brown & cream
coaches (E-BE); Farish Mk1 BR(W) Restaurant
car brown & cream (E-BE); 17 assorted 4-
wheel goods wagons, mostly unboxed (VG-E) 
£60-80

338
Two G.Farish N gauge diesel items: 371-627
GWR Railcar crimson & cream; 371-603 class
42 diesel D815 ‘Druid’ BR maroon. Both (E-
NM. BE-NM) 
£70-90

339
Three G.Farish N gauge locos: 372-601 V2
60807 BR lined black (E-NM.BE) missing outer
card sleeve; 8415 class 45 diesel ‘The Black
Watch’ BR blue with yellow ends (E-BF); 100F
Special Edition 08957 diesel shunter EWS livery
(E-BG) 
£70-90

340
Three N gauge locos: Dapol Q1 ND-92A
Southern C11 (NM-BNM); Farish 19011 box
but containing unlined black LNER 2-8-0 3107
(E-BE); Farish 1513 Merchant Navy class ‘Clan
Line’ in rebuilt form BR lined green (E-BG) 
£70-90

341
Two N gauge items: Farish 8133 2-car class
101 DMU full yellow ends but separate half
yellow ends in non-Farish box (E); with N208
Minitrix Western class 42 diesel ‘Intrepid’ D825
(E) 
£50-70

342
Four unboxed N gauge locos: Farish ‘Duchess
of Hamilton’ BR maroon 46229 (E); Farish class
47 ‘Isambard Kingdon Brunel’ D1662 due tone
green (E); shunter 0-6-0 D4018 (E); LMS black
4-6-0 loco & tender un-numbered (VG) with
spare bodies for same loco & tender (VG);
with a pair of motorised bogies, unknown make
but in a Minitrix loco box. 
£70-90

343
Various N gauge items: Two Dapol NSIGN1
GWR Home signals motorised (M-BM); DCC
Concepts Australia rolling road active set (M-
BM); A few short pieces of N gauge track
mainly unused including two points and an
electric uncoupler; Auto Shuttle Unit (suitable
for any gauge) (NM) 
£70-90
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351
One tray containing a selection of various
Triang Railways boxed locomotives, lineside
accessories, empty boxes, and other associated
stock to include a No. R253 dock shunter in
black livery, a No. R350 Class L1 locomotive
(repainted), a boxed No. R582 ticket office
platform unit pack and others, together with a
boxed Triang Railways RS25 train set, housed in
the original packaging with leaflet, in good clean
condition 
£100-120

352
One tray containing a collection of various
boxed and loose diesel outline HO scale
locomotives, to include a Mainline Hornby Lima
and others, specific examples to include a Lima
Railways Conquest D603 diesel loco, a Mainline
Type 4 Bo-Bo BR marron diesel hydraulic
locomotive, together with others (8) 
£100-120

353
A collection of Heljan and Bachmann boxed
diesel locomotives to include a Heljan No.
47901 Class 47 BR green D1501 diesel
locomotive, together with a No. 28011 Class
28 D5705 BR green with small yellow panels,
and a Bachmann DCC ready Class 108 two-car
DMU gift set, housed in the original box 
£100-150

354
One tray containing a collection of mixed 00
scale boxed and loose locomotives to include a
Hornby Dublo EDL 18 standard 2-6-4 tank
loco, together with a Trix Britannia 4-6-2
locomotive and tender, and various others 
£100-120

355
A Hornby 00 gauge boxed locomotive and flat
bed wagon group, to include a No. R3171 Class
P2 Cock of the North loco and tender,
together with a No. R3704 Ruston & Hornsby
48 DS locomotive and flat bed wagon, both
DCC ready 
£100-150

356
A Hornby 00 gauge DCC ready boxed
locomotive group to include a No. R3016
standard 4MT class 75072 loco and tender,
together with a No. R2846 BR Early Standard
class 72000 Clan Buchanan locomotive and
tender, both housed in original packaging 
£100-150

357
One tray containing a quantity of mixed 00
gauge boxed items of rolling stock together
with a quantity of associated diecast lineside
accessories to include a converted Albion Mobil
Gas Dinky Toys style tanker, a Spectrum by
Bachmann boxed model tram, and others,
mixed lot 
£80-120

358
One tray containing five various diesel and
diesel electric loose locomotives, to include a
Triang Railways R753 E3001 locomotive with
pantographs, together with a Triang Elektra
27000 R351 locomotive, and three others 
£100-120

359
A Heljan No. 266201 DCC ready boxed model
of a Beyer Garrett 4970 LMS Pristine
locomotive, housed in the original card box,
missing card sleeve, model requires some minor
restoration 
£60-80

360
A Wrenn Railways boxed locomotive group to
include a W2224 BR goods class 2-8-0
locomotive and tender No. 48073 to cabsides,
complete with leaflet, packing pieces, together
with a Wrenn No. 2235 4-6-2 Southern Region
Barnstaple loco and tender, also housed in the
original card box 
£100-150

361
A Wrenn Railways boxed locomotive group to
include a No. W2212 Sir Nigel Gresley
locomotive and tender housed in the original
card box with packer No. 6 to underside,
together with a British Railways 2-6-4 No.
80068 British Railways tank locomotive finished
in black, housed in a Wrenn Railways box 
£80-120

362
Four various Hornby Dublo boxed trainsets to
include an EDP 13 2-6-4 tank passenger train
set and three others, all contain various
contents, boxed in poor condition 
£100-120

363
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 locos &
tenders, BR lined green, unboxed: 2211 A4
Golden Fleece 60030 and 2236 Barnstaple
34005. Both (VG-E) 
£90-140

364
Three Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos, unboxed:
2224 2-8-0 Freight 8F BR unlined black 48073
Ringfield motor (VG); 2218 2-6-4Tank BR lined
black 80033 totem rubbed r/h side tank,
otherwise (VG); 2234 Co-Co diesel ‘Crepello’
D9012, due-tone green, some chips particularly
to raised edges (G). 
£90-140

365
Three Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos, unboxed:
2233 Co-Bo diesel, total repaint (F) as repaint;
2230 Bo-Bo D8017 hand-rails & couplings rusty
(F-G); 2234 Co-Co diesel ‘Crepello’ D9012
two tone green, heavily marked, suitable for a
total restoration, two side frames detached (P) 
£50-70

366
Two Hornby-Dublo diesel locos: 2232 Co-Co
plain green, some chips to roof which will
benefit by cleaning, instructions & guarantee
(VG-BE); 2231 0-6-0 shunter D3302, one-piece
rods, both steps broken off on l/h side,
otherwise (VG) 
£50-70

367
Three Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos & tenders: LT
25 8F 2-8-0 Freight BR unlined black 48158,
block mech, version without front coupling (E-
BF); EDL1 A4 4-6-2 ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ LNER
blue No.7 shows signs of playwear (F); EDLT20
4-6-0 ‘Bristol Castle’ BR lined green 4073
chimney & SVC bright, signs of playwear (G) 
£70-90

368
Four Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: EDL18 2-6-4
BR tank lined black 80054 (G-BF); 3232 Co-Co
plain green, noticeably chipped (F-BF); L30 Bo-
Bo diesel D8000 (VG); EDL7 0-6-2 tank LNER
green 9596 body & chassis separated. 
£60-80

369
Large plastic crate containing Hornby-Dublo
rolling stock and a variety of small accessories: 7
x D12 red & cream coaches; 6 x D14 suburban
maroon coaches. All (F) some suitable for
spares & repairs. Approx 18 goods wagons (F-
G). TPO 3-rail Mail van set. 
£30-50

370
A variety of Hornby-Dublo items: 4620
breakdown crane with all jacks & extra bearer
trucks (VG-BVG); D1 through station with
ramps, footbridge, level crossing, Island Platform
(VG-BVG); D1 turntable in two pieces, good
quantity of 3-rail track including points (VG) 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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371
Hornby-Dublo 2-rail and Triang items: 2206 0-
6-0 tank loco totally repainted green/black, no
totems (VG-BE); Pullman cars – 2 x Aries 4035,
one each Car 74 & 79 4036/7 (E-BE); one each
BR(S) tinplate suburban coaches 4025/6 (E-BE);
4316 BR(S) green another with repainted roof
& incorrect blue box; horsebox with horse (E-
BE); one each 4305 Passenger Fruit van 4320 6-
ton refrigerator and 4635 coal wagon
(repainted dark grey) all (E-BE); 2218 2-6-4
tank BR 80033 heavily playworn and with
Atholl cylinders (P). Triang – R150/R39 B12 4-
4-0 loco & tender repainted black (G-BVG);
R355 0-4-0 industrial loco repainted
green/black (G-BE); R553/R554 Caledonian
loco (F) & tender (E) (BE); R22 SR coach
repainted (G-BVG) 
£100-150

372
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail items: EDL17 tank loco 0-
6-2 BR lined black 69567 gloss (VG-BE); D1 NE
1st/3rd coach (E) in incorrect box; 14 assorted
wagons, all boxed (BVG) contents not checked
but believed (VG). TPO Mail Van set with
switch & bag (E-BE). Small quantity of track
including a few points. 
£60-80

373
EDP1 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail passenger train set
comprising ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ A4 4-6-2 loco &
tender, both (E) apart from the distorted coal
in tender, with two NE coaches, one each
1st/3rd & br/3rd, both (E) and with excellent
silvering. Track of a later date, D1 controller, oil
phial. Box base (BG) although internal fitment
torn. Lid (veryP) no sides and top torn. 
£60-80

374
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail items: EDL2 ‘Duchess of
Atholl’ 4-6-2 LMS 6231 loco & tender (E);
water crane; loading gauge; D1 ‘Royal Daylight’
tank, gold very bright (E-BVG) dated 11.49;
LMS meat wagon, bogie bolster & LMR goods
brake – all (VG-E, (BE); D1 level crossing (E).
Moderate quantity of track, mainly straights &
curves 
£70-90

375
Large plastic crate containing 00-gauge track,
mainly Hornby, some Triang and other makes.
Includes some unused Hornby points. With
Hornby R070 electrically operated turntable
(not checked). Hornby R902 circuit controller. 
£80-120

383
Small collection of assorted Hornby-Dublo
items: ‘Castle’ class loco 2-rail totally repainted
(rather heavily) as 5018 GWR ‘St.Mawes
Castle’, Ringfield motor (G) in EDLT 20 plain
blue box (BG); Dublo Cardiff Castle loco body
only (G); Dublo 2-6-4 tank 3-rail 80054 body
on 2-rail chassis (E) in 3-rail box (BF-G); 2400
TPO Mail Van set, 2-rail, with switch, bags,
guarantee & instructions (E-BVG); Box of six
5090 Dublo Telegraph poles (E) Box heavily
strengthened (BF) 
£70-90

383A
Graham Farish N gauge: Class 25 diesel loco
25326 BR blue with yellow ends; 3 BR Mk1
blue/grey corridor coaches; 5 goods wagons; a
few pieces of track. With the following
accessories, the box contents have not been
checked: Row of shops; Station & platforms;
Signal Box. With controller PE860 – not tested
sold as seen. Overall items appear (VG) (BG-
VG) 
£50-70

384
5943 Wrenn 00 gauge W2276X/5P
Streamlined West Country class loco & tender
‘Exeter’ 21C101. This loco does not possess
the ‘Golden Arrow’ trim. Loco has been 3-
railed. With 5-pole motor. Wheels suggest very
little use, but genuine Dublo spoons show
considerable use. Tender has a Dublo coupling
& body and chassis is fixed by what appears to
be a non-Wrenn fixing. Records show 185
manufactured between 1986-9. (E). Box (BNM)
this is so good it might be a repro. No packer
number and no tape marks. A 3-pole armature
is in the box. With a wooden plinth and piece
of track. 
£200-300

400
3235 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Dorchester’ 34042 BR lined green, a few chips
to lining on cylinder covers (E) Box base (BE)
but tears &rubbing to lid (BF) 
£160-240

400A
One tray containing a collection of static display
00 gauge locomotives, mixed examples to
include a King Class Henry VII Great Western
Railway loco and tender, together with others 
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

376
Large plastic crate Hornby accessories.
Contents of boxes have not been checked.
Four R291 Catenary point packs; four R290
Catenary single track packs. Two R909 elevated
track support sets. R458 small station set. R516
diesel maintenance depot. Shoebox of
platforms, supports & roofs with support pillars.
Some part assembled Kitmaster loco kits. Box
of small accessories 
£70-90

377
Three train control items, all untested. Sold as
seen. Gaugemaster Model DS twin track
controller; H&M Victor Transformer-Rectifier
unit; Mercury CB-RG Switch-Mode 13.8v
Bench Top Power Supply. All items boxed. 
£60-80

378
Collection of locos & coaches: Hornby R360
class 86/2 Electric loco ‘Phoenix’; Triang R753
E3001; Lima Class 31, 31275; Triang R351
‘Aurora’ E27002 BR blue; Triang 2-HAL 2-car
EMU; Hornby class 101 2-car DMU weathered;
Hornby class 06 4-wheel diesel 06005; Hornby
‘Duchess of Abercorn LMS 6234’ missing front
bogie; Triang track cleaning wagon, red; five
assorted coaches. With ‘Hornby- The Official
Illustrated History’ by Ian Hamilton. 
£80-120

379
Hornby-Dublo 2-rail No.2049 ‘Breakdown
Train’ set comprising EDL17 0-6-2 tank loco BR
69550 with coal in bunker (E-NM); gloss crane
with all jacks (E), packing van & D14 br/2nd
suburban coach (E). Box base (E) missing loco
keeps, Lid (BVG-E). With instructions. 
£80-120

380
Wrenn W2222 ‘Devizes Castle’ GW 7002 4-6-
0 loco & tender, lined green, svc & chimney
bright. (E-NM) (BE) No tape marks, packer
no.6. 
£50-70

381
Wrenn W2221 ‘Cardiff Castle’ BR 4075 4-6-0
loco & tender, lined green, svc & chimney
bright. (E-NM) (BE). Tape marks match, packer
no.3. 
£50-70

382
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2220 ‘Denbigh
Castle’ 4-6-0 BR 7032 lined green, missing
handrail l/h side, svc and chimney slightly
tarnished, otherwise (VG) red box (BG); 2218
2-6-4 tank BR 80033 lined black, (E-NM)
picture (BE) with instructions & guarantee. 
£60-80
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401
EDL11 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco &
tender ‘Silver King’ 60016 BR lined green, matt,
two minute chips to lining on l/h cab-side,
otherwise both loco & tender (NM). Loco box
has one long side of lid repaired with plain
board (BG) tender box (BE). Box shows repair
label 25194, in the box is a Meccano Ltd
guarantee bearing the same repair number,
dated 4.2.59 – a rare piece of paperwork. 
£80-120

402
3211 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Mallard’ 60022 BR lined green, matt, plated
driving wheels with plastic pony & bogie wheels.
(E) tender, crease at top of l/h side (VG). In
Cooper repro one piece picture (BE). 
£70-90

403
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 tank loco
LNER 9565 block mechanism, black with gold
shadowed red letters & numbers. The numerals
are very slightly out of alignment and there is an
apparent repair at the front of the r/h tank
where it joins the frame – but almost un-
noticeable. Buffer beams repainted. Couple of
chips. This loco might be a repaint/repro –
caveat emptor – but will make a good addition
to a layout. 
£30-50

404
EDL11 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco &
tender ‘Mallard’ 60016 BR lined green, alloy
wheels, a few chips to lining (E) (BE) Cooper
repro. Tender crease to top r/h front and some
marks (G-VG) (BE) repro Cooper 
£60-80

405
EDLT20 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-0 loco &
tender ‘Bristol Castle’ 7013 BR lined green,
chimney bright, only slight discolouration to
SVC, a few very small chips to raised edges and
lining. (VG-E) plain blue BG) 
£60-80

406
EDLT20 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-0 loco &
tender ‘Bristol Castle’ 7013 BR lined green,
chimney bright, only slight discolouration to
SVC, a few very small chips to lining. (VG-E)
plain blue, label damaged (BF) with instructions 
£60-80

407
3224 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 2-8-0 loco & tender
8F Freight loco LMR 48094 unlined black,
Ringfield motor, plated wheels, with front
coupling (NM) (BE) 
£200-300

408
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: L30 Bo-Bo
diesel electric BR green D8000, couple of chips
to roof, one plunger pick-up appears to be a
replacement (VG-E) picture (BG); EDL18, 2-6-4
tank BR lined black 80054 transfers & lining one
side very poor, all other areas (VG) (BF) 
£60-80

409
Triang R351 Electra 27000 BR electric blue, two
pantographs, converted from 2 to 3-rail, fitted
with Dublo style couplings (E) 
£50-70

410
1166 Trix 3-rail ‘Western Explorer’ D1002
diesel hydraulic Co-Co loco, green with small
yellow warning panels (E) 
£40-60

411
Believed Trix 4-6-2 ‘Flying Scotsman’ LNER
4472 loco & tender, apple green, vendor states
converted to 3-rail but centre rail pick-ups not
visible (E) 
£40-60

412
2221 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-0 loco & tender
‘Cardiff Castle’ 4075 BR lined green, some
corrosion to chimney & SVC, paint loss to one
side of chassis. Otherwise (E) (BE) instructions,
oil & test tag. 
£50-70

413
2211 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Golden Fleece’ 60030 BR lined green (E-NM)
(BE) 
£60-80

414
2224 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 2-8-0 8F Freight loco
& tender BR unlined black 48073, Ringfield
motor, with coupling on the front (E) (BE)
instructions 
£60-80

415
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2230 Bo-Bo
diesel electric D8017 BR green, one chip to
roof, otherwise (E) repro Cooper (BE); with
2218 2-6-4 tank BR lined black 80033, heavily
playworn (P) 
£50-70

416
Hornby-Dublo complete chassis with motor,
wheels, pony & bogie for 2-rail ‘City of London’
2-6-4 loco (E) 
£40-60

417
Hornby-Dublo coaches, TPO and Breakdown
crane. Brown & cream tinplate coaches: 3 x
br/2nd; 2 x 1st/2nd & 2 x D20/4047 Restaurant
cars. Mix of metal & plastic wheels. All (VG-E)
(BG-VG) two are repro, one coach in incorrect
box. With 4620 breakdown crane, matt, with all
four jacks, some chips (G) (BE); 2400 (2-rail)
Travelling Post Office with switch but no bags
(E) (BE) 
£50-70

418
Eight Hornby-Dublo D13 tinplate suburban
coaches, maroon. Four each 1st/3rd & br/3rd.
All metal wheels. (VG-E) (BG) 3 are repro. 
£50-70

419
Seven Hornby-Dublo D14 maroon tinplate
suburban coaches 2 x br/2nd & 5 x 1st/2nd mix
of plastic & metal wheels. Six boxed (BVG) 
£50-70

420
Four Hornby-Dublo BR(S) tinplate suburban
green coaches; 3 x 4025 1st/2nd & one 4026
br/2nd all plastic wheels. (E) (BE) 
£30-50

421
Fifty-one Hornby-Dublo plastic wheeled goods
wagons, all in red/white boxes. All 4-wheeled.
Many duplicates, includes low sided with &
without containers, Esso fuel oil, ‘Traffic
Services’ tanks, grain, salt, gunpowder, cement &
others. Overall (E) (BG-E) some Cooper repro
boxes. 
£150-250

422
Fifty Hornby-Dublo plastic wheeled goods
wagons, all in red/white boxes. All 4-wheeled.
Many duplicates – vans, salt, Presflo, open,
mineral, refrigerator, low sided and others.
Overall (E) (BG-E) some Cooper repros. 
£150-250

423
Three less common/rare Hornby-Dublo goods
wagons: 4685 Caustic Liquor with diamond
bogies, all transfers intact (E) (BG-VG); 4660
‘United Glass Limited’ sand wagon, open brake
gear (E) (BE); 4316 Horse Box (SR) green with
brown horse, all doors intact (E) (BE) 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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424
Twelve Hornby-Dublo goods wagons: 3 x 4685
Caustic Liquor tanks, plate bogies, all transfers
intact (E); 2 x 4305 Passenger Fruit van (E);
4315 Horse Box (BR) maroon all doors intact,
light brown horse (E); 4652 Machine wagon
Lowmac (E); 4675 ‘Chlorine’ tank (E); 2x SD6
Ventilated van (E); 2x SD6 Cattle truck (E). All
boxed 4 repro (BE) 8 original (BG-E) 
£90-140

425
Nineteen Hornby-Dublo goods wagons: 3 x
4685 Caustic liquor tanks, plate bogies, all
transfers intact (E); 2 x 4305 passenger fruit
vans (E); 4315 Horse box (BR) maroon all
doors intact, with horse (E); 2 x 4652 Machine
wagon Lowmac (E); 2 x 4323 SR 4-wheel
Utility van, green. One with all four corners of
base post intact (E) other with broken (VG);
nine other wagons. 4 repro boxes (BE) others
vary (BP-VG) 
£90-140

426
Five Wrenn Pullman cars brown & cream:
W6000/6001/6001A/2 x 6002V. Audrey, Vera,
Car nos.73/77 & 87. Not all coaches match
boxes. All (VG-E) (BVG-E) 
£60-80

427
Two Hornby Train sets: R1139 ‘Blue Rapier’
containing driving car, dummy driving car, one
centre car, track but missing controller, with
TrakMat (VG) (BG); with R1020 Irish Freight
comprising 0-4-0 steam outline loco, 3 wagons,
controller but missing track (G-VG) (BG) 
£70-90

428
Two Hornby Train sets: R758 ‘Night Mail
Express’ comprising ‘City of Nottingham’ 4-6-2
loco & tender with 3 coaches including mail
coach, track, controller etc (VG) (BG); with
R775 Commemorative Limited Edition 150th
Anniversary of the Great Western Railway
comprising ‘King George V’ loco & tender, 3
coaches, track & controller (VG) (BE)
cellophane window torn. 
£80-120

429
Five Hornby steam locos: R059 GWR Pannier
tank 2744 (VG) (BP); R861 LNER 3980, J52 0-
6-0 tank black (E) (BF); R150 L&Y 0-4-0 saddle
tank 627 black (E) (BP); R2058 0-4-0 Industrial
loco BR No.7 (E) (BE); R153 0-4-0 ‘Tolgus Tin’
(E)(BF-G) 
£70-90

438
Trix 1030 A3 LNER loco & tender 4472 ‘Flying
Scotsman’ tender drive (E) (BVG-E) with
instructions 
£50-70

439
Approx 55 Hornby 4-wheel goods wagons, a
very varied assortment, including four 4-wheel
coaches. All appear (VG) (BG-VG) 
£100-200

440
Thirty one Hornby bogie coaches: 3 LMS
suburban; 4 LMS corridor maroon; 2 Southern
green; 4 LNER teak corridor; 4 LNER teak
suburban; 7 BR blue/grey; one each - GWR
suburban; GWR corridor; GWR Comp
Restaurant car; Hawksworth GWR passenger
brake (M)(BM); Top Link BR buffet; BR Sleeping
car; BR(W) buffet 
£100-200

441
Thirty-six items: twenty Lima coaches; 10
GMR/Airfix coaches; 5 Lima goods wagons &
one GMR. A wide variety of companies &
liveries. Overall (VG) (BG-VG) 
£100-200

442
Fourteen Mainline bogie coaches a variety of
companies and liveries. Overall (VG-E) (BG-
VG) 
£70-90

443
A small Hornby-Dublo 3-rail collection: 5020
Goods Depot kit & 5005 2-road Engine Shed,
both appear complete but individual
components not checked, the goods shed
crane has been repainted deep red (VG) (BVG-
E) plain red; D1 items: Through Station; signal
cabin; footbridge; TPO Mail van set with 7 bags
but no switch, All (VG) (BVG); ED3 Junction
signal, home (E)(BVG); 3 coaches – one D11,
D13 & D20 all (VG). One non-Hornby tunnel. 
£60-80

444
A small mixed collection of 00 gauge: Lima King
George V loco & tender GWR lined green
6000 (E) (BF-G); Airfix ‘Royal Scots Fusilier’
loco & tender lined black LMS 6103 (E)(BE);
Hornby R738 Operating 75 ton breakdown
crane (E) (BF); R124 Hornby Car Transporter
with 3 cars (E) (BE); Dapol LMS dining car (E)
(BG); two Farish br/3rd LMS suburban coaches
(E) (BE) 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

430
Four Hornby diesel locos: R250 Class 58 Co-
Co 53007 (E-BG); R404 Class 47 Co-Co
47568 BR blue (VG-BF); R074 Hymek Bo-Bo
D7063 BR green (E-BP); R751 Co-Co 37184
BR blue 9E-BG) 
£60-80

431
Three Hornby LNER locos & tenders: R150
B12 4-6-0 7476 NE black (E) (BP); R053 B17
4-6-0 ‘Manchester United’ 2862 LNER green
(E) (BG); R042 A3 4-6-2 ‘Royal Lancer’ 4476
LNER green (E)(BF) 
£70-90

432
Three Hornby locos & tenders: R311 Patriot
‘Duke of Sutherland’ 5541 LMS red (E) (BF-G);
R761 GWR 5934 ‘Kneller Hall’ 4-6-0 GWR
green (E) (BG); R349 ‘King Henry VIII’ 6013
GWR green (VG) (B very P) 
£60-80

433
Three Hornby Southern locos & tenders: R084
4-4-0 Schools class ‘Clifton’ BR 30927 lined
black, vendor states test run only (E-NM)
(BVG); R154 4-6-0 ‘Sir Dinadan’ 795, green (E)
(BG); R074 Battle of Britain ’41 Squadron’ BR
34076 lined green (E) (BG) 
£80-120

434
Three ‘Britannia’ class BR 4-6-2 locos & tenders,
BR lined green: 70000 ‘Britannia; 70004
‘William Shakespeare’ and 70021 ‘Morning Star’
All (VG-E) (BF-VG) but 70000 in incorrect box. 
£70-90

435
Three Hornby locos & tenders: R869S
Southern ‘Battle of Britain’ 4-6-2 ‘Winston
Churchill’; R855 LNER ‘Flying Scotsman’ 4-6-2
LNER 4472 with corridor tender; R350SR L1
4-4-0 Southern 1757. All (VG-E) (BP missing
lids) 
£50-70

436
Four Hornby items: R259 ‘Britannia’ 70000 loco
& tender BR green (VG-E) (BP); ‘Coronation’
LMS 6220 LMS blue with silver stripes (G)
(BveryP); R585 Class 91Bo-Bo ‘The Red
Arrows’ (E) (BG); R268 BR Mk4 Driving Van
Trailer (E)(BE) 
£60-80

437
Trix 1060 A3 LNER loco & tender 525
‘A.H.Peppercorn’ (E) (BE) with instructions 
£50-70
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445
Three 00 gauge items: Mainline 43XX Mogul
GWR loco & tender green 5322 (NM) (BNM);
Airfix/GMR ‘Caerphilly Castle’ 4073 GWR loco
& tender (E) (BVG); R157 Hornby BR diesel
power car & trailer, white (E) (BG) 
£60-80

446
Liliput HO gauge loco & tender 10502, 4-6-2
with 8-wheel tender DB 03094 black & red
(NM) (BNM) with instructions 
£70-90

447
ROCO HO gauge 62398 SBB 2 x Re 460 locos
red & black. Pack of two locos (NM) (BE-NM) 
£80-120

448
5083 Hornby-Dublo Terminal or Through
Station Composite kit. Appears complete but
individual contents not checked. Has been
assembled and then dismantled. (VG) (BF) with
tears & tape marks to lid 
£120-160

449
2033 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Diesel Electric
Goods set comprising D5702 Co-Bo diesel,
some chips to roof (G-VG) with correct four
wagons and track. Instructions & oil. Overall
(VG) (BG) taped around edges. 
£60-80

450
2020 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail ‘Torbay Express’
passenger set comprising 2220 ‘Denbigh Castle’
7032, 4-6-0 loco & tender BR lined green, SVC
tarnished & light corrosion to rods (G-VG),
with tinplate brown & cream coaches 1st/3rd &
br/3rd, track & track clips. With ‘Torbay
Express’ headboard, guarantee & instructions.
Overall (G-VG). Box base original with a few
tape repairs (BG-VG) lid (BVG). 
£60-80

451
2014 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail ‘The Talisman’
passenger set comprising 2211 ‘Golden Fleece’
4-6-2 A4 loco & tender BR lined green (E) two
maroon super detail coaches track, oil, ‘The
Talisman’ headboard, guarantee & instructions.
Overall (VG-E) Box base one corner split (BE)
lid all corners split with some tape repairs (BP) 
£60-80

452
2025 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 2-8-0 Heavy Freight
goods set comprising 8F loco & tender 48109
unlined black, block mechanism, safety valve
corroded and a few chips to raised edges (G-
VG) with correct five wagons, track &
instructions. Overall (VG). Box base a few
paper tears some taped corners & grubby (BG)
lid water damage one corner (BF) 
£50-70

453
2034 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail ‘The Royal Scot’
passenger set comprising 2234 ‘Crepello’ diesel
electric loco, duo tone green, a few chips, fitted
with ‘The Royal Scot’ headboard (G-VG) with
two maroon super detail coaches, track, oil,
instructions & guarantee. Overall (G-VG).
Outer cardboard box base 3 corners taped.
Inner plastic tray has one small split (BG-VG) lid
all but one corner split, the other taped, part of
one long side missing (BP) 
£70-90

454
2021 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail ‘The Red Dragon’
passenger set comprising 4-6-0 ‘Cardiff Castle’
loco & tender BR lined green, slight tarnishing
to SVC & chimney (VG-E) with two Super
Detail brown & cream coaches, track, track
clips, ‘The Red Dragon headboard’ & guarantee.
Overall; (VG) Box base (BE) lid two sides part
missing, one corner taped (BF) 
£70-90

455
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail train sets in ‘long-
thin’ Dublo blue boxes: EDP10 gloss 0-6-2
Tank Goods set BR loco 69567 with two D13
maroon suburban coaches, track & guarantee.
All (VG) (BG); with EDG17 goods set EDL17
matt 0-6-2 loco, four wagons, track. All (G-VG)
(BG-VG) some tape repairs. 
£60-80

456
Three Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2231, 0-6-0
diesel shunter D3302 green, one-piece rods (E)
(BVG); 2230 Bo-Bo diesel green (NM) (BE);
2207 0-6-0 loco, green, all steps present, brass
buffers (E) Cooper repro (BE) 
£80-120

457
Three Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos: 2217, 0-6-2
tank BR 69550 with coal, totems faded
otherwise (E) (BG); 2218, 2-6-4 tank BR 80033,
slightly shiny appearance, (VG) (BE) with
instructions; 2230 Bo-Bo diesel D8017 some
playwear (G) (BG) 
£70-90

458
3221 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘Ludlow Castle’ 4-6-
0 loco & tender, possibly over-varnished,
noticeable playwear, nameplates unreadable,
some chips, some overpainting, corrosion to
rods and brightwork (P-F) (BP) 
£50-70

459
3235 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘Dorchester’ 4-6-2
loco & tender BR lined green 34042 (NM)
(BG) with instructions & test tag 
£200-300

460
3226 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘City of Liverpool’ 4-
6-2 loco & tender BR lined maroon with an
unlined tender, chips along edges of running
plate, otherwise (VG) (BG) with tear across
smokebox and remains of repair label one end 
£200-300

461
3235 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘Dorchester’ 4-6-2
loco & tender BR lined green 34042. A few
chips to parts of the lining (E) 
£160-220

462
EDLT20 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘Bristol Castle’ 4-
6-0 loco & tender, possibly over-varnished,
noticeable playwear, nameplates unreadable,
some chips, some overpainting, (F-G) (BE) with
instructions 
£60-80

463
3224 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 8F Goods loco &
tender BR unlined black 48094 Ringfield Motor,
(NM) (BE-NM) 
£200-300

464
LT25 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 8F Goods loco &
tender BR unlined black 48158 block
mechanism, a few chips to edges (VG-E) (BVG) 
£60-80

465
3218 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 2-6-4 tank loco BR
lined black 80059, totems slightly faded, a few
chips to lining (VG) (BG) with instructions &
guarantee 
£120-180

466
3211 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Mallard’ alloy wheels, light corrosion around
some handrail fixings, chips to l/h nameplate (G-
VG) (BG) 
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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467
3232 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Co-Co diesel loco
plain green, small amount of playwear but no
chips, possibly over-varnished (G-VG) (BF-G)
taped 
£50-70

468
3234 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Co-Co diesel loco
duo-tone green D9001 ‘St.Paddy’ a few marks
(VG) (BVG) 
£140-220

469
3211 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Mallard’ plated driving wheels, plastic bogie &
pony wheels, tender is an earlier version with
alloy wheels (VG) (BG) 
£60-80

470
EDLT20 Hornby-Dublo 4-6-0 loco & tender
‘Bristol Castle’ some playwear and slight
corrosion to brightwork (F-G) plain blue (BF-G)
with instructions 
£50-70

471
3217 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 tank loco BR
69567, thick numbers, coal in bunker, plated
driving wheels, plastic pony wheels (E) (BVG-E) 
£50-70

472
3231 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-0 diesel shunting
loco BR green D3763 one-piece rods (VG-E)
(BP) with instructions 
£50-70

473
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: L30 Bo-Bo
diesel D8000 BR green, some rub marks to
roof (VG) (BVG-E) with instructions; with
EDL17, 0-6-2 tank BR lined black 69567 (E)
(BE) 
£60-80

474
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: L30 Bo-Bo
diesel BR green D8000 (E) (BVG-E) with dog-
eared instructions; with EDL7, 0-6-2 tank BR
lined black 69567 some playwear (G) (BG) with
LMS sticker & repro keeps 
£50-70

475
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 tank locos BR
lined black 69567: one gloss (VG) in (BE) for
EDL17; one matt, noticeable chips (F) plain blue
(BG) repro keeps 
£50-70

487
EDG18 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 2-6-4 Tank Goods
Train set comprising BR lined black loco 80054,
some chips, (VG) with correct five goods
wagons (E) track, rail layout booklet &
guarantee. Box base (BVG) lid (BG) with some
repairs 
£50-70

488
Two 2-rail Hornby-Dublo 0-6-0 Train sets:
2009 tank BR passenger train comprising 2006
black loco 31337 brass buffers, totems rubbed,
plastic couplings, all steps present (VG) with
two D14 tinplate maroon suburban coaches,
circle of track, instructions. Overall (VG-E). Box
base (VG-E) lid half of one long side missing
(BF); with 2006 BR tank goods set comprising
green loco 2007 BR 31340, brass buffers, bright
metal couplings, totems not rubbed, all steps
present (E), 3 goods wagons, circle of track,
instructions, all (E) box base (BE) lid 3 corners
split (BG). 
£60-80

489
2024 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 2-8-0 Express
Goods Train set comprising 2224 BR unlined
black 48073 loco, Ringfield Motor (E) with
correct five goods wagons, track, track clips, oil,
guarantee & instructions. Overall (E) Box base
(BE) lid all corners taped internally and some
exterior edges taped (BVG) 
£80-120

490
2030 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Diesel-Electric
Goods Train set comprising 2230 Bo-Bo loco
BR green D8017 one chip to roof, (E) with
correct five goods wagons, circle of track, track
clips, oil, guarantee, instructions and other
literature, all (E) box base (BE almost NM) lid
(BE) one corner repaired. 
£70-90

491
2016 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 0-6-2 Tank Goods
set comprising 2017 tank loco BR lined black
69550, thick numbers, coal in bunker (E) with
correct four goods wagons, circle of track,
instructions and track plan booklet (all E). Box
base (BVG) lid two corners strengthened, two
split (BG 
£50-70

492
Two Bachmann H0 scale diesel locos each
lighted: Item No.61201 EMD GP50 ‘Union
Pacific’ 3258 Bo-Bo yellow & grey (NM)
(BNM); Item No.11703 ‘A’ unit ‘Rio Grande’
Bo-Bo yellow & silver (NM) (BNM) 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

476
Pre-war EDL1 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail loco &
tender ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ LNER 4498. Loco
with valance, horseshoe motor, black
nameplates, rods appear to be replacements
(VG) pale blue date unreadable (BVG); tender
with red wheels and almost no distortion to
coal, no creasing to tank sides, post-war
coupling fitted (E) pale blue (BE) dated 1/40 
£200-300

477
Pre-war DL7 clockwork 0-6-2 tank loco LNER
2690 black, almost no marks but will benefit by
cleaning (VG-E) pale blue box heavily taped
bearing repair label 62934. (BF) Part of internal
corrugated wrapper. Includes what appears to
be Meccano internal tie-on label showing repair
number possibly for use as the work went
through the works for repair. 
£100-200

478
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2 tank loco
GWR 6699 green, horseshoe motor, pre-war
couplings, very few marks (VG-E). Repair box
15576 (BVG) 
£100-200

479
Pre-war EDL1 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail loco &
tender ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ LNER 4498. Loco
with valance, horseshoe motor, black
nameplates, (VG-E) tender with red wheels,
post-war coupling, coal deformed slightly
upwards (not sideways) (VG) In one piece
repro pale blue (BNMrepro) 
£200-300

485
P15 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘The Flying Scotsman’
passenger train set comprising EDL11 A4 loco
& tender ‘Mallard’ BR lined green, alloy wheels
60022 (E), two maroon & cream tinplate
coaches, oval of track, ‘The Flying Scotsman’
loco headboard. All (E) almost (M) box base
(BE) lid some internal repairs, scuffing on edges
(BG) instructions and other literature 
£80-120

486
G25 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail LMR 2-8-0 Freight
Train set comprising LT25 loco & tender,
unlined black BR 48158 block mechanism,
couple of minute chips to tender edge,
otherwise (E-NM) with five correct goods
wagons, track, guarantee, all (E). Box base (BE)
lid 3 corners & two sides with splits (BG) 
£70-90
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493
Bachmann H0 item 53501 Overland Limited’s
‘Greyhound’ Union Pacific steam 4-8-4 loco &
tender no.806, grey with yellow stripes (NM)
(BVG) 
£50-70

494
3010 Frateschi H0 2-8-0 loco & tender black
557, ‘Central’ on tender (NM) (BNM); with
four Rivarossi Virginia & Truckee short bogie
coaches, yellow with grey roofs (NM) (BE) 
£60-80

495
Four Model Power American H0 items: 2-8-0
Consolidation loco & tender 268 Denver & Rio
Grande Western, yellow, black & silver (E) (BG)
with three short bogie coaches for same
railway, yellow, items nos. 2 x 5509 & one 5519
(E) (BE) 
£30-50

496
Walthers N gauge 305’ Thrall 5-unit articulated
double stack car TTX (modern) 72804 (NM)
(BE) 
£30-40

497
Seven Lima H0 Continental items: SNCF Co-
Co diesel 72002 duotone blue (VG) (BG) with
six assorted coaches FS, DB, SNCF & DSB
liveries. All (VG-E) (BVG) with two Kleinbahn
OBB coaches 398 & 3981 (NM) (BNM). 
£50-70

498
Eight H0 Jouef items: SNCF Co-Co electric loco
red, silver & grey with orange stripe, CC6505
(E) (BE) with five matching coaches including
grill coach (E) (BE); with SNCF coach grey &
white (E) (BVG) and ‘ELF’ fuel tank wagon,
white (E) (BG), with Fleischmann 4340 Bo-Bo
electric loco, green, marks to bodywork and
power lead to one pantograph disconnected
(F) (BVG) 
£60-80

499
Shoebox containing Hornby-Dublo small items:
box of six 5040 platelayer’s huts (NM) (BE);
box of six 5090 telegraph poles (E) (BG); box
of six 1521 plastic ‘Aluminium Cables’ drums
(M) (BE); box of two D1 brown water cranes
(VG-E) (BG); two boxes each two 5095/D1
buff water cranes (VG-E) (BG); 3 boxes 5035
loading gauges (2 square & one long foot) (E)
(BE); nine Triang metal telegraph poles, 3 with
at least one arm missing, otherwise (VG-E); 3
Dublo electric semaphore signals (G) & 3
colour light (G) 
£80-120

500
Shoebox containing various Hornby-Dublo
items: Unopened 1577 14v, bulbs, 6 in box (M)
(BM); approx. 25 x 15-volt bulbs for signals &
buffers, 6 in one unopened 1560 box; five
boxes 1575 Lighting Kit; 2 red and one green
button push-button switches; 5 red and 5 black
switches. All switches complete with all nuts.
With seven other Meccano spares boxes. Some
switch grouping rods. Contents of boxes have
not been checked 
£60-80

501
Various Hornby items mainly concerned with
track & trackside: 11 x qtr 3-rail straights & 4
shorts & one half-with roadway, one isolating
with switch in original box; 18 x 3-rail buffers; 4
non-illuminated & 2 illuminated buffers; one 2-
rail & 3x 3-rail railers; collection of 2-rail track
fixings & other items; some track isolating tabs.
Nine Hornby Station Hoardings (6 in original
box); two Wrenn adaptor rails; All offered as
found. 
£40-60

502
Hornby-Dublo figures & lineside accessories:
5037 Lineside Notices (M), 5025 Gradient &
Mile Posts (M) both in transparent/card;
another 5025 in red/white box (M); 2 x 052
Railway Station Passengers, 2 x 050 Railway
Staff & one 054 Railway Station, – in clear
plastic boxes; approx. 53 pieces Railway Staff
unboxed; with four card boxes for sets
051/053/1001 & 1003 these last four contents
not checked. 
£90-140

503
Various items: Dinky Toys 765 Road Hoarding
(NM) (BE) two more (G); 3 packets each six
Miniature posters for hoardings (M); 2 Dublo
Dinky Bedford flat bed lorry, Austin taxi & Land
Rover missing trailer (G); repro Matchbox
Horse Drawn Milk Float (M); Oxford Great
Dorset Fair 2017 (near O gauge not 00) (M); a
few other vehicles 
£40-60

504
Large tray of mixed items. Offered as seen but
including Airfix ‘City of Truro’ kit unmade; Airfix
‘Biggin Hill’ part assembled; Kitmaster diesel
shunter, assembled; Hornby Railway Certificate
for ‘Cedric Bland’; 6 Dublo loco spanners (A4 &
Atholl etc); Trix buffers; many other items.
Offered as seen. 
£50-70

505
2050 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Suburban Electric
Train set comprising 2250 motor coach and
4150 trailer, with track, instructions, guarantee
& test tag. All (E) although there is a minute
area of corrosion along the base of the side of
the motor coach. Box base (BVG) lid one
corner strengthened (BVG) 
£100-150

506
2049 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Breakdown Train set
comprising 2017 0-6-2 BR lined black 6955 tank
loco with coal in bunker (E), breakdown crane,
matt, complete with all four jacks (E), packing
van (E) & D14 br/3rd suburban coach (NM)
with loco & crane instructions, guarantee. Box
base & lid (BVG) but lid has grubby appearance. 
£70-90

507
2022 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail ‘The Caledonian’
Passenger Train set comprising 2226 ‘City of
London’ loco & tender BR maroon, running
plate edges heavily chipped, some chips
elsewhere, unlined tender (G) with correct two
maroon Super Detail coaches, track, oil, ‘The
Caledonian’ headboard, instructions &
guarantee. Overall (G-VG) Box base (BVG) lid
(BP) both long sides missing. 
£60-80

508
Two Hornby-Dublo Super Detail Restaurant
cars: 4071 BR maroon, a few very light
scratches (VG-E) Cooper repro (BE); 4070
BR(W) brown & cream, one very small area of
corrosion (G-VG) Cooper repro (BE) 
£70-90

509
3231 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-0 diesel electric
shunter BR green D3302, will benefit by
cleaning (VG) in box for 2-rail version (BF-G) 
£50-70

510
W2227 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘City of
Stoke-on-Trent’ LMS lined black, TLC (E) (BE)
tape on one side only but matches, no packer
number. Instructions 
£80-120

511
W2226 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 loco &
tender ‘City of London’ BR maroon, unlined
tender (E) (BVG-E) instructions 
£70-90

512
2221 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-0 loco & tender
‘Cardiff Castle’ BR lined green 4075 (E-NM)
(BE) instructions, oil & test tag 
£70-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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513
EDG17 Hornby-Dublo Tank Goods set
comprising EDL17, 0-6-2 BR 69567 lined black
gloss loco with Royal Daylight tank (gold very
bright); BR goods van; BR open wagon & BR(E)
goods brake. All (VG) but some mild corrosion
to some wagon wheels. With track. Box base
(BF) showing some previous damp damage, lid
taped edges (G) 
£40-60

514
EDG7 Hornby-Dublo Tank Goods set
comprising EDL7, 0-6-2 LNER 9596 unlined
black loco, horseshoe motor, transfers are gold
shadowed red but one side is rubbed so much
that almost nothing remains (G); NE open
wagon, NE goods van & NE goods brake, all
(G-VG). Track & D1 controller. Box base (G)
but internal fitments (BP). Lid has corners
strengthened on the inside, with ‘Royal Scot’
label (BG) 
£70-90

515
EDP1 Hornby-Dublo ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’
passenger set comprising loco & tender of same
name, LNER blue no.7, block mechanism, some
tarnishing to rods & handrails (VG), tender
slight distortion to coal (VG-E); two teak
coaches 1st/3rd & br/3rd almost no tarnishing
to the silvering (NM). Track, D1 controller,
guarantee. Box base (BVG) with replacement
loco keeps; lid (BVG). With spanner & oil. 
£80-120

516
EDP1 Hornby-Dublo ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’
passenger set comprising loco & tender of same
name, LNER blue No.7, horseshoe motor (VG),
tender, small distortion to coal (VG) with two
teak coaches 1st/3rd & br/3rd very few marks
to silvering (VG). Track, D1 controller, rail
layout suggestions booklet, spanner, oil. Box
base (BVG) lid (G-VG) 
£70-90

517
EDP14 Hornby-Dublo 2-6-4 Tank Passenger
set comprising EDL18 BR 80054 loco BR lined
black, noticeable playwear (F-G); with two D14
suburban br/2nd and one 1st/2nd maroon
coaches (G); with track. Box base, some taped
corners (BG) lid heavily taped on inside (BG) 
£40-60

523
EDG3 Hornby-Dublo Canadian Pacific Freight
set comprising EDL2 loco 1215 in yellow on
cab-sides, black with deep red running plate
edges. Loco has been well used and shows
playwear but still (G) tender loss of paint and
mild corrosion one side, top edge of coal space
slightly bent (F). Brick wagon, bogie bolster &
Canadian Pacific caboose all (E). Track, spanner
& oil. Box base (BG) with repro wagon fitment
& loco keeps very tatty. Lid all corners taped
internally & externally, with signs of past damp
damage (BF-G) Instructions 
£150-250

524
EDP2 Hornby-Dublo ‘Duchess of Atholl’
Passenger Train set comprising EDL2 loco &
tender of same name, horseshoe motor, slight
over-painting to l/h nameplate (G) tender (E),
two D3 LMS coaches, ‘galvanised’ roofs, one
each 1st/3rd & br/3rd both showing crazing to
paintwork but still (G). Track, D1 controller,
spanner, non-Hornby oil bottle empty,
instructions. Box base & lid (BG-VG) 
£50-70

525
EDP2 Hornby-Dublo ‘Duchess of Atholl’
Passenger Train set comprising EDL2 loco &
tender of same name, corrosion to chimney,
loss of paint around cab floor and a few marks
overall (F-G) tender (F-G) marks and rubbed.
Two D3 LMS coaches, one each 1st/3rd &
br/3rd ‘galvanised roofs’ (P) track, D1
controller, instructions. Box base (F) with repro
fitments in some places Lid (BF) repaired on
corners and edges. 
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

518
EDG18 Hornby-Dublo 2-6-4 Tank Goods set
comprising EDL18 BR 80054 loco BR lined
black, some retouching to tank edges (G) with
bogie bolster, brick wagon & BR(M) goods
brake van, all (E), track. Box base (BE) lid taped
all corners & edges (BG). Instructions &
guarantee 
£50-70

519
EDP14 Hornby-Dublo 2-6-4 Tank Passenger
set comprising EDL18 BR 80054 loco BR lined
black, some rubbing to transfers & lining (G);
with two D14 suburban br/2nd and one
1st/2nd maroon coaches (E); with track. Box
base, (BVG) lid heavily taped corners & edges
(BG) 
£50-70

520
EDP2 Hornby-Dublo ‘Duchess of Atholl’
Passenger set comprising loco & tender of
same name, minor corrosion spots to boiler
(VG) tender (VG). Two D3 LMS coaches, grey
roofs, one 1st/3rd, one br/3rd (E). Track & D1
controller. Box base (BVG) lid corners taped
inside (BG) Instructions, spanner & guarantee 
£50-70

521
EDP12 Hornby-Dublo ‘Duchess of Montrose’
Passenger set comprising loco & tender of
same name, EDL12 matt, edge of running
boards and cylinder covers chipped (G) tender
(E), two D12 maroon & cream coaches one
each 1st/3rd (E) br/3rd (VG). Track,
instructions, guarantee. Box base (BF), hole in
base and loco keeps very tatty, lid all internal
corners and edges taped (BF) 
£50-70

522
EDP2 Hornby-Dublo
Passenger set ‘Canadian
Pacific’ comprising EDL2
loco 1215 in yellow on
cab-sides, black with deep
red running plate edges,
white rimmed wheels,
small 1215 in straight line
at top of smokebox (E)
tender (E) with two D12
coaches one each 1st/3rd
& br/3rd both (VG-E).
Track, D1 controller,
instructions, spanner & oil.
Box base & lid both
(BVG) 
£250-350
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526
EDP22 Hornby-Dublo ’Royal Scot’ Passenger
Train set comprising EDL12 ‘Duchess of
Montrose’ loco & tender, BR lined green matt, a
few chips to edges of running plate, ‘Royal Scot’
headboard (VG) tender (E), two D22 maroon
coaches one each 1st/2nd & br/2nd with coach-
boards (E) track, guarantee & repro instructions.
Box base (BG) lid tape repairs & tape marks
(BF) 
£50-70

527
EDP11 Hornby-Dublo ‘Silver King’ Passenger
Train set comprising EDL11 loco & tender of
same name, BR lined green gloss, mild
corrosion to some rods (VG-E) tender (VG)
with two D11 maroon & cream coaches one
each 1st/3rd & br/3rd (E), track, spanner. Repro
instructions. Box base (BG) lid corners taped
(BG) 
£60-80

528
EDG7 Hornby-Dublo Tank Goods set
comprising EDL7, 0-6-2 loco LMS 6917,
horseshoe motor, black with serif letters &
numbers gold shadowed red, showing slight
signs of age (VG-E), with LMS open wagon,
LMS goods van & LMS goods brake van, all (G-
VG), track & blue D1 controller. Box base & lid
some taping but (BVG). Royal Scot picture on
lid 
£50-70

529
EDG7 Hornby-Dublo Tank Goods set
comprising EDL7, 0-6-2 loco LNER 9596,
green, horseshoe motor, spring missing from
front coupling, chip to smokebox door (VG)
with NE open wagon, NE goods van & NE
goods brake van, all (G), track, D1 controller,
instructions 
£50-70

530
EDG17 Hornby-Dublo Tank Goods set
comprising EDL17, 0-6-2 loco, gloss lined black
BR 69567 fitted with plated driving wheels but
alloy pony wheels (VG) with ‘Royal Daylight’
tank, gold very bright (NM), BR goods van (E);
BR open wagon (G) & BR(E) goods brake van
(E), track. Box base (BE) lid (BG-VG).
instructions 
£40-60

531
EDG16 Hornby-Dublo Tank Goods set
comprising EDL17, 0-6-2 loco black BR 69567,
thick numbers and forward-facing lions (E) with
two BR open wagons & BR(E) goods brake van
all (E), track. Box base (BE) lid (BVG) couple of
repairs 
£50-70

532
2035 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Pullman Train SR
comprising ‘Barnstaple’ 4-6-2 West Country
loco & tender, couple of chips to lining on
cylinder covers (E) tender (E), with three
Pullman cars – Aries, Car 74 & Car 79 (E) track,
track clips, instructions, guarantee and a non-
Hornby Atlantic Coast Express headboard. Box
base (BE) lid (BG) 
£100-150

533
2019 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 2-6-4 Tank Goods
set comprising BR lined black loco 80033 (NM)
with low sided wagons one furniture container,
one tractor, one double bolster wagon and BR
goods brake van, all (E-NM). Track, track clips,
oil, instructions & guarantee. Box base (BG) lid
(BG) taped internally 
£50-70

534
EDG7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Tank Goods set
comprising EDL7, 0-6-2 LMS 6917 black loco,
sans-serif letters & numbers (E) with LMS open
wagon, goods van and goods brake van all (E),
track, D1 controller, oil, instructions &
guarantee. Box base (BVG) lid taped internally
all edges & corners (BF-G) 
£40-60

535
EDP20 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail ‘Bristolian’
Passenger Train set comprising EDLT20 ‘Bristol
Castle’ loco & tender BR lined green (E) with
two D21 brown & cream coaches one each
1st/2nd & br/2nd (E), track, instructions,
guarantee & ‘Bristolian’ leaflet. Box base (BE) lid
taped internally (BVG) 
£70-90

536
2007 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 0-6-0 Tank
Passenger Set S.R. comprising green loco
31340, all steps present, red paint mostly
chipped from buffer beams, totems faded,
otherwise (G-VG) with one each 4025/6 BR(S)
green suburban coaches 1st/2nd & br/2nd (E),
track & instructions. Box base (BVG) lid (P) 
£40-60

537
2008 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 0-6-0 Tank Goods
set comprising black loco 31337, all steps
present, totems faded (G-VG) with UG Sand
wagon, 13-ton steel type open wagon &
BR(W) goods brake all (E) with track &
instructions. Box base (BG) lid (BP) 
£40-60

538
2245 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 3300HP Electric loco
E3002, blue with white roof, working
pantographs showing slight corrosion. As nearly
always with these locos, the BR silver totems on
the sides have very slight fading. Both red buffer
beams are chipped (E) (BE) 
£200-300

539
2250/4150 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Electric 2-car
suburban train, BR(S) green, both coaches (E).
Driving motor coach in original box with
038089 repair label (BE) trailer box (BE) with
instructions 
£120-180

540
2235 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Barnstaple’ BR lined green 34005 (E-NM)
(BVG) internal fitment damaged, possibly
moisture damage, & lid slightly faded 
£70-90

541
2211 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Golden Fleece’ BR lined green 60030, both
nameplates badly damaged, a few chips to
lining, otherwise (G) (BG) some felt pen graffiti
covering ‘Hornby Dublo’ logo 
£50-70

542
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail diesel electric locos,
both BR un-lined green, both roofs without
chips: 2232 Co-Co (E) (BE); 2230 Bo-Bo
D8017 (VG) (BVG) plain red 
£70-90

543
2230 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-0 loco & tender
‘Denbigh Castle’ BR lined green 7032, chimney
bright, SVC without corrosion but dull, a few
small chips to top edges of tender (E) (BVG-E)
plain red, with some damage to internal fitment.
Instructions 
£80-120

544
2211 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Golden Fleece’ BR lined green 60030, with
‘The Fair Maid’ headboard (E) (BE) with
instructions 
£80-120

545
2220 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-0 loco & tender
‘Denbigh Castle’ BR lined green 7032, slight
corrosion to chimney & SVC but (E) plain red
(BVG-E) with instructions & guarantee 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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546
2233 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail Co-Bo diesel electric
loco D5702 green with a white stripe, no marks
to roof (E) (BE) with instructions 
£70-90

547
2224 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 8F Freight loco &
tender 48073 BR unlined black, Ringfield motor,
l/h cab number partly rubbed away, tender
totems very faded, no front coupling (correct)
(F-G) (BVG) 
£50-70

548
Two 2206 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 0-6-0 tank
locos, BR black 31337, all totems heavily
rubbed, some marks overall, brass buffers,
plastic couplings (F-G) 
£40-60

549
5086 Hornby-Dublo box of six Platform
Extensions. Complete with joiners. (VG-E) (BE) 
£30-50

550
Large tray of Hornby-Dublo plastic kits
buildings: Apart from the Island Platform some
pieces, eg windows, doors, drainpipes, platforms
and ramps are missing from most items. 3 x
5020 Goods Depot, one boxed; 3 x 5085
Suburban station; one 5005 Engine shed; one
5030 Island platform. Overall (G-VG) allowing
for the missing parts 
£80-120

551
Small supermarket tray full of Hornby-Dublo
plastic wheeled goods wagons in red/white
striped boxes, including hopper, UD tank, 2 x
low sided with tractor; 3 x horse box with all
doors & another two with some amendments.
Total 51 wagons. Not all box contents
examined but overall appear (VG-E) (BG-VG-
E) 
£140-180

552
Four less common Hornby-Dublo Super-Detail
goods wagons: 4470 Export version 6-ton
Refrigerator van W.R. (E-BE); 4656 16-ton
Mineral Wagon (Brown) (NM-BE); 4660 United
Glass Limited (NM-BNM); 4654 Rail Cleaning
Wagon, believed genuine but caveat emptor
(E-Cooper repro BE). 
£80-120

561
Three Hornby-Dublo post-war EDG7 Goods
sets each comprising 0-6-2 EDL7 tank loco and
three wagons, with track. One LMS, one LNER
& one GWR. All with track. Condition varies
but overall (G). (BF-G). 
£70-90

562
Twenty-five red/white striped boxed Hornby-
Dublo coaches. 22 include many Super Detail
coaches, two are tinplate restaurant cars and
one TPO. Some have signs of corrosion but
overall (G-VG) (BG) 
£80-120

563
A collection of approx. 63 Hornby-Dublo
goods wagons, all unboxed. A mix of tinplate
with a few super-detail. Includes a breakdown
crane (only 3 jacks). Overall (G) 
£70-90

564
A large plastic box containing 29 Hornby-Dublo
tinplate coaches, all blue or blue/white boxes. A
wide variety. Overall (G-VG) (BF-VG) 
£70-90

565
A large plastic tray containing 48 unboxed
Hornby-Dublo coaches. Mix of super-detail and
tinplate. Includes Pullmans and corridors.
Overall (G-VG). Small amounts of corrosion on
some 
£80-120

566
Approx 67 Hornby-Dublo post-war pre-
nationalisation goods wagons: 23 LMS, 35 NE &
9 GWR. Most unboxed. A wide variety. Overall
(G) 
£70-90

567
Two 4-6-2 Hornby locos & tenders: R066
‘Duchess of Sutherland’ LMS 6233 red (E) (BP)
missing part of internal packaging; with R855
‘Flying Scotsman’ LNER 4472 green (E) (BP) 
£40-60

568
Two Hornby items: R6183 BR 75ton
Breakdown Crane DS1580, weathered edition
(E-BG), with R332 High Speed Train Pack (VG)
(BF) 
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

553
A ring-binder containing approx. 19 Hornby-
Dublo catalogues (all post-war except one
repro pre-war), some instruction leaflets and a
small amount of other paperwork. All in clear
plastic files. Condition varies (F-E) 
£60-80

554
A large box of Hornby-Dublo 3-rail post-war
track: Approx quantities: 60 full & 20 half
straights; 100 standard & 12 half curves; 13
large radius curves; worthwhile quantity of
quarter rails including isolating. 20 assorted
points & 3 diamond crossings. Condition varies
from (F-E). A small quantity is boxed 
£50-70

555
Twenty-eight pieces Hornby-Dublo
CLOCKWORK track: 7 full & 2 half-straights;
16 standard & 2 half curves; one R/h point
(complete & in working order). Small amount
of paint on a couple of pieces but otherwise
(VG-E) 
£70-90

556
Half size, deep supermarket tray full of Hornby-
Dublo 2-rail track, includes straights, curves &
points. Sufficient for a moderate size layout.
Some is boxed. (VG-E) 
£30-40

557
Half size, deep supermarket tray full of Hornby-
Dublo PRE-WAR 3-rail track: approx.
quantities: 42 full, 2 terminal, 15 half straights;
80 standard, 2 terminal & 20 half curves; one
isolating rail. A few pieces have paint on edges.
Overall (VG) 
£60-80

558
Seven post-war Hornby-Dublo Southern goods
wagons: two goods vans; two meat vans; three
goods brakes (one boxed). Overall (G-VG) 
£120-180

559
Thirty-one Hornby-Dublo post-war tank
wagons. A wide variety including two buff
Esso’s, a Power Ethyl, Esso Fuel Oil and many
others. Overall (G-VG). Many duplicates 
£60-80

560
Half size supermarket tray containing 65 post-
war Hornby-Dublo goods wagons, all boxed. A
wide variety. Overall (G-VG) 
£90-140
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569
A miscellany of 00-gauge items. Note that the
contents of kit boxes have not been checked –
caveat emptor. Kitmaster ‘City of Truro’ un-
made kit, with another sealed kit by Dapol;
Prairie motorised chassis; Wills Finecast GWR
U1 ex Taff Vale kit; GEM LNWR ‘George the
Fifth’ kit; Bec Kit LNER J52 saddle tank; Triang
motorised bogie; Lima 0-6-0 LNER 8920 tank;
probably Farish ‘King George VI’ loco & tender;
non-motorised LMS 7217 tank; Dublo 3-rail
‘Silver King’ gloss, loco & tender; Dublo 3-rail
D13 suburban br/3rd coach. Overall quality (G-
VG). Quantity of track, mainly Peco some
previously used, includes many points and
crossovers. All appears suitable for re-use. 
£100-200

570
Hornby-Dublo accessories: 4620 Breakdown
Crane, matt, complete with four jacks, repair
required to twine for jib alignment (E-BE)
picture; 5005 2-road engine shed kit, with
lighting, has been assembled but appears
complete with all windows, drainpipes etc (E-
BE); D1 Island platform (VG-BE); TPO Mail Van
set 3-rail (VG-BE); D1 level crossing (VG-BE);
D1 signal cabin (NM-BE); D1 Footbridge (E-
BE);2 x D2 double arm manual signals ((NM-
BE) 
£70-90

571
A large box of very clean Hornby-Dublo 3-rail
track comprising both radius curves, straights,
halves, manual & electric points and more.
Sufficient for a decent size double track layout.
(E) 
£40-60

572
Hornby-Dublo 3-rail items: EDP12 ‘Duchess of
Montrose’ passenger set comprising loco &
tender, matt, of same name, two D12 coaches,
track & instructions, all (VG-E) box base (BVG)
lid (BP). EDL17 0-6-2 BR 69567 tank loco (E-
BP); 9 boxed & one unboxed wagons (VG-E)
(BG), small tray of accessories; 2 x Dublo rail
layout booklets & 1961 catalogue (E) 
£80-120

573
A varied collection of 00-gauge items: Lima
‘King George V’ loco & tender GWR 6000;
Lima diesel D6524 blue; Triang ‘Jinty’ BR 47606;
3 Hornby GW coaches – 2 suburban & one
Restaurant; Hornby breakdown crane; various
scenic materials, farm animals; H&M Duette
controller (untested); 3 assembled card-kit
buildings. 
£50-70

574
Thirty-five Bachmann Branchline 4-wheel goods
wagons, a varied selection with a few duplicates,
as new (NM) but a few boxes show wear (BG) 
£140-220

575
Various 00-gauge items: Lima Golden Series
HST set comprising two power cars & two
coaches (NM-BE); 2-car Lima diesel class 101
set, BR blue/white/red livery (NM-BE); Lima
Regional Railways power car (NM-BE); 3
Hornby InterCity coaches & Hornby Royal Mail
coach. 
£80-120

576
Heljan item 9009 Metropolitan Bo/Bo London
Transport (1990’s condition) ‘Sarah Siddons.’
(E-BE) 
£50-70

577
Bachmann Branchline 32-801 Class 47 Co-Co
diesel 1784 2-tone green with yellow ends,
DCC ready (E-BE) 
£40-60

578
Approximately 60 various Hornby Bachmann
and similar 00 gauge items of rolling stock,
some examples have been professionally
weathered, others as issued 
£100-150

579
Two trays containing 32 various Hornby,
Bachmann, Mainline and similar, 00 gauge items
of rolling stock to include a Hornby Car No. 36
3rd Class Pullman coach, and others 
£120-150

580
Approx 60 various manufactured and kit built
00 gauge items of rolling stock to include
Hornby, Bachmann, Mainline and others,
specific examples to include a Mainline Benzole
BM Motor Spirit tank wagon, together with
various others 
£100-150

581
A large box containing a collection of mixed
boxed complete and part complete Hornby 00
gauge track to include No. R606 second radius
curves, R8073 right hand standard point lengths,
together with various others, all in good
condition, clean boxes 
£100-150

582
One tray containing a large collection of various
Bachmann, Ratio, Peco, Wills and similar, 00
gauge lineside accessories, buildings and
equipment, to include Bachmann stone walls
and gates, Bachmann stone cattle dock and
others 
£100-120

583
One tray containing a good selection of various
boxed British Outline N gauge locomotives and
rolling stock to include Dapol, Graham Farish,
Lima and others, specific examples to include a
Graham Farish set of three china clay wagons, a
Dapol Great Western Railway siphon H box
van, and others 
£100-120

584
One tray containing a collection of continental
N gauge items to include Fleischman Piccolo,
Roco and others, various mixed examples to
include a Deutschbahn No. 7430 Fleischmann
cream and grey two-car powered unit and
trailer, together with various other examples 
£100-120

585
One tray containing a collection of Fleischmann
Continental N gauge passenger stock, to
include Deutschbahn Railways, Touropa,
together with others (22) 
£100-150

586
Two trays of N gauge British Outline rolling
stock and locomotives to include Grafar,
Hornby Minitrix, Graham Farish, and others,
specific examples to include Graham Farish
Intercity BR Mk1 four brake with various others 
£150-200

587
One tray containing a good selection of mainly
00 and H0 gauge lineside accessories, plastic
kits, white metal kits and others, to include
Ratio Trackside, Dapol, Hornby and others,
specific examples include a Ratio Trackside
GWR signal box, etc 
£100-120

588
Approx 50+ 00 gauge Hornby Bachmann
Mainline and kit built items of rolling stock to
include Esso tank wagons, Fyffes Banana van,
and other British Railways examples 
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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589
Two trays containing a collection of mixed 00
gauge items of rolling stock to include Fena,
LMS, Creosote, ICI and others, tank wagons
and other items of rolling stock 
£100-150

590
One tray containing a collection of mixed
continental N gauge items, to include
locomotives, and rolling stock, a Fleischmann
Piccolo No. 7218 0-6-0 diesel locomotive and
others 
£100-120

591
One box of Fleischmann Piccolo N gauge track,
various boxed and loose examples to include
straight lengths, points, point motors, switches
etc 
£100-150

592
Two boxes containing a large quantity of
Hornby Minitrix and Pola N gauge track and
lineside accessories, the majority housed in
original packaging but unchecked for full
completeness to include various straight lengths,
curves, point motors, etc, together with a
quantity of Hornby Minitrix joiners and other
associated track accessories 
£150-200

593
A large box containing a selection of 00 gauge
items of rolling stock to include Hornby, Dapol,
Mainline and others, specific examples to
include a Dapol LMS five plank weathered tank
wagon, a Hornby Anglo-Continental closed van,
and others 
£100-150

594
Two trays containing a large selection of 00 and
H0 scale plastic and kit built coaches to include
a British Railways Eastleigh Class 2HAP four car
DMU DC kits, boxed 2-car units, together with
various passenger and rolling stock 
£100-150

595
Four various boxed ZTC Systems model
railway control digital controllers and master
controllers to include 3x ZTC511 Digital
Master Controller together with a ZTC521
digital hand controller, all in original boxes 
£100-120

596
Three boxes containing a good selection of 00
gauge lineside accessories track, points, plastic
kits, lineside kits etc to include GEM Model
Railways, Ratio kits, Hornby Skaledale, and
other examples 
£150-200

605
One box containing a large collection of mixed
N and 00 gauge plastic kits, to include Herpa,
Heljan, Airfix, and others, specific examples to
include an Airfix tank wagon, meat wagon, and
others 
£80-120

606
One box and one tray containing a large
collection of various 00 scale lineside buildings,
accessories and vehicles to include Hornby
Skaledale, Bachmann Scenecraft, Oxford
Diecasts and others, specific examples to
include a Hornby Country Dutch Barn, a
Hornby butcher shop, etc 
£100-150

607
Two trays containing a collection of mixed 00
scale items of rolling stock and locomotives to
include Hornby, Thomas the Tank, Lima, kit
built examples etc 
£100-150

608
One tray containing a selection of mixed 00
scale locomotives to include Bachmann, Hornby
and others, specific examples to include a
Bachmann No 60807 2-6-2 locomotive and
tender, together with a Hornby No. 69522 0-6-
2 tank loco 
£100-120

609
One tray containing seven boxed and part
boxed 00 scale locomotives to include a
Kernow Model Railway Centre exclusive, Great
Western Railway No. 131 saddle tank, together
with a Hornby R217 Class 9F Evening Star loco,
and various others 
£150-200

610
Two large trays containing a collection of mixed
boxed and loose N gauge mainly British outline
to include Lima, Graham Farish, Peco and
others, together with a quantity of original
bagged red scale models, N gauge accessories 
£200-300

611
Three trays containing a good selection of
mixed N gauge related lineside accessories,
track, plastic kits and vehicles, to include a
boxed Graham Farish low relief boiler house,
together with a low relief power signal box, a
quantity of BT model N gauge vehicles, etc 
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

597
Four boxes containing a large and extensive
collection of 00 and H0 scale track, points,
underlay and track accessories to include
Hornby, Peco, Mainline and others, Peco
Insulfrog 3-way turn-out points included,
housed in the original packaging, majority of the
track boxes, unchecked for full completeness 
£200-300

598
Three trays containing a good selection of 00
and H0 scale rolling stock to include Bachmann,
Hornby, Triang and others, to include a Triang
D778 Command Car, and various other PTA
wagons by Lima, etc 
£100-150

599
Three trays of 00 gauge items of rolling stock
and locomotives to include Exley, Bachmann,
Lima, and others 
£100-150

600
One box containing a good selection of mixed
00 gauge lineside accessories, plastic kits and
white metal kits to include Springside Models,
Hornby, Ratio and others 
£100-120

601
A large box containing a quantity of Hornby
and ZTC Digital Railway components to
include switches, decoders, wiring, and other
related electrical equipment 
£200-300

602
One box containing a selection of mixed 00
gauge lineside accessories, plastic kits, insulfrog,
peco points and other associated 00 scale
related accessories 
£100-120

603
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
boxed Hornby Dublo rolling stock, track,
signals, points, and other lineside accessories to
include a collection of Simplec 2752 electrically
operated points, a boxed 5065 signal arm
home electric operated signal, an export
Western Region corridor coach, and other
boxed examples 
£100-120

604
A large box of various 00 gauge resin wagon
kits and Red Scale Models lineside accessories,
all appear complete and in original packaging 
£100-120
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612
Three various trays containing a good selection
of various N gauge related rolling stock,
locomotives, track and lineside accessories to
include Graham Farish, Peco, Dapol and others 
£200-300

613
Two boxes containing a collection of mixed
Playcraft, HO scale railways, to include various
loose rolling stock, locomotives, together with
various track, cattle wagons, bogie dropside
wagons, points etc 
£100-120

614
One tray containing a collection of mixed
continental N gauge outline railway items to
include locomotives, rolling stock, and various
track, to include a Fleischmann Piccolo No.
7000 0-4-0 locomotive 
£100-120

615
One tray containing a collection of mixed 00
scale track, Metcalf kits, plastic kits and other
related lineside accessories 
£80-120

616
Three trays containing a collection of 1/76 / 00
scale diecast vehicles to include Oxford, BT
Models, Corgi and others 
£100-120

617
One tray containing a collection of mixed 00
scale lineside accessories, track and associated
effects to include Merit station accessories,
Wardy Master lineside accessories, and other
related items 
£60-80

618
A collection of mixed 00 gauge passenger stock
to include Airfix GMR and Hornby, specific
examples include a Hornby The Northumbrian
Coaches train pack together with others 
£100-120

619
Three trays containing a good selection of
various N gauge railway track to include
Fleischmann, Hornby Minitrix and Iberten, some
examples boxed, others loose, together with a
part complete tube of No. 4901 N gauge
Minitrix track 
£100-120

620
Two trays containing a collection of mixed 00
scale rolling stock to include a Kernow model
railway centre, London South Western Region
gate stock twin pack, together with others 
£80-120

621
100+ various Hornby 00 loose wagons to
include Mobile Gas tanker, United Glass Bottle
Manufactures plank wagons, 13-ton wagons and
various others 
£150-200

622
Three trays containing a large collection of
various Hornby Dublo & Wrenn, passenger and
rolling stock to include a Foxhunter
Championships of Wembley, Selsdon Stables
horse box, together with various Pullman car
coaches, to include No. 7974 and Aries, all in
good clean condition 
£100-120

623
15 various boxed 00 gauge passenger stock and
locomotive models to include Lima, Mainline,
Airfix and others, mixed examples to include a
Lima LMS 7120 diesel locomotive, and various
mixed region coaches 
£100-120

624
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Hornby 00 gauge boxed industrial stock and
passenger stock, mixed examples to include an
LNER 61’ buffet car, a boxed Hornby Pullman
No. 161 3rd Class coach, and various 3rd class
BR corridor blood & custard coaches, etc (12) 
£100-120

625
15 various boxed Hornby and Triang Hornby
00 gauge boxed locomotives and rolling stock
to include a Pullman diesel type 2, a Southern
Region composite coach, together with various
others 
£100-120

626
Two boxes containing a good collection of
various boxed Hornby, Triang Hornby, and
CKD boxed rolling stock, power united, lineside
accessories, to include a Hornby Railways ex-
Caledonian R763 locomotive gift set, a
collection of built CKD Triang maroon coaches
and others 
£100-120

627
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Triang Hornby and similar 00 scale items of
rolling stock to include a Hornby R739
operating 75 ton breakdown crane together
with others 
£100-120

628
Two trays containing a good selection of
various 00 gauge railways to include Triang,
Hornby, Mainline Lima, and others, mixed
regions and liveries to include blood & custard,
teak coaches, Southern region, etc 
£100-150

629
One tray containing a selection of various white
metal and plastic 00 gauge kit built locomotives
and spare parts, to include Stephen Paul of
Epping, Essex, Wills Finecast and other various
examples, all sold as seen and require
completion 
£80-120

630
Eight loose Hornby Dublo mixed 3-rail, 2-rail,
and converted locomotive group, to include a
Denbigh Castle, comprising of 2-rail bodied, a
Mallard 3-rail, an LMS 8F No. 8073 locomotive
& tender, a Co-Co green 2-rail diesel
locomotive No. D326, and others 
£100-150

631
Five loose Hornby 00 and Wrenn and later
converted electric locomotives to include a
Hornby 00 gloss Duchess of Montrose,
complete with matt tender, together with a
Kingswear Castle Hornby Dublo converted 2-
rail loco and tender, together with various
others 
£100-120

632
Five various loose Hornby Dublo repainted and
original electric locomotives to include a Class
8F No. 8192 repainted LMS locomotive and
tender, a Silver King ED11 Class A4 loco and
tender converted to 2-rail, and othes 
£80-120

633
6 various loose Hornby Dublo and Wrenn
original and later converted locomotives to
include a Sir Nigel Gresley, Duchess of
Montrose, and other examples, all a/f 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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634
One tray containing six various loose Hornby
Dublo locomotives, mixed examples to include
a No. 2230 Bo-Bo green diesel locomotive, an
EDL7 No. 69567 0-6-2 tank loco, a Golden
Fleece loco and tender, and three others 
£100-120

635
Six loose Hornby Dublo original and partly
repainted specially converted locomotive group
to include a No. LT25 No. 48158 London
Midland Region 8F loco and tender, together
with a Bristol Castle City of London, and others 
£100-120

636
Six loose Hornby Dublo and Wrenn electric
locomotives, all in varying conditions from good
to poor, mixed examples to include a Hornby
EDL1 Sir Nigel Gresley with horseshoe motor,
an EDL 7 Great Western Railway, a No. 6699
post war bodied tank loco and others 
£100-120

637
Six loose Hornby Dublo and Wrenn original
and later converted loose locomotives to
include a Hornby Dublo EDL7 LMS No. 6917
tank loco together with an EDL20 Bristol Castle
4-6-0 tank loco and tender, No. 7013 
£80-120

638
Five loose Hornby Dublo and white metal and
later repainted electric locomotives to include a
City of Liverpool No. 6247, Duchess of
Montrose, a later repainted and converted Sir
Nigel Gresley to a Merlin No. 4486 LNER loco
& tender, and others 
£100-120

639
One tray containing eight loose Hornby Dublo
and Wrenn electric locomotives, to include a
Hornby Dublo converted to 2-rail, 2-6-4 No.
80054 tank loco, Duchess of Montrose finished
in matt, together with a Sir Nigel Gresley, and
various others 
£100-120

640
Five loose Hornby Dublo locomotives, various
examples to later converted and repainted to
include a Hornby 00 Cardiff Castle, finished in
green, 2-rail example, a Sir Nigel Gresley No.
EDL1, and others 
£100-120

641
Eight loose Hornby Dublo and Hornby Dublo
part complete locomotive group, to include a
Hornby 00 renumbered 80159 4MT class
locomotive, and others 
£80-120

649
One tray containing approx 60+ boxed
Hornby Dublo wagons to include a goods
brake van D1, oil tanker Royal Daylight tank
wagon, D1 fish van, and others, the majority
housed in blue & white card boxes, some red &
white included, some end flaps missing but the
majority of the stock ranges between good to
excellent condition 
£100-120

650
One box containing an extensive collection of
various 00 gauge and HO scale plastic kits,
lineside accessories, track sections, and
associated items to include Wills Finecast Airfix,
Deetail Matters, Ratio, and other brands
included, a good selection the majority of items
appear unused 
£100-150

651
Four boxed 00 sale Hornby and Playcraft train
sets to include a Hornby The Blue Streak
boxed set, together with a TeesTyne Pullman
train set, a BR 3-car diesel multiple unit pack,
together with a Playcraft Railways Stratford
PR1350 goods train set, all in original boxes 
£80-120

652
A collection of five boxed Hornby Dublo
electric locomotives to include a No. 2217 0-6-
2 tank locomotive , a No. 2206 0-6-0 tank loco,
an EDL11 BR Silver King locomotive only,
together with two others housed in the original
boxes 
£80-120

653
Two trays containing a selection of various 00
gauge boxed Hornby lineside accessories, loose
locomotives, controllers and track, mixed
examples to include a Hornby operating
turntable, a Triang Railways girder bridge
presentation set, and other associated 00 gauge
items 
£60-80

654
A collection of boxed and loose Hornby Dublo
and Wrenn electric locomotives to include a
Wrenn No. W2222 repainted Clun Castle
locomotive and tender, together with a No.
2221 Cardiff Castle, and three other various
loose tank locos 
£70-100

655
Three boxed Trix 00 gauge locomotives to
include Mallard, Flying Scotsman and Blue Peter,
all housed in original boxes 
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

642
A collection of boxed and repainted Hornby
Dublo locomotives to include a No. 3233 Co-
Bo diesel electric (repainted), together with a
No. 3217 0-6-2 tank loco, a No. 2217 0-6-2
tank locomotive, and a No. 2230 Bo-Bo diesel
electric loco, all in original boxes 
£80-120

643
A Hornby Dublo boxed locomotive group to
include a No. 3235 3-rail converted Dorchester
West Country locomotive and tender, housed
in the original card box together with a Hornby
Dublo EDL T20 2-rail Bristol Class loco and
tender, also housed in the original box 
£80-120

644
21 boxed Hornby Dublo passenger coaches
and rolling stock to include a No. 4051 corridor
coach, a No. 4076 6-wheeled passenger brake
van, a No. 4078 composite sleeping car
together with various others, see images for
labels and full descriptions 
£100-150

645
One tray containing a good selection of various
kit built and manufactured 00 gauge
locomotives and rolling stock to include
Hornby, Triang, Kitmaster and others 
£70-100

646
One tray containing a good selection of various
Trix, Lilliput, Southern Pride Models, and similar
00 scale boxed and loose locomotives and
rolling stock, to include a Southern Price
Models BR Mk1 Pullman kitchen car high quality
scale coach kit, various boxed Trix wagons,
together with other loose Trix related items
and other repainted and reconditioned 00 scale
models 
£100-120

647
Two trays containing a large extensive
collection of Hornby Dublo lineside accessories
to include various metal bodied and plastic
bodied buffers, level crossings, switches, signals
etc, some examples boxed but the majority
loose 
£100-120

648
Approx 55 boxed and loose Hornby Dublo
wagons to include No. 4644 21-ton hopper
wagon, a No. 4300 Blue Spot fish van, No.
4665 Saxa Salt wagon (SD6), and others 
£140-200
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656
One tray containing a collection of mixed scale
HO and ON30 locomotives, rolling stock and
trams to include a Bachmann Streamline PCC
trolley car for Chicago Transit Authority No.
7123, a Spectrum Item No. 25128 ON30
Closed Street Car, and other locomotives and
accessories 
£70-100

657
A collection of mixed 00 gauge boxed train
sets, loose rolling stock and accessories to
include a Lima, boxed, diesel goods set, a part-
boxed Triang Lord of the Isles gift set, together
with a Hornby BR 3-car diesel multi pack unit,
and other associated loose rolling stock and
lineside accessories 
£70-100

658
Two Hornby Skaledale trade boxes of three
twin rail viaduct main sections, product No.
R8572 both housed in the original buff
coloured trade cartons 
£80-120

659
A collection of 00 scale Scenix, Ratio Models,
Dapol, Peco, and other lineside accessories, to
include a Scenix three house terrace, a Scenix
village hall, together with various others 
£80-120

660
A collection of 15 blister packed and boxed
Hornby Skaledale and Thomas & Friends
lineside accessories, and buildings to include
double engine shed, station office, waiting
room, and others 
£80-120

661
A collection of Bachmann 00 scale diesel
locomotives, all housed in original packaging to
include No. 32-040DS, Class 20 diesel D8113
finished in BR green, together with a No. 32-
800DS Hadrian Class 47 diesel locomotive, and
a No. 32-525DS Pinza Class 55 diesel, all fitted
with DCC sound 
£200-300

662
A Bachmann 00 gauge boxed diesel locomotive
group to include a No. 32-725DS Class 66
Lafarge Charnwood fitted with DCC sound,
together with a Bachmann No. 32-376DS class
37/5 diesel loco, and a No. 32-781DS Viking
Class 37 diesel loco, all fitted with DCC sound 
£200-300

663
A Bachmann No. 32-901 Class 108 DMU 2-car
gift set (Network East) housed in the original
card sleeved box 
£80-120

664
A Heljan 00 gauge boxed diesel locomotive
group to include a Class 35 No. D7039 3501
diesel loco and a Talisman D1007 diesel loco,
and a No. 4630 Railfreight Distribution DCC
fitted Class 47 No. 47245 diesel loco, all in
original foam packed boxes 
£100-200

665
A Heljan and Hornby boxed diesel locomotive
and an accompanying car gift set group to
include a Heljan No. 4680 freightliner No.
47193 diesel loco, together with a Heljan
limited edition No. 4698 Windsor Castle EWS
diesel loco, and a boxed Hornby R2411 EWS
Co-Co diesel electric class 58 multiple working
two-car gift set (weathered edition), all housed
in original boxes 
£150-200

666
One box containing a
collection of blister
packed ER Decor
lineside trees and
hedging all housed in
original plastic casing 
£70-100

667
Two trays containing a good 
selection of various 00 scale 
white metal components for locomotive 
building, layout building etc, various resin and
white metal components included, various
boxed and sealed ready-to-build kits, and also a
collection of gauge 1 wheels, professional
soldering iron and a scratch built model of a
Sapphire Oil gauge 1 petrol tanker 
£150-200

668
Two trays containing a collection of mixed 00
scale boxed Hornby, Bachmann, Lima and
similar items of rolling stock and track cleaning
equipment to include three boxed Hornby
R089 Flying Scotsman BR Mk2 open and brake
coach packs, four boxed Hornby Toplink
Western Region BR Mk1 coaches, and other
related items 
£80-120

669
80+ 00 gauge manufactured and kit built rolling
stock and accessories to include Bachmann,
Hornby, and others, mixed regions and liveries 
£150-200

670
One box containing a mixed collection of
various 00 gauge and 0 gauge manufactured
and kit built items to include Triang Hornby
Blue Pullman train set, a Slaters wagon kits,
Great Western Railway tank milk wagon kit
(part assembled) together with various other
associated railway items 
£60-80

671
A Hornby Dublo No. 2232 2-rail Co-Co diesel-
electric locomotive housed in the original red
box, together with a No. 2218 2-6-4 tank
locomotive, 2-rail example, finished in BR black,
both in original packaging 
£60-80

672
Seven boxed 00 gauge locomotives and rolling
stock to include a Hornby Toplink Bideford
West Country Class loco and tender, a Hornby
R292 King Richard I loco, together with various
other stock 
£60-80

673
2245 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail converted to 3-rail
3300HP electric loco E3002, blue with white
roof. Very little use, no corrosion to
pantographs, no fading or rubbing to totems or
numbers. One of the finest examples seen for
some time (E) (BE) with internal fitment. With
instructions for 2-rail 
£250-350

674
2226 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail converted to 3-rail
‘Cityof London’ 4-6-2 loco & tender, BR
maroon 46245. Unlined maroon tender, totems
still bright. Loco shows very little use and
particular to this loco almost no chips to yellow
running plate lining. (E)(BE). Instructions for 2-
rail. 
£90-140

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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675
2235 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail converted to 3-rail,
‘Barnstaple’ 4-6-2 loco & tender, BR lined green.
Slightly shiny appearance. (VG-E) (BE) 
£80-120

676
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail locos converted to 3-
rail. 2211 A4 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘Golden
Fleece’ body shows pitting/playwear, Triang
style coupling on tender. With 2217 0-6-2 tank
loco BR 69550 coal in tender, slightly dull
appearance, one pony wheel detached but
present. Both locos (G) Both boxes Cooper
repros (BE) 
£50-60

677
2221 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail loco & tender
‘Cardiff Castle’ 4075, 4-6-0 BR lined green, svc
& chimney dull, slightly shiny appearance. (G)
Repro Cooper (BE). 
£50-70

678
2234 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail ‘Crepello’ Co-Co
diesel loco D9012 two-tone green, one
nameplate slightly not level (VG) Cooper repro
(BE) 
£70-90

679
2220 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail ‘Denbigh Castle’
7032, 4-6-0 loco & tender BR lined green, svc &
chimney bright, very little signs of wear (E) plain
red (BE) 
£70-90

680
Two Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 0-6-0 tank locos:
2206 black 31337 will benefit from cleaning,
totems faded, one front step missing. Triang
style couplings (G); with 2207 green 31340
(VG-E) Cooper repro (BE) 
£40-60

681
Totally repainted post-war EDL7 Hornby-
Dublo 3-rail tank loco 0-6-2 ‘Southern’ 2594
green. Half inch motor. The ’Southern’ transfers
have not been well affixed to the side tanks and
no loco numbers appear on either buffer beam.
As a repaint (F-G) repro (BE) with SR sticker. 
£40-60

682
Post-war EDL7 Hornby-Dublo EDL7 Hornby-
Dublo 3-rail tank loco GWR 6699 green. Half
inch motor. Just a few chips, mainly to
smokebox door. Overall dull appearance. (E)
repro (BE) with GW sticker 
£60-80

691
3233 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Co-Bo diesel loco
BR green D5713, battery boxes non-
strengthened (NM) (BVG) 
£70-90

692
3234 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Co-Co diesel loco
BR two-tone green D9001 ‘St.Paddy.’ (E-NM)
(BF) only because of severe scuffing to picture,
otherwise it would be (BVG) 
£100-150

693
3235 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Dorchester’ BR lined green 34042, Ringfield
motor (E) (BVG) 
£100-150

694
3232 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail Co-Co diesel loco
plain green (E) (BP) 
£50-70

695
3250/4150 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 2-car EMU
comprising Motor Coach br/2nd & trailer coach
1st/2nd. Motor coach with green end (E) (BVG)
with trailer, one very small area of early
corrosion (E) (BP) 
£180-260

696
Fifteen Hornby-Dublo Super Detail coaches: 2
x 4054; 4055; 4050;4051;4052;5043;
4060/4061;2 x 4062;4062; 4083;4084 and a
4070 BR(W) Restaurant car. One of the 4054
is heavily corroded but all others are (VG-E)
(BG-VG) 
£90-140

697
Thirty Hornby-Dublo coaches, mostly unboxed.
A wide variety including 2 x BR(S) Super Detail
suburbans; and a wide variety of others. Mostly
(G-VG-E) 8 coaches are boxed. 
£90-140

698
Four post-war Hornby-Dublo Southern goods
wagons: open; meat van; goods van & goods
brake. Both vans have repainted roofs. Overall
(G-VG) 
£80-120

699
Approx 33 Hornby-Dublo post-war goods
wagons: mix of pre & post-nationalisation, metal
& plastic wheels, tinplate & Super-Detail, boxed
& unboxed. Includes low sided with tractor &
brown mineral. Overall (VG) 
£90-140

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

683
Pre-war EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail tank loco
0-6-2 LMS 6917, gloss black with shadowed
serif gold & red letters & number, horseshoe
motor. Front coupling missing. Noticeable chips
& scratches. (G) Repro (BE) with repro blue
corrugated wrapper. With LMS sticker 
£50-70

684
3231 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-0 diesel shunter
D3763, two-piece rods, both front steps
missing, overall dull appearance (F) with
instructions 
£40-60

685
L11 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail A4 loco & tender
‘Mallard’ 60022 BR lined green, alloy wheels,
handrails tarnished, slightly dull appearance.
Tender, small crease to front l/h side. Overall
(VG) in one piece box for later 3211 version 
£60-80

686
Two post-war Hornby-Dublo EDL7 0-6-2 tank
locos: black LMS 6917 sans serif shadowed
letters & numerals (VG) and green LNER 9596,
all letters & numerals heavily rubbed. Both
locos half inch motor. Overall (F-G). Both in
repro boxes with LMS/NE stickers as
appropriate (BE) 
£50-70

687
Two Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos: EDL17 tank 2-
6-4 BR lined black 80054 (VG-E) (BVG); L30
Bo-Bo diesel BR green D8000, heavily chipped
roof, dull appearance, totems faded (F)(BP) 
£50-70

688
EDL12 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco &
tender ‘Duchess of Montrose’ BR matt lined
green 46232 just a few very small chips (E)
tender, one very small dent l/h side (E), Both
items in Cooper repro boxes (BE) 
£50-70

689
3224 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 2-8-0 8F Freight
loco & tender BR unlined black 48094 Ringfield
motor. With front coupling. (NM) (BE) with
instructions (tear to front page) 
£100-150

690
LT25 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 2-8-0 8F Freight
loco & tender BR unlined black 48158, half inch
motor, version without front coupling (NM)
Cooper repro (BE) 
£80-120
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700
Small supermarket tray full of Hornby-Dublo 3-
rail track. All appears to be in (VG-E) condition
and includes almost something of everything
except halves, quarters & shorts. With points &
crossings. Six electric points. Sufficient for a
decent size layout. 
£40-60

701
Hornby-Dublo accessories: 4620 breakdown
crane, gloss, twine to raise & lower the jib
missing, all four jacks present, with packing van
(E) box base complete with fitments although
they are torn, instructions, picture box lid
(BVG); 5085 Suburban Station kit, appears
complete (VG-E) picture (BE); 5005 Engine
shed kit, couple of windows, vents & ‘glass’
missing (G). With various pieces of model
railway literature including Dublo catalogues
1959, 1963 & 1958, plus a Wrenn ‘second
edition’ catalogue. 
£50-70

702
Various ‘modern’ mainly Hornby items: Pullman
coaches R4150; R4613; R4313; R4480 all
(E)(BVG-E); two Hornby R180 viaducts; Inter-
City set of 4 cars, Lima Co-Co diesel two tone
green; with a shoebox of 2-rail track including
points, appears new & unused; with Hornby
controller, untested 
£80-120

703
Two Trix locos 2nd series, 3-rail: GWR Collett
0-6-2 F103B 6664 black (E); Class 42 Bo-Bo
Warship D810 ‘Vanguard’ green (E) 
£50-70

704
Large box of 00-gauge scenic accessories and
track: foliage, trees, buildings, girder bridge,
signals, coaling stage, buffers, approx. 50 pieces
track and eleven points – mainly Hornby.
Overall all (VG) 
£60-80

705
Large collection of 00 gauge items: Hornby
R540 Caledonian Passenger Set (G-BP); R23
Train Operating Mail Coach set, completeness
not confirmed (G-BP); R402 operating Mail
Coach set (VG-BE); R413 LMS operating Mail
coach (VG-BG); Auhagen 41700 Narrow gauge
railway set replica – appears (M-BM) but
completeness un-checked; two R60004
‘Hornby 2000’ open wagons (M-BM); R50
‘Flying Scotsman’ green loco & tender (G);
Triang track cleaning wagon & 2 open wagons;
Trix Crane Truck set 615 (G-BG) 
£70-90

706
Three Hornby 0-4-0 locos: R3822 Smoky Joe;
R3361 Hogarth Stone No.6; R3867 Hornby
100. All (M-BM) 
£50-70

707
A miscellany of 00 items: Hornby tender drive
Flying Scotsman LNER green 4472 with six teak
coaches, all (E); 4 x 4-wheel steam outline
Hornby locos (VG); repainted Triang 0-6-0 R52
as Southern 1236; a couple of Trix coaches;
some 2-rail track; tunnel; Triang car transporter
wagon with cars (glued to wagon) and loading
ramp; a few other items. 
£80-120

708
Two ‘The Champion Flyer Sets.’ In Michael
Foster’s ‘British Toy Trains’ book 4 of 5,
Champion Products Ltd of Birmingham is listed
as issuing this item in July 1948. Here are two
sets each with articulated two car passenger
coaches, red (although differing shades). One
set has provision for lighting. The locos differ:
one is 6” long with a leading bogie and
motorised on a single axle at rear; the other
loco is 3 ¼ “ long, 4-wheeled and powered.
Both locos silver fronts, remainder red as are
the coaches – with silver roofs. ‘CPL’ transfers
on sides of all locos & coaches. Track is all
curves on a card base and approx. 5/8” gauge.
Each set has a different power supply unit,
voltage unknown, an advert states ‘battery
powered.’ One set has base & lid, other set
base only. Offered as seen 
£60-80

709
Formo electric 00 gauge 3-rail Train set
comprising Southern Q class 0-6-0 loco &
tender, matt black; with coal wagon, mineral
wagon, goods van and goods brake van. With
oval of track. All is (E-NM) Box base (BE) lid
with full size illustration, instructions printed on
inside (BE). Box is complete with tissue and
corrugated protection packaging. A rare
example especially in this condition. 
£70-90

710
A mixed lot: Two Triang RT268 Bell Signal Sets
with wiring, unused for some time (F-G); with
diecast road vehicles: Dublo Dinky Bedford
lorry, Austin lorry, Commer van, all (G); Royal
Mail van, Morris pick-up, both (P) with four
Matchbox items (G) 
£60-80

711
2235 Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Barnstaple’ BR lined green (VG-E) (BVG) with
Instructions. 
£70-90

712
3235 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Dorchester’ BR lined green, a few chips to
raised edges (G) (BG) 
£70-90

713
2245 converted to 3-rail Hornby Dublo
3300HP Electric Locomotive E3002, blue with
white roof. Coupling missing one end. Totem
slightly rubbed on one side. No corrosion to
pantographs. (E) (BE) with internal fitment. 
£300-400

714
EDL3 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 ‘Canadian
Pacific’ loco & tender. Small 1215 in white on
smokebox door, 1215 in yellow on cab-sides. A
few chips to raised edges (VG). Tender has
crazing to one side & a few chips overall. (G).
Repro box (BF) 
£200-300

715
EDL3 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 ‘Canadian
Pacific’ loco & tender. Small 1215 in white on
smokebox door, 1215 in yellow on cab-sides. A
few chips to raised edges (G-VG) in box for a
Montrose with repro label on one end (BP).
Tender with a few chips (VG 
£200-300

716
Hornby-Dublo Caboose to accompany the
Canadian Pacific loco & wagons. This item is
either a hardly used original or a brilliant repro.
Caveat Emptor (E) (BE) repro 
£60-80

717
EDL1 post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco
& tender ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ LNER blue No.7,
very slight tarnishing to boiler handrails (E) pale
blue (BVG) with internal fitments. With
instructions & guarantee. Tender (E) (BE) 
£60-80

718
Two post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail locos:
EDL2, 4-6-2 ‘Duchess of Atholl’ loco & tender
LMS 6231.a few chips & marks, factory paint
blemish one side of smokebox (VG) (BF); with
EDL7, 0-6-2 LMS tank, sans serif letters &
numbers, ½” motor, a few chips to raised
edges (VG) 
£50-70

719
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail post-war 0-6-2 tank
loco ‘Southern’ 2594, malachite, ½” motor, a
few chips to transfers & tank edges (VG-E)
(BG) with repro fitments 
£180-240

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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720
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail post-war 0-6-2 tank
loco ‘Southern’ 2594, malachite, ½” motor, a
few more chips to transfers & tank edges than
lot 719 (VG) (BVG) repro 
£160-220

721
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail post-war 0-6-2 tank
loco ‘Southern’ 2594, malachite, ½” motor, a
few chips to transfers & tank edges (VG-E)
original Dublo (BP) 
£180-240

722
EDL2 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco & tender
‘Duchess of Atholl’ LMS6231. Heavily play-worn
but a rare version with yellow nameplates.
Tender has a repainted body rubbed along the
sides. Overall (F) 
£70-150

723
EDL1 post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 4-6-2 loco
& tender ‘Sir Nigel Gresley’ LNER blue No.7,
(E) pale blue (BG) with instructions &
guarantee. Tender with crease to front one side
(E) (BF) and a second tender (G). 
£60-80

724
Three EDL7 Hornby-Dublo post-war 0-6-2
tank locos: LNER green 9596 horseshoe motor;
LMS 6917 sans serif letters & numerals,
horseshow motor; LMS 6917 sans serif letters &
numerals ½” motor. All will benefit from
cleaning (G-VG) 
£50-70

725
EDL7 Hornby-Dublo 3-rail post-war 0-6-2 tank
loco GWR 6699 green, ½” motor, chip to
smokebox door, front coupling is ‘cut down’
(VG) (BF) without fitments 
£60-80

726
Two EDL7 post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2
tank locos with horseshoe motors, both with
noticeable playwear: LNER 9596 black, on l/h
side tank the ‘5’ is smaller than the other
numerals; LMS 6917 sans serif numerals &
letters. Both (F-G) 
£50-70

727
Two EDL7 pre-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2
tank locos with horseshoe motors, both black,
gold lettering & numerals, with a few chips but
still (VG): LNER 2690 and LMS 6917
(shadowed serif). Both (G-VG) 
£60-80

737
Pre-war Hornby-Dublo articulated two-coach
set NE teak. Silvering going and a few marks. (F-
G) 
£40-60

738
Eleven post-war Hornby-Dublo D1 teak NE
coaches, all white roofs: 3 x all/3rd (E)(BG); one
br/3rd (E) (BF); 3 x 1st/3rd (E) with four others
of varying classes (F) 
£70-90

739
Five Hornby-Dublo post-war goods wagons,
Southern goods brake van (VG); three open
wagons, one each (G-F-P); Esso buff tank, one
end replaced with that from a Shell Lub Oil
tank) (F) 
£60-80

740
Three Hornby-Dublo post-war goods wagons,
two Southern goods brake vans, one with
repainted roof (F) and Southern goods van (P) 
£30-50

741
A variety of approx 25 Hornby-Dublo post-war
tinplate goods wagons, many boxed. Overall
(G-VG) (BG-VG) 
£50-70

742
Twelve Hornby-Dublo coaches: Super detail: 3
x 4050; 4051; 4060; 4061; 4062; 2 x 4063;
Tinplate 2 x D3 1st/3rd & one br/3rd. All (VG
or better 
£50-70

743
Hornby-Dublo tender for Canadian Pacific loco,
a few scratches but (G) 
£30-50

744
Variety of Hornby-Dublo items: 5080 Green
roof signal cabin (E-BE); orange roof version
(VG); pre-war wooden D1 Main Line Station
red roof (VG-BP); some 3-rail track, mainly pre-
war; pre-war long single tunnel; 2-rail level
crossing(E-BE) 
£80-120

745
Two Wrenn locos: W2221 ‘Cardiff Castle’ BR
lined green 4075 (E) (BVG) packer no.6, no
tape marks; W2217 0-6-2 LNER tank 9522 (E-
NM) (BE) no packer number, tape marks match 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

728
Two EDL7 pre-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2
tank locos with horseshoe motors, both black
gold lettering & numerals, both missing front
coupling, with a few chips but still (VG): LNER
2690 (body not sitting correctly on chassis) and
LMS 6917 (shadowed serif). Both (G-VG) 
£60-80

729
Two EDL7 pre-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2
tank locos with horseshoe motors, both black,
gold lettering & numerals, with a few chips but
still (VG): LNER 2690 and LMS 6917
(shadowed serif). Both (G-VG) 
£60-80

730
Two EDL7 pre-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail 0-6-2
tank locos with horseshoe motors, both LMS
6917 gold red letters & numerals, one (VG)
one (F-G); with a third loco – EDL7 pre-war
horseshoe motor LNER 2690 heavily
overpainted (P) 
£60-80

731
Four EDL7 post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail tank
locos, all ½” motors, all (G-VG): 3 x LMS &
one LNER green 
£60-80

732
EDL7 post-war Hornby-Dublo 3-rail tank loco,
horseshoe motor, body is LMS 6917 gold/red
serif letters & numerals but wheels are LNER
green. Noticeable chips. (G) 
£40-60

733
Six pre-war Hornby-Dublo Southern goods
wagons: Meat van (P-F) (BE); open goods
wagon dull appearance (F-G) (BE); another (F);
goods van (F-G); two goods brake vans (F-G) 
£70-90

734
Ten pre-war Hornby-Dublo tank wagons: three
buff Esso, six Power Ethyl with hand and one
Royal Daylight. All are boxed. (F-G) (BVG-E) 
£70-90

735
Eighteen pre-war Hornby-Dublo goods wagons
in NE/LMS/GWR liveries plus one Power Ethyl
tank wagon. Condition varies (P-G). Two are
boxed. With three D1 NE teak coaches
1st/3rd, silvering very poor (P) 
£60-80

736
Pre-war Hornby-Dublo articulated two-coach
set NE teak. Silvering going and a few marks.
(F-G) 
£40-60
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746
Two Wrenn locos: W2225 LMS 8F 2-8-0
Freight loco, 8042, unlined black (E-NM) no
packer number, tape marks do not match;
W2219 LMS red 2-6-4 2679 (E-NM) packer
no.6, no tape marks. 
£70-80

747
W2229 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘City of
Glasgow’ BR lined blue (E-NM) (BVG) no
packer number no tape marks 
£60-80

748
W2241 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘Duchess
of Hamilton’ LMS lined black 6229 (NM) (BVG)
No packer number, feint tape marks match 
£70-90

749
W2237 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘Lyme
Regis’ Southern green lined yellow. A few small
chips to lining & transfers (VG) (BE) packer
number unreadable, tape marks match. 
£60-80

750
W2210 Wrenn 4-6-2 loco & tender ‘Mallard’
LNER blue 4468 (E) (BE) packer number
unreadable, no tape marks 
£50-70

751
Wrenn 0-6-0 tank loco & four wagons: W2203
Shell silver (NMN-BE) no packer number, tape
marks match; 3 x W5035 NCB hopper wagons
(E) (BVG-E) & one W5036 ‘Hoveringham’ (E)
(BE) 
£40-60

752
Triang Hornby RS52 Blue Pullman set
comprising power car, trailer car, intermediate
car and track (E) box base (BE) lid (BVG) torn
one corner. Instructions 
£50-70

753
Farish & Farish by Bachmann N-gauge items:
371-825B class 47/0 D1572 BR green with
yellow panels (NM-BNM); 4105 blue GUV van
(E-BE); 0777 Newspaper bogie van (E-BG);
374-787 Mk1 NOV blue van (E-BVG); with 3 x
Peco goods wagons (E-BVG). 
£70-90

754
A miscellany of 00-gauge items: Hornby R760B
GWR 0-6-0 class 2721 Pannier tank 2730 (E-
BG); R3292 BR black 0-4-0 loco (NM-BNM);
Farish GP5 4-6-0 tender driven loco (E); small
German electric centre cab loco with panto (F);
with a small quantity of assorted coaches,
wagons & other items. Also Meccano A3
power unit, looks clean but untested – caveat
emptor. 
£80-120

755
By ‘Modelcots’ of Torquay, 00-gauge The
Devon Outfit Landscape and Lineside Features.
Appears unused and includes tunnel-mouth,
retaining walls, platelayer’s hut, haystacks and
much more. Contents not checked in detail but
has all appearance of being totally (M) (BE) 
£50-70

756
Hornby 00-gauge coaches (17 bogie & 4 x 4-
wheel): 5 x Southern malachite; 5 x LNER teak;
3 x BR(E) red & cream; 3 x Midland clerestory;
one LMS 1st/3rd; 4 x Midland 4-wheel. All (E).
Ten are boxed but boxes are not always
correct for contents (BE) 
£60-80

757
Six Wrenn Pullman coaches brown & cream:
two W6000 br/2nd Car no.77; W6001 2nd
class Car no.73 brown tables; W6001A 2nd
class Car no.87 brown tables; W6002 1st class
‘Aries’; W6002 1st class ‘Vera’ brown tables. All
(E) three in original boxes (BVG-E). With Third
Edition Wrenn catalogue for 1978 (M) 
£60-80

758
Approx 34, 00-gauge goods wagons:4
Bachmann Saxa, Davies open & 2 x Cammell
Laird, all (E-BE); remainder, a wide variety,
unboxed. Overall (VG-E) 
£40-60

759
Three 00-gauge locos: Hornby tender drive
‘Flying Scotsman’ LNER green 4472 (E); Airfix
0-6-0 loco & tender LMS 4454 unlined black
(E); Hornby A4 ‘Mallard’ tender driven BR lined
green 60022 (E). 
£70-90

760
Three 00-gauge locos: R053 BR 0-6-0 tank 3F
lined black (E-BF); Triang ‘Lord of the Isles’ with
tender, dull, play-worn (F); Hornby GWR
saddle tank 2783 unlined green, missing coal
from tender(VG) 
£50-70

761
Large tray 00-gauge mainly Hornby buildings,
some accessories and a small amount of track:
including goods shed, diesel engine shed, water
tower, R411 turntable motorising kit; R409
signal control set, and other items. None have
been checked for completeness. Offered as
seen 
£50-70

762
3 trays of various 00/HO gauge white metal
and plastic kit built vehicles, to include Langley
Kits, specific examples to include Circus Interest,
Showmans engines and others 
£150-200

763
Collection of boxed and loose N Gauge rolling
stock and lineside buildings to include Hornby
Minitrix Booking Hall 
£30-50

768
Collection of French P.Alibert stone and hand
painted French model railway miniature
buildings, to include Figeac, Bergerac, Agen,
Tarbes, Pau and Albi, with leaflet 
£30-40

769
One box containing a collection of various 00
scale lineside accessories to include Bachmann
Scenecraft Hornby Skaledale and others to
include a Bachmann electrical substation 
£40-60

770
Three various loose Hornby Dublo Girder
bridges, all of metal construction 
£30-50

771
One box of Triang TT railways to include the
T10 electric model railway train set 
£40-60

772
A Heljan boxed HO scale DCC ready 27.4m
(90) turntable, appears as issued, and housed in
the original box 
£80-120

773
One tray containing a collection of mixed 00
gauge railways to include Hornby, Airfix,
Mainline, and others 
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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774
A 00 gauge superbly executed model in brass
of an LMS/BR Jubilee 4-6-0 locomotive and
tender believed to have been professionally
manufactured in Japan to a very high standard
with lots of extra details such as brake hangers,
and pipework, chassis has sprung driving wheel
axles, housed in a plastic and foam packed box 
£100-120

775
A single owner collection of mainly Trix 00
gauge locomotives, rolling stock, lineside
accessories and track, some examples boxed,
others loose 
£100-150

776
One box containing a large collection of mixed
00 gauge and N gauge lineside accessories and
modelling equipment to include Graham Farish
buildings, Metcalfe card kits, Hornby point
motor housings, and various other examples 
£80-120

777
One box containing a collection of mixed 00
gauge railway track, motors, locomotives and
rolling stock, to include a British Railways
Hornby No. 34074 Southern Region loco and
tender, together with a No. 60103 Flying
Scotsman by Hornby 
£60-80

808
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 30 055109 VW 1303 Beetle 1974,
No. 400 081071 Ford Escort Mk1 RS1600
1971, and others, all housed in their original
plastic cased boxes - all models have been on
display and might benefit from a clean 
£150-200

809
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 400 062231 Porsche 944 Cabriolet
1991, No. 400 120500 Alfa Romeo 159 2005,
and others, all housed in their original plastic
cased boxes - all models have been on display
and might benefit from a clean 
£150-200

810
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 430 033107 Mercedes-Benz 180
1963, No. 400 082111 Ford DeLuxe Woody
1940, and others, all housed in their original
plastic cased boxes - all models have been on
display and might benefit from a clean 
£150-200

811
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 400 015030 Audi TT Roadster
2006, No. 431 026120 BMW M6 Coupe 2006,
and others, all housed in their original plastic
cased boxes - all models have been on display
and might benefit from a clean 
£150-200

812
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 400 137900 Aston Martin Rapide
2010, No. 400 123400 Maserati Bora 1972, and
others, all housed in their original plastic cased
boxes - all models have been on display and
might benefit from a clean 
£150-200

813
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 400 014400 Audi A4 2004, No.
431 020022 BMW M3 2001, and others, all
housed in their original plastic cased boxes - all
models have been on display and might benefit
from a clean 
£150-200

814
11 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecast Bentley
models, examples include No. 436 139600
Bentley Continental GT 2008, No. 436 139620
Bentley Brooklands 2007, and others, all housed
in their original plastic cased boxes - all models
have been on display and might benefit from a
clean 
£150-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

MODERN ISSUE DIEC AST 

801
7 boxed Corgi Toys James Bond modern issue
diecasts including No. CC04310 Aston Martin
DB5, No. CC06803 Rolls Royce III Sedance
DeVille, and others 
£40-60

802
17 boxed Corgi Toys modern issue James
Bond diecasts including No. 92978 Ferrari 355,
No. 96657 Aston Martin DB5, No. 05101
BMW 750i, and others 
£100-120

803
16 boxed Corgi Classics and Aviation Archive
models including The Bash Street Kids Morris J
Van & AEC Bus, Dandy & Beano special edition
set containing 2 Bedford Vans, an Aviation
Archive Classic Propliners 1:144 scale No.
48601 Bristol 175 Britannia 102 “Laker
Airways”, and others 
£80-120

804
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 430 170811 Saab 9-5 Break 1999,
No. 431 020204 BMW 7 Series 2001, and
others, all housed in their original plastic cased
boxes - all models have been on display and
might benefit from a clean 
£150-200

805
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 400 137322 Aston Martin DB9
2003, No. 410 081000 Ford Focus ST 2011,
and others, all housed in their original plastic
cased boxes - all models have been on display
and might benefit from a clean 
£150-200

806
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 400 085030 Ford Escort III
Cabriolet 1983, No. 400 112300 Peugeot 205
GTI 1990, and others, all housed in their
original plastic cased boxes - all models have
been on display and might benefit from a clean 
£150-200

807
12 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 430 040201 Opel Reckford P2
1960, No. 400 011302 Audi 60 1970, and
others, all housed in their original plastic cased
boxes - all models have been on display and
might benefit from a clean 
£150-200
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815
10 Minichamps James Bond Collection 1/43rd
scale diecasts, with examples to include No.
436 137260 Aston Martin DB5, No. 400
135260 Lotus Esprit Turbo, and others, all
housed in their original plastic cased boxes - all
models have been on display and might benefit
from a clean 
£100-150

816
7 Minichamps Mullin Automotive Museum
Collection 1/43rd scale models, examples
include No. 437 117130 Talbot Lago T 26 SS
Grand Prix 1936, No. 437 110160 Bugatti Type
54 Roadster 1931, and others, all housed in
their original plastic cased boxes - all models
have been on display and might benefit from a
clean 
£120-150

817
6 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 436 120420 Alfa Romeo 8C 2900
B Lungo 1938, No. 436 039404 Maybach
Zeppelin, No. 436 014202 Horsch 855 Special
Roadster 1938, this model has one light missing,
all other models appear to be complete, all
models have been on display and might benefit
from a clean 
£80-120

818
8 Minichamps 1/43rd scale Le Mans and Alfa
Romeo Racing Cars, with specific examples to
include No. 400 071601 Audi R10 24h Le Mans
2007, No. 403 511222 Alfa Romeo Alfetta 159
GP Spain 1951, and others, all housed in their
original plastic cased boxes - all models have
been on display and may benefit from a clean 
£100-120

819
Spark Models 1/43rd scale Le Mans racing car
group of 6 with examples including No.
43LM79 Porsche 935 winner 1979, No. S0923
Porsche 962 C winner 1986, No. S0998
Porsche 956 winner 1984, this model has a
damaged rear wing with a piece missing, all
other models appear to be complete, all
models have been on display and might benefit
from a clean 
£120-150

820
Spark Models 1/43rd scale Le Mans racing car
group of 6 with examples including No.
43LM14 Audi R18 e-tron Quattro, No.
43LM15 Porsche 919 Hybrid, and others - all
models have been on display and have slight
damage 
£60-80

821
Spark Models 1/43rd scale Indianapolis 500
racing car group of 7 with examples to include
No. 43IN72 McLaren M16B 1972 “Mark
Donohue”, No. 43IN65 Lotus 38 1965 “Jim
Clark”, and others - all models have been on
display, the Brawner-Hawk, Coyote, and Lola
have slight damage 
£60-80

822
12 Norev 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 517745 Renault Laguna Coupe,
No. 155273 Citroen C3, and others, all housed
in their original plastic cased boxes - all models
have been on display and might benefit from a
clean 
£80-120

823
12 Norev 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 512950 Renault 25 TX, No.
451713 Panhard PL Cabriolet, and others, all
housed in their original plastic cased boxes - all
models have been on display and might benefit
from a clean 
£80-120

824
12 Norev 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 155411 Citroen C4, No. 910000
Cadillac Sixteen, and others, all housed in their
original plastic cased boxes - all models have
been on display and might benefit from a clean 
£80-120

825
9 Norev 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples include
No. 517630 Renault Megane, No. 790201 Alfa
Crosswagon Q4, and others, all housed in their
original plastic cased boxes - all models have
been on display and might benefit from a clean 
£80-120

826
9 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecasts, examples
include No. 530 684304 McLaren M8A, No.
432 543001 Mercedes-Benz W196, and others,
all housed in their original plastic cased boxes -
all models have been on display and might
benefit from a clean 
£100-120

827
8 Spark Models 1/43rd scale model group, with
examples to include No. S0365 Morgan Aero 8
GT Road Version, No. S0581 Aston Martin
DB2 Coupe 1950, No. S0290 Ford Transit
Supervan 3 “Royal Mail”, and others - all
models have been on display and may benefit
from a clean 
£100-120

828
15 Minichamps 1/43rd scale diecast models
with examples to include No. 400 053060 VW
Type 2 Panel Van, No. 430 085590 Ford Capri
1969 Dusseldorf Police Car, No. 400 031307
Bentley Speed 8 Le Mans, and others - all
models have been on display and would benefit
from cleaning, all models are damaged or have
parts missing 
£80-100

829
37 Lledo Vanguards 1/43rd scale diecast
models with specific examples including a Ford
Cortina Police Car, a Land Rover Series 1, a
Triumph 2000 MkII, and others - all models
have been on display and some might benefit
from a clean 
£80-120

830
15 Corgi Vanguards 1/43rd scale diecasts with
examples including No. VA13200 Vauxhall
Astra Mk2, No. VA 09300 MG ZT, No. VA
10800 Ford Capri MK3, and others - all models
have been on display and appear to be
complete although some might benefit from
cleaning 
£80-100

831
16 Corgi Vanguards 1/43rd scale diecasts with
examples including No. VA10300 Ford Cortina
MKIII, No. VA09200 Rover 75, No. VA09801
Vauxhall Cavalier CD, and others - all models
have been on display and appear to be
complete although some might benefit from
cleaning 
£80-100

832
A collection of Corgi Classics James Bond
diecasts, with examples including No. CC99101
The Definitive Bond Collection 3 piece set,
CC93986 Pierce Brosnan limited edition era
set, and others 
£50-80

833
Sunstar Limited Edition 1/24th scale diecast
model of a Bedford OB Yelloway Motor
Service Coach, finished in cream and orange,
with certificate and wing mirrors, boxed
(NMM-BNM) 
£80-120

834
A Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed diecast group
to include a 1937 Alfa Romeo 2900B saloon
finished in red, together with a Franklin Mint
1/24 scale model of a 1951 Hudson Hornet
finished in metallic green, and a boxed Franklin
Mint 1/24 scale 1933 Pearce Silver Arrow, all in
original packaging 
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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835
A Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed diecast group
to include a Bonnie & Clyde 1932 Ford V-8,
together with a 1931 Mercedes Benz SSKL, and
a 1932 Ford Duce Coupe, all in original
packaging 
£80-120

836
A collection of 1/24 scale Franklin Mint boxed
and polystyrene boxed diecast vehicles to
include a 1911 Stanley Steamer, a 1915 Ford
Model A Roadster, and a 1910 Rolls Royce
Silver Ghost, all housed in original packaging, all
appear complete and in good clean condition
(one wing mirror on the Stanley Steamer needs
re-attaching) 
£70-100

837
A collection of Franklin Mint boxed and
polystyrene packed 1/24 scale diecast vehicles
to include a 1968 Chevrolet Corvette, a 1955
Ford Thunderbird, and a 1962 Ford
Thunderbird soft top, finished in cream, all in
original packaging 
£100-120

838
A collection of 1/24 scale Franklin Mint boxed
and part boxed diecasts to include a Mercedes
Benz 1954 W196R race car, a 1/24 scale Jaguar
1938 SS100, a Jaguar 1949 SK120, and a 1961
Jaguar E-type, all in original polystyrene
packaging or card boxes 
£100-120

839
A Franlin Mint 1/24 scale polystyrene packed
and boxed diecast group, to include a 1935
Mercedes Benz 500K, together with one other,
both finished in red, and also a 1927 Stutz Black
Hawk 
£70-100

840
A collection of Franklin Mint boxed and loose
1/24 scale diecast vehicles to include a 1989
Ferrari F40 (loose example) together with a
Mercedes Benz 1954 W196R racing car, and a
1/24 scale 1948 MGTC 
£60-80

841
An Autoart Performance 1/18 scale boxed
diecast model of a Ford Shelby Cobra concept
car finished in silver, limited edition 6000 pieces
released in the original polystyrene packed box 
£60-80

849
A Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed diecast group,
three various examples to include a limited
edition 1937 Alfa Romeo 2900B, together with
a 1915 Stutz Bearcat, and a 1938 Rolls Royce
Phantom 3 (missing hood ornament) all in
original packaging 
£70-100

850
A Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed diecast group
to include a 1949 Mercury Club Coupe,
together with a 1944 De Luxe Coupe, and a
1936 Ford De Luxe Cabriolet, all housed in
original polystyrene packed boxes 
£80-120

851
A Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed diecast group
to include a 1940 Packard Victoria Custom
Convertible, a 1937 Cord 812 Phaeton Coupe,
and a 1949 Ford Custom Convertible, all in
original packaging 
£70-1,900

852
A Franklin Mint boxed Ford 1/24 scale diecast
group to include a 1969 Nova SS-396, together
with a Ford 1965 Mustang GT2+2 limited
edition example, both housed in the original
polystyrene packed boxes 
£80-120

853
A Kyosho 1/18 scale boxed limited edition
diecast model of a Morgan 4/4 sports car,
finished in dark grey with black hood and black
interior, housed in the original polystyrene
packed box 
£70-100

854
Five various boxed 1/24 scale Franklin Mint and
Danbury Mint diecasts to include a Maybach
Zeppelin, a 1934 Packard V12 Lebaron
Speedster, a Hispano Suiza, a Danbury Mint
diecast model of a 1907 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost, and a 1933 Duesenberg 20 Grande, all
housed in the original polystyrene packaging or
card boxes 
£100-120

855
Five boxed Franklin Mint 1/24 scale part
complete or damaged vehicles to include a
1968 Chevrolet Corvette, a 1949 Ford Custom,
a 1/24 scale Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, a 1932
Cadillac V16 Sport Phantom, and a Packard Le
Baron Speedster, all in original packaging 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

842
Three boxed Franklin Mint 1/24 scale diecast
vehicles to include a 1903 Ford Model A, a
1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, and a Franklin
Mint 1926 model K Mercedes, all housed in
original polystyrene packaging, all models
appear complete 
£80-120

843
A collection of three Franklin Mint 1/24 scale
diecast vehicles all housed in original cardboard
or polystyrene packaging, to include a 1929
Rolls Royce, together with a 1933 Duesenberg
model J Victorian, and a 1930 Dusenberg Town
Car 
£70-100

844
A Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed limited
edition diecast model of a 1939 Dusenberg
Simone Coupe, finished in two-tone metallic
purple and housed in the original polystyrene
packaging, with leaflet 
£70-100

845
A Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed diecast group
to include a 1930 Dusenberg J Derham Tourist
car, together with a Bugatti Royale Coupe
Napoleon, and a 1925 Rolls Royce Silver
Ghost, all in original polystyrene packed boxes 
£70-100

846
A collection of four various 1/24 scale part
complete Franklin Mint diecasts to include a
1942 Chrysler Town & Country, a 1935
Chevrolet Standard Sports Roadster, a Rolls
Royce Silver Seraph, and a 1967 Volkswagen
Camen Ghia, all in original card packaging 
£70-100

847
A collection of three various Franklin Mint 1/24
scale polystyrene packed and boxed diecasts to
include a 1941 Cadillac Fleetwood Series 60
Special, a 1951 Hudson Hornet, and a 1948
Tucker, all in original packaging 
£80-120

848
A Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed diecast group
to include a 1942 Chrysler Town Country, a
1948 Chysler Town Country, and a 1949 Ford
Woody Wagon, all in original polystyrene and
card boxes 
£70-100
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856
A Franklin Mint limited edition 1/16 scale boxed
model of the Agajanian Special race car
comprising of white and red body with racing
No. 98 housed in the original polystyrene
packed box 
£70-100

857
A Norev 1/18 scale boxed diecast model of a
Bulli Volkswagen Concept lifestyle vehicle,
housed in the original polystyrene packed box 
£50-70

858
A Unique Replica No. 18597 1937 Studebaker
hearse wagon, limited edition example (1/24
scale), complete in the original polystyrene
packed box, with all accessories 
£40-60

859
A collection of eight various Franklin Mint 1/24
scale loose diecast vehicles to include a Bentley
1929 race car, a Rolls Royce 1938 Phantom 3,
and others, some examples may have parts
missing 
£100-120

860
A collection of nine various Franklin Mint 1/24
scale mixed diecast vehicles to include a 1941
Chevrolet Special deluxe, a Danbury Mint 1938
Packard 12 Sport Phaeton, and others 
£100-120

861
A collection of nine various 1/24 scale Franklin
Mint and Danbury Mint diecast vehicles to
include a Danbury Mint 1964 Aston Martin
DB5 and others 
£100-120

862
A collection of 1/24 scale Franklin Mint,
Danbury Mint, and a Schuco 1/43 scale diecast
group, to include a Franklin Mint 1938 Alvis
4.3L, a Franklin Mint 1/16 scale 1905 Rolls
Royce and others 
£80-120

863
A Schuco 1/18 scale Exclusive Limited Edition
1/2000 released model of a Porsche 934 RSR
GT53 Jaegermeister race car, housed in the
original polystyrene packed box with certificate 
£80-120

864
An Exoto Grand Prix Classics 1/18 scale model
of a Lotus 49 No. 5 F1 race car, finished in
yellow and green with racing No. 5 and driver
figure, housed in the original polystyrene packed
box 
£100-120

865
A Minichamps 1/18 scale Ayrton Senna
Collection model of a Lotus Renault 97T 1985
Ayrton Senna race car, finished in black and
gold with Lotus livery, model No. 540851812 in
the original polystyrene packaging 
£100-120

866
An Autoart Millennium No. 87171 1/18 scale
boxed diecast model of a Porsche 917L Le
Mans race car 1971, Martini Team No. 21 race
car housed in the original polystyrene packed
box, appears as issued 
£80-120

867
An Exoto Grand Prix Legends 1/18 scale boxed
model of a John Player Special Ronnie Petersen
Lotus Ford type 72D race car, comprising of
black and gold body with racing No. 2 and
driver figure, housed in the original packaging 
£150-200

868
An Autoart Millennium 1/18 scale boxed
diecast model of a Jeep Grand Wagoneer, 1989
example, finished in white, model No. 74001
housed in the original polystyrene packed box 
£70-100

869
16 boxed Quartzo and Hot Wheels 1/43 scale
formula one racing diecasts to include a Nelson
Piquet Brabham BT-49C race car and others 
£80-120

870
Burago 1/24th scale diecast model group of 3
comprising No. 144 Alfetta GT, No. 165
Mercedes 450 SC, and No. 114 Porsche
Carrera RS, all models have some play wear,
the Porsche’s rear wing is detached 
£40-60

871
One tray containing a collection of 1/43 scale
Quartzo F1 racing diecasts together with a
quantity of 1/43 scale F1 related model
transfers, specific examples to include a Tyrrell
003 Jackie Stewart, British Grand Prix 1971 race
car, together with others 
£70-100

872
Ten various plastic cased Minichamps 1/43 scale
F1 racing diecasts to include an Ayrton Senna
racing collection, edition 43 No. 12 Lotus 98T
Renault Turbo 1986 Formula Race Car
together with others, all appear as issued 
£100-120

873
Ten boxed and plastic cased Minichamps and
Spark 1/43 scale F1 racing diecast and resin
models to include a Spark models Tyrrell 008
No. 3 1978 5th at Monaco Grand Prix race car,
and various others 
£100-150

874
Ten plastic cased Minichamps 1/43 scale F1
racing diecasts, various examples to include a
Wolf Ford WR1 Canadian Grand Prix 1978
race car, a Niki Lauda Brabham BT46 1978 race
car and others 
£100-150

875
A Corgi Aviation Archive model No. AA27501
1/72nd scale diecast model of a Short
Sunderland MkIII aircraft housed in the original
polystyrene packed box with collectors’ card
(M-BNM) 
£80-120

876
A Corgi Aviation Archive model No. AA33318
1/72nd scale diecast model of a Boeing B-17G
Flying Fortress aircraft housed in the original
polystyrene packed box with collectors’ card
(M-BNM) 
£80-120

877
A Corgi Aviation Archive model No. AA34806
1/72 scale limited edition diecast model of a
Vickers Wellington Mk2 aircraft, housed in the
original box with collectors’ card (M-BNM) 
£60-80

878
A Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72 scale boxed No.
AA33301 Boeing B17F Flying Fortress ‘Memphis
Belle’, appears as issued in the original
polystyrene packed all-card box (M-BNM) 
£60-80

879
A Corgi Aviation Archive 1/72 scale boxed
aircraft collection comprising 3x No. US32214
P-51D Mustang in the original card trade box,
AA35314 North American B-25J Mitchell,
AA32817 De Havilland Mosquito Prototype,
and AA27603 Hawker Hurricane MK1 - all
appear as issued in the original all-card boxes
with collectors cards 
£100-150

880
A Collection Armour by Franklin Mint 1:48
diecast model of the Memphis Belle B17 Flying
Fortress, model no. B11B634 housed in the
original polystyrene packed window box,
canopy missing 
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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881
30 boxed EFE Exclusive First Editions, 1/76
scale, public transport diecast buses to include a
United Beatties Bristol Lodekka bus, a Leeds
Transport CWS double-decker bus, and others 
£80-120

882
30 boxed EFE Exclusive First Editions, 1/76 scale
public transport diecasts to include a London
Transport Dulux/Standard Leyland Atlantian,
and others 
£80-120

883
23 boxed EFE and Corgi public transport and
coach models to include a Leyland National
Mk1 short two-door London transport coach,
and others 
£80-120

884
25 boxed EFE 1/76 scale public transport
diecasts to include a Badger Line Plaxton
Pointer Dennis Dart coach, together with
others 
£80-120

885
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Corgi, boxed and loose public transport
diecasts, to include a London Transport AEC
Routemaster RM664 gift set, and others 
£50-70

886
A collection of mixed boxed modern issue
Landrover diecast vehicles mixed scales ranging
from 1/24-1/76 scale, examples to include an
Oxford 1/24 scale Landrover Defender, a 007
Landrover Lightweight Living Daylights
Landrover , and others included, all in good
clean condition 
£80-120

887
One tray containing a large collection of various
boxed modern issue Landrover and commercial
vehicles to include Matchbox, Oxford, Corgi
Toys and others, specific examples to include
an Onyx Working Better for the Environment
Refuse truck, an Oxford Diecast Bristol
Bloodhound Guided Missile gift set, together
with various others 
£60-80

888
One tray containing a collection of various
boxed modern issue Landrover diecast models,
mainly 1/43 scale, to include a Corgi Toys
Daktari Landrover and figure gift set, together
with a Vanguards Landrover LWB series 2 and
others 
£80-120

903
SVM Mini Route 1/43rd scale resin vehicle
group, 3 examples to include No.58 Citroen C6
Torpedo, a No.86 Renault Nervastella, and a
No.60 Citroen 15 NH 1936, all in the original
boxes 
£75-90

904
SVM Modeles and Traditions 1/43rd scale resin
boxed vehicle group, 3 examples to include a
SVM No.96 15 NH Torpedo, a SVM No.001
Peugeot 601 Coach Sport and a SVM No.89
Panhard 29cv 8 CYL 1934, all housed in the
original boxes 
£75-90

905
Hong Kong Model Company 1/50th scale resin
scale model of a 1960s Hong Kong Lorry,
finished in red and dark green, housed in the
original card box 
£50-75

906
China Auto Replicas and Hong Kong Model
Company 1/43rd scale fine resin scale model
group, to include a No.CAR101 Star of Chang
An Police Van, together with a Hong Kong
Model Company No.9451A Casualty
Treatment Centre, housed in the original boxes 
£75-90

907
ABC Models 1/43rd scale boxed diorama
display model of a 1926 PLSC Leyland Lion
Single Deck Bus, housed in the original plastic
casing with outer card packaging, 
£50-75

909
Kyosho 1/18th scale diecast model of a Austin
Healey 3000 1964 Austrian Alpine Rally Carm
finished in red with racing number 2, housed in
the original polystyrene packed box, windscreen
requires repair 
£60-90

910
Two boxes containing a large quantity of mixed
Corgi, Vanguards, Lledo and similar modern
issue diecasts, to include a Corgi Burrell
Showman’s Anderton and Rowlands scenic
railway steam locomotive, together with various
others, mixed subject matters to include steam,
aviation, and commercial vehicles 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

889
One tray containing 15 boxed Corgi
Chipperfields Circus modern release diecast
vehicles, all appear as issued, mixed examples
to include a Landrover, Morris Minor Pickup
Thames Trader and AEC fire engine gift set,
and others 
£100-150

890
14 boxed Chipperfields Circus modern release
Corgi Classics diecast gift sets to include
Scammell Constructor Cannon and Ringmaster
gift set together with others 
£100-150

891
One tray containing a collection of Pinder and
Saddlers Famous Funfair modern release
diecast vehicles to include a Saddler’s Famous
Funfair Showman’s Caravan, VW van and ERF
box van gift set, and others (9) 
£80-120

892
A Bburago 1/24 scale boxed Landrover group
to include a No. 0190 frog trail Landrover
pickup, a 0167 Landrover stationwagon, both in
original window boxes 
£40-60

893
One tray containing a collection of mainly
Emergency Services and Armed Forces
Landrover related diecasts to include Corgi 999
series, specific examples to include a Corgi
Emergency Motors Landrover Defender &
Horsebox, and others 
£80-120

894
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
modern release Landrover diecasts, mixed
scales ranging from 1/24 to 1/43, specific
examples to include an ERTL Landrover
Defender with “Marine Rescue Livery”, a
Burago 1/24 scale Landrover and others 
£100-120

895
A collection of Minichamps 1/18th and 1/43rd
scale Formula 1 models, with examples
including No. 180 980009 Jordan Mugen
Honda “Damon Hill”, No. 530 974310
McLaren Mercedes MP4/12 “David Coulthard”,
and others 
£60-80

896
A tray containing a collection of Corgi Toys
Classics and Rio diecast, with examples
including Corgi No. 9012 Ford Model T, No.
9021 Daimler, Rio No. 54 Bugatti Royale, and
others 
£50-70
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911
One box containing a collection of mixed
modern issue Corgi, Lledo and Vanguards,
vehicles to include a Morris Oxford, Vanguards
VA54000 saloon, Vanguards Austin Healey
E3000, and others 
£50-80

912
Two boxes containing a large quantity of mixed
modern issue diecasts, various subject matters
to include Landspeed Record, commercial
vehicles, saloons, scouts, and public transport
examples, brands to include EFE, Lledo Days
Gone, Corgi and others 
£80-120

913
Four boxed Corgi Aviation Archive and Fighter
Scramble boxed diecasts, to include an Aviation
Archive AA32602 Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight gift set, an AA33404 Western Sea King
HAR3 helicopter, a No. AA32305 English
Electric Lightning F1A, and a Fighter Scramble
CSFS010106 boxed gift set, all in original
packaging 
£150-200

914
30 various boxed EFE 1/76 scale public
transport diecasts, to include an Air France
double decker bus, an SDTD Class London
double decker bus and others 
£100-120

915
Four various boxed EFE London Underground
1/76 scale tube stock diecast coaches, to
include Northern Line trailer carriage, Northern
Line non-driving motor coach, driving carriage
A, and driving carriage B, all housed in the
original window boxes 
£80-120

916
Two boxes containing a large collection of
mixed Corgi Original Omnibus, EFE, and similar
modern issue mainly public transport diecast
vehicles to include a Corgi 70th Anniversary
Premier Omnibus gift set, together with various
others 
£100-120

917
One tray containing a collection of mixed Days
Gone Trackside commercial diecast vehicles to
include a trackside two-piece tinplate railway
depot with AEC wrecker and others 
£50-70

918
Six boxed Corgi Mack emergency services
boxed diecasts, all 1/50 scale to include an E-1
75’ demo colours fire engine, and others, 
£60-80

919
One box of 7 mixed scale Corgi Aviation
Archive boxed aircraft, to include Ref.
Nos.AA30004, AA33503, 47102, AA32209,
47201, AA30006 and 477302, all housed and
appear as issued, in original packaging 
£100-120

919A
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
boxed and loose diecast to include Matchbox,
Quartzo, Corgi and others, specific examples to
include a Matchbox Superkings No. K162,
together with various others 
£50-70

920
Ten boxed Corgi AviationArchive and Sky
Guardians mixed scale diecast aircraft models
to include a Lockheed AC-130H Hercules, a
Boeing B29 Super Fortress, a Pan American
Douglas DC-3, and others 
£100-150

920A
A large plastic tub containing a collection of
mixed diecast to include Matchbox, Dinky,
Corgi, tinplate and others 
£40-60

921
12 boxed Corgi Vintage Glory of Steam 1/50
scale diecast vehicles to include a Fowler B6
crane engine, Marstons Road Service, and
others 
£80-120

922
A tray of ten boxed Corgi Vintage Glory of
Steam and Dibner’s Choice 1/50 scale diecast
vehicles to include a John Fowler & Co of
Leeds, Fowler B6 Showman’s locomotive and
caravan 
£80-120

923
11 boxed Corgi Vintage Glory of Steam 1/50
scale diecast vehicle sets to include a United
Africa Sentinel Platform Wagon trailer and load,
and others 
£80-120

924
A good selection of various Guinness related
Corgi and Matchbox diecast vehicles to include
a Guinness AEC MkV Mammoth Major
tanker,etc (one tray) 
£80-120

925
One box of mixed Guinness and commercial
interest 1/50 scale road transport diecasts to
include a Guinness Past & Present limited
edition gift set, a Corgi British Road Services
Scammell Crusader flat bed and others 
£100-120

926
One tray of Corgi 1/50 scale commercial
diecast vehicles to include a Guinness Leyland
Super Comet flatbed wagon with trailer and
load, a Corgi 50th anniversary History of Corgi
commercial vehicle and others 
£100-120

927
One tray of various 1/50 scale Corgi road
transport Heritage and Classics, 1/50 scale
diecast, to include a Scottish Newcastle Foden
flatbed with barrels and chains, etc 
£100-120

928
A collection of Corgi Siku and Vanguards, Eddie
Stobart and P&O related commercial diecast
vehicles, to include a Siku Continental LKW
container truck, a Corgi Ford Cargo box van,
and others 
£80-120

929
One tray of mixed Corgi mainly 1/50 scale road
transport diecast vehicles to include a heavy
haulage Gerosa, a Diamond T 980 girder trailer
with transformer load and others 
£80-120

930
One tray containing mixed Corgi 1/50 scale
road transport diecasts to include a Kings of the
Road British Oxygen Company Scammell
Highwayman tanker 
£80-120

930A
A large collection of various mainly 1/18 and
1/24 scale boxed classic car and racing cars
together with a quantity of signed racing
memorabilia to include Bburago, Action Racing
Collectables, Nigel Mansell Zeon clock, and
others 
£60-80

931
8 various boxed Corgi 1/50 scale road tractor
transport tractor units, original boxes to include
Ref. Nos. CC12107, CC12206, CC13208,
CC12214, CC13210, CC12705, C12706 x2 
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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932
6 boxed Corgi 1/50th scale road transport
diecasts together with a loose Guinness trailer,
specific examples to include a No. CC12010
Lafarge Cement fell binder tanker, and others 
£80-120

933
Six boxed Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 sale
road transport diecasts, all in original boxes to
include Ref. Nos CC19901, C12807, CC12910,
CC12217, CC12004, and CC12407 
£100-150

934
6 boxed Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50th scale
road transport tractor units and trailers to
include Ref. Nos. CC19901, CC12217,
CC13206, CC12708, CC12701 and CC13106,
all appear as issued 
£100-150

935
16 boxed Corgi Super Haulers individual boxed
diecast and gift sets to include the Corgi Royal
Mail Playset, Norfolkline Transport set, and
others 
£70-100

936
15 boxed Corgi Super Haulers boxed road
haulage diecast vehicles to include BP Shell
tanker, and others 
£70-100

937
12 boxed as issued Corgi Super Haulers
modern release commercial vehicle and road
haulage diecasts to include James Irlam & Sons
Ltd and others 
£60-80

938
One box of 9 boxed Corgi Super Haulers road
transport diecast vehicles to include a Hapag
Lloyd tractor unit with twin container trailer 
£60-80

939
33 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale modern release
diecast miniatures to include a Royal Mail
Austin minivan, an Eddie Stobart Ford Transit
Mk1 and various others 
£150-200

940
34 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale mixed diecast
to include a Police Ford Zephyr 6 Mk3, a
Draught Guinness Thames trader dropside,
Triumph TR3A and others 
£150-200

949
23 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale modern release
diecast vehicles to include a Hidden Treasures
Austin 1800 in lime flower green, an Oxford
Six, and others 
£100-120

950
24 boxed Vanguards 1/43 and 1/64 scale
modern release diecasts to include a Taxis of
the World Vauxhall Cresta, a Vanguards Roots
group gift set, etc 
£100-120

950A
1 tray containing a collection of mixed public
transport related diecasts to include Days
Gone, Corgi, EFE and other brands 
£40-60

950B
Tray of various modern release public transport
diecasts by Days Gone Llego, Corgi, and similar,
examples to include Scotland 4 Piece Gift Set
by Corgi 
£40-60

950C
A Collection of Premier Travel diecast models
and ephemera, including Premier Travel drivers
badges, ties, a book on the history of Premier
Travel, and various diecast models 
£40-60

951
7 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale boxed diorama
display sets to include The Rover 2000 Renfrew
& Bute Constabulary gift set, a two-piece
Brands Hatch diorama Ford Classic 109E box
set, etc 
£100-120

952
Four boxes of boxed Days Gone Trackside
diecast vehicles all housed in original packaging 
£80-120

953
One box of 45 various boxed Lledo Days
Gone Trackside modern release diecast vehicles
to include a Shell Scammell Handyman tanker
and others 
£100-120

954
One box of 35 boxed Lledo Days Gone
trackside and Showman’s Range diecast vehicles
to include The Showman’s Collection and other
examples 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

940A
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast to include the Dinky
Collection, Corgi Classics, Britains, Atlas
Editions, and others 
£50-70

941
30 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale modern release
diecast to include a European Vanguards
BWLT1 transporter, a Ford Capri 109E, a
Rover P6 2000, etc 
£150-200

942
30 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale diecasts to
include a European Porsche 356 soft top, a
Royal Mail minivan set, a Lovells Toffee Leyland
Comet box van, etc 
£150-200

943
30 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale modern release
diecasts to include a Royal Mail minivan with
high roof, Austin Allegro, Triumph Herald
Coupe and others 
£150-200

944
30 boxed Vanguards 1/43 and 1/64 scale
boxed commercial vehicle to include a Bass
Leyland Comet box van, a Bedford S type van,
etc 
£150-200

945
30 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale boxed
commercial vehicles to include a J Lyons & Co
Austin A40, a Hoover Service Morris Minor
van, and others 
£150-200

946
30 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale modern release
diecast vehicles to include a Ford Consul
3000GT, a Triumph Spitfire Mk2, a Vauxhall PA
Cresta and others 
£150-200

947
15 boxed Vanguards 1/43 scale and 1/64 scale
twin pack gift sets to include a Ken Thomas
Haulage Trucks of the 1950s & 60s gift set, a
Post Office Telephone Service vans gift set, etc 
£100-150

948
15 boxed Vanguards 1/43 and 1/64 scale
modern release twin pack gift sets to include a
limited edition Ford Transit Mk1 van and box
trailer, with dog branch livery, British Rail
Service vans of the 50s and others 
£100-120
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955
A large collection of mixed Corgi related
diecast vehicles including Premium Edition
heavy haulage, Racing 7 Club and others, to
include a 1999 Mini 7 and Mille miglia
Championship Winners diorama gift set, a
heavy haulage Parker Bent Scammell
Constructor and others 
£100-120

956
One tray containing a good selection of various
Oxford and Classix 1/76 scale diecast vehicles 
£60-80

957
Seven boxed Corgi James Bond 007 diecast
vehicles to include a double decker bus, Lotus
Esprit Turbo, BMW Z8 etc 
£50-80

958
One tray of various Corgi TV related diecasts
to include The Italian Job diorama, Hearbeat,
Morris Mini Minor Traveller and figure gift set,
Mr Bean’s Mini and others 
£80-120

959
Two trays containing a large selection of various
Corgi, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and
similar more issue diecast vehicles to include
aircraft interest, live steam, public transport etc 
£70-100

960
Two trays of mixed modern issue diecast to
include Sky Guardians, EFE, Corgis and others,
mixed interest to include aircraft, public
transport, etc 
£50-60

961
Three boxes of mixed Lledo Days Gone
modern release diecast vehicles and gift sets to
include The Circus Collection, Brewery in
Britain, Pickfords etc 
£70-100

962
Three trays of modern release Lledo Days
Gone Oxford and similar diecast examples to
include circus interest, commercial vehicles and
others 
£70-100

963
A Sunstar 1/18 scale boxed diecast group to
include The New Millennium Edition Limousine
and a London Taxi Cab 1998, both in original
window boxes 
£50-60

964
Two trays containing a large collection of
various Matchbox Mattel wheels, boxed and
carded diecast vehicles to include a Police
BMW 328i Police Car, Chevy Corvette,
Concept 1 Beetle Cabrio, and others 
£50-70

965
One tray containing a collection of tinplate and
diecast Jaguar related models to include
Matchbox, Corgi, and others, specific examples
to include a Matchbox Jaguar SS100 1936
saloon 
£40-60

966
One tray containing of Matchbox Thunderbird
related boxed and carded diecast to include
Angel Interceptor, Jet Fighters, Thunderbirds 5-
piece Rescue pack, and others 
£40-60

967
One tray containing 25 various Gama Vauxhall
dealership release diecast group, various boxed
examples to include The Vauxhall Frontera, The
Vauxhall Astra, and various others 
£70-100

968
One box containing a large collection of various
mainly 1/24 scale diecast vehicles, to include
Britains, Polistil and others, specific examples to
include a Britains Cattle Transporter, a Britains
Milk tanker lorry and others 
£50-70

969
One tray containing a collection of Polistil and
Revell 1/18 and 1/24 scale diecast vehicles to
include a Bburago Lancia Stratos Vaillante, a
Bburago Ford Mustang Police car, and others 
£60-80

970
Two trays containing a collection of various
Matchbox Hotwheels and Tesco release boxed
and carded modern issue diecast to include
Matchbox 50th Anniversary Collection Ford
Model A and others 
£60-80

971
Two trays containing a collection of mainly
Matchbox single issue and gift set modern
release diecast to include the MBX City Drivers
gift set, the MBX Electric Drivers gift set, etc 
£60-80

972
One tray containing a collection of mixed scale
Polistil and Bburago diecast vehicles to include a
Polistil Club East African Safari Fiat 128,a Polistil
Ferrari 308 GTB Rally and others 
£40-60

973
Two boxes containing a collection of Polistil,
Mira, and Guisval mixed scale diecast vehicles,
to include a Polistil Mercedes 190, a Polistil
Mercedes 190E 2.3 16 race car, a Mercedes
Benz 500 SEC and others 
£60-80

974
Three trays containing a large collection of
mixed modern issue diecast to include Schuco,
Hotwheels Mattel, Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear and others 
£70-100

975
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Emergency Services diecast to include
Minichamps, Vitesse, Corgi and others 
£100-150

976
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast, to include Corgi Toys,
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Cararama and
others, mixed subjects to include locomotives,
emergency services and agricultural steam
engines 
£70-100

977
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast to include Herpa,
Cararama, Vitesse, Onyx and others, mixed
interest to include military, commercial vehicles,
etc 
£70-100

978
Two trays containing a collection of various
modern release diecast vehicles to include Rio,
Cararama, Solido, Ixo and others, specific
examples to include an Ixo Models Jaguar Mk2,
and others 
£60-80

979
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue diecast to include Atlas Editions
Newray Toys and others to include public
transport interest and road motorcycles 
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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980
An Action Racing Collectables limited edition
gold plated model of a Race Fans Jeff Gordon
2002 Monte Carlo race car 
£30-50

981
A pair of Minichamps 1/18 scale boxed F1
diecasts, to include a Pedro Diniz Sauber F1
race car, together with an Alex Wurz Benetton
B199 F1 racing car, both housed in original
window boxes 
£50-60

982
A Tekno 1/50 scale road transport diecast
group, two examples to include a Mercedes
Benz 1841 tractor unit with refrigerated Klaas
Puul tractor unit and refrigerated trailer,
together with a Schouten-Transport tractor unit
and Bacardi 40’ box trailer 
£50-80

983
Royal Mint Classics Limited Edition Model of a
Concorde, housed in the original box with
collectors coin 
£40-60

984
6 Corgi 1/50th scale modern trucks all housed
in the original plastic display cases, with one
example in the original buff coloured card outer
package, examples include an ERF Shell petrol
tanker, a Leyland DAF curtain side in James
Irlam & Sons Ltd livery, together with three
others, all appear as issued, and are in the
original shrinkwrapping 
£100-150

985
One tray containing a collection of 16 various
boxed Matchbox fire engine series diecast
vehicles, all housed in original packaging, seven
with original white card outer boxes, examples
to include the YFE 01 1920 Mack AC and
others 
£100-120

986
One box containing 17 Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear fire engine series diecast vehicles, all
appear as issued to include the rare white
SFE01 1930 Ahrens-Fox Fire Engine and others 
£100-120

987
A collection of 12 various boxed as issued
Franklin Mint Classic Cars of the 1950s range,
all appear as issued 
£80-120

995
A collection of four various boxed Corgi Classic
1/50 scale diecast vehicles to include a Pollocks
ERF EC series curtainside tractor unit and
trailer, a No. 55201 Pickfords Gift set, a Knights
of Old No. 75405 Leyland Daf curtainside, and
a Wynns 31009 gift set 
£80-120

996
A Franklin Mint boxed diecast group to include
a Ford Model T fire engine and an as found
Stanley Steamer vintage car 
£60-80

997
A collection of six various boxed Matchbox
Great Beers of the World series diecast
vehicles, all housed in original packaging 
£40-60

998
One box containing a collection of EFE, Britbus
and white metal 1/76 scale public transport
models to include a Pirate Models Leyland
National, an EFE Festival of Britain London
Transport double decker bus and others 
£80-120

999
Three trays containing a collection of mixed
white metal overpainted and original EFE
Ambrico and similar public transport diecast
mixed regions and liveries to include South
Wales, United, Bolton Transport etc 
£80-120

1000
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
modern issue and vintage diecast models to
include a Corgi Toys No. 464 Bedford Tipper
Truck, together with a Corgi Grey-Green
coach, various loose EFE commercial vehicles
and other associated models 
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

988
A pair of Franklin Mint 1/24 scale boxed tractor
unit, trailers to include the Mack Tanker trailer
and the Mack Refrigerator trailer, both housed
in the original polystyrene packed box 
£80-120

989
A Franklin Mint boxed fire service diecast group
to include The American Le France 700 fire
engine, housed in the original polystyrene
packaging with outer card box, and model
leaflet, together with the Ahrens-Fox fire
engine also by Franklin Mint, both in original
boxes 
£80-120

990
A collection of Franklin Mint 1/24 scale diecast
road vehicles to include a Jaguar SS100, Alvis
4.3 litre, the 1937 Cord 812, and a Stutz Black
Hawk all housed in the original polystyrene
packaging 
£100-150

991
A Matchbox Models of Yesteryear tractor unit
and trailer group, all appear as issued and
housed in the original polystyrene packed
boxes to include Ref. Nos. 30296, 35271,
KS189, 34566-9993, all in good clean excellent
condition 
£100-120

992
A collection of four various black boxed
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear tractor unit
and trailers, all housed in original packaging to
include Ref. Nos. 33113, 36064, KS190SA, and
KS1875AM, all appear as issued 
£100-120

992A
Collection of modern issue Corgi Commercial
vehicles, to include 4 boxed Corgi Ocado,
Tesco Pantechnicon 1/76th scale and a boxed
Vauxhall AA Brava Van 
£30-50

993
A collection of three boxed Matchbox Models
of Yesteryear tractor unit and trailer diecast to
include Ref. Nos. KS186SA, KS189SA and
KS187SA-M, all in original packaging 
£70-100

994
One box containing a large collection of mixed
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear diecast
vehicles, to include public transport, emergency
services etc, specific examples to include a Hag
1922 AEC Omnibus and others 
£60-80
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COMPUTER GAMES &

CONSOLES 

1001
An Astrocade The Professional Arcade
Expandable Computer System, manufactured
under licence from Bally Manufacturing
Corporation, video game console system,
comprising of console, two control handles,
power adaptor, TV antenna switch, a quantity
of owner’s and operational manuals, together
with eight boxed Bally Videocade boxed games,
to include Star Battle, Bally Pin, Brickyard
Clowns, Amazing Maze Tictactoe,
Baseball/Tennis/Hockey/Handball, Grand Prix,
Black Jack Poker, and Letter Match, all games
housed in the original card boxes 
£300-400

1002
A Sega Megadrive 32X console add-on, housed
in the original card box, with instruction leaflet 
£100-150

1003
A Magnavox vintage 1972 Odyssey ITL200
electronic gaming system, housed in the original
polystyrene two-tier display packaging with card
lid, comprising of console, controllers, and
ephemera relating to various games, appears
near complete (see images) 
£150-200

1010
A Sega Multi-Mega console unit, housed in the
original two-tier card Road Avenger box,
comprising of console, various leads, instruction
leaflet, control pad, a factory-sealed Road
Avenger Mega-CD game, together with various
other associated components, console appears
unused in original plastic wrapping 
£400-600

1011
An original Nintendo Virtual Boy 32-bit console
system housed in the original card box with
inner card sliding tray, appears complete with
very little if any use, see images for full
description, the outer box in excellent
condition, and complete with Mario’s Tennis
Game Pack included 
£250-300

1012
A Sega Mega-CD2 entertainment console
system, housed in the original card box with
inner sliding tray, appears compete comprising
of console with various leads, and adapters, in
excellent condition 
£150-200

1013
An Adman Grandstand boxed video
entertainment computer system housed in the
original lift-up lid card box, comprising of
console, power cables, instruction leaflets, and
other associated items 
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1004
A Sega Mega-CD console unit for
use with the original Sega Megadrive,
comprising of console, power lead,
adapter, original instructions, a cased
Sega Classics Arcade collection
limited edition game, together with a
Sega Mega-CD Cobra
Command/Sol-Feace twin pack
game, all housed in the original sliding
tray card box, with two original card
inserts 
£150-200

1005
An NEC Next Generation Turbo
Graf X model No. HESTGX-11,
Entertainment Console System,
housed in the original polystyrene
sliding tray box, comprising of turbo
graphics, console, hand controller,
easy-to-follow instructions (missing
turbo chip game card), together with
an NEC Turbo Graphics accessories box kit,
together with a Turbo Graphics Turbo Stick, all
housed in original packaging, sold with a
selection of NEC Turbo Graphics games to
include Pack Land, Glazing Lazers, Bonks
Adventure and Vigilante (loose), Pack Land
example is partly shrink-wrapped and housed in
the original box 
£150-200

1006
A Phillips digital video on CD-I Mad Dog Mcree
shooting game, and The Peace Keeper revolver,
housed in the original plastic sliding tray box,
with game instruction leaflet and hand gun 
£50-80

1007
A Sega Genesis 3 The Core System 16 bit
entertainment system, example appears unused
and in original clear plastic packaging, housed in
the original card box with sliding card inner tray 
£100-150

1008
A Joytech boxed play station Real Arcade light
gun housed in the original polystyrene packed
card box 
£40-60

1009
A Sega Master System interactive video
entertainment system boxed console,
comprising of power base system, two control
pads, various leads together with a quantity of
leaflets and instructions and a Hang-On/Astro
Warrior game cartridge with leaflet, housed in
the original polystyrene tray type box with
outer card packaging, polystyrene tray is in fair
condition, would benefit from being replaced 
£100-120
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1014
A Sega Megadrive 2 video game console,
limited edition, special release pack containing
European Club Soccer and EA Sports, housed
in the original card box, with instruction leaflets,
original plastic wrapping and the two games as
stated, overall in excellent good clean condition
with very little use 
£100-120

1015
An original Play Station 2 Capcom Resident Evil
Four limited edition chain saw controller,
housed in the original wood-effect clear plastic
display case 
£80-120

1016
A Sega Mega Drive original boxed console
comprising of console, power lead, two control
pads, and a boxed Sonic the Hedgehog game,
all housed in the original packaging 
£50-60

1017
A Sega Master System 3-D glasses housed in
the original polystyrene packed card box, rare
example 
£60-80

1018
A Nintendo NES Challenge set, comprising of
console, two control pads, start lead, and Super
Mario 3 Brothers game cartridge (missing AC
adapter, but housed in the original polystyrene
sliding tray with outer card box) 
£100-150

1019
A Panasonic FZ-10 Real 3DO interactive
multiplayer console housed in the original
packed sliding box with control unit, AC
adapter, and various paperwork and ephemera 
£100-120

1020
A Sega Saturn PAL boxed electronic console
(model No. 1) housed in the original card box
comprising of console, two control pads,
various leads, quantity of booklets, ephemera
and leaflets relating to the console, also sold
with a boxed Sega Saturn Arcade Racer 
£100-150

1021
A boxed Odyssey 2 by Magnavox Ultimate
computer video game system, housed in the
original box comprising of console, various
games, power leads, control pads, and other
related accessories 
£50-80

1022
An Atari Jaguar CD Multi Media Player, housed
in the original card box with two polystyrene
packing pieces, leaflet, power lead, must demo,
and two cased Jaguar CD games, to include
Blue Lightning, and VID Grid, appears to be in
good clean condition 
£200-300

1023
An Atari Jaguar 64-bit Interactive Multi Media
console/gaming system housed in the original
card box comprising of console, power lead,
various leads, control pad, and a user’s guide,
box in F-G condition 
£200-300

1024
A Commodore Amiga CD32 console, housed
in the original card box, comprising of console,
power lead, control pad and other related
wires and accessories 
£150-200

1025
An Atari 5200 Advanced Video Entertainment
Console/System, housed in the original card
box, comprising of power leads, console,
control unit, owner’s manual, and a loose copy
of Super Breakout for the Atari 5200 
£70-100

1026
An Atari 7800 boxed video game
system/console, housed in the original card box
comprising of console, two control pads, power
leads, and an additional copy of Asteroids the
video game, together with a quantity of
associated leaflets and ephemera relating to the
console 
£80-120

1027
17 boxed Atari 7800 video games, all housed in
original card boxes, some examples factory
sealed to include Akari Warriors, Donkey Kong
Junior, Matt Mania Challenge, Jinx, and others 
£100-120

1028
A Sega Master System two boxed video game
console, complete with Alex Kidd in Miracle
World Built In comprising of console with
power leads and two hand controllers 
£70-100

1029
An Nintendo NES Action Set comprising of
console, control pads, zapper light gun, double
game pack comprising Duck Hunt, and Super
Mario Brothers, together with a Nintendo
Entertainment System instruction booklet,
power leads etc 
£70-100

1030
A collection of boxed and cased Amiga CD32
games, all appear in good clean condition, to
include Dragon Stone, The Chaos Engine, Mean
Arenas, Deep Core, Global Effect, and various
others 
£100-150

1031
A Nintendo Pokemon Mini housed in the
original green ground card box with plastic
insert, and various instruction booklets,
Chikorita, example appears unused with
replacement Duracell battery 
£60-80

1032
A large collection of various boxed
Commodore 64 and similar, disk and cassette,
boxed and loose games, to include
Ghostbusters, The Hunt for Red October,
Dizzy’s Excellent Adventures, etc 
£70-100

1033
A Dreamcast No. HKT-9402 Dream Eye boxed
entertainment system, appears as issued, and
housed in the original packaging 
£70-100

1034
A Nintendo Japanese (NTSC) boxed game
cube console, violet blue example, complete
with boxed controller, power leads, and other
related leads and accessories, to include a copy
of Super Smash Brothers Melee (Japanese) 
£70-100

1035
A Sega Pico children’s electronic console
housed in the original card box 
£50-60

1036
A Tomy 1992 Commence Conflict Barcode
Battler (English version), housed in the original
polystyrene sliding tray box with a quantity of
various cards and instruction leaflets 
£60-80

1037
A Sega Megadrive boxed Menacer hand gun,
complete with six game cartridge and
instruction leaflet, housed in the original box
with card packing pieces 
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1038
A Tomy boxed Sonic the Hedgehog, Sonic
Mountain Quest, table top game, Ref. No.
7053, appears complete but missing the Sonic
the Hedgehog card display figure at the top of
the mountain, otherwise a nice retro gaming
item 
£40-60

1039
A Nintendo N64 boxed console, complete
with two grey Nintendo 64 controllers, two
rumble packs, and a quantity of boxed and
loose games to include Super Smash Brothers,
Super Mario 64, Banjo Kazooie, Donkey Kong
64, an N64 passport+3, together with
Pokemon Stadium, Banjo-tooie, and others 
£200-300

1040
A collection of Phillips CD-I plastic cased video
games and video CDs to include Hotel Mario,
Link the Faces of Evil, Chaos Control, Fatal
Attraction, and others 
£70-100

1041
A collection of various boxed and loose Sega
Megadrive games to include Monster Lane
WonderBoy 3, Sonic, and Knuckles, Gynoug,
The Terminator, and other loose gaming
cartridges and gaming adapters 
£150-200

1042
An original Nintendo NES ROB Robotic
Operating Buddy, comprising of robot with
arms and Nintendo Gyro, all loose examples,
both main items missing battery covers 
£70-100

1043
A collection of Sega Saturn loosed consoles,
control pads, memory cards, power leads and
associated effects, to include a Sega Saturn
boxed Virtua Cop hand gun, housed in the
original box with game 
£80-120

1044
One tray containing a collection of boxed Sega
Mega Drive games to include Boogerman A
Pick and Flick Adventure, Light Crusader,
Dynamite Headdy, Quack Shot, Sonic the
Hedgehog 2, and various others 
£100-150

1045
A Nintendo 64 boxed Hey You Pikachu boxed
game, housed in the original box, appears
complete 
£50-60

1053
One box containing a collection of mixed XBox
360 consoles, controllers, remote controls,
hand sets, battery packs etc, untested example 
£30-50

1054
A large quantity of various Dreamcast part
boxed consoles, power units, memory cards,
hand guns, controllers, etc, all unchecked for full
completeness 
£70-100

1055
A large tray containing a collection of mixed
video game and console related hand guns,
controllers, and accessories to include
Competition Pro, Playstation Namco, G/C
System Product 2 hand gun, Dreamcast,
Pokemon 64 controller and others 
£70-100

1056
A large box containing a collection of Coleco
Vision consoles, expansion packs, steering
wheels, various leads, roller controller, and a
quantity of mixed games to include Tarzan,
Smurf, Time Pilot, and others 
£100-150

1057
An original Xbox Series 1 console, together
with various power leads, Xbox remote,
original box, and two control pads 
£40-60

1058
An Atari 2600 video computer system housed
in the original box together with the box
containing a collection of games 
£40-60

1059
A boxed SNK Neo Geo pocket colour
interactive game, together with a boxed Neo
Geo Pocket Sonic the Hedgehog boxed game,
both housed in original packaging 
£60-80

1060
A Sony Play Station Portable PSP console and
the original box together with a collection of
various PSP games and UMD movies including
Medieval Resurrection, Mortal Kombat, and
others 
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1046
A collection of Game Cube PAL consoles to
include a black example complete with
controller, together with a copy of Donald
Duck PK, a disc only copy of Star Fox
Adventures, a Game Cube microphone and
two boxed blue Nintendo Gamecube
controllers, housed in the original boxes 
£50-70

1047
A Coleco Telstar video sports TV game,
housed in the original sliding tray card box,
complete with instructions 
£30-50

1048
A collection of Sega related loose consoles to
include a Sega Mega Drive with Mega-CD
extra, a Sega Mega Drive 16-bit console on its
own, a Sega Master System 2, a quantity of
power leads and a boxed copy of Golden Axe
on the Master System 
£100-150

1049
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Nintendo Game Boy related consoles and
accessories to include an original Nintendo
Game Boy, grey example housed in the original
box together with a Game Boy printer, Game
Boy camera, a non-working Game Boy SP
finished in blue, a silver Game Boy in SP, a Mad
Cats camera link together with various cases,
and other associated Game Boy items 
£150-200

1050
A collection of various boxed and loose
Nintendo Game Boy related products to
include a Nintendo Game Boy Pocket, a Game
Boy Colour, an original Nintendo Game Boy
with clear plastic case, and a quantity of
associated Nintendo carry cases and equipment 
£80-120

1051
An Amstrad boxed GX4000 home
entertainment system, housed in the original
card box, complete with console, two control
pads, Burning Rubber game, and power lead 
£60-80

1052
A Bandai Playdia Quick Interactive Gaming
System, housed in the original card box,
appears complete with inner sliding tray plastic
compartment, with instruction leaflet, possibly
unused 
£60-80
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1061
A collection of various Play Station related
video game consoles, leads, and accessories to
include a Play Station 3 console, microphone
headset, Play Station Move Sharp Shooter,
wireless controllers, and a collection of Play
Station 3 games to include Ratchet & Clank
Tools of Destruction 
£70-100

1062
A collection of Play Station PSone consoles,
LCD screens, multi-tap control panel, and
racing wheel, together with various other mixed
hand controllers, leads, and associated Play
Station effects 
£70-100

1063
An original Nintendo NES entertainment
system power glove, loose example, but
appears complete with original instruction
leaflet 
£40-60

1064
A collection of various boxed and plastic-cased
Sega Saturn boxed games including Sonic Jam,
Fifa 97, Loaded, The House of Dead, Nights
into Dreams, Sonic R, Daytona USA and others 
£80-120

1065
Two trays containing a collection of mixed Play
Station 1 original boxed games and demo discs
to include Digimon World, Woody
Woodpecker Racing, Time Crisis Project Titan,
Final Fantasy 7, Spyro, and others 
£80-100

1066
25 various cased Dreamcast games to include,
Royal Rumble Boxing, ECW Hardcore
Revolution, Shadowman, Caesars Palace, Toy
Commander, and others 
£100-150

1067
26 various Dreamcast plastic cased or disc only
Dreamcast games, specific examples to include
Chuchu Rocket, Disney’s Dinosaur, Toy Racer,
V Rally Export Edition 2, UEFA striker and
others 
£100-120

1068
One tray containing a collection of mainly
Japanese Sega Mega Drive boxed games to
include Golden Axe, Bare Knuckle, Alex Kidd,
Hellfire, Golden Axe 2, and others (10) 
£100-150

1069
A large box containing a collection of
Commodore 64 and Commodore computer
games, software guides and accessories to
include Basic Programming Course set,
Galdregons Domain boxed set, Mini Office 2,
Thunder Blade Bat man and others include 
£70-100

1070
One box of mixed Atari 5200 loose game
cartridges to include Zaxxon, Pacman, Missile
Command, Real Sports Football, Space
Invaders, and others 
£40-60

1071
An original Commodore 1200 Amiga boxed
limited edition console, housed in the original
card box 
£40-60

1072
An original Nokia N gauge gaming telephone
housed in the original box and three boxed N
gauge games to include Sonic N, Tomb Raider,
and Pandemonium 
£40-60

1073
One tray containing a collection of various
Nintendo Game Boy and 3DS related consoles,
collectables, and associated carry-cases, also
sold with a Logic 3 2.5” full colour hand held
game 
£50-80

1074
A collection of Sega Game Gear, hand-held
video game consoles, together with a large
collection of various game, and battery packs to
include Mortal Combat, Global Gladiator, Sonic
the Hedgehog, Chaos, Aerial Assault, Space
Invaders, etc 
£150-200

1075
One tray containing a collection of Nintendo
Game Boy Advance boxed and loose consoles,
also sold with a Nintendo Donkey Kong
Hockey Micro v. System, together with a
collection of related Nintendo Game Boy
Advance carry cases and game link cables 
£80-100

1076
One tray containing a collection of Sega Mega-
CD boxed video games, to include Sherlock
Holmes Vol. 2, Road Avenger, Batman Returns,
Mortal Combat, Sonic CD, Sega Classics and
others included 
£70-100

1077
14 various boxed and loose Sega Master
System game cartridges, one example loose, all
others cased, to include Chuck Rock 2, Son of
Chuck, Sonic the Hedgehog 2, Alien Syndrome,
the Ninja and others 
£70-100

1078
One tray containing 17 various Sega Master
System and Sega Card boxed and loose video
games to include Populus, California Games,
Alex the Kid in Shinobi World, Wonderboy in
Monsterland, and others 
£80-120

1079
15 various boxed and plastic cased Sega Master
System boxed games to include Krusty’s Fun
House, Wonderboy 3, The Dragon’s Trap,
Parlour Games, Battle Outrun, and various
others 
£100-120

1080
A boxed Sega Genesis Nomad hand-held video
game console, sold with a quantity of game
cartridges 
£100-120

1081
A collection of Nintendo DS and 3DS empty
game cartridges, to include Dead or Alive
Dimensions, Super Mario 64, Pokemon
Diamond, and various others 
£20-30

1082
One tray containing a good selection of various
Nintendo Game Boy, Super Nintendo, Game
Boy Advance and similar empty card boxes to
include Wario Blast, Mario v. Donkey Kong,
Kirby’s Ghost Trap and others 
£60-80

1083
A collection of various Play Station 2 related
consoles, accessories, and boxed games, to
include Kingdom Hearts, Crash Bandicoot,
Crisis Zone, and others 
£40-60

1084
A collection of Nintendo Pokemon related
empty console and video game boxes to
include Pokemon Special Edition Game Boy,
Pokemon Emerald, Fire Red, Pokemon Snap,
and others 
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1085
A Nintendo boxed Super Nintendo PAL
version console, housed in the original
packaging, together with a loose Super
Nintendo Scope hand gun 
£50-70

1086
33 various plastic cased Dreamcast video
games, to include Urban Chaos, Ducati World,
Pen Pen, Aero Wings, and others 
£150-200

1087
A collection of various Super Nintendo and
N64 boxed and loose games to include Zelda a
Link to the Past, Ultra Man, Yogi Bear’s Cartoon
Capers, and others 
£70-100

1088
A collection of 3DO plastic cased computer
games to include Poed, Total Eclipse, Pataank,
Blade Force, and others 
£50-70

1089
One tray containing a collection of various
boxed and loose Game Boy Nintendo 3DS
Game Boy Advance and similar loose cartridges
including Pokemon Yellow, Super Mario DS, a
boxed NES Classic Super Mario Brothers, Zelda
the Ocarina of Time and others 
£70-100

1090
One box of mixed Sega, Xbox, Atari, and
similar gaming console accessories including a
Sega Light Phaser, an Atari Flashback, Xbox
Arcade Stick, and others 
£60-80

1091
An original boxed Game.Com by Tiger, hand-
held console, housed in the original box
together with Sonic Jam and Tiger Casino, both
in original boxes 
£40-60

1092
One tray containing a good selection of mixed
retro gaming accessories, hand guns, and
consoles to include a Sega Mega Drive Master
System Converter, a Sega Light Fazer, a Super
Nintendo PAL console and others 
£80-120

1093
A plastic case containing a loose Atari 2600
console, and various power leads, hand
controllers, etc 
£30-50

1103
One large box containing a collection of
Commodore computer game consoles,
accessories, and electronic equipment 
£80-120

1104
A collection of boxed and loose Dreamcast
electronic games equipment to include a boxed
console, a boxed microphone, two boxed
keyboards, and a Dreamcast steering wheel 
£40-60

1105
One box containing a collection of boxed and
loose Sega Mega Drive 32X games to include
Star Wars, Virtua Fighter, Doom, Virtua Racing
Deluxe, and Mortal Combat 2, four examples
housed in the original boxes 
£40-60

1106
One box containing a collection of Coleco
Adam Family Computer System consoles,
keyboards, smart writers, leads and related
software 
£60-80

1107
One box containing a collection of mixed hand-
held electronic consoles to include a Micro
Vision, an Ingersoll Electronics Home TV game,
a PC Engine GT by NEC hand-held console,
two Lynx Atari hand-held consoles, together
with a quantity of games 
£80-120

1108
An original Radotin programmable TV game
console, together with a number of cartridges
to include Showdown in 2100AD, Football,
Pocket Billiards, and others 
£30-50

1109
A Bandai Wonder Swan colour hand-held
console to include a boxed Digimon Tamers
Battle Spirit boxed game, both in original
packaging 
£40-60

1110
Two boxes containing a collection of mixed
video games, cartridges, programmable
software etc to include Atari, PC, Commodore
64 and other related products 
£50-80

1111
A collection of Nintendo NES boxed and loose
video games to include Dr Mario, Super Mario
2, Adventures in the Magic Kingdom, Yoshi’s
Cookie, and others 
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1094
Four boxed Mad Catz Sega and Xbox Racing
Wheels all housed in original packaging 
£30-50

1095
An original Panasonic REAL 3DO Interactive
Multi Player console, loose example with
control pads and power leads 
£30-50

1096
One box containing a collection of Sega, Play
Station, and Mega Drive related gaming
system/console hand guns, to include The
Justifier, Lethal Enforcers, Play Station Time
Crisis 2, etc 
£70-100

1097
An original boxed Vectrex console, in the
original packaging 
£30-50

1098
One tray of Nintendo Wii and Wii U, mixed
examples to include The Legend of Zelda
Skyward Sword, Batman the Video Game,
Mario and Sonic, Pokemon Battle Revolution,
etc 
£80-120

1099
A collection of mixed Nintendo Wii games
consoles, controllers, accessories, Wii Fit
playboards, and other related console
accessories, large collection, some items boxed,
the majority loose 
£100-120

1100
One box containing an interesting selection of
vintage video games, consoles, and accessories
to include a Sinclair ZX8I personal computer,
an NEC PC engine, a Matel Electronics in
television, a Hanimex Home TV game and
other related items 
£70-100

1101
One box containing a Coleco Telstar Arcade
gaming console, loose example, appears
complete with all accessories and power cables,
etc 
£40-60

1102
A boxed VGA (Video Game Accessories)
Sniper Rifle group to include an Xbox and Play
Station 2 example 
£20-30
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1112
A collection of Jaguar related boxed games and
accessories to include a Jaguar controller, a
boxed and sealed Jaguar CD Baldies boxed
game, Alien v Predator, and Kasumi Ninja and
others 
£50-80

1113
One tray containing a good selection of mixed
Commodore cassettes to include John Lowe’s
Ultimate Darts, Sceptre of Baghdad, Saracen
Paint, and others 
£40-60

1114
Three boxes of mixed vintage and modern
release gaming and electronic items to include
Game Ware, Competition Pro Nintendo 64
controller, Mind Trap 2 boxed board game,
Atmosphere board game, Pacman and others 
£70-100

1115
One box of ZX Spectrum Sinclair 128K loose
consoles, equipment, and power leads to
include cassette tape games etc 
£30-50

1116
Three boxed vintage electronic games consoles
to include the Atari model No. CX-2600 video
computer system, a Phillips CD interactive
roller controller, and a Binatone boxed video
game console 
£50-80

1117
An RCA Studio 2 home TV programmer
console, loose example together with a quantity
of RCA boxed games and instruction leaflet 
£30-50

1118
A boxed Sega Menacer hand gun, together with
another loose example 
£30-50

1119
Two boxes of Nintendo Play Station and
Dreamcast related demo discs, magazines, and
associated gaming software 
£20-30

1120
A large collection of computer game related
and personal computer consoles and systems
to include a Phillips G7000, a Sega Master
System, Binatone, Atari 2600 and other related
accessories 
£100-120

1121
A collection of mixed boxed and loose vintage
computer game consoles and accessories to
include an Acetronic MPU2000 Micro
processor TV entertainment centre, a
Commodore computer VIC-20 colour
computer starter pack and a boxed Binatone
Arcadia-2001 console with a quantity of 48K
Spectrum and similar cassette games 
£60-80

1122
Six Dreamcast video games to include Grandia
2, Psychic Force 2012, Dead or Alive 2, Third
Strike Streetfighter 3, FV2 Fighting Vipers 2, and
Marvel v. Capcom - Clash of the Super Heroes,
all in original plastic cases 
£100-120

1123
A collection of six Dreamcast video games all
housed in original plastic casing to include Time
Stalkers, Powerstone, Wetrix, Mr Driller, Space
Channel 5, and Marvel v. Capcom, Clash of the
Superheroes 
£100-120

1124
Six boxed Dreamcast video games to include
Resin Evil 3 Nemesis, Dragons Blood, Sword of
the Beserk, Guts Rage, Resident Evil 2, Evil
Dead Hail to the King, and Alone in the Dark
New Nightmare, all in original plastic casings 
£100-150

1125
Six various Dreamcast video games to include
Shenmue 2, Plasma Sword, Capcom v. SNK,
Maken X, Super Magnetic Neo, and Soul
Calibur, all in original cases 
£100-120

1126
One box of 8 various sport related Dreamcast
Games, to include Surf Rocket Racer, F1 Racing,
Championship Surfer, Hydrothunder and others 
£80-120

1127
A collection of 9 various boxed Dreamcast
video games, all of spy and first person shooter
interest, to include Blue Stinger, Tomb Raider
Chronicles, Confidential Mission, Rainbow 6
Rogue spear, Hidden and Dangerous, Out
Trigger, Head Hunter, Spec Ops 2 Omega
Squad and Millennium Soldier, all in original
plastic casings 
£100-150

1128
11 boxed Dreamcast racing and car interest
games to include Le Mans 24 hour, Formula
One Racing, Stunt GP, Red Dog Superior Fire
Power, Four Wheel Thunder, Crazy Taxi 1 & 2,
Vigilante 8, Daytona USA 2001, Tokyo Highway
Challenge 2, and Speed Devils Online 
£100-150

1129
A collection of nine various boxed Dreamcast
video games to include Wacky Races, Army
Men Sarge’s Heroes, Spiderman, Star Wars
Episode 1 Racer, Cal the Kangaroo, Jetset
Radio, South Park Chef’s Loveshack, Rayman 2,
and Star Wars Demolition, all in original plastic
cases 
£100-150

1130
One tray containing a collection of 15 boxed
and loose Dreamcast video games to include
Railroad Tycoon, Grand Theft Auto 2, a sealed
copy of Freestyle Scooter, Greatest Arcade Hits
Vol. 1, Iron Aces, Seamen, The Next Tetris, and
others 
£150-200

1131
8 various Dreamcast video games to include
Fur Fighters, Looney Tunes Space Race,
Disney’s Donald Duck Quack Attack, Chicken
Run, 102 Dalmatians, Disney Pixar’s Buzz
Lightyear of Star Command, together with Buzz
Lightyear to the Rescue, and a copy of Floigan
Brothers, all in original plastic casings 
£100-150

1132
Six Dreamcast video games to include Charge
and Blast, Record of Lodoss War, Heavy Metal
Geomatrix, Spawn in the Demon’s Hand,
Unreal Tournament, and Dynamite Cop, all in
good clean condition 
£150-200

1133
Six plastic cased Dreamcast video games to
include Nomad Soul, Mortal Combat Gold, Kiss
Psycho Circus, the House of the Dead 2,
Exhibition of Speed, and Legacy of Kain Soul
Reaver 
£100-150

1134
Four Dreamcast Sonic related video games to
include two copies of Sonic Adventure, Sonic
Shuffle, and Sonic Adventure 2 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1135
Six Dreamcast video games to include Skies of
Arcadia, Soul Fighter, MDK2, Silver, Gun Bird 2,
and Resident Evil Code Veronica, all in original
boxes 
£100-120

1136
Two boxes containing a collection of Xbox 1
and Xbox 360 video games, consoles,
controllers and accessories to include Xbox 1S
console, free hand controllers and a quantity of
games, to include Star Wars Battle Front, The
Witcher, Call of Duty, WWII, and others 
£100-150

1137
One tray containing a collection of various
Nintendo Game Cube consoles and games to
include The Legend of Zelda The Wind Waker,
Simpsons Hit & Run, Lord of the Rings, The
Third Age and others 
£150-200

1138
One box containing a collection of mixed PC
CD ROM games to include Lord of the Rings,
Civilisation, The Vampire Bloodlines, and others 
£30-50

1139
A collection of Nintendo DS and 3DS consoles
and games, to include a Nintendo 3DS XL
silver edition console, together with 7 various
games to include Zelda Ocarina of Time, Zelda
Majora Mask, Zelda a Link Between Worlds,
and others 
£70-100

1140
A collection of various Nintendo Game Boy
and Game Boy Advance consoles and games to
include a Game Boy Color, Game Boy Advance
console in silver, The Legend of Zelda Oracle
of Ages, The Legend of Zelda Oracle of
Seasons, Zelda Four Swords, two copies of
Pokemon Blue, and others 
£150-200

1140A
A Grandstand Leisure Products Munchman mini
arcade game, housed in the original box,
together with a Nintendo Game and Watch
Panorama screen Donkey Kong Junior 
£60-80

1141
A Playstation 3 console with various leads,
Disney Infinity pad, and Playstation Motion Plus
controllers 
£30-50

1149
One box containing a large quantity of various
empty video game console boxes, accessories,
etc to include a Nintendo Entertainments
System, Donkey Kong Conga on the Game
Cube, various Nintendo DS boxes, Play Station
2 box, and other various empty boxes included 
£30-50

1150
An original boxed 2002 Imac computer housed
in the original card box 
£40-60

DINKY TOYS 

1155
A Dinky Toys trade box No. 39C 6 Lincoln
Zephyr Coupes, containing four grey and one
brown example, housed in the original card
trade box with original dividers 
£70-100

1156
A Dinky Toys trade box No. 30W/421 three
electric articulated lorries, housed in the original
trade box, missing dividers 
£40-60

1157
A Dinky Toys original trade box No. 36F 6
British Salmson four seater sports car,
containing four various examples to include one
green, one light grey, and two fawn examples 
£70-100

1158
An original Dinky Toys trade box of No. 40H
six Austin taxis containing two yellow and two
dark blue examples, housed in the original
yellow ground and numbered 50097 trade box 
£50-70

1159
Dinky Toys accessory sets comprising No. 3
Passenger Set housed in its green labelled card
box (VNM-BNM), and a loose partial set No. 5
Train & Hotel Staff in very good condition 
£50-80

1160
Dinky Toys boxed figure groups comprising No.
4 Engineering Staff, and No. 5 Train & Hotel
Staff, both sets are in their original green card
boxes with the figures still strung to their
backing cards 
£80-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1142
A collection of Sega Mega Drive boxed games
and control pad, to include Ghouls and Ghosts,
Desert Strike, Animaniacs, Jurassic Park, and
others 
£50-70

1143
A collection of Nintendo Wii and Nintendo
Wii U, to include a Nintendo Wii U console,
and hand set, a Nintendo Wii Generation 1
console, and a quantity of games to include
Lego Marvel Super Heroes, The Legend of
Zelda Breath of the Wild, Mario Party 10,
Hyrule Warriors, Mario Party 8 and 9, and
various others 
£100-120

1144
A collection of mixed video game consoles and
games including a Playstation 2, Nintendo 3DS,
a Game Cube Intec display screen, an original
Generation 1 Game Boy with a quantity of
Game Boy Advance and Nintendo DS games 
£80-120

1145
A stone garden ornament of Mario, hand
painted example (weathered) 
£20-30

1146
One box containing a collection of video
games and equipment to include a Spectrum
Personal Computer, together with a Viscount
Computer Cassette Recorder, with various
power leads, cables etc, mixed games to
include Jetpack, Space Harrier and others 
£50-70

1147
A boxed Sinclair ZX Spectrum 48K Personal
Computer with original manuals, sold with a
boxed Boots CR375 battery powered Cassette
Recorder, a Bambino UFO Master Blaster
Station Game with instructions, and a Palitoy
Blip Tennis Game - all are untested 
£50-70

1148
Vintage Super Nintendo Game Console with
power leads and a collection of games to
include Fifa 97, Super Soccer, Fifa 96, Street
Fighter 2 Turbo and Flashback, together with a
Sega Mega Drive 2 Console, both with a
selection of controllers and control pads 
£80-120
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1161
Tray of various Dinky Toy staff and accessories
to include Part Boxed No.49 Petrol Pumps,
No.4 “Austerity” Engineering staff containing 2
figures in the original Code A.953 marbled
green box, No.4 Engineering Staff in the
Meccano Dinky Toys Box, 4 various Dinky Toy
No.051 Station staff figures in reproduction
box, a boxed Hornby Dublo Set No.051
Station Staff, 4 of 6 figures in repro box, and 5
pre-war 0 gauge train and hotel staff figures 
£80-120

1162
A Dinky Toys No. 44 AA hut motorcycle patrol
and guides gift set, housed in a reproduction
card box comprising of a motorcycle and
sidecar, two guides, these have had some over
painting, and an AA hut, this is also a
reproduction 
£30-50

1163
A Dinky Toys 33R mechanical horse and box
van trailer comprising of LNER No. 901 tractor
unit (model has been glue repaired to one
side), complete with black hubs and matching
LNER Express Parcels Traffic trailer 
£70-100

1164
A Dinky toys pre-war No. 33R Great Western
Railway mechanical horse and trailer comprising
of brown and cream tractor unit with matching
trailer and black hubs, model has been
overpainted to cab, otherwise appears original 
£70-100

1165
A Dinky Toys 33R LMS mechanical horse and
box van trailer comprising of LMS brown and
black tractor unit with blue hubs together with
Express Parcels Traffic LMS trailer, complete
with black hubs 
£80-120

1166
A Dinky Toys No. 33R LNER mechanical horse
and box van trailer comprising of blue & black
cab with black hubs and matching LNER
Express Parcels Traffic trailer, appears to be in
good clean condition with little fatigue 
£100-150

1167
A code 3 scratch built Dinky Toys Albion
Tanker Lorry, the idea for this model was
suggested in 1951 but never made it past the
drawing board, this example is constructed with
a white metal chassis, resin tank, and Supertoys
wheels, finished in dark green with light green
hubs, black ladder, and Milk Marketing Board
decals, it has one small chip to one rear wheel
arch and to the underside of one of the chassis
tanks, sold in a plain red card box with lift off lid 
£50-80

1168
Dinky Toys No. 25X Breakdown Lorry, brown
chassis and cab, green back, red hubs, with
Dinky Service Livery, with hook, in the original
orange and white labelled box (VG-E,BE) 
£50-80

1169
Dinky Toys No. 781 ESSO Petrol Pump Set
comprising of baseplate with 2 ESSO petrol
pumps and ESSO sign, with a few small chips
around the base, in the original box, with card
divider (NM-BVNMM) 
£60-80

1170
Dinky Toys No.157 Jaguar XK120 comprising
red body, with rare spun hubs, housed in the
original panel box, excellent example (E-BNM) 
£200-250

1171
Dinky Toys No. 158 Riley saloon comprising of
green body with matching hubs, the model has
some light edge wear, housed in the original
correct colour spot all-card box (E-BNM) 
£50-80

1172
Dinky Toys No. 161 Austin Somerset saloon
comprising of two tone red and yellow body
with red hubs, the model has a few small chips,
housed in the original correct colour spot all
card box, one box end flap torn in half (E-BG) 
£120-150

1173
A collection of 6 play worn Dinky Toys Racing
Cars, with examples including No. 23F Alfa
Romeo, No. 23G Cooper-Bristol, No. 23H
Ferrari, and 3 others 
£60-80

1174
Dinky Toys No. 150 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith
comprising of two-tone grey body with spun
hubs and bonnet mascot, housed in the original
picture-sided all-card box (VNMM-BVNM) 
£50-80

1175
Dinky Toys No. 194 Bentley Coupe comprising
of grey body, maroon interior, with a brown
tonneau, and driver figure, complete with spun
hubs and original windscreen, housed in the
original all-card box 
£80-120

1176
French Dinky Toys No.25D Citroën 2CV
Incendie fire van in red with red hubs and Fire
Brigade transfer to doors, complete with the
original card picture box (NM,BVG) 
£80-100

1177
Dinky Toys No. 465 Morris Commercial
delivery van in “Capstan” livery, comprising a
two-tone blue body with mid-blue hubs in the
original colour picture box (E,BG-VG) 
£70-100

1178
Dinky Toys No. 454 Cydrax Trojan delivery van
comprising green body with matching hubs and
Cydrax livery in the original all-card box, tear to
one inner end flap (E-BVG) 
£80-100

1179
Dinky Toys No. 155 Ford Anglia comprising
turquoise body with red interior, and spun
hubs, the model has light paint coverage to one
back corner, sold in the original all-card box (E-
BE) 
£60-80

1180
Dinky Toys No. 143 Ford Capri, turquoise body
with white roof, red interior, spun hubs, in the
original card box (E-NM,BVG) 
£60-80

1181
Dinky Toys No. 113 MGB sports car
comprising cream body with red interior and
driver figure, sold in the original Grand Prix style
all-card box (E-NM,BG) 
£50-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1182
A Dinky Toys No. 156 Saab 96 saloon,
comprising of metallic red body with white
interior and spun hubs, housed in the original
pictorial sided card box 
£70-100

1183
2 Dinky Toys boxed models comprising No.
138 Hillman Imp in light metallic green with a
red interior, and spun hubs, boot contains the
original suitcase, sold in the original pictorial
card box (NMM-BVG), and No. 295 Atlas
Kenebrake bus, light blue and grey body, red
interior with clear glazing, in the original card
box (E-NM,BVG) 
£60-80

1184
2 Dinky Toys No. 189 Triumph Herald, with
the first comprising a pale blue and white body,
spun hubs, in the original all-card box with the
correct colour spot (NM-BVG), and the second
with a two-tone green and white body, sold
with its original card box (E,BG-VG) 
£100-120

1185
2 Dinky Toys No. 130 Ford Consul Corsair
with the first comprising a pale blue body with
white interior and spun hubs with metallic dark
grey base, in the original all-card picture sided
box (VG-BVG), and the second with a metallic
red body, off white interior, and spun hubs, in
the original all-card box (G-VG,BVG) 
£80-100

1186
Tray of various boxed and loose diecast
vehicles to include Dinky, French Dinky and
Spot on, to include Dinky No.276 Airport Fire
Engine, French Dinky 537 Renualt R16, Spot
On Jaguar XK SS and others 
£80-120

1187
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 2
comprising No. 438 Ford D800 tipper truck,
red cab, silver chassis, and yellow back with
yellow plastic hubs, in the original picture sided
all-card box (E-NM,BG), and No. No. 218
Lotus Europa, yellow and blue body with black
interior and cast hubs, with orange and black
bonnet stripe, fitted with Speedwheels, and
housed in the original all-card box (E-BG) 
£40-60

1188
Dinky Toys No. 151, Vauxhall Victor 101,
yellow body with a cream interior and spun
hubs, in the original window box, with retailers
display card (VG-BG) 
£40-60

1196
French Dinky Toys No. 502 Garage, finished in
pale grey-blue, and grey, sold in its original
yellow pictorial card box, with instruction
leaflet, some foxing to the box (E-BVG) 
£40-60

1197
Dinky Toys No. 960 Albion Lorry Mounted
Concrete Mixer, orange body, blue/yellow
rotating rear mixer drum, black plastic wheel
hubs, some small chips mostly to the cab,
comes in a blue and white striped picture box
which is in very good condition, (VG-BVG) 
£40-60

1198
Dinky Toys No. 408 Big Bedford lorry, maroon
cab and chassis, light tan back with cream hubs,
in original lidded all card box, (NM-BVGNM) 
£80-120

1198A
Dinky Toys 521 empty box for a Bedford
articulated lorry (BVG) 
£20-30

1199
Dublo Dinky Toys No. 070 AEC Mercury
tanker, Shell/BP, with windows, grey knobbly
wheels, in the original all card box, slight tear to
box end flap (NM-BVG) 
£50-70

1200
Dublo Dinky Toys No. 073 Land Rover and
horse trailer with horse, green Land Rover,
black wheels, orange trailer, knobbly black
plastic wheels and ramp, tan horse (NM,BNM) 
£80-100

1201
Two Dublo Dinky Toys both (M) (BE-NM):
064 Austin Lorry, green, smooth grey tyres; 067
Austin Taxi, blue & white, treaded grey tyres 
£50-70

1202
Four Dublo Dinky Toys: 061 Ford Prefect,
beige, smooth grey tyres (E-BE); 062 Singer
Roadster, yellow, smooth grey tyres (E-BVG);
071 Volkswagen van, yellow, treaded grey tyres
(VG-E,BG) missing one end flap; 069 Massey
Ferguson tractor, grey wheels (M-BG) 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1189
Dinky Toys No. 970 Jones Fleetmaster
cantilever crane, comprising metallic red and
gloss black body with red interior and white jib,
with hook attached, in original all card pictorial
sided box with packing piece (VG-BG) 
£50-80

1190
French Dinky Toys No. 570P Peugeot J7
“Pompiers” Van, red body, including concave
hubs, grey interior, amber roof-light, the black
plastic aerial is in the original packet, housed in
the original yellow card pictorial box with
packing piece (E-NM,BG-VG) 
£120-150

1191
French Dinky Toys No. 32D/899 Delahaye fire
escape, red body and hubs, black steering
wheel, silver detailing with white tyres, in the
original blue and white 899 all card box with
packing insert (NMM-BNMM) 
£120-150

1192
French Dinky Toys boxed group of 2
comprising No. 580 Berliet quarry truck, dark
blue cab and chassis, with black wings, orange
tipper, concave painted hubs, in the original
No.580 picture yellow all-card box (NM-BVG),
and No. 578 Simca Cargo tipper truck,
comprising dark green cab and chassis with
silver back and dark green hubs, in the original
card picture box, one box inner flap and end
flap box tongue missing (E-NM,BF) 
£80-100

1193
French Dinky No.584 Berliet Covered Wagon
comprising yellow cab and back, brown chassis,
cream concave hubs, green plastic canopy, tow
hook, in the original plain card box, the box is
torn to one end (VGNM-BG) 
£50-80

1194
A collection of Dinky Toys aircraft, with
examples including No. 62G Boeing Flying
Fortress, No. 62P Ensign Class Airliner, No.
62R Four Engined Liner, and others, some have
been repainted 
£70-100

1195
French Dinky Toys No. 60 Coffret Avions
aircraft set, includes Mystere Vautour; Sikorsky
and Viscount “Air France”, the models are in
generally good to very good condition, housed
in the original blue and white striped Dinky
Toys box, the box has some damage to both
the lid and the base, but nevertheless a rare set
(G-VG,BG) 
£200-300
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1203
Three Dublo Dinky Toys: 066 Bedford Flat
Truck, grey, grey smooth wheels, version
without rear hook (NM) (BE); 072 Bedford
Articulated Flat Truck, yellow cab, red trailer,
couple of chips to rear of cab, all grey treaded
wheels (E) (BE); 070 AEC Mercury Tanker, red
& green, with windows, grey treaded wheels,
slight fading to red tank (VG) 
£60-80

1204
Four Dublo Dinky Toys: 068 Royal Mail van,
grey treaded wheels (NM) (BG) some graffiti;
065 Morris Pick-up, red, grey smooth wheels,
some fading & a couple of small chips (G)
(BVG); 063 Commer van, blue, smooth grey
wheels (NM) (BE); 076 Lansing Bagnall two
tractors & one trailer (E) (BF) 
£60-80

1205
A collection of Dinky Dublo models including
No. 071 Volkswagen Van, No. 062 Singer, No.
061 Ford Prefect, and others - all in generally
good to very good condition 
£70-100

1206
Dublo Dinky Toys group of 4 comprising No.
073 Land Rover & Horse Trailer with black
treaded wheels and trailer ramp (VNM-BNM),
No. 070 A.E.C Mercury Shell Petrol Tanker
(NM-BVNM), No. 069 Massey Harris Ferguson
Tractor (VNMM-BNM), and an unboxed No.
065 Morris Pick-Up (RP) 
£100-120

1207
Dublo Dinky Toys boxed group of 4 comprising
No. 061 Ford Prefect (NM-BVNM), No. 062
Singer Roadster, some small chips (VG-BNM),
No. 067 Austin Taxi (VNM-M,BM), and No.
071 Volkswagen Delivery Van, the model has
some small chips and one box end flap is
detached (VG-BG) 
£100-120

1208
Dublo Dinky Toys boxed group of 5 comprising
No. 063 Commer Van (M-BVG), No. 064
Austin Lorry (VNM-BVNM), No. 065 Morris
Pick-Up (M-BVNM), No. 068 Royal Mail Van
(E-NM,BVNM), and No. 072 Bedford
Articulated Flat Truck, the model has a few
small chips, the box has end flaps missing one
end (VG-E,BF) 
£120-150

1209
Dublo Dinky Toys group of boxed and loose
models comprising 2x No. 070 A.E.C. Mercury
Tanker - one having slight damage to the decal
on one side (E-BNM), and the second with
some general wear (VG-BG), No. 064 Austin
Lorry with smooth grey wheels (VNM-BE), No.
065 Morris Pick-Up (E-NM,BG), 3 unboxed
models - No. 076 a Lansing Bagnall Tractor &
Trailer, No. 068 Royal Mail Van, No. 067 Austin
Taxi, all sold with 2 boxed No. 765 Road
Hoardings 
£100-120

1210
A tray containing Dublo Dinky Toys in play-
worn condition including No. 066 Bedford Flat
Truck, No. 071 Volkswagen Van, and others,
also sold with a selection of empty toy boxes
from manufacturers such as Moko Farmette,
Britains Lilliput, Wardie Master Models, and
Benbros TV Series 
£60-80

1211
Dinky Toys No. 954 Vega Major Luxury Coach,
white body with purple sides, red interior, cast
detailed hubs, clear indicators, in the original
bubble pack with minor splits (E-NM-BVG) 
£50-80

1212
Dinky Toys No. 945 AEC Tanker-Lucas Oil,
comprising of green body with black chassis and
unpainted hubs, housed in the bubble pack style
box, the plinth is that of the “ESSO” tanker, and
the plastic bubble is yellowed and has some
areas of breaking and splitting, otherwise
complete 
£40-60

1213
French Dinky Toys No. 887, Unic Articulated
BP Tanker, white, green & lemon yellow cab
and trailer, with white plastic hubs, with 6 grey
hoses for filling tank, fitted with electric lights
operated by spare wheel, slight rub to the cab
roof that may polish out, in the original all card
Supertoys box with full colour picture on lid (E-
NM,BNM) 
£120-150

1214
Dinky Toys No. 616, AEC Articulated
Transporter with Chieftain Tank, in the original
all-card illustrated box, with netting, 6 missiles
on the sprue, and unused transfer sheet, a
super example (NM-BGVG) 
£80-120

1215
Dinky Toys No. 890 Tracteur Berliet Semi-
Remorque military low-loader, comprising of a
military drab green body with concave hubs,
housed in the original blue & white striped
Supertoys box (VG-E,BVG-E) 
£70-100

1216
French Dinky Toys No. 826 Berliet Military
Recovery Truck, drab green, with concave hubs,
silver trim, and a seated crane operator figure,
the figure has a broken arm, sold in the original
picture box with lift-off lid, the box top has a
puncture to one corner (E-BVG) 
£80-120

1217
French Dinky Toys 825 G.M.C DUKW
Amphibian, matt drab green, driver, 3x drums
and 2x crates sealed in original packet, sold in
the original pictorial card box (VNM,BNM) 
£80-100

1218
French Dinky Toys boxed group of 2
comprising No. 814 Panhard Armoured Car in
drab green, with concave hubs, and 2 aerials in
the original packet, sold with its all yellow card
box (NMM-BNM), and No. 800 Renault 4x4
Sinpar in drab green, with driver & passenger
figures, aerial to the rear, radio box, and netting,
sold in the original picture box (NMM-BG) 
£80-120

1219
French Dinky Toys boxed group of 2
comprising No. 810 Military Command Car in
drab green, with concave hubs, plastic roof,
aerial to the rear, driver figure, and net (NM-
BVG), and No. 807 Renault Military Ambulance
in drab green with green plastic hubs, and red
crosses to the roof, sides, and rear door
(VNMM-BNM) 
£80-120

1220
French Dinky Toys military boxed group of 2
comprising No. 827 Panhard FL 10 Armoured
Car (VNM-BNM), and No. 824 Berliet
“Gazelle” Army Truck (E-NM,BG) 
£60-80

1221
French Dinky Toys boxed model group of 2
comprising No. 822 Half-Track M3 complete
with accessories in bag, original tracks still soft
and intact, comes with original late picture box
(VNMM-BNM), and No. 813 Military AMX
with 155mm gun, green body with grey tracks,
with netting, in the original all card box (NMM-
BNM) 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1222
A Dinky Toys No. 934 Leyland Octopus
Wagon comprising of yellow cab and chassis
with green back and red hubs, together with a
boxed Dinky Toys No. 651 Centurion Tank,
both VG, BVG 
£80-120

1223
Dinky Toys military group of 3 comprising No.
689 Medium Artillery Tractor, No. 661
Scammell Recovery Tractor, and No. 697 25
Pounder Gun Set, the models and boxes are
generally in good to excellent condition 
£70-100

1224
Dinky Toys military group of 8 including No.
626 Military Ambulance, No. 621 Army 1 Ton
Cargo Truck, No. 623 Covered Wagon, and
others - all models are generally in excellent
condition with good boxes 
£100-150

1225
A collection of Dinky Toys military vehicles
including No. 660 Tank Transporter, No. 622
10-Ton Army Truck, No. 651 Centurion Tank,
and others, the Austin Champ and Armoured
Command Vehicle have reproduction boxes,
the models are generally in fair to good
condition in fair boxes 
£50-70

1226
Dinky Toys boxed military group of 7 with
examples to include No. 660 Tank Transporter,
No. 622 10 Ton Army Truck, No. 626 Military
Ambulance, and others, all models are in
generally excellent condition in good boxes 
£100-120

1227
Dinky Toys No. 721 Junkers JU 87B Stuka, drab
green with yellow engine cover and tail, and
blue undercarriage, sold in the original bubble-
packed box with information leaflet and unused
decal sheet (NMM-BVNMM) 
£50-80

1228
Dinky Toys No. 726 Messerschmitt BF109E,
desert camouflage, 3-blade propeller, with
decals and instructions, sold in the original
bubble-packed box, both the card base and
plastic bubble are in superb condition (M-BM) 
£60-80

1236
Dinky Toys bubble-packed military models, 2
examples comprising No. 656 88mm Gun
(NMM-BNMM), and No. 609 U.S. Howitzer
with Gun Crew (NMM-BNMM) 
£80-120

1237
Dinky Toys boxed military group of 3
comprising No. 617 Volkswagen KDF and
50MM PAK Anti Tank Gun (E-NM,BG), No.
662 Static 88mm Gun with Crew (NM-BG),
and No. 1043 SEPECAT Jaguar Aircraft Kit 
£70-100

1238
Dinky Toys and Corgi Toys later issue window
box models group including No. 390
Customised Freeway Cruiser Transit Van, No.
222 Hesketh 308E Racing Car, a Corgi Toys
No. 2032 The Muppet Show Miss Piggy, and
others 
£70-100

1239
3 Dinky Toys boxed space-themed models
comprising No. 357 Klingon Battle Cruiser,
metallic blue and white body with a sealed bag
of white missiles, the model might benefit from
cleaning, housed in the original closed card box
(E,BVG), No. 363 Zygon Patroller with cut out
space station, the box has some crushing
(VNM-BG), and No 361 Zygon War Chariot
(VNMM-BVG) 
£60-80

1240
Dinky Toys No. 354 The Pink Panther’s Jet Car,
comprising a plastic body, with speed wheels,
and Pink Panther figure, on its original blister
card, the blister is open one end, comes in an
original outer trade card box, with a copy of
the model’s engineering drawings (E-BVG) 
£60-80

1241
Dinky Toys No. 304 Fire Rescue gift set
containing 3 models comprising a Range Rover
Fire Service Car in red with blue roof light and
cast hubs, a Fire Rescue Truck in red with white
jib and basket, and black Speedwheels, and a
Land Rover Fire Appliance in red with blue roof
lights, and cast hubs (VNM-BE) 
£40-60

1242
Dinky Toys No. 970 Jones Fleetmaster
cantilever crane, comprising metallic red and
gloss black body with red interior and white jib,
with hook attached in original all card pictorial
sided box with original instruction leaflet (NM-
BVG) 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1229
Dinky Toys No. 726 Messerschmitt BF109E,
drab greenish-grey, with yellow engine cover,
wing tips, and tail, blue undercarriage, and
brown plastic propeller, sold in the original
bubble packed box with information leaflet and
unused decal sheet, both the card tray and
plastic bubble are in superb condition (M-
BVNM) 
£60-80

1230
Dinky Toys No. 719 Spitfire Mk.II, camouflage
brown, green with “RAF” roundels, sold with its
original bubble-packed box, information leaflet,
and unused decal sheet (NMM-BNM) 
£60-80

1231
Dinky Toys No. 718 Hawker Hurricane Mk.II
finished in grey/green camouflage, with R.A.F
roundels, comes with its original bubble-packed
box with card tray, instruction leaflet, and 2
unused decal sheets, there is one slight dent
and a tear to one corner of the plastic bubble
(NMM-BE) 
£60-80

1232
Dinky Toys No. 734 P47 Thunderbolt, metallic
silver and black body, red 4 blade propeller,
retractable wheels, in the original bubble pack
(NMM,BE-NM) 
£50-80

1233
Dinky Toys Bubble Packed Aircraft Group, 3
examples to include No.718 Hawker Hurricane
MkII, No.739 A6M5 Zero-Sen and No.726
Messerschmitt BF109e, two have had the
decals applied (All VG-BG) 
£80-120

1234
Dinky Toys bubble-packed aircraft group of 2
comprising No. 725 F-4K Phantom, and No.
731 SEPECAT Jaguar (both VG-E,BG) 
£30-50

1235
Dinky Toys boxed aircraft from the film “The
Battle of Britain” comprising No. 719 Spitfire
Mk.II in camouflage brown & green, comes in
the original picture box with card insert (NM-
BVG), No. 721 Junkers JU 87B Stuka in drab
green with yellow engine cover & tail, sold in
the original box (VG-BG), also sold with a
boxed No. 710 Beechcraft S 35 Bonanza in red
and white, with the original card box insert
(VG-E,BF) 
£80-120
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1243
A Dan Toys No. DAN-077 model of a Berliet
Grande Echelle Fire Escape, appears as issued in
the original plastic-packed all-card box 
£30-50

1244
21 boxed Atlas Dinky Toys, examples to
include a No. 24V Buick Roadmaster, No. 39A
Packard Eight Sedan, No. 24CP Citroen DS 19,
and others 
£80-120

1245
23 boxed Atlas Dinky Toys with specific
examples including No. 555 Ford Thunderbird
Cabriolet, No. 480 Bedford “Kodak” Van, No.
943 Leyland Octopus Tanker, and others 
£100-150

1246
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 4
comprising No. 470 Austin Van in “Shell BP”
livery (G-BG), No. 433 Studebaker Tanker in
“National Benzole” livery (VG-E,BF), No.
442/30PB Studebaker Tanker in “ESSO” livery,
the model might benefit from a clean (G-
VG,BVG), and No. 441/30PA Studebaker
Tanker in “Castrol” livery (F-G,BP) 
£80-120

1247
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 6
comprising No. 465 Morris “Capstan” Van, No.
482 Bedford “Kodak” Van, No. 421 Electric
Articulated Lorry, No. 156 Rover 75 Saloon,
No. 256 Humber Hawk Police Car, and No.
254 Austin Taxi, sold with 2 empty part boxes,
the models are in generally good to very good
condition with poor boxes 
£100-120

1248
Collection of Dinky Toys Military and Aircraft
models to include No.62G Boeing Flying
Fortress Monoplane (VG-BVG), No.623 Army
Covered Wagon, original box repaired to end
flap (VG-A/F), 2x No.152a Light Tanks (A/F),
and a No.62m Light Transport Aircraft 
£50-80

1249
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 4
comprising No. 942 Foden “Regent” Petrol
Tanker (G-BP), No. 430 Commer Breakdown
Lorry, the model has no tow hook (VG-E,BF),
No. 512 Guy Flat Truck in red and blue (E-BP),
and No. 911 Guy 4 Ton Lorry in two-tone blue
(VG-BF) 
£80-120

1250
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 4
comprising No. 504 Foden 14 Ton “Mobilgas”
Tanker (F-G,BG), No. 943 Leyland Octopus
“ESSO” Tanker (VG-BF), No. 991 A.E.C. “Shell”
Tanker (F-BG), and No. 942 Foden 14 Ton
“Regent” Tanker - a repainted model in a
reproduction box (RP-BR) 
£100-120

1251
A collection of Dinky Toys including No. 505
Foden Flat Truck with a 2nd type cab in a 1st
type box, No. 561 Blaw Knox Bulldozer, No.
521 Bedford Articulated Lorry, the box base is
a reproduction, No. 513 Guy Flat Truck,
partially repainted with a reproduction box, and
No. 401 Coventry Climax Fork Lift Truck in a
reproduction box - all models and boxes are
quite play-worn 
£70-100

1252
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 582 Pullmore Car Transporter,
light blue cab and back with grey decks and
dark blue hubs, sold with the original boxed
loading ramp (G-VG,BG-VG), No. 182 Porsche
356A in light blue with tan hubs, the box has an
end flap missing (NM-BP), and No. 223 Mclaren
M8A Can Am Racing Car in white and blue
(E,BF-G) 
£60-80

1253
A collection of Dinky Toys comprising a boxed
No. 283 B.O.A.C. Coach (E-BG), No. 132
Packard Convertible, No. 450 Trojan “ESSO”
Van, No. 133 Cunningham Racing Car, No. 42A
Police Box, and 2 Matchbox Lesney vehicles 
£60-80

1254
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising 2x No. 511 Guy 4 Ton Lorry, one in
two-tone blue (G), and the second in brown
with black chassis (G), and No. 923 Big Bedford
Heinz Delivery Van with red cab and chassis,
yellow hubs, yellow back with Heinz Baked
Bean can livery, the chassis has been over
painted in black and the cab has some super
detailing, the box lid is original with a
replacement base (F-G) 
£50-80

1255
3 repainted Dinky Toys Foden 8 Wheel Trucks
comprising No. 503 Flat Truck with Tailboard
repainted in grey with an original No. 502 card
box, and 2x No. 501 Wagon, with one having a
reproduction box, the models are refinished to
a high standard 
£50-70

1256
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 6
comprising 2x No. 561/961 Blaw Knox
Bulldozer, No. 963 Blaw Knox Heavy Tractor,
No. 255 Mersey Tunnel Land Rover, No. 340
Land Rover, and No. 190 Caravan - conditions
range from good to near mint in fair to good
boxes 
£80-100

1257
Dinky Toys boxed group of 4 comprising No.
961 Blaw Knox Bulldozer, complete with a set
of replacement tracks (NM-BVG), No. 321
Massey Harris Manure Spreader (G-BF), No.
324 Hay Rake (G-BF), and No. 010 Road
Maintenance Personnel 
£40-60

1258
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 6
comprising 3x No. 290 Double Deck Bus, No.
293 Leyland Atlantean Bus, No. 400 B.E.V.
Electric Truck, and No. 710 Beechcraft S 35
Bonanza Aircraft, all models/boxes have play-
wear/damaged boxes 
£40-60

1259
Dinky Toys boxed model group of 7 including
2x No. 161 Ford Mustang, No. 133 Ford
Cortina, the model might benefit from a clean,
No. 270 Ford Escort Police Car, No. 199 Austin
Seven Countryman, No. 286 Ford Transit Fire
Appliance, and No. 153 Aston Martin DB6,
(missing one front wheel), generally the models
range from fair to near mint, all boxes have
wear/damage 
£80-120

1260
Dinky Toys later issued boxed model group of
5 comprising No. 612 Commando Jeep,
including a spare empty box, No. 289
Routemaster London Bus, No. 500 Citroen
2CV, No. 501 Fiat Strada, and No. 504 Citroen
Visa - all model/box conditions generally (M-
BM) 
£50-80

1261
6 Dinky Toys window boxed models
comprising 2x No. 449 Johnston Road
Sweeper, No. 978 Refuse Wagon, No. 122
Volvo Estate, No. 192 Range Rover, and No.
284 London Taxi 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1262
Dinky Toys later issue window box models
group of 4 emergency vehicles comprising No.
266 E.R.F. Fire Engine, No. 263 Airport Fire
Rescue Tender, No. 285 Merryweather Marquis
Fire Tender, and No. 254 Police Range Rover 
£50-80

1263
Dinky Toys bubble pack military group of 2
comprising No. 656 88mm Gun, and No. 617
Volkswagen KDF and 50MM PAK Anti Tank
Gun (both VNM-BVG) 
£60-80

1264
Dinky Toys boxed model group comprising No.
604 Land Rover Bomb Disposal Unit, No. 667
Armoured Patrol Car, No. 784 Goods Train
Set, No. 501 Fiat Strada, and No. 503 Alfetta
GTV, sold with a Pilen No. 345 Opel Manta
(All VGNM-BVG) 
£50-80

1265
A small collection of play-worn Dinky Toys
including 23H Ferrari Racing Car, No. 253
Daimler Ambulance, a Britains E27N Fordson
Tractor, and others 
£30-50

1266
One tray containing a selection of mixed
diecast vintage models to include Dinky Toys,
Budgie Models, Timpo, Dinky Toys France, and
others, specific examples to include a Dinky
Toys No. 25X Ford Vedette and others 
£80-120

1267
One case containing a collection of mixed
playworn Dinky Toy diecast to include friction
drive aeroplane, Russian T34 tank, and others 
£50-70

1268
A tray containing 18 Dinky Toys cars in play-
worn condition, specific examples include No.
36C Humber Vogue, No. 156 Rover 75, No.
40D Austin Devon, and others 
£70-100

1269
Dinky Toys and Spot On mixed diecast group
comprising 2x French Dinky No. 24X Ford
Vedette Taxi, No. 231 Maserati Racing Car, a
22 series Motor Truck, and a Spot On No. 278
Mercedes 230 SL 
£60-80

1278
A tray of play-worn Dinky and Corgi Toys, with
examples to include a Corgi Toys No. 261
James Bond Aston Martin, a Dinky Toys No.
442 Studebaker Petrol Tanker, No. 513 Guy
Flat Truck with Tailboard, and others 
£100-120

1279
Two trays containing a very large collection of
mixed Dinky Toy and Corgi Toys, and similar,
diecast buses, all examples have been repainted
or re-liveried, to include an Allans of Romford,
Dinky Toys No. 289 Routemaster bus, and
others 
£70-100

1280
A tray containing mostly Dinky Toys in play-
worn condition including a French Dinky No.
80C Char A.M.X Tank, No. 917 Mercedes Benz
covered truck, No. 261 Telephone Service Van,
a boxed Wells Brimtoy mechanical bus, and
others 
£60-80

1281
A tray containing a selection of play-worn Dinky
Toys including a No. 974 Hoyner Car
Transporter, No. 954 Vega Luxury Coach, No.
276 Ford Transit Ambulance, and others 
£80-100

1282
Eight boxed and bubble packed Dinky Toy
Routemaster buses to include a No. 289 Esso
Safety Grip Tyres Routemaster bus, together
with other Silver Jubilee buses, and other
associated examples 
£50-70

1283
One tray containing a collection of mixed
playworn and repainted Dinky Toys, Tekno and
similar, public transport diecast vehicles, to
include a No. 952 Vega Major Luxury coach,
and others 
£100-150

1284
A small collection of Dinky Toys, with examples
including a No. 511 Guy Truck, No. 514 Guy
“Slumberland” Van, No. 260 Royal Mail Van in
its box, this model has been repainted, and
others 
£50-80

1285
Dinky Toys, 410 John Menzies Bedford Van,
blue body with white interior, in the original
bubble pack 
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1270
A collection of mixed Dinky Toy and Budgie
Toy diecasts to include a repainted Dinky Toys
33R mechanical horse and trailer in Southern
Region livery with a quantity of Hornby 00
diecasts, a Dinky Toys telephone service van,
and others 
£40-60

1271
A collection of Dinky Toys military models
including No. 152B Reconnaissance Car, No.
161A Searchlight Lorry, No. 162 16 Pounder
Quick Firing Field Unit in a reproduction box,
No. 151C pre-war Cooker Trailer, and others 
£70-100

1272
A tray containing a collection of Dinky Toys in
play-worn condition with examples including a
boxed No. 961 Blaw Knox Bulldozer, No. 410
Bedford Tipper, No. 25X Commer Breakdown
Truck, and others 
£60-80

1273
A tray containing a quantity of mostly Dinky
Toys, examples include a No. 482 Bedford Van
with “Dinky Toys” decals, No. 199 Mini
Countryman, French Dinky No. 530 Citroen
DS 19, a selection of various accessories, and
others, 
£80-120

1274
A tray containing a selection of play-worn Dinky
Toys including a No. 36G Taxi, No. 25D Petrol
Tank Wagon, No. 452 Trojan Van, and others 
£100-150

1275
One tray containing a collection of various
loose boxed, and part boxed Dinky Toy diecast
vehicles to include a No. 984 Dinky Auto
Service car carrier, a No. 289 Routemaster bus,
together with others 
£100-120

1276
One tray containing a collection of playworn
Dinky Toy diecasts to include Vega Major
luxury coach, a Euclid dump truck, a Corgi Toys
Aston Martin DB5, and others 
£80-120

1277
A tray containing a quantity of play-worn Dinky
Toys diecasts with examples including No. 40D
Austin Devon, No. 504 Foden Tanker, No. 233
Cooper Bristol Racing Car, and others 
£100-150
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CORGI TOYS 

1286
Corgi Toys, Gift Set 38, Mini 1000 camping set,
comprising of cream mini with red interior, 2
figures, plastic tent and BBQ, in the original
window box with inner display stand (M-BM) 
£120-140

1287
Corgi Toys, 278, Triumph Acclaim Driving
School Car, red body with tan interior, in the
original window box with header card (M-
BNM) 
£50-60

1288
Corgi Toys Gift Set 13 Tour De France
comprising Peugeot managers car with spare
cycles following 2 cyclists, housed in the original
window box (NMM-BVG) 
£70-100

1289
Corgi Toys, No.35 Surf Rescue, comprising of
Surf Rescue Jeep with boat on trailer, housed in
the original window box (NMM-BNM) 
£40-60

1290
Corgi Toys, 342 The Professionals Ford Capri,
finished in silver with red interior, in the original
window box with 3 figures (NM-BVG) 
£50-80

1291
A Corgi gift set No. 3 Batmobile and Batboat
comprising of gloss black Batmobile with Robin
& Batman figures, together with gold Batboat
trailer, complete with plastic fin, housed in the
original polystyrene sliding tray window display
box with complete set of 12 yellow missiles on
sprue (NM-M,BNM) 
£200-300

1292
A Corgi Toys No. 267
Batmobile comprising of first
issue gloss type black body
with gold and red Bat logo
hubs, complete with pulsating
exhaust, Batman and Robin
figures, with Bat logo stickers
to both doors, housed in the
original sliding tray card box
with 12 orange loose plastic
missiles, instructions envelope,
and leaflet (NM,BVG) 
£300-500

1293
A Corgi Toys Man from UNCLE No. 497 gun
firing Thrush-buster comprising blue body with
yellow interior complete in the original card
box with Waverley ring and outer card
packaging, sold with 2 Man From Uncle trading
cards (NM-BE) 
£120-150

1294
A Corgi Toys No. 261 James Bond Aston
Martin DB5 comprising of gold body with red
interior, working mechanisms and cast wire
work hubs, housed in the original sliding tray
box with secret instructions envelope, leaflet
and spare bandit figure (VG-E, BE) 
£150-200

1295
Corgi Toys No. 269 James Bond Lotus Esprit
comprising of white and black body with 007
bonnet transfer, no rocket missiles, housed in
the original hammer & sickle logo window box
with header card, box window slightly crushed,
otherwise complete (NMM-BVG) 
£50-80

1296
Corgi Toys TV/Film-related boxed model group
comprising No. 930 “James Bond” Drax Jet
Ranger Helicopter from the film “Moonraker”,
white body with yellow blade & rotor with
orange missiles bar one attached to the sprue,
with yellow and white sticker to the side and
“Drax Airlines” sticker to the top, sold with its
original window box (VNMM-BNM), No.
C271/1 a later issue of James Bond’s Aston
Martin (NMM-BNM), 2x Corgi Juniors Citroen
2CV from the film “For Your Eyes Only”
(NMM-BNM), and a No. 320 The Saints Jaguar
XJS, finished in white with red interior, housed
in the original window box with header card
(NM-BVG) 
£80-120

1297
Corgi Rockets No.1927 Autobatic Speedset,
housed in the original packaging, appears
complete with various accessories and track
parts, including carded Saint Volvo with blue
bonnet sticker, 
£60-80

1298
Corgi Toys sonic controlled The Saint’s Jaguar
XJS with sonic controller (untested), sold in its
original card box with instruction leaflet 
£20-40

1299
Corgi Toys, No.277 “The Monkees”
Monkeemobile, red body, white roof, yellow
interior, cast hubs, chrome engine and trim, 4 x
figures, in the original blue and yellow window
box, the box window is split and is part missing,
the model would benefit from a clean, and
there is slight discolouration to the roof
(VG,BF) 
£40-60

1300
A Corgi Toys reproduction issue No. 98751
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang in its window style box,
the girl figure and the box window are loose 
£30-50

1301
2 Corgi Toys TV/Film-related models
comprising No. 261 James Bond’s Aston Martin
DB5 in metallic gold, the model has some play
wear, comes with the secret instruction
envelope, sold in its sliding card box, the outer
box has all inner flaps missing and had both end
flaps taped on (G-BF), and Gift Set 40 The
Avengers comprising a vintage Bentley and
Lotus Elan S2, comes with a replacement Steed
figure and set of umbrellas, the original Emma
Peel figure, Emma’s Lotus has a replacement
windscreen, comes with a replacement box and
a part original box 
£50-70

1302
Corgi Toys Gift Set 15 Land Rover and
Rice’s Beaufort double horse box, blue
Land Rover with white canopy and
matching horse box, with mare and foal
figures, the Land Rover has had some
super detailing done to the tailgate and
around the windows, sold in the original
window box (VG-BVG) 
£50-70

1302A
Corgi Toys Grand Prix Soap and Car Set,
comprising of Yardley Mclaren M19A Race Car,
with bar of soap, all in good clean condition in
the original card box 
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1303
Corgi Toys No. 302 Hillman Hunter Rally Car,
blue body with white roof, matt bonnet, RN75,
with equipment to roof, partially used transfer
sheet, instruction leaflet and Corgi Model Club
leaflet, in the original blue and yellow window
box (NM,BG-VG) 
£80-100

1304
Corgi Toys No. 334 Mini Cooper Magnifique in
metallic green with a cream interior, chrome
trim and cast hubs in the original window box
with header card (NMM-BVG) 
£60-80

1305
Corgi Toys No. 448 BMC Mini Police Van gift
set, comprising of a Minivan with spun hubs,
policeman and dog figures, housed in the
original sliding tray card box (VG-E,BVG) 
£70-100

1306
Corgi Toys No. 321 Monte Carlo BMC Mini
Cooper S comprising red body with white roof,
racing No. 52 and spun hubs, housed in a
stickered No. 317 Monte Carlo box (G-
VG,BVG) 
£60-80

1307
Corgi Toys 477 Landrover breakdown truck
comprising red body, lemon interior, and plastic
yellow back, spun hubs, housed in original blue
& yellow all card picture sided box with packing
piece(NM-BVG) 
£70-100

1308
Corgi Toys No. 491 Ford Consul Cortina Super
Estate car finished in bright red with brown side
panels and a cream interior, housed in the
original blue and yellow box with Corgi leaflet
(E-NM,BNM) 
£80-100

1309
Corgi Toys No. 259 Citroën Le Dandy Coupe
comprising of metallic maroon body with
yellow interior, housed in the original blue &
yellow all-card box (NM,BVG) 
£60-80

1310
Corgi Toys No. 319 Lotus Elan Coupe
comprising of blue body with white roof and
cream interior with cast hubs, housed in the
original blue and yellow all-card box, slight tear
to one box end flap (E-NM,BVG) 
£60-80

1318
A Corgi Toys No. 236 Motor School Car
comprising of light blue body with red interior,
and spun hubs with working steering
mechanism, with driver and passenger figure,
housed in the original blue & yellow card box 
£60-80

1319
Corgi Toys, 420, Ford Thames Airborne
Caravan, olive green lower body with pale
green upper, brown interior with spun hubs, in
the original blue and yellow all card box (VG-
BVG) 
£60-80

1320
Corgi Toys No.464 Commer Police van,
comprising of light blue metallic body with red
interior, blue roof light and spun hubs, complete
with blue and yellow card box (VGE-BVG) 
£60-80

1321
Corgi Toys Gift Set No.38 Mini 1000 camping
set, comprising of Mini 1000, tent, barbecue,
and two figures, housed in the original window
box, appears as issued (VNMM-BE) 
£150-200

1321A
Corgi Toys GS24, Mercedes Benz 240D and
Touring Caravan, housed in the original window
box 
£40-60

1322
A Corgi Toys gift set 13 Buick Riviera gift set
comprising of Buick Riviera saloon finished in
light blue with red interior complete with boat
trailer and water skier, housed in the original
card sliding tray pictorial box (VG,BVG) 
£150-200

1323
Corgi Toys No. 352 R.A.F Staff Car - Standard
Vanguard in blue with flat spun hubs, in the
original early issue blue card picture-sided box,
two inner flaps detached (NM-BG) 
£50-80

1324
Corgi Toys No. 408 Bedford AA Road Service
delivery van comprising a yellow body with
black roof with roof sign and flat spun hubs,
housed in the original blue ground card box
(VG-E,BG) 
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1311
A Corgi Toys No. 247 Mercedes Benz 600
Pullman comprising of metallic red body with
cream interior and spun hubs housed in the
original blue & yellow card box (E-BVG) 
£60-80

1312
Corgi Toys No. 316 NSU sport Prinz
comprising of metallic pink body with silver
detailing and lemon yellow interior fitted with
spun hubs and housed in the original blue &
yellow all-card box with leaflet (VGE-BVG) 
£60-80

1313
A Corgi Toys No. 492 Volkswagen European
police car comprising of green and white body
with spun hubs, housed in the original card box,
with model club leaflet and protective packing
ring 
£100-120

1313A
Corgi Toys No.401 Volkswagen 1300 Motor
School, metallic blue body with original cones,
housed in the original window box 
£80-120

1314
A Corgi Toys No. 256 Volkswagen 1200 East
African Safari race car comprising of red body
with plastic rhinocerous figure, complete with
spun hubs, truescale steering ring, and inner
packing piece, housed in the original blue &
yellow card box, complete with instruction
leaflet 
£100-150

1315
Corgi Toys No. 327 M.G.B GT in red with wire
wheels and comes complete with black suit
case, sold in its original yellow and blue pictorial
card box (E-BNM) 
£60-80

1316
Corgi Toys, 337 Customised Chevrolet
Corvette Stingray, yellow body, red interior,
cast wheel hubs, in near mint original condition,
in the original yellow and blue picture box
(VGE-BVG) 
£60-80

1317
Corgi Toys, No.310 Chevrolet Corvette Sting
Ray, rare bronze body with yellow interior,
wire hubs, housed in the original yellow and
blue card box, with leaflet (VGE-BVG) 
£200-250
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1325
Corgi Toys No. 403 Bedford 12 cwt Daily
Express delivery van comprising of dark blue
body with flat spun hubs and Daily Express
livery, some small chips, and an ink stain to one
box face, housed in the original blue ground
card box (VG-BG) 
£50-80

1326
Corgi Toys No. 433 Volkswagen Delivery Van
“Vroom & Dreesmann” promotional issue
comprising a grey body, lemon interior, silver
trim, and chrome spun hubs, some general
overall wear, but a difficult variation to find (G-
VG) 
£80-120

1327
Corgi Toys boxed group of 3
comprising No. 210 Citroen DS 19
in primrose yellow with a red roof,
and spun hubs (VG-BG), No. 200M
Ford Consul Saloon in blue with
friction drive motor, some chips (G-
BG), and No. 406 Land Rover
109WB in metallic blue with a
white roof (G-BG) 
£100-120

1328
Corgi Toys Co-Op promotional issue
diecast group, three examples to
include No. 1151 Scammell
articulated lorry, three-quarter ton
milk float, and three-quarter ton
delivery Commer van, all finished in
blue and white with Co-Op colours
and Co-Op transfers, some minor
playwear and the models would
benefit from a clean, otherwise
excellent 
£100-150

1329
2 Corgi 1967-68 Catalogues, together with a
Corgi Model Club Badge and leaflet 
£20-30

1330
A Corgi Toys No. 1127 Simon Snorkel fire
engine comprising of red body with fire engine
figures and spun hubs housed in the original
polystyrene tray style card box, with leaflet 
£50-70

1331
Corgi Toys No. 487 Chipperfields Circus Land
Rover Parade vehicle, red body with blue back,
standing figure, and monkey figure, housed in
the original blue & yellow card box with 2
original packing pieces (NM-M,BVGNM) 
£80-120

1332
Corgi Toys No. 1130 Chipperfield Circus horse
transporter with horses, housed in the original
all- card box with sliding tray interior and
packing piece, comprising of red and blue body
with all horses and red rear horse sticker (NM-
M,BNM) 
£80-120

1333
Corgi Toys Gift Set No. 23 Chipperfields Circus
comprising booking van, circus crane truck, two
animal cage wagons, LandRover, and trailer with
elephant transport box, all in the original
polystyrene packed box with an instruction
leaflet, un-used polar bear decals, with
protective card packing section (VGE-BVG) 
£300-400

1334
A Corgi Toys boxed diecast group with
accessories to include a No. 479 Comma
mobile camera van comprising of white and
metallic blue body with camera figure and
cameraman, housed in the original window box,
together with a No. 341 Mini Marcos GT850
comprising of metallic maroon body with cream
interior, together with a complete set of No.
1361 take-off wheels, 12/12 included, housed
on the original backing card 
£70-100

1335
A Corgi Toys reissue No. 474 Walls Ice cream
delivery van housed in the original box with
certificate 
£40-60

1336
A vintage Corgi Toys illuminating shop sign
comprising a metal case with a plastic front and
Corgi Toys text, overpainted in yellow, overall
measurements approximately 675mm (26.5”)
long x 170mm (7”) tall x 100mm (4”) deep 
£200-300

1337
Corgi Toys, Spot On, and Budgie diecast
collection, with specific examples including a
Corgi Toys No. 472 Land Rover Public Address
Vehicle, No. 300 Austin Healey, a Spot On No.
287 Hillman Minx with a boat on a trailer, a
Budgie larger scale AA Land Rover, and others 
£60-80

1338
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 4 comprising
No. 479 Samuelson’s Film Service camera van,
blue and white body with spun hubs, with
cameraman figure to the roof, in the original
window box with header card, the box is quite
tired (E-NM,BF), No. 282 Mini Cooper in black
and white, with a red interior, no door number
(VNM-BVG), No. 159 Cooper Maserati F1 Car
(NM-BNM), and No. 477 Wall’s Ice Cream Van
with 2 figures, the model has some play wear
and is housed in a reproduction box (G) 
£80-120

1339
Corgi Toys mixed diecast group comprising No.
475 Citroen Safari in white and fitted with a
blue/green interior, with 1964 Olympics decal
to the bonnet, with 4 skis, poles and skier
figure, housed in the original blue and yellow
picture sided box (E-NM,BE), No. 436 Citroen
Safari in yellow, with Wild Life Preservation
decal to the bonnet, some chips to the model
(G-BVG), No. 396 Datsun 240Z Rally Car, and
No. 343 Pontiac Firebird, the windscreen of the
model is broken, all sold with a Dinky Toys No.
113 MGB Sports Car in white with a red
interior, no driver figure (G-BG) 
£100-150

1340
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 8 comprising
No. 435 Karrier Bantam Produce Van, No. 302
MGA Sports Car, No. 424 Ford Zephyr Estate
Car, No. 229 Chevrolet Corvair, No. 102 Rice’s
Pony Trailer, No. 251 Hillman Imp, No. 51
Massey Ferguson Trailer, and No. 61 Four
Furrow Plough - all models and boxes have
wear 
£80-100

1341
Four boxed or part boxed Corgi toy diecast
vehicles to include a No. 155 Lotus Climax
Formula 1 race car, a No. 258 The Saints Car
Volvo P1800, a No. 220 Chevrolet Impala, and
a No. 151A Lotus Mk11 Le Mans race car, all in
original packaging 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1342
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3 comprising
No. 219 Plymouth Sports Suburban Station
Wagon, No. 217 Fiat 1800, and No. 200 Ford
Consul Saloon - all models/box conditions (F-
G,BP-F) 
£30-50

1343
Corgi Toys mixed group of play-worn boxed
models including No. 420 Ford Thames
Airborne Caravan, No. 408 Bedford “AA”
Raod Service Van, No. 223 Chevrolet “State
Patrol” Car, and others 
£60-80

1344
Corgi Toys No. 278, Triumph Acclaim Driving
School Car, red body with tan interior, in the
original window box with header card (M-BM) 
£30-50

1344A
A Corgi Toys No. C450 Peugeot 505 taxi with
G7 radio stickers to doors and boot, in the
original window box, appears as issued
(M,BNM) 
£30-50

1345
Corgi Toys boxed group of 3 comprising No.
1106 Mack Container Truck in yellow with red
containers, and “ACL” livery (NMM-BE), No.
54 Massey Ferguson Tractor with Shovel in
orange yellow (NMM-BNM), and No. 1102
Fruehauf Dumper with Berliet Cab Unit, the
box window is missing, the model would
benefit from a clean (VG-BVG) 
£50-80

1346
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 4 comprising
No. 273 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, off-white
and mid blue body with blue interior, and
detailed cast ‘Golden Jacks’ take off wheels, in
the original blue & yellow window box (E-NM-
BVG), and 3x No. 280 Rolls Royce Silver
Shadow - one in silver with gold wheel hubs
and grille, and 2 in blue with “Whizzwheels” (E-
NM,BG) 
£80-100

1347
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 2 comprising
No. 1128, Priestman Cub shovel, orange and
yellow body with grey boom arm, housed in
the original polystyrene lift-off lid box (F-BG),
and No. 1110 Mobilgas petrol tanker,
comprising red cab, chassis and back, with silver
detailing and spun hubs, in original blue and
yellow all-card box, the model is sun faded (G-
BG) 
£40-60

1352
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 2 comprising
No. 1152 Mack Truck with Gloucester Saro
articulated petrol tanker, finished in white and
black with white, red and black tanker, and
chrome hubs, in the original window box (NM-
BVG), and No. 1100 Bedford Carrimore low
loader, yellow cab with metallic blue low loader
trailer, smooth hubs with silver winch, in the
original Corgi Major lift-off lid all-card box (NM-
BG) 
£70-100

1353
Corgi Toys boxed group of 3 comprising No.
284 Citroen SM, No. 276 Oldsmobile Tornado,
and No. 1143 LaFrance Aerial Rescue Truck 
£60-80

1354
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 6 comprising
2x No. 286 Jaguar XJ12C, No. 279 Rolls Royce
Corniche, No. 280 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow,
No. 801 Ford Thunderbird, and No. 802
Mercedes 300SL, all housed in their original
window style boxes 
£80-120

1355
A tray containing a large quantity of play-worn
Corgi Toys including No. 267 Batmobile, No.
107 Batboat on Trailer, a part boxed No. 313
Graham Hill Ford Cortina, No. 1106 Mack
Container Truck, a Quaker Oats Land Rover
promotional, and others 
£100-150

1356
One tray containing a good selection of various
vintage TV related diecasts to include James
Bond, Charlie’s Angels, Superman, Batman, and
other related diecast products 
£100-150

1357
One tray containing a collection of mixed TV
related diecast collectables to include Corgi,
Corgi Juniors, Husky and similar to include a
Corgi Aston Martin 007 DB5, Thunderbirds 2, a
Corgi Juniors Batmobile, and others 
£80-120

1358
A tray containing a quantity of mostly Corgi
Toys with examples including No. 1106 Mack
Container Truck, a boxed James Bond 007
Citroen 2CV, Starsky and Hutch’s Ford Gran
Torino, and others 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1348
Corgi Toys “Whizzwheels” and Dinky Toys
boxed model group comprising Corgi No. 347
Chevrolet Astro 1 Experimental Car
(VNMM,BE-NM), No. 395 Fire Bug, the model
would benefit from a clean (VG-BNM), No.
373 Volkswagen 1200 Beetle Police Car (VG-
BG), a special edition Mini Metro (M-BNM),
and a Dinky Toys No. 129 Volkswagen 1300
Sedan (VG-E,BNM) 
£80-100

1349
Corgi Toys boxed model group of 3
comprising No. 233 Heinkel Economy car, red
body with lemon interior and spun hubs, in the
original blue & yellow all-card box (VG-BVG),
No. 282, Rally Mini Cooper, white and black
body with orange interior, Racing Number 177,
in the original whizzwheels orange and yellow
window box (VG-BVG), and No. 1130,
Chipperfields horse transporter, comprising of
Bedford TK truck in red, spun hubs, red ground
horse head sticker to rear, 6 grey horses, sold
in the original pictorial card box - no sliding
tray, the box has had the end flaps taped (E-
BF) 
£80-120

1350
2 Corgi Major Toys construction vehicles
comprising No. 1153 Priestman Boom Crane
with Grab, finished in orange with a red base,
yellow plastic rollers with black rubber tracks,
chrome jib, and red bucket, in the original blue
and yellow window box (VG-E,BG), and No.
1154 Mack Priestman Crane Truck, red cab and
back with black chassis, yellow cab and chrome
jib, in the original window box with polystyrene
sliding tray, with leaflet (NM-BVG) 
£100-120

1350A
Corgi Toys No. 50 Massey Ferguson tractor
MF50B comprising yellow body with red hubs
and driver figure, in the original window box 
£50-60

1351
Three boxed Corgi Classics to include a No.
9001 1927 Bentley, together with a No. 9021
1910 Daimler, and a No. 9032 1910 Renault
Primrose, housed in the original foam packed
card boxes, with leaflets 
£50-80
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1359
One tray containing a collection of mixed
playworn Corgi Toys, Dinky Toys, and
Matchbox diecast vehicles to include Jennings
Cattle truck, a Corgi Hillman Hunter, and
others 
£80-120

1360
Corgi Toys and Dinky Toys play-worn farming
diecasts including a Corgi Toys No. 69 Massey
Ferguson 165 Tractor, Dinky Toys No. 323
Gang Mower, No. 301 Field Marshall Tractor,
and others 
£60-80

1361
One tray containing a collection of mixed
vintage playworn diecast to include a Corgi
Toys Green Hornet, a Corgi Toys Man from
UNCLE Thrushbuster and others 
£60-80

1362
One tray containing a collection of mixed
playworn diecast vehicles to include Corgi Toys,
Dinky Toys and others, specific examples to
include a Corgi Marlin Rambler Fastback etc 
£60-80

1363
One tray containing a collection of mixed
playworn vintage diecast to include Corgi Toys,
Dinky Toys, and others 
£70-100

MATCHNBOX & MODELS

OF YESTERYEAR 

1370
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K2 Car Recovery
Vehicle, comprising a white cab, metallic
champagne gold body & base, with a white
interior, red rear ramps, amber windows, 5-
spoke wheels, and “AVA Race Haulage” labels,
sold with a K60 Ford Mustang Cobra Dragster
in red with racing number 207 decals, clear
windows, white interior, black plastic base, 5
arch front wheels, and maltese cross rear
wheels, slight tear to box end flap (NMM,BVG-
E) 
£80-100

1371
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K7 Racing Car
Transporter comprising of a white body with a
silver-painted base, clear canopy, and “Martini”
racing labels, very slight paint loss to the body at
the front of the canopy, sold with a No. 56 Hi
Tailer, in white with a red base, and “Martini”
racing labels, sold in its original window style
box, slight crushing to the box window (NM-
BE) 
£80-100

1372
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K34 Pallet Truck
comprising a white body with red cab roof, red
chassis & grille, clear windows, ivory interior,
brown pallets with light grey crates, a white
pallet cover with “K.M. International” livery, sold
with a Superfast No.15 Lansing Bagnall Forklift
Truck - red body, cast steering wheel, bare
metal base, with long red plastic forks, sold in a
very clean Super Kings window box (NMM-
BNM) 
£50-70

1373
2 Matchbox Lesney Super Kings comprising K2
Car Recovery in metallic blue, with red plastic
ramps, amber windows, 5 spoke wheels, and
“24 Hour Service” labels, sold with a Super
Kings K59 Ford Capri in tan, with a red interior,
and 5 arch wheels, the box window is split
(NMM-BG), and K6 Motorcycle Transporter
with a metallic blue body, yellow ramp, amber
windows & canopy, silver painted base, and
maltese cross wheels, sold with a Superfast No.
33 Motorcycle in white with a black engine and
spoked wheels, no labels applied to the paniers,
the model has the original card insert, slight
crushing to the Super Kings box (NMM-BG) 
£70-100

1374
2 Matchbox Lesney Super Kings boxed models
comprising K19 Security Truck, white body,
with a black chassis, red roof & interior, with
security guard figure, gold bullion load, and
“Fort Knox” labels (VNMM-BE), and K84
Peugeot 305 with a metallic blue body, black
interior, amber headlights, and an unused
sticker sheet (VNMM-BE) 
£50-70

1375
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings boxed model
group of 3 comprising K27 Power Boat &
Transporter in white and red, with powerboat
on trailer, with blue & red labels, and “Miss
Solo” to the cab (VNM-BE), K29 Ford Transit
Delivery Van in blue & white, with delivery
figure (VNMM-BE), and K31 Peterbilt
Refrigeration Truck in white and blue, with
“Christian Salvesen” labels, some crushing to
the box window (NM-BG) 
£70-100

1376
A collection of Matchbox Lesney Super Kings
comprising K81 Suzuki Motorcycle, K82 BMW
Motorcycle, K20 Peterbilt Wreck Truck, K21
Ford Transcontinental Truck & Trailer, and K86
VW Golf - all models come with their original
boxes although these are damaged 
£70-100

1377
A Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K44 Bridge
Layer Construction Set comprising a diecast
Berliet Truck with various plastic components
to build a bridge, the set appears to be unused
and comes with its original window style box
(VNM-BG) 
£40-60

1378
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K53 Hot Fire
Engine Pre-Production colour trial comprising a
metallic silver body, with a gold chassis, with
K50-53 base, very slight tarnishing to the
chrome plated parts, the engine block and
exhausts are slightly loose as the base rivet has
been incorrectly stamped, sold with 2 plastic
ladders and 2 firemen figures 
£100-150

1379
Matchbox Lesney No. 23 Bluebird Dauphine
Caravan in metallic lime green with grey plastic
wheels, and an “On Tow” decal to the rear, an
unboxed example in good condition with
minimal paint loss (G-VG) 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1379A
A Matchbox Lesney No. 8 Caterpillar Tractor
comprising a yellow body, with yellow painted
rollers, and a red driver figure, the tracks are
original and still soft, minimal paint loss - but a
rare issue with yellow rollers, sold in the original
“B” style card box (VG-E,BVG-E) 
£150-200

1380
Matchbox Lesney Models of Yesteryear Y9
Fowler Showmans Engine comprising a red
body, with a white roof, yellow spoked wheels,
and brass plated components, an unfinished
model with only partial decals applied, the
vendor states that a relative worked at the
Lesney factory in the 1970’s (G-VG) 
£30-50

1381
Matchbox Lesney empty box group of 8
comprising No. 2 Muir Hill Dumper, No. 5
London Bus, No. 20 ERF Stake Truck, No. 21
Bedford Coach, No. 22 Vauxhall Cresta, No. 23
Berkeley Cavalier Caravan, No. 24 Weatherill
Excavator, and Yesteryear Y1 Allchin Traction
Engine - all boxes are in very good to near mint
condition 
£70-100

1382
A Moko Made in England boxed Muffin the
Mule Junior housed in the original card box of
usual specification with original string and
circular rings (VG,BG) 
£80-120

1383
A small collection of Matchbox Lesney 1-75
diecast with 2 boxed models - No. 66
Greyhound Bus with clear windows, and No.
52 Maserati Racing Car in yellow with racing
number 5, both boxes have wear, sold with 3
unboxed vehicles in good condition, No. 22
Vauxhall Cresta, No. 34 Volkswagen Camper,
and No. 57 Chevrolet Impala 
£70-100

1384
Matchbox Lesney King Size group of 2 models
comprising K2 KW Dart Dump Truck with
“KW Dart” decals, sold in its sliding card box
(NM-BVG), and K7 Refuse Truck with
“Cleansing Service” decals, sold in its original
window style box (NM-BVG) 
£40-60

1392
A tray containing a large quantity of Matchbox
Lesney 1-75’s in play-worn condition, examples
include No. 27 Cadillac Sixty Special, No. 75
Ford Thunderbird, No. 46 Pickfords Removals
Van, and others 
£80-100

1393
A tray containing a small collection of loose and
boxed Matchbox Lesney diecast models, with
specific examples including a boxed No. 42
Studebaker Station Wagon, Major Pack M3
Sankey 50 Ton Tank Transporter with
Thorneycroft Tractor Unit, and others 
£60-80

1394
A collection of boxed Matchbox Toys
comprising a No. 54 Ford Capri in maroon, 2x
King Size K15 The Londoner London Bus, and a
later “Blue Box” issued No. 44 Skoda 130LR
Rally Car - this model has a rub to the roof 
£30-50

1395
A collection of Matchbox Lesney Superfast and
King Size models comprising a Super Kings K14
Scammell Freight Liner, together with 6 boxed
1-75’s, No. 6 Mercedes 350SL, No. 51 Citroen
SM, No. 54 Ford Capri, No. 74 Daimler Bus,
No. 74 Toe Joe, and No. 74 Fiat Abarth, all
models in generally near mint condition in very
good original boxes 
£80-120

1396
Matchbox Lesney boxed model group of 2
comprising King Size K64 Range Rover Fire
Control, and Two Pack TP102 Ford Escort
RS2000 and Glider Trailer in flat green, (the
normal colour for this model is metallic green),
both boxes have some wear 
£30-50

1396A
Matchbox Lesney Super Kings K34 Pallet Truck
comprising a white body with red cab roof, red
chassis & grille, clear windows, ivory interior,
brown pallets with light grey crates, a white
pallet cover with “K.M. International” livery, sold
with a Superfast No.15 Lansing Bagnall Forklift
Truck - red body, cast steering wheel, bare
metal base, with long red plastic forks, sold in a
very clean Super Kings window box (NMM-
BNM) 
£50-70

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1385
Matchbox Lesney Models of Yesteryear boxed
group of 8 comprising model numbers Y1 to
Y8, including Y1 Allchin Traction Engine, Y5
Bentley, Y8 Morris Cowley, and others, all
models are generally very near mint to mint
with very crisp boxes 
£100-120

1386
Matchbox Lesney Models of Yesteryear boxed
group of 9, with examples including Y13 Santa
Fe Loco, Y3 1910 Benz Limousine, 2x Y15
Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - one of these has a
broken screen, and others, all models are
generally in very near mint to mint condition
with very crisp clean boxes 
£100-120

1387
Matchbox Lesney Models of Yesteryear boxed
group of 8, with examples including Y4 Shand
Mason Horse Drawn Fire Engine, Y8 Sunbeam
Motorcycle & Sidecar, Y10 Mercedes Grand
Prix, and others, all models are generally very
near mint to mint with very crisp clean boxes 
£100-120

1388
A collection of Matchbox Lesney King Size,
Major Packs, and Accessories, with examples
including K12 Foden Breakdown Tractor, M8
Guy Warrior Car Transporter, A3 Lock Up
Garage, and others - all in generally good
condition 
£80-100

1389
A collection of Matchbox Lesney 1-75 vehicles,
with examples including No. 32 E Type Jaguar,
No. 34 Volkswagen Camper Van, No. 50 John
Deere Tractor, and others, all in generally very
good condition 
£100-150

1390
A collection of Matchbox Lesney 1-75 vehicles,
with examples including No. 74 Mobile
Refreshments Canteen in cream, No. 46 Morris
Minor, No. 36 Lambretta Scooter, some Dublo
Dinky models, and others 
£80-100

1391
A tray containing a collection of Matchbox
Lesney diecasts in play-worn condition, with
specific examples including No. 34 Volkswagen
Camper Van, No. 32 E Type Jaguar, No. 53
Aston Martin, and others 
£60-80
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1397
A Matchbox Ford GT No. 41 collectors’ case
containing a collection of various Matchbox
Superfast Husky and plastic diecast vehicles to
include a Matchbox Superfast No. 8 Ford
Mustang, with white body and orange interior, a
Matchbox Series No. 34 Volkswagen Camper,
and others 
£100-120

1398
A tray containing a collection of Matchbox King
Size and 1-75 miniatures, with examples
including K14 Scammell Freight Liner, K15
London Bus, No. 63 Freeway Gas Tanker, and
others 
£50-80

1399
A collection of Matchbox Lesney diecast, with
examples including 4x boxed Major Pack M6
Pickfords Crane Transporter, 3 are boxed, with
one box being a reproduction, a boxed K15
Merryweather Fire Engine, and others 
£70-100

1400
A collection of boxed Matchbox Lesney
Superfast models, with examples including No.
22 Pontiac GP Sports Coupe, No. 23
Volkswagen Camper Van, No. 29 Racing Mini,
and others, all models in generally fair to near
mint condition with poor to fair boxes, some of
which have end flaps missing 
£70-100

1401
14 boxed Matchbox Lesney Superfast 1-75’s,
with examples including No. 54 Ford Capri, No.
57 Wildlife Truck, No. 31 Lincoln Continental,
and others - all models generally excellent to
near mint in good boxes 
£80-120

1402
A collection of Matchbox Lesney diecasts, with
examples to include a No. 56 London
Trolleybus, No. 42 Bedford Evening News Van,
Accessory Pack No. 5 Home Stores, and
others, all models are in play-worn condition
with damaged boxes 
£60-80

1403
Matchbox Lesney boxed model group of 13
later issue regular wheels, with examples
including No. 25 Bedford Petrol Tanker, No. 27
Mercedes-Benz 230SL, No. 74 Daimler Bus,
and others, the models are in generally very
good to near mint condition in good boxes 
£100-150

1404
A collection of Matchbox King Size and Super
Kings diecast including a K74 Volvo Estate, K17
Scammell Container Truck, a part boxed K20
Peterbilt Heavy Wreck Truck, and others 
£50-80

1405
A tray of Matchbox Superfast and Corgi Juniors
diecast models, with specific examples including
a Corgi Juniors Spiderman Chevrolet Van, a
Matchbox Convoy NASA Rocket Transporter,
a boxed Matchbox Superfast No. 19 Peterbilt
Cement Truck, and others 
£50-80

1406
Tray containing a collection of mixed diecast to
include Corgi, Dinky and Matchbox, specific
examples include Matchbox No.25 Volkswagen,
No.35 Marshall Horse Box with BPW, and
others 
£70-100

1407
A tray containing a quantity of mostly
Matchbox Lesney Superfast and King Size
models, with specific examples including No. 8
Ford Escort RS2000, No. 74 Toe Joe, K11 DAF
Car Transporter, a Matchbox Ferry Boat,
various Corgi Toys Accessories 
£80-100

1408
One tray containing a collection of mixed
playworn Husky Matchbox 1/75 series and
similar scale diecast vehicles to include
Hoveringham Tipper, Carrier Refuse Collector,
and others 
£70-100

1409
One tray containing a selection of various
playworn diecast vehicles to include Matchbox
1/75 series, Corgi Toys, Dinky Toys, and others,
specific examples to include a Matchbox
Chevrolet Impala taxi, a Matchbox car
transporter and trailer, etc 
£70-100

1410
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
Matchbox Hotwheels and similar scale modern
release and vintage diecast to include a
Hotwheels Blackwall 1957 TBird together with
various others 
£100-150

1411
A collection of Matchbox Lesney diecast
including 24 boxed “straw box” Models of
Yesteryear, some loose Yesteryear models, 4
boxed K15 London Bus in different liveries, and
2 boxed Matchbox Convoy models - CY7
Peterbilt Petrol Tanker, and CY8 Kenworth Box
Truck 
£50-70

1412
A Matchbox Motorcity No. MC-563 Intercom
City play set containing various buildings and
scenery, also includes some Matchbox Vehicles
in original brown paper bags, the set appears to
have not been used, although the outer box
has some fading 
£20-40

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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OTHER VINTAGE DIEC AST 

1420
A Tekno of Denmark No. 835 Volvo 144 in
cream with a red interior, cast wheel hubs, and
jewelled headlights, together with a No. 815
Sprite Musketeer Caravan in grey with a red
interior, opening side door, and jewelled rear
lights - both models would benefit from a light
clean 
£50-80

1421
A Micro Models of Australia Holden Sedan
Police Car comprising a green body with silver
trim, ridged metal hubs, and a “Police” roof sign
(G) 
£30-50

1422
A Lone Star Flyers No. 20 Volkswagen
Ambulance in white with a red interior, silver
painted base, and ‘Race Wheels’, sold in its
original pictorial card box (E-NM,BG) 
£50-70

1423
A vintage Hot Wheels Rrrumblers Bold Eagle
motorcycle with an orange plastic rider, the
riders arm and leg hoops are intact, these
normally break, there is a glue repair to the
plastic body 
£40-60

1424
A Hot Wheels Redlines Farbs “Hy Gear”
Dragster in near mint condition together with a
Corgi Toys 1967 Members Handbook 
£30-50

1425
A collection of vintage Hot Wheels Redlines
comprising a Beach Bomb, Custom Volkswagen,
Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, and Light My
Firebird, models in generally very good
condition, the Light My Firebird has had its paint
removed 
£80-100

1426
Budgie Toys Gift Set No. 4, containing a
Daimler Ambulance, Wolseley Police Car,
A.E.C. Routemaster London Bus, and
Breakdown Truck, the models are in generally
very good condition and are housed in the
original all-card box with lift-off lid 
£100-150

1434
A collection of Citroen 1/43rd scale diecast
model cars, with specific examples including a
Politoys No. 545 Citroen DS 21, a Solido No.
193 Citroen GS, and others 
£80-100

1435
A tray containing a collection of various bus and
coach models, with specific examples being
Lone Star Routemaster London Bus, a
Charbens passenger coach, and several
unmarked diecast buses 
£80-120

1436
Solido 1/43rd scale diecast models group of 5
including 2x Maserati Indy, an Alfa Romeo
“Zagato”, a Matra “Bagheera”, and a Carabo
Bertone, all sold with 3 boxed Russian diecasts 
£80-100

1437
Wardie Wee World boxed model group of 9
comprising 4x No. K51 Fire Engine, 3x No. K49
Tractor & Roller, and 2x No. K50 Tractor &
Rake 
£50-80

1438
Morestone Series boxed group of 2 Foden
Delivery Trucks comprising No. 2 Foden 14
Ton Long Distance Diesel Wagon, tan cab &
chassis, with a red back, sold in the original
pictorial card box (E-NM,BVG), and No. 4
Foden 14 Ton Express Delivery Diesel Wagon,
orange cab & chassis, with a grey flatbed back,
sold in a No.1 box with changed description in
biro (VG-BG) 
£80-120

1439
A collection of vintage diecasts including a John
Hill & Co. Army Truck, 2x LondonToy model
Buses, 2x Depose of France Tractor Crawlers, a
boxed Barclay Manufacturing Co. Double
Decker Car Transporter with cars, and others 
£80-120

1440
Collection of mixed diecast, white metal and
plastic vehicles to include Norev No.712
Porsche 917, Western Models WP105 1981
Rolls Royce Silver Spirit, East German plastic
Skoda S110R and a Mebetoys No.A70
Volkswagen VW 1303 
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1427
Majorette group of 4 trucks including a box
truck, log carrier, open back wagon truck, and
crane lorry, all housed in their original hard
plastic cases 
£30-50

1428
A collection of mixed vintage diecast
comprising 2x Budgie Toys No. 702 Scammell
Scarab, with one in “LMS” livery, and the
second in “Royal Navy” livery, a Budgie No.
236 Routemaster London Bus, a Mattel
Mebetoys No. A81 Fire Chief Jeep, a Russian
diecast Lada, and a Marx plastic friction drive E
Type Jaguar Coupe 
£50-80

1429
Solido, boxed military model group of 3
comprising No. 235 Simca Unic 4x4 Truck and
mobile cannon, No. 201 Mobile Rocket
Launcher, and No. 225 BTR 40 Lance Rocket
Launcher (All E-NM,BVG) 
£50-80

1430
Siku diecast model group of 3 comprising No.
3411 Airport Fire Engine, No. 3710 ADAC
Automobile Club Testing Vehicle, and No.
4010 Hydraulic Crane, all in their original boxes 
£40-60

1431
A Siku No. 3712 Volvo Petrol Station
Transporter in “ARAL” livery in its original
window style box (VNM-BVG) 
£40-60

1432
A collection of mixed vintage diecast
comprising a Lone Star Impy No. 30
Merryweather Fire Engine, 2x Crescent Racing
Cars - No. 1289 Gordini 2.5 Litre, and No.
1286 Ferrari 2.5 Litre, this model is showing
signs of fatigue, both of these models have
reproduction boxes, a Morestone International
Series Trucks of the World Scammell Tanker,
and a Morestone Enid Blyton’s Noddy and his
car 
£50-80

1433
A box containing various mixed empty model
boxes, specific examples to include a Majorette
counter top outer box, a Lone Star
Roadmaster Major Series Farm King Tractor, a
Budgie Enid Blyton’s Noddy and his Engine, and
others 
£100-120
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BRITAINS 

1445
A Britains Deetail American Civil War battle set
housed in the original window display
packaging, 1970s issue comprising of cannon,
two mounted, six infantry and two scenic
accessories 
£100-120

1446
A Britains Deetail series WWII 1970s No. 7348
British and German Infantry gift set, to include
18 soldiers in various poses, together with four
scenic items all fully housed in the original
window display packaging 
£120-150

1447
A Britains Deetail set No. 7960 British and
French Waterloo gift set, circa 1973 comprising
of 3 mounted soldiers with 9 foot soldiers, and
2 scenic accessories, all fully housed in the
original window display packaging 
£80-120

1448
A Britains Deetail No. 7787 French Foreign
Legion gift set, comprising of 9 standing and 3
mounted Legionnaires and two plastic scenic
items housed in the original window display
packaging 
£70-100

1449
A Britains Deetail No. 7356 Japanese Infantry
gift set, comprising of 18 Japanese soldiers in
mixed poses, together with four plastic scenic
items, fully housed in the original window
display packaging 
£100-150

1450
A Britains Deetail American Civil War No.
7456 Britains Federal Models, 1971 only
comprising of three mounted and 7 Swoppet
Federal Infantry in different pose, in the original
window display packaging 
£100-150

1451
A Britains American Civil War No. 7455
Federal Models comprising of 3 mounted
Federal Infantry and 7 Swoppet action soldiers
in various pose, in the original window display
packaging 
£100-150

1452
A Britains American Civil War Series No. 7425
Confederate Models, comprising of 3 mounted
soldiers complete with 7 Swoppet soldiers in
various action pose, fully housed in the original
window display packaging 
£80-120

1453
A Britains Deetail American Civil War No.
7426 Confederate Models comprising of 3
mounted Officers together with 7 various
Swoppet foot soldiers, housed in the original
window display packaging 
£100-150

1454
A Britains Deetail No. 7959 trade pack of 18
French Cavalry Waterloo models, all housed on
the original card display sections, all appear
complete, in good clean condition, with original
outer trade box carton 
£150-200

1455
A Britains Deetail No. 7949 trade box of 18
British Cavalry Waterloo models housed in the
original card trade box containing 18 various
models, all housed on the original card display
sections, overall in good clean condition 
£200-300

1456
A Britains Deetail No. 7945 British Waterloo
Infantry and Cavalry gift set, containing two
mounted examples, with four foot soldiers and
one scenic accessory, fully housed in the original
two tier window display packaging 
£100-150

1457
A Britains Deetail No. 7955 Federal Forces
American Civil War gift set, comprising of two
mounted soldiers with four various standing
soldiers in mixed pose, together with one
scenic item, fully housed in the original window
display two-tier window packaging 
£150-200

1458
A Britains Deetail No.7945 British Waterloo
soldier gift set comprising of two mounted and
four-foot soldiers with one plastic scenery
accessory, housed in the original colourful
window display two-tier packaging 
£100-150

1459
A Britains Deetail No. 7955 French Waterloo
gift set comprising of two mounted and four
foot soldiers with one plastic scenic accessory,
housed in the original window display box 
£150-200

1460
A Britains Deetail No. 7495 Wild West 7th
Cavalry box set comprising of two mounted
7th Cavalry, together with four various foot
soldiers and one plastic scenery accessory,
housed in the original two-tier window display
packaging 
£100-150

1461
A Britains Deetail No. 7556 Apache’s gift set
comprising of two mounted Apaches and four
various foot soldiers and a plastic scenery
accessory from the Wild West Series and
housed in the original two-tier display window
box 
£100-120

1462
A Britains Deetail trade box of 11/12 No. 7334
US Recoilless Rifles all housed in the original
card display packaging with original trade box
and card display stand 
£100-120

1463
A Britains trade box No. 7388 12-piece British
mortar trade box containing 12 examples, all
housed on the original individual display cards,
box is worn but still complete 
£80-120

1464
A Britains Deetail No. 7422 Confederate
Models boxed gift set housed in the original
window display packaging comprising of 7
various confederate soldiers in mixed pose 
£60-80

1465
A Britains Deetail No. 7946 British Waterloo
figure set comprising of two mounted and three
standing soldiers with one plastic scenic
accessory, housed in the original window
display packaging 
£70-100

1466
A Britains Deetail No. 7946 British Waterloo
figure set comprising of five various soldiers
with one plastic scenery accessory housed in
the original window display box 
£50-80

1467
A Britains Deetail No. 7452 American Civil
War Federal Models gift set, comprising of
seven various Swoppet figures, all in various
poses, housed in the original window display
box 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1468
A Britains Swoppets No. 7622, Cowboys figure
gift set, comprising of two mounted and four
standing figures housed in the original window
display packaging 
£70-100

1469
A Britains Swoppets No. 7479 Knights gift set,
comprising of six various standing knights in
mixed pose, housed in the original window
display box 
£80-120

1470
A Britains Deetail American War of
Independence, boxed figure group, to include
No. 4365 British Infantry, and No. 4364 War of
Independence British Infantry, both housed in
the original window display boxes 
£60-80

1471
A Britains Deetail boxed American War of
Independence boxed figure group to include
No. 4364 British Infantry and No. 4365 British
Infantry, both housed in the original window
packaging 
£60-80

1472
A Britains No. 7385 American War of
Independence boxed set, containing 6
American Infantry and 6 British Infantry, all fully
housed in the original large window display box 
£200-300

1473
A Britains Models American War of
Independence boxed figure group to include
No. 4385 American Infantry and No. 7384
American War of Independence American
Infantry, both housed in the original window
display boxes 
£80-120

1474
One tray containing a collection of mixed Airfix
1/32 scale and 00 scale boxed soldier sets and
vehicles to include WWII British 8th Army,
WWII German Paratroopers and others (17) all
appear as issued 
£100-150

1475
15 various Airfix 1/32 scale factory sealed
model figure packs to include German
Paratroopers, Gurkhas, Russian Infantry and
others 
£150-200

1484
A Britains Swoppets boxed Indian figure group
to include 2x No. 532 Indian Brave with bow
mounted, and No. 534 Indian with bow &
arrow mounted, all housed in the original
orange, white & black card boxes 
£80-120

1485
A Britains Swoppets Cowboy figure group,
three various examples to include No. 637
Cowboy on Guard mounted, No. 633 Cowboy
firing twin guns mounted, and No. 640 Cowboy
prisoner mounted, all housed in the original
orange, white & black card boxes 
£80-120

1486
A Britains Swoppets boxed cowboy figure
group, three various examples to include No.
632 Cowboy throwing lasso mounted, No. 639
Cowboy knife fighter mounted, and No. H635
Cowboy wounded with arrow mounted, all
housed in the original orange, white & black
card boxes 
£80-120

1487
A Britains Swoppets Cowboy boxed figure
group, three various examples to include No.
633 Cowboy Firing Twin guns, mounted, No.
641 Cowboy firing pistol, mounted, and No.
635 Cowboy wounded with arrow mounted, all
housed in the original orange, white & black
card boxes 
£80-120

1488
A Herald Swoppets boxed Cowboy figure
group, two examples to include No. H630
Cowboy Sherrif mounted, and No. H631
Cowboy bank robber mounted, both housed in
the original black, red & white card boxes 
£70-100

1489
A Herald Swoppets boxes Indian figure group
to include No. H531 Indian Chief with spear
mounted, No. H535 Indian Brave with
Tomahawk mounted, and No. H530 Indian
Medicine Man mounted, all housed in the
original green, black & white card boxes 
£80-120

1490
A Britains Swoppets boxed cowboy figure
group to include No. 638 Cowboy resting,
mounted, and one other, both housed in the
original orange, white & black card boxes 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1476
A Britains Swoppets No. 553 1 dozen trade
box of Indian Chief with dagger figures, housed
in the original trade box, contents complete
(12 of 12) with original tissue wrapping 
£70-100

1477
A Britains Swoppet series No. 659, 11 of 12
trade box of No. 659 knife fighter figures,
housed in the original trade box, all models
with original card Britains Swoppet models tag,
and are in excellent condition 
£80-120

1478
A Britains Swoppet series half dozen counter
packs comprising of No. 381 American War of
Independence American kneeling whilst firing
trade box, together with No. 380 American
Marching trade box of six, both appear
complete in the original card boxes 
£70-100

1479
A Britains Swoppets incomplete trade box of 5
of 12, No. 658 Resting Cowboy figures, housed
in the original trade carton, all figures with
original card, Britains Swoppets model tags 
£60-80

1480
A Britains Swoppets No. 656 Cowboy Gun
Fighter trade box containing 11 of 12
examples, all in good clean condition 
£70-100

1481
Three various incomplete Britains trade boxes,
comprising of No. 365 British Scout, No. 427
American Confederate Troop Advancing, No.
428 American Confederate Standing Whilst
Firing, all housed in the original counter trade
type boxes, contents incomplete, please see
images 
£60-80

1482
A Herald Swoppets Indian figure group to
include No. 833 Indian Chief with dagger
mounted, No. H533C Indian Chief with dagger
mounted, and No. H534 Indian with Bow &
Arrow mounted, all housed in the original
black, white & green card boxes 
£100-150

1483
A Herald Swoppets boxed Cowboy figure
group to include No. 630 Cowboy Sherrif
mounted, No. H631 Cowboy Bank Robber
mounted, and No. H633 Cowboy firing twin
guns, mounted, all housed in the original black,
red and white card boxes 
£80-120
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1491
A Britains No. 9788 Army group series
Kubelwagen and German field gun housed in
the original camouflage style window packaging
complete with ten missiles on sprue 
£70-100

1492
A Britains No. 9787 Army Group series Army
Landrover and gun, housed in the original
camouflage style window display box 
£70-100

1493
A Britains Deetail No. 7355 Japanese Infantry
gift set housed in the original long window
display box comprising of six various Japanese
soldiers and two plastic scenic items, box
window slightly split, but appears complete 
£60-80

1494
Britains No.9782 Military Land Rover housed in
the original window box, together with a boxed
Britains No.9512 Land Rover with winch, both
excellent clean example 
£50-70

1495
A Britains boxed Rainbow issue military vehicle
group, two examples to include a No. 9788
Army group Huber wagon and German field
gun, together with a No. 9787 Army group
Army Landrover and gun, both housed in the
original Rainbow window boxes 
£60-80

1496
A Britains American Civil War mounted soldier
group to include No. 451 Federal Standard
Bearer, together with a No. 453 Federal
Trooper, both housed in the original black,
white & sand colours window display boxes 
£60-80

1497
A Britains American Civil War mounted figure
group, three various examples to include a No.
423 Confederate Trooper, a No. 432
Confederate Bugler, and a No. 421
Confederate Standard Bearer, all housed in the
original black, white & sand coloured window
boxes 
£60-80

1498
A Britains American Civil War mounted soldier
group, three various examples to include a No.
420 Confederate Officer, No. 452 Federal
Bugler, and No. 420 Confederate Officer, all
housed in the original black, white & sand
coloured window display packaging 
£60-80

1499
Three various boxed Britains military field guns
to include a No. 9725 4.5” howitzer, No. 9710
gun of the Royal Artillery, and No. 9705 25-
pounder gun howitzer, all housed in the original
card boxes 
£60-80

1500
Collection of 3 boxed Britains military field guns
to include No.9720 Bat Gun, No.9724 105mm
Pack Howitzer and another No.9720 Batallion
Tank gun 
£40-60

1501
A Britains boxed Army group military field gun
to include No. 7307 25-pounder gun and
British Infantry gift set, together with a No.
9732 German field gun Pak 38, both housed in
original window boxes 
£70-100

1502
Three various bubble packed Britains military
motorcycles to include No. 9682 US Army
Motorcycle Despatch, No. 9698 British Army
Despatch Rider, and a No. 9679 German Army
Despatch Rider, all in original bubble packs 
£80-120

1503
Three various boxed Britains motorcycle
despatch riders to include No. 9679 German
Army, No. 9681 German Army Combination,
and No. 9682 US Army Despatch Rider, all
housed in the original bubble packs 
£70-100

1504
A collection of Britains Ancient Siege Machines,
boxed gift sets to include 2x No. 4675 Catapult
and 1x No. 4676 Balister, all housed in original
boxes 
£60-80

1505
A Britains No. 1334 Army lorry comprising of
military drab green body with matching hubs,
housed in the original red ground and cream
labelled card box 
£80-120

1506
A Britains boxed 19th century American Civil
War weapon group to include No. 9726
American Civil War field piece, and a No. 9736
19th century naval cannon, both housed in
original boxes 
£50-80

1507
A collection of Herald Floating Models carded
sets to include No. 4500 Herald Indian Canoe,
together with three carded Trapper canoe
examples, all with original backing cards 
£50-80

1508
Britains Deetail No. 7950 48-piece French
Infantry of Waterloo trade box, box requires
some restoration to lid but appears complete 
£70-100

1509
Britains Deetail No. 7940 trade box of 48
British Infantry of Waterloo, appears complete,
and in good clean condition 
£80-120

1510
Britains Deetail Waterloo Series French Infantry
boxed set comprising of six various soldiers
with two plastic scenery items, box requires
restoration 
£30-50

1511
One tray containing a collection of various
model collecting brochures, catalogues, hard
back books and magazines to include Triang
Toys, Corgi, Britains and others, together with
one box of Collectors’ Gazette magazines 
£40-60

1512
The Great Book of Hollowcast Figures by
Norman Joplin, ISBN 1872727263 by New
Cavendish Books dated 1993 
£30-50

1513
A tray containing a collection of mostly Britains
Deetail and Hong Kong plastic figures including
Knights, Romans, and Native American Indians 
£40-60

1514
2 trays containing a selection of Britains Deetail
figures and military diecasts including various
Cowboys and Native American Indian figures
with some on horseback, a Dinky Toys Leopard
Tank, and others 
£50-80

1515
A box containing a selection of mostly Britains
Deetail figures including an American Mortar
Team, a German BMW Motorcycle & Sidecar
combination, some Super Deetail Paratroopers,
an Airfix snap-together gun emplacement -
although this has not been checked for
completeness, and others 
£30-50

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1516
A small collection of Timpo Swoppet Knights
including Crusader Knights in various poses, a
mounted Knight with matching shield, and
others 
£30-50

1517
Collection of Britains and Greek Figures to
include Britains No.7283 Band of the Royal
Marines, together with one of Britains Royal
Marines gift set, and a selection of Greek plastic
military figures, all boxes heavily damaged 
£50-60

1518
Timpo The Great Train Hold Up Play Set,
comprising of locomotive and tender, coach
and caboose, with contained figures and a
quantity of black plastic track housed in the
original but worn card box 
£45-70

1519
One folder containing a collection of pre-1950
original and reprinted Britains Limited
catalogues, to include 1939 New Lines Latest
Editions brochure, a reprinted 1940 Toy &
Model Catalogue, an original 1941 Britains
Limited price list, 2x original 1949 104th edition
January catalogues, together with various other
ephemera relating to this period of Britains
Toys 
£150-200

1520
One folder containing an interesting collection
of 1950-1959 original and reprinted Britains
catalogues to include 1950 105th edition, 1951
106th edition, 1952 107th edition, 110th
pocket edition, New Lines 1956 leaflet, and
original 1957 Britains catalogue in the original
envelope and appears unused, together with
later Britains Herald Line pocket edition
brochures, leaflets, etc - an interesting folder,
and a great archive for any collector 
£250-300

1521
One folder containing a good selection of
Britains 1960s-1975 catalogues, point of sale
ephemera, leaflets etc, to include a Britains
Herald Models 1960 February brochure, a 1960
Herald Models black cover catalogue, together
with a 1961 Britains Limited catalogue,
complete with various other leaflets, and other
point-of-sale items - very good interesting
selection for any collector 
£300-400

1528
Salco, Mickey and Donald’s Garden Set,
comprising red Wheelbarrow, Donald Duck
figure , seated Mickey Mouse, Spade and Rake,
housed in the original card box 
£70-100

1529
Collection of Salco loose original and repainted
figures, to include Donald Duck and Mickey 
£50-80

1530
Salco, circa 1950 Pluto figure, loose 
£30-50

1531
A Britains set No. 1654 Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs, complete set with some minor
playwear (G-VG) 
£40-60

1532
Luntoy, Pocket Television Series Mr Turnip
figure, original 
£40-60

1533
Sacul, Andy Pandy Set, comprising: Andy Pandy,
Teddy & Looby Loo, and extra Teddy figure, all
play worn (4) 
£60-80

1534
Sacul, Andy Pandy Set, comprising: Andy Pandy,
Teddy & Looby Loo, all in very good condition
with minimal loss, housed in the original card
box with lift off lid 
£200-300

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1522
A catalogue containing a collection of mixed
1976-1990 Britains catalogues, point-of-sale
ephemera, leaflets, and other related catalogue
products, a good extensive collection for any
1970-1990s collector 
£80-120

1523
Three various catalogues containing a collection
of 1991-2008 Britains catalogues, point-of-sale
items and brochures, an extensive collection
suitable for any Britains collector 
£80-120

1524
Collection of Britains Swoppets, Deetail and
Timpo plastic knight figures, to include a boxed
Britains Mini Set No.1081 Mounted Knight and
standing knight, as issued, together with 1 other
boxed examples 
£80-100

1525
Britains Wild West Stage Coach housed in a
No.7464 Gun Team Limber Box, together with
a Corgi No.41 1902 State Landau 
£20-30

1526
Salco Series, Mickey and Minnie On The River,
comprising: blue Four Wheel Row Boat, Mickey
& Minnie and two associated oars, all models
have been restored 
£30-50

1527
Salco, circa 1949 - Mickey & Minnie’s Barrel
Organ, comprising: Barrel Organ Handcart in
red with yellow wheels, seated Minnie Figure
and standing Minnie figure, housed in the
original card box 
£120-150
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1535
Sacul TV Characters from 1951 - The Flower
Pot Men comprising of Bill & Ben - Little Weed
& 2 Terracotta Flower pots, housed in the
original card box, box base is a replacement 
£300-500

1536
Sacul Bill and Ben lead figures, original examples
that have been set inside to plant pots with
mastic, see images 
£50-80

1537
Luntoy Bill and Ben The Flowerpot men figure
group, comprising bill and ben, weed and 2
pots, excellent clean condition, 
£70-100

1538
Benbros lead Robin Hood Series figures group,
to include Little John, Maid Marion, Will Scarlett
and others 
£70-100

1539
Sacul, Hank & the Silver King, based on Francis
Coudrill’s Famous Vintage TV Characters],
comprising white horse with Hank figure,
housed in the original card box 
£80-120

1540
Britains Sir Kreemy Knut, [1st 1930’s Issue]
comprising: Sir Kreemy Knut - the Sharp`s
Toffee Man Standing with a Walking Stick
Dressed in a Grey Blue Suit 
£40-60

1541
Britains Sir Kreemy Knut, [1st 1930’s Issue]
comprising of Sir Kreemy Knut - the Sharp`s
Toffee Man Standing with a Walking Stick
Dressed in a blue suit, excellent example with
original badge 
£80-120

1542
Britains, rare “World”
cow for Nestle’s Milk,
black and white
version, very minor
paint losses on legs
(VG-NM) 
£70-100

1543
Britains Cadbury’s Cococubs, First Edition
Jonathan - Boy Eating Chocolate - the first
Cococub produced, originally made as a
promotional in the early 1930’s, some paint
loss, but a rare figure (F-G) 
£70-100

1544
Collection of Britains Coco Cubs 
£30-50

1545
Collection of mixed figures to include Britains
Vicar, lead baby in blanket figure, Luntoy Rag,
Tag and Bobtail, and other figures 
£100-120

1546
Barrett & Sons Pixie Tree House, comprising of
Tree Trunk with 2 Branches, Red Tiled Roof
with Chimney, Grey Squirrel climbing Trunk,
green grass base, heavily play worn and
repaired 
£50-80

1547
A Philip Segal Toys nursery rhyme and fairy tale
series Little Jack Horner, comprising of Little
Jack Horner wearing a blue top and light purple
shorts, raised upon a green hand-painted
circular stool, appears as issued on the original
backing card in the original white labelled blue
ground Philip Segal Toys all-card box (NM-
M,BNM) 
£150-200

1548
Timpo - Gypsy Organ Grinder with Performing
Bear, comprising: Gypsy Organ Player with Red
Waistcoat & Blue Bandanna & Breeches with
Brown Dancing Bear on a Chain 
£25-30

1549
Taylor & Barrett No. 92 Zoo series Llama Ride
set comprising of lead cart with plastic llama
figure and keeper, with two children seated,
sold in the original buff coloured labelled box 
£60-80

1550
F.G. Taylor, Set No. 179 - Chimpanzees Tea
Party, comprising keeper, 3 chimps, table, 3
plates, 3 chairs and bucket, housed in the
original card box 
£80-120

1551
Charbens Series travelling zoo gift set,
comprising elephant-drawn cage group fitted
with red bases and wheels, with base metal
cages and yellow roofs, model is in-complete 
£50-60

1552
Collection of Britains lead hollowcast scouts
figures, 9 examples 
£100-120

1553
Lead Hollowcast John Hill and similar Pirate
Series and Wild West figures, to include
Captain Hook 
£50-60

1554
Pixyland Key, Squeak figure, loose example 
£30-50

1555
A collection of Britains Circus release lead and
hollow cast figures to include No. 352B trotting
horse, and Equestrien, No. 451B boxing
kangaroo and others 
£60-80

1556
John Hill Co No.738 1930s miniature model of
a street gas lamp, complete with lamp cleaner
and ladder, measuring 14cm max height, sold in
the original orange labelled all-card box (G,BG) 
£70-100

1557
Collection of mixed Britains, John Hill co and
similar lead hollowcast railwayman figures, 
£70-100

1558
Collection of Dinky, Crescent and similar
railwayman and workman figures, to include 0
and 00 gauge scale 
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1559
Clarke’s Toys and Novelties, limited series 201
station equipment set, comprising of bench,
truck, suitcase, sack barrow and figure, in the
original red and buff coloured box, box heavily
worn (G-BF) 
£30-50

1560
A boxed Woggle - The Walking Marvel,
comprising of figure with wheelbarrow,
together with one other loose example of this
particular set 
£30-50

1561
Unknown make, lead shepherd with a ‘lambing
chair’, some paint losses, very rare (G) 
£40-60

1562
Charbens flower seller comprising of seated
flower seller in hat and shawl with bunch of
flowers in hand, seated next to a basket of
various flowers, rare example with some minor
play wear 
£60-80

1563
Russel Manufacturing or similar lead hollowcast
football figure group, 2 example, with working
leg/head action, 1 missing base 
£20-30

1564
Taylor and Barrett, 2 wheel pony racing cart
and jockey, comprising of yellow cart, jockey
figure and pony, loose example 
£40-60

1565
Morestone, Tandem Set, comprising of Red
Tandem with attached red Sidecar and lady
cyclist 
£20-30

1566
Morestone Series Father Christmas and
Reindeer Sleigh, comprising blue sleigh with bell
decoration and red & white Santa figure,
missing reindeer, loose example 
£20-30

1567
Morestone Series Father Christmas and
Reindeer Sleigh, comprising yellow sleigh with
bell decoration and red & white Santa figure,
missing reindeer, loose example 
£30-40

1577
Britains Racing Colours of famous owners No.
237 His Majesty the King comprising of brown
horse, with saddle and reigns and jockey figure
wearing the King’s colours, housed in the
original blue & white labelled card box 
£100-150

1578
Tray of mixed lead hollowcast, white metal and
plastic figures, to include farming, civilian and
military interest, to include Britains, Crescent,
Hill Co and others 
£100-120

1579
HM of Great Britain, ‘Milk-OH’ white metal
Express dairy milk float 1890, full set OEC 8.7,
No.48 of 350 produced, hand rails of cart
detached but present (NM,BM) 
£30-40

1580
One tray and a small divided plastic chest
containing a collection of Hinchcliffe English
Civil War 25mm scale war gaming figures, all
hand painted to a good standard with some
models raised on display bases, specific
examples to include four regiments of 12 pipe
and 20 musketeers, 30 armoured cavalry, 10
cavalry with lances, 6 dismounted dragoons and
various others 
£100-120

1581
King and Country Limited Edition AK046
Rommels Desert Horch, housed in the original
polystyrene packed box with leaflet 
£100-120

1582
A collection of OKI Kieler Zinnsoldaten early
20th century tin/lead flat soldiers, all housed in
original card boxes, mixed examples to include
Prussian Rank Infantry, Prussian Cavalry,
together with various other examples, all
housed in original boxes 
£100-120

1583
Ten various Kieler Zinnfiguren lead flat soldier
sets, all housed in original boxes, to include
French military skirmish units, circa 1804,
German Infantry, English Infantry, and various
other examples, all appear complete in original
boxes 
£100-150

1584
A collection of Kieler Zinnfiguren boxed
lead/tin flat soldiers, to include French, Prussian,
Austrian and similar Infantry, all housed in
original card boxes, 
£100-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1568
Morestone Series Father Christmas and
Reindeer Sleigh, comprising blue sleigh with bell
decoration and red & white Santa figure,
reindeer, loose example 
£30-50

1569
Pixyland Kew, lead cricket umpire figure, as
seen in the 1928 cricketers set, the figure is
wearing a white coat with farm trousers and
dark brown cap, rare example with some losses
(F-G) 
£40-60

1570
John Hill Co Army Doctor Figure (G) 
£20-30

1571
8 lead cast Speedway Rider handpainted figures
from the unreleased game The Speedway
League, handpainted in various colours with
team emblems 
£80-120

1572
FG Taylor & Sons No. 531 windmill comprising
of brown and silver body with yellow sails in
the original all-card labelled box (NM,BVG) 
£30-50

1573
Crescent No.1228 Childrens Hospital,
comprising of 4 beds, 4 children, 2 nurses,
doctor figure, table and 3 bedside cabinets,
housed in the original box, some fatigue but
overall very good examples 
£50-80

1574
Crescent No.1230 Butchers Shop, tin and
wooden back drop, wooden block counter,
with butcher figure and assistant, 2 customer
figures, meat tray and a A/F set of scales, in the
original card box 
£80-120

1575
Crescent Set No.1231 Fish Shop, comprising of
wooden counter, fryer, tin plate base, 3
customer figures, fish tray, housed in the
original box 
£70-100

1576
John Hill & Co Farm Series, Bullock Cart
comprising of Dark Grey Cart and Shafts with
Red and Yellow Spoked Wheels,associated
brown Horse, with black Bull, drover figure 
£40-60
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1585
A collection of ten various boxed Kieler
Zinnsoldaten boxed military flat figures to
include Prussian, French, and German interest,
specific examples to include a Prussian
mounted artillery in fire dated 1760, Austrian
Dragoons in trot, and others 
£150-200

1586
A collection of OKI Kieler Zinnsoldatan boxed
lead flat figures, mixed various examples, to
include Prussian, Austrian, Preussen, specific
examples to include Prussian guards, Austrian
military figures, French Foreign Legion and
others 
£100-150

1587
One tray containing ten various boxed OKI
Kieler Zinnsoldaten boxed lead flat military
boxed sets to include Prussian Infantry with
bushy helmets, Austrian artillery cleaning up
1813, French artillery riding in fire, and others 
£150-200

1588
A collection of various boxed Kieler and loose
lead flat soldiers, various mixed examples to
include Prussian Infantry, German Infantry and
others 
£100-150

1589
A collection of 10 various boxed OKI Kieler
Zinnsoldaten lead flat 19th century figures to
include Prussian, French, and similar infantry,
specific examples to include French Light
Artillery in fire, Prussian Infantry in close battle,
French Infantrymen in fire and others 
£150-200

1590
One box of mixed boxed part boxed and
loose lead flat soldiers to include Kieler, Le
Soldat de Plomb and Heinrichson figures, to
include Belgian Infantry, Prussian Infantry, and
others 
£80-120

1591
Original Heyde Life Guards Set, appear in
complete, max height of figure on horseback
80mm, housed in the original red ground and
labelled box 
£80-100

1592
One box containing a collection of Military
Pageant of England - Military Figures of a
Bygone Age white metal US cavalry and similar
figure group, 4 sets housed in the original
labelled card boxes, together with one box
containing a quantity of partly painted and part
finished figures 
£70-100

1593
One tray containing a collection of mixed
boxed Britains Military field guns to include
155mm gun, a Britains No. 9705 25-pounder
gun howitzer and others 
£40-60

1594
A collection of All The Queen’s Men boxed
metal toy soldiers to include two boxes Band of
the US Cavalry 1885 gift sets, together with a
United States Cavalry full dress mounted side
drummer, all in original packaging 
£40-60

1595
A collection of white metal military miniatures
to include Music in Miniature assorted Royal Air
Force figures, an All the Queen’s Men No.
TD69RCMP Inspector, a Ducal Models 1950
Royal Air Force mounted police officer,
together with one other, all in original packaging 
£40-60

1596
Tray of mixed lead hollowcast figures, to
include farm, zoo, circus and similar, to include
Horse Drawn Wagon, Haystack, Giraffe and
others 
£70-100

1597
One tray containing a collection of mixed lead
hollow cast and white metal military figures
together with a boxed TP Naval Quickfiring
Gun by Totley Products, and others 
£30-50

1598
One tray containing a mixed selection of lead
hollow cast, diecast and similar miniatures to
include military interest, farming interest,
coronation etc, specific examples to include a
Britains boxed Coronation Chair of England, a
Britains Tumbrel Cart No. 4F with a quantity of
Matchbox 1-75 series, Corgi diecasts etc 
£70-100

1599
One tray containing a selection of mixed lead
hollow cast and plastic Britains, Timpo, and
similar miniatures to include horsedrawn milk
cart, various cattle, civilian motorcyclist etc 
£30-50

1600
A Britains boxed agricultural farming
horsedrawn vehicle group to include a No. 8F
horse rake housed in the original green ground
and labelled card box, together with a Britains
No. 4F tumble cart, both in good clean
condition 
£50-80

1601
A collection of Britains boxed and loose farming
and civilian accessories to include a No. 9503
Farm Models milk float, a No. 142F single horse
plough with ploughman, a loose Britains 8F farm
wagon with two horses and carter figure,
together with a Herald models boxed No.
H1724 brown farm gate in the original
triangular card box 
£60-80

1602
A Chad Valley diecast and clockwork Fordson
Tractor, dark blue body with orange hubs,
working clockwork mechanism, some play wear,
sold in a reproduction box 
£40-60

1603
A Chad Valley No. 9235 Fordson Major tractor
comprising dark blue body with orange hubs,
with Chad Valley decal to the underside, the
exhaust stacks are slightly bent out of shape,
sold in the original buff coloured box with
white and black side label (G-BF) 
£100-120

1604
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Britains, loose diecast vehicles etc to include a
Ford 5000 tractor, immediate post war diecast
and clockwork trailer, a Shawnee Pool rear
dump, together with various other associated
Britains diecast vehicles and agricultural
equipment 
£70-100

1605
A collection of 10 Britains Land Rover models
in various colours and liveries, 2 of which have
horse trailers, all models are stamped Made in
England to their bases and are generally in
excellent condition 
£100-150

1606
One box containing a collection of mixed
boxed repainted and playworn Britains tractors
to include a No. 9525 Fordson Supermajor
diesel tractor with rubber wheels, a repainted
Fordson Supermajor with spud wheels and
others 
£70-100

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1607
A collection of Britains, Corgi and Dinky model
tractors, with specific examples including a
Britains Massey Ferguson 135 Tractor, a Dinky
Toys No. 308 Leyland Tractor, a Corgi Toys
No. 67 Ford Super Major 5000 Tractor, and
others 
£100-150

1608
Four various boxed Britains Landrover diecast
models to include a No. 9594 Safari Landrover,
No. 9571 Farm Landrover, No. 978 two
military Landrovers, and No. 9512 Farm
Landrover, all in original window packaging 
£60-80

1609
A collection of Britains, Corgi and Dinky model
tractors, with specific examples including a
Britains Ford 5000 Tractor, a Corgi Toys
Fordson Power Major conversion, a Dinky Toys
No. 301 Field Marshall, and others 
£100-150

1610
One tray containing a collection of mixed
agricultural related diecast to include Britains
Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys and others 
£70-100

1611
A collection of Britains Farm models and
accessories including a No. 9523 Ford 7710
Tractor, No. 9527 Fiat Half Track Tractor, crop
sprayer, straw baler, and others 
£150-200

1612
A collection of various boxed and loose
tractors to include a Chad Valley diecast and
clockwork larger scale Fordson Super Major
tractor, together with a part boxed Dinky Toy
Field Marshal tractor, and a Universal Hobbies
Fordson E27N model tractor in the original box 
£70-100

1613
A Universal Hobbies 1/16 scale diecast model
of a Fordson Power Major tractor, together
with a Britains ERTL John Deere 6410 1/32
scale diecast tractor model, both in original
packaging 
£40-60

1613A
Britains No.9580 Animal Transporter, housed in
the original window box 
£30-50

1623
One box containing a large quantity of mixed
boxed Britains Landrover and farmyard related
diecasts and accessories to include a Britains Big
Farm Landrover Defender, a Britains Farmyard
Riding School gift set, a Britains Ifor Williams
horsebox trailer, and others 
£70-100

1624
Five various boxed Britains Landrover related
boxed diecasts, all 1/32 scale to include a
Landrover Sheep Farmer gift set, together with
four various other boxed single issue Landrover
models 
£50-70

1625
An ERTL No. 15479 1/16th scale John Deere
9520 Tractor in its original polystyrene and card
box 
£60-80

1626
An ERTL No. 15470A John Deere 7920
Tractor in its original polystyrene and card box 
£60-80

1627
One tray containing a collection of mixed hard
back and soft back Britains, Model Tractor
Collecting, and full-scale tractor books, videos,
brochures and catalogues to include the James
Opie The Great Book of Britains, Norman
Joplin The Great Book of Hollowcast figures,
the Britains Archive June 1994 catalogue,
together with various others 
£100-120

1628
A Bullock Model Company of Great Britain
boxed long range diecast anti-tank gun
comprising of military drab green body with red
hubs and rubber Dunlop tyres, housed in the
original card box (NM,BNM) 
£60-90

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1614
A G&M Originals 1/32 scale white metal and
resin hand built model of a Jones Baler, housed
in the original foam packed card box 
£80-120

1615
A G&M Originals 1/16 scale limited edition
model of a David Brown VAK1 tractor, limited
edition No. 119/150 released, with certificate,
excellent example in good clean condition,
housed in the original foam packed box 
£200-300

1616
A Universal Hobbies No. 2883A 1/16 scale
model of a Fordson Super Major, limited
edition example to 1000 pieces released at the
2010 DOE show, housed in the original trade
carton with certificate 
£80-120

1617
A tray containing a large collection of mostly
Britains and Corgi Land Rover models in play-
worn condition, specific examples include a
Britains “Pine Lodge Stables” issue, 2x Corgi
No. 438 Land Rover 109WB, a Spot On No.
161 LWB Land Rover, and others 
£80-120

1618
One tray containing a collection of mixed
Britains agricultural equipment to include Ford
6600 tractor and driver, horsebox, various
tipping trailers, sprayer etc 
£80-120

1619
A tray containing a quantity of Britains Tractors
and Farming-related models, examples include a
Fiat 880DT Tractor, a Massey Ferguson 595
Tractor, a hay baler, a multi-level elevator, and
others 
£80-100

1620
One box containing a collection of mixed loose
and boxed agricultural farming and commercial
vehicles to include a Conrad No. 2935 580K
Case Back Hoe loader, a white metal hand built
model of a Fowler diesel tractor, together with
various other examples 
£80-120

1621
A collection of Britains farming models including
No. 9526 Deutz Tractor, No. 9577 Massey
Ferguson Seed Drill, No. 9550 Fold Up
Cultivator, and others - all boxes are quite
worn 
£80-100
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TRIANG & TINPLATE 

1633
One box containing a large collection of mixed
children’s cap guns, spud guns and electronic
hand guns to include a Gene Autry hand gun,
and a quantity of various leather holsters 
£60-80

1634
One box of mixed children’s cap guns and rifles,
mixed examples to include a Springfield WW1
rifle, together with others 
£60-80

1635
One tray containing a collection of mixed child’s
tinplate guns, cap guns, and spud guns, to
include a Crescent Toys Rustler Ace pistol, a
Crescent Toys No. 38 Frontier Sherrif, and
various others included 
£50-80

1636
One tray containing a collection of mixed child’s
cap guns, tin plate guns, and hand pistols to
include Gohner, Modern Toys, Lonestar and
others, including a Rodeo cap gun, a Spanish
No. 45 Smith Gonher hand gun and others 
£50-70

1637
One tray containing a collection of mixed child’s
cap guns, tinplate guns, and hand pistols, to
include a Lonestar DCMT No. 504 spud gun, a
JS Colt Mk4 series 90 combat gun, a Luger by
Crescent Toy Company and others 
£60-80

1638
One tray of mixed child’s tinplate cap guns,
spud guns, and hand pistols to include a Long
John Silver Kelo hand gun, a Marshall 45 US
pistol, and others 
£60-80

1639
One tray containing a collection of mixed
replica cap gun and tin plate pistols to include
Lonestar, Crescent, Derringer, Three Shots, and
similar, hand guns etc 
£50-70

1640
A large plastic electronic talking model of Darth
Vader, height 122cm, in good clean condition
and in full working order 
£60-80

1640A
Palitoy Star Wars Destroy Death Star Board
Game, in-complete 
£20-30

1641
A Star Wars electronic Kenner 1997 boxed
Imperial At-At Walker, housed in the original
small window hole display card packaging 
£80-100

1642
A Hasbro boxed Star Wars episode 1
electronic Naboo Royal Starship Blockade
Cruiser playset, housed in the original card box 
£80-100

1643
A collection of boxed modern release Star
Wars related action figures and collectables to
include a Star Wars Kenner collection four
piece figure gift set, a Star Wars Collectors’
series Jedi Luke Skywalker and Bib Fortuna
action figure set and others 
£60-80

1644
Palitoy/Star Wars figure group of 14 with
examples including The Emperor, Imperial
Dignitary, Boba Fett, and others, all in generally
good condition 
£100-120

1645
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars figure group of 12
with examples including Han Solo in Carbonite,
Darth Vader, C-3PO with removable limbs, and
others, all in generally good condition 
£100-150

1646
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars figure group of 20
with examples including Boba Fett, Imperial
Gunner, 8d8 droid, FX-7 Medical Droid, and
others, all in generally good condition 
£120-150

1647
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars figure group of 17
with examples including Han Solo in Hoth
dress, Yoda with snake, Wampa Hoth snow
monster, various Ewoks, and others, all in
generally good condition 
£100-150

1648
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars figure group of 14
with examples including Princess Leia, Klaatu
Skiff Guard, Imperial Commander, and others,
all in generally good condition 
£80-100

1649
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars figure group of 11
with examples to include Lando Calrissian Skiff
Guard, Anakin Skywalker, Princess Leia Organa
with Bespin gown, and others all in generally
very good condition 
£100-120

1650
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars figure group including
Sy Snootles and the Rebo Band set with 3
figures, drums, one microphone stand only,
Greedo, Hammerhead, Ree-Yees, and Walrus
Man, all in generally good condition with some
having weapon accessories 
£100-120

1651
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars figure group of 13
with examples including AT-AT Commander,
Tie Fighter Pilot, Luke Skywalker Bespin Duel
Version, and others, all in generally good
condition 
£80-100

1652
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars Return of the Jedi Yak
Face figure with staff in very good overall
condition 
£120-150

1653
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars Luke Skywalker
Imperial Stormtrooper figure with removable
helmet and blaster, the figure might benefit
from a clean (VG) 
£80-100

1654
Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars Return of the Jedi
Amanaman figure with skull staff in very good
condition (VG) 
£100-120

1655
2 Palitoy/Kenner Star Wars R2 D2 figures, the
first having a pop up Lightsabre, the dome is
clean and shiny, there is however some water
damage to the label, and the legs are slightly
bent out of shape (G), and the second having
the Sensorscope, this has more play wear to
the dome (F-G) 
£120-150

1656
A collection of Kenner Star Wars vehicles
including a Millennium Falcon, AT-AT Walker,
as well as various miniature vehicles and spare
parts 
£100-200

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1657
3 various Star Wars Topps Sketch Cards, to
include Master Work Gold Matthew Hirons
“Han Solo” Sketch Card, Master Work Silver
Humberto Fuentes Imperial Gunner, and a
Chris West Stormtrooper Sketch Card, all
signed examples 
£60-90

1658
Collection of Topps Star Wars Signature Series
and Authentic Autograph Cards, 4 examples to
include Masterwork Steve Blum as Zeb
Orrelios, Archives Signature Series 2018 Major
Ematt signed by Andrew Jack 17/22, Archives
Signatures Series 2018 C’ai Threnalli signed by
Paul Kasey 37/67 and Archives Signature Series
2018 Lovey Signed by Lily Cole 28/65, all in
sealed plastic cases/top loaders 
£45-70

1659
Collection of Topps and Prop Store Signed and
Limited Edition Collectables to include Topps
Archives Signature 2018 Guavian Death Gang
Enforcer Signed Car, Limited edition 17/26,
Topps Galactic Files Michonne Bourriague as
Aurra Sing 014/188 signed card, Signed Richard
LeParmentier signed Admiral Motti Card, and a
Star Wars Prop Store Ewok Fur collectable
card/fur 
£40-60

1660
Kenner and Palitoy Star Wars Return of the Jedi
group of 4 figures with backing cards comprising
a Kenner Darth Vader with a 1977 backing
card, Luke Skywalker in Jedi Knight Outfit,
Princess Leia Organa in Boushh disguise, and a
Palitoy tri logo Han Solo in Trench Coat with
the bubble still attached to the card 
£50-70

1661
A Burbank Toys/Remco Official Star Trek USS
Enterprise CSF Controlled Space Flight game,
housed in the original card box 
£50-70

1662
Two trays containing a collection of boxed and
loose Doctor Who action figures and
accessories, to include a series 3 three-piece
figure set, a Doctor Who Dalek collector’s set
No. 2, and others 
£40-60

1663
A Corgi No. TY96206 Doctor Who unit set,
comprising of Landrover, Del H47 helicopter
and gold Dalek, housed in the original window
display packaging 
£40-60

1673
A collection of Doctor Who related toys and
space-themed collectables, including a Denys
Fisher BBC series Doctor Who Tardis, a
Dekker Toys Doctor Who Tardis Tent
together with a part complete Eldon Billy
Blastoff space scout, together with various
other Doctor Who collectables 
£40-60

1674
A collection of vintage space-related children’s
toys including a boxed battery-operated Robot
Warrior figure, 2x E.T figures, a Non-Stop and
Go Go Acrobatic Space Tank, and others 
£40-60

1675
A collection of Carlton/Konami UFO pre-
coloured boxed action figures, housed in the
original card boxes, to include Lt Ellis, Lunar
Carrier, and Lunar Module, Sky Diver,
Shadowmobile, and others 
£60-80

1676
A collection of Carlton/Konami Thunderbirds
pre-coloured boxed action figures to include
Firefly, The Mole, Helijet, Fab 1, and others, all
housed in original packaging but have been
opened 
£50-70

1677
A collection of Carlton/Konami Space 1999
Stingray, Joe 90, and Super Car pre-coloured
action figures, all housed in original packaging, to
include Mack Jets (Joe 90 car), Stingray and
others 
£50-80

1678
One tray of various Carlton/Konami Captain
Scarlet pre-coloured action figures, all boxes
have been opened but models appear
complete, see images for full description 
£50-70

1679
A collection of Carlton/Konami Classic
Thunderbirds Vol. 1 Pod Vehicles gift set, all
housed in original packaging to include
Transmitter Truck, laser cutter, elevator car and
others 
£50-60

1680
Seven various boxed Carlton/Konami Classic
Thunderbirds volume 2 pod vehicles to include
TB1 launch bay, recovery vehicle, mole, and
thunderiser, together with various others, all
boxes have been opened but contents
complete 
£60-80

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1664
A Masters of the Universe Mattel Panthor
modern release action figure together with a
quantity of Masters of the Universe, Lord of the
Rings, and similar Sci-fi and action figures 
£40-60

1666
A collection of mixed toys to include a Mattel
Boglins action figure, together with a very rare
Screamin Kaiyodo Jason Goes to Hell model kit
housed in the original packaging 
£50-80

1667
A Batman DC Comics 31” action figurine in the
original open front card box, and a boxed 1991
Batman Returns Batman figure by Kenner, both
in good clean condition 
£40-60

1668
One tray containing a collection of mixed TV
related collectables to include Thunderbirds
board game, Star Wars Micro Machines Death
Star play set, a 1983 model of Tin Man,
together with various Bat Man, Planet of the
Apes, and other associated TV collectables 
£50-70

1669
A collection of DC and Marvel Comics to
include DC Superman No. 20, Marvel Special
No. 2 Defenders of the Earth, Marvel Holiday
Transformers and the Best of 2000 AD
Monthly, 1989, all in protective sleeves 
£30-50

1670
A collection of various boxed and loose
clockwork and battery operated model robots
to include an SIL Toys of Taiwan, Hergoss
Monster Robot, and others 
£40-60

1671
A collection of mixed plastic and tin plate
clockwork and battery-operated robot figures
to include a Centurions Power Extreme robot,
together with a Playwell Toys battery-operated
plastic robot with machine gun chest, together
with a tinplate and clockwork model of a
walking robot, finished in silver, with bright tin
plated decoration, together with two other
plastic examples 
£40-60

1672
A Chinese battery operated ME100 Space
Walk Man Robot housed in the original card
box 
£40-60
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1681
Five various boxed Thunderbirds volume 1 and
volume 2 boxed pre-painted action figures, and
vehicles to include Thunderbird 1, Thunderbird
4, Thunderbird 3, and various others, boxes
have been opened but contents appear
complete 
£30-50

1682
Carlton/Konami Alien SF movie selection pre-
coloured action figure group to include Drop
Ship, a USS Sulaco, and Power loader, all
housed in original boxes but contents have
been opened but appear complete 
£30-50

1683
A Yonezawa of Japan No. 2205 M-27 NASA
Moon Explorer, comprising of red and white tin
printed body, with blue plastic hand unit,
complete with four legs and housed in the
original card box, missing plastic antenna,
otherwise an excellent example (box base with
hole but doesn’t detract from the overall item) 
£200-300

1684
Revell Apollo 11 - Columbia and Eagle 1/96th
scale plastic kit, together with a model of Post
Office Tower in London, 2 packets of Russian
Space-themed cigarettes and a small collection
of tea cards 
£30-50

1685
One tray containing a collection of Titan Sports
Ltd 1990s wrestling action figures, various
mixed examples to include The Undertaker,
Hulk Hogan, Ultimate Warrior, and various
other examples 
£80-120

1686
A small collection of vintage Battlestar Gallactica
action figures including General Adama, Daggit,
Ovion, and Imperious Leader, sold with a
vintage 1950’s composition hand puppet 
£20-40

1687
A Triang Toys large scale No. 204 Shell tank
lorry comprising of mid-turquoise cab and
chassis with red back and Shell livery, housed in
the original heavily worn card box (VG,BF) 
£150-200

1688
A Leeway Products pull-along refuse truck,
comprising of red cab & chassis with blue back
and matching red hubs, interesting example,
appears complete 
£150-200

1689
Triang KL44 Jones Mobile Crane, with bucket
attachment, good condition 
£20-30

1690
A Modern Toys of Japan No. 335 battery
operated and galloping action and sound
Wagon Master, comprising of plastic horse
drawn Wagon Master cart with driver figure,
housed in the original card box 
£150-200

1691
Tomyline TP-288 Tinplate and battery operated
model of Ol Mcdonalds Farm Truck, nice
condition and housed in a worn card box 
£35-55

1692
Japanese Circa 1955, tinplate and friction driver
model of a Pontiac, comprising light blue body
with chrome details and bumper, with the
remains on the original box lid 
£30-45

1693
An Alps Toys of Japan
tinplate battery-
powered Early Model
Limousine comprising
a red body, with black
roof and running
boards, driver figure,
and rubber tyres, in its
original card box with
lift-off lid 
£30-50

1694
Tipp & Co Tippco tinplate
friction drive “Express”
Delivery Van comprising a dark
green & cream body, with an
opening rear door and locking
catch, in excellent condition 
£50-80

1695
Bing Werke Circa 1920s Tinplate and
clockwork submarine, missing superstructure,
length 23cm 
£40-60

1696
Triang Minic tinplate clockwork group of 3
comprising a Delivery Lorry in green and
maroon, the rear section has been repainted,
comes in the original box with key (RP-BG), a
delivery van in grey (G), and a saloon car in
blue (G) 
£30-50

1697
Gescha, West Germany, circa 1965, tinplate
and battery operated Manoeuvring Tank F,
missing hand unit 
£60-80

1698
Lilo Toys 1930s Bakelite Car, in green, length
13cm 
£30-40

1699
Lehmann Germany circa 1910 tinplate Tea
Caddy comprising 2 standing/walking figures
with patterned shirt, red trousers, and a black
hat, the figures carry a Tea Chest that is
propelled via a clockwork mechanism, it is
operated by pulling a wound string, comes
complete with the tinplate string puller, the tea
chest has various Chinese City names to each
end, it is in very good condition for its age, and
in good working order 
£400-600

1700
Schuco No. 4012 tinplate and clockwork radio
car, maroon body, red interior, 2 clockwork
motors to operate radio and drive, in near mint
condition with minor loss to one door, includes
one key and instruction leaflet, housed in its
original pictorial card box 
£120-150

1701
Schuco No. 4012 tinplate and clockwork radio
car, maroon body, red interior, 2 clockwork
motors to operate radio and drive, in near mint
condition with minor loss to one door, includes
one key and instruction leaflet, housed in its
original pictorial card box 
£120-150

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1702
Shackleton Models Foden FG6 Tipper Truck,
light blue cab and rear tipper, red wings with
light grey chassis, original leaf springs, no motor,
sold with a collection of spare Shackleton
Model parts 
£150-200

1703
Shackleton Models FG Foden clockwork flatbed
truck comprising blue cab and blue back with
red chassis and black mud guards, missing
motor, with spare wheel to underside, some
minor playwear (G) 
£100-150

1704
A Jimson No. 115, plastic and friction drive
model Land Rover comprising of a grey body
with black roof and red interior, housed in the
original card box 
£50-80

1704A
TT Toys of Japan, friction-powered Twin Prop
Plane, housed in the original card box 
£20-30

1705
Tray of various Triang Minic plastic RAF and
Military vehicles, to include public transport
coach, bulldozer, aircraft carrier and tractor unit
and others, some examples with slight damage 
£55-80

1706
Five various boxed NN Toys of Hong Kong
plastic friction drive commercial vehicles to
include 2x No. 501 crane truck, 2x No. 504
breakdown truck, and No. 503 cement tipper
truck, all housed in original boxes 
£60-80

1707
A collection of vintage tinplate and clockwork
children’s toys with examples including a Yone
wind up Happy Crocodile, a TPS mechanical
Strolling Ladybug, and others 
£40-60

1708
A collection of vintage boxed tinplate
mechanical and clockwork children’s toys
including a mechanical Squirrel, a mechanical
Monkey Carousel with ringing bell, and others 
£40-60

1715A
A Palitoy Action Man SAS Key Figure with
uniform, weapon, and original Palitoy Action
Man Poster, alas his head is detached, in the
original slightly crushed box with leaflet 
£80-100

1716
A collection of vintage Palitoy Action Man and
similar action figures including 3 dolls, a
selection of clothing, lots of accessories, with
some being from the Gilbert figure range, and
some printed ephemera detailing the
equipment available for Action Man, Tommy
Gunn, Sindy, and Gilbert Action Figures, sold
with 2 homemade Action Man wardrobes for
hanging clothing 
£120-150

1717
A collection of 6 vintage Palitoy Action Man
dolls, including one ‘Eagle Eyes’ issue in various
outfits, a Sindy Doll, and 4 Pelham Puppets 
£30-50

1718
Collection of various original Action Man Dolls,
Uniforms and accessories 
£70-100

1719
A Revell model racing 1/32nd scale Lotus
Cortina as driven by Jim Clark at Oulton Park in
1965, a limited edition being one of 3500
models, sold in its original presentation box 
£50-80

1720
8 boxed Scalextric cars including No. C2390
TVR Speed 12 “Modelzone” issue, No. C2388
Porsche 911 GT3R 2001 Collector Centre
Special, No. C2248 TVR Export, and others, all
housed in their plastic and card boxes 
£100-120

1721
A Triang Scalextric Model Motor Racing No.
C55 Vanwall Racing Car in green with racing
number 7, sold in its original card box with
information leaflet 
£50-70

1722
A boxed Scalextric slot car group to include a
No. C/75 Mercedes Benz race car comprising
of white body with driver figure and racing No.
7, together with a No. B1 Typhoon motorcycle
and side car, finished in green, both in original
boxes 
£80-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1709
3 various boats comprising a clockwork Sutcliffe
Sprite Day Cruiser finished in green with a
cream hull, the model is in working order with
its key in its original box, a Sutcliffe Sea Wolf
Atomic Submarine, again with its original key
and box, the motor requires attention, and a
Star Sailing Yacht “Endeavour II” 
£40-60

1710
A Subbuteo Table Soccer set from the 1950’s
comprising 2 teams of ‘flats’ one in blue, and
one in red, 2 goalkeepers on metal rods, 2
goals, 2 footballs, and a felt pitch, several of the
players are detached from their bases, housed
in the original red card box with various leaflets 
£40-60

1711
A Chad Valley Unique Take-to-Pieces model of
the RMS Queen Mary, appears complete and
housed in the original label top card box 
£60-80

1712
A large collection of vintage Playmobile
comprising mostly different figures including Fire
Fighters, Police, Emergency Workers, and
others 
£60-80

1713
A collection of 3 boxed CEJI Asterix models
comprising No. 006251 Cesar and Cleopatra’s
motorised chariot with a galloping horse pulling
a chariot, the set has no figures or accessories,
No. 006206 “Geriatrix” the old man of the
village, and a woodcutters set 
£50-70

1714
A Cherilea Battle Force German Army
motorcycle and sidecar comprising of green
body with silver engine and brown seat, housed
in the original box, box with some playwear,
figures not included 
£45-60

1715
A collection of vintage Palitoy Action Man
including a boxed Eagle Eyes Soldier, with
uniform, accessory belt, and rifle, a very clean
example housed in a worn box, sold with a
large selection of vintage clothing and
accessories such as a Luftwaffe uniform, Long
Range Desert Patrol Group Uniform, and
others - a very nice selection of clean items 
£150-200
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1723
A collection of Scalextric slot cars comprising
No. C82 Lotus, No. C81 Cooper, No. C72
BRM, No. C26 March-Ford, and No. C91 D
Type Jaguar, all models appear to have been
used, none have been tested 
£50-80

1724
A Scalextric boxed slot car group to include a
No. C14 Matra Grand Prix race car, together
with a C5 Europa Vee boxed race car, together
with a No. C82 Lotus in a plain outer buff card
box, the other two housed in the original race
tuned window display packaging 
£70-100

1725
15 Scalextric Cars including various Formula 1
Racing Cars, 2 Mini’s, a Ford Escort RS1600,
and others 
£60-80

1726
2 Triang Scalextric No. F300 Track Officials and
Pit Crews, comprising pit team manager, 3
mechanics, 2 track marshalls, and illustrated
sheet of international start and signal flags, each
set is in differing colour combinations, one box
has a tape repair to the box window 
£60-80

1727
A group of Scalextric boxed raceway
accessories, ephemera, Championship winning
trophies, plastic kit built buildings, and a part
complete Set 50, containing a quantity of
various Scalextric components to include slot
cars, bales, ramps, crash barriers, and other
associated effects, the majority of items are
boxed in good clean order to include first aid
hut, entrance building, racing pits, starter on
rostrum and other associated effects 
£100-120

1728
Large box of mixed Scalextric loose and boxed
track 
£20-30

1729
A collection of vintage 1970s Dolls including 3
Sindy Dolls, and others, with associated clothing
and various outfits - a large lot 
£60-80

1730
A collection of boxed children’s dolls, with
specific examples including a Steffi Baby Walk
Doll, a Steffi Happy Animal Doll, 3 Mattel
Barbie Fashionistas “Ken” Dolls, and others 
£60-80

1731
5 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls comprising “Pink &
Fabulous”, “Glam & Groom”, “Lunch Date”,
“Twirlin’ Make Up” and one other 
£60-80

1732
6 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls with specific
examples including “Millennium Princess”
Barbie, “Swan Lake” Barbie, and others 
£60-80

1733
6 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls, with examples
including “Salon Surprise” Barbie, the first
Barbie of 2000, and others 
£60-80

1734
7 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls with examples
including Spy Squad Barbie, Holiday Season
Barbie, and others 
£60-80

1735
8 boxed Mattel Barbie and Shelly Barbie Dolls
with examples including West End Barbie,
Fairytale Barbie, Pony Riding Shelly, and others 
£60-80

1736
5 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls, with specific
examples including Air Force Barbie, NBA
Barbie, Olympic Fan Sydney 2000, and others 
£60-80

1737
5 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls, with examples
including Beyond Pink Barbie, German Barbie,
and 3 others 
£60-80

1738
6 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls, with examples
including Movie Star Barbie, Barbie Basics,
Cali Girl Barbie, and others 
£60-80

1739
5 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls, with
examples including 45th Anniversary
Barbie, Winter Splendor Barbie, Spring
Petals Barbie, and others 
£60-80

1740
4 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls,
with examples including
Timeless Silhouette Barbie,
Ballet Masquerade Barbie,
Glorious Gala Barbie, and one
other 
£50-70

1741
5 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls Fashionistas Issues,
with examples including Sporty Barbie,
Hollywood Divas, and others 
£60-80

1742
5 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls, with examples
including International Travel Barbie, Airline
Pilot Barbie, Holiday Traditions Barbie, and two
others 
£60-80

1743
2 boxed Mattel Barbie Dolls comprising a 50th
Anniversary 1962 Barbie, and a 35th
Anniversary Barbie, sold together with a
selection of Barbie reference books 
£60-80

1744
Steiff Winnie the Pooh Group, 3 examples to
include No.683565 Eeyore No.85/500 released,
No.683404 Tigger No.191/500, and No.683657
Piglett No.386/2000 released with original box 
£150-200

1745
Steiff Large Limited Edition Winnie the Pooh
Bear, 149 of 500 released worldwide, 85cm tall,
seated, with the large tag to the ear, product
number 690600, in excellent clean condition, 
£500-600

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1746
Pelham Puppets group of 4 comprising a Dutch
Girl, a Dutch Boy, an Old Lady, and a Sailor 
£30-50

1747
A collection of mixed vintage children’s toys
including an S.H. Toys of Japan tinplate friction
drive “United States” rocket, a Marx “Donald
Duck” friction drive tractor, various plastic toy
money boxes, and others 
£30-50

1748
A collection of vintage Walt Disney Jigsaws
including Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs,
Donald Duck, and Pinocchio - not checked for
completeness 
£30-50

1749
Selcol Beatles Plastic Guitar together with 4
Beatles plastic figure and a cardboard flat back
model of a drum kit 
£30-40

1750
A collection of tinplate toys with examples
including a boxed Daiya Boeing SST jet plane, a
Bandai battery powered Bond Bug, an
aluminium model of a Cleveland Racer, and
others 
£40-60

1751
Two trays containing a collection of mixed
vintage toys and collectables to include a Triang
Play-a-disc record player, a battery operated
Walk Boot Toys tin plate & clockwork inflatable
bear figure, together with an Ace Film
Projector, tinplate racing champion car and
other related collectables 
£60-80

1752
A collection of Wild Western themed toys to
include Lone Star Rider two boxed sets os
spurs, a Modern Toys of Hong Kong Western
tinplate locomotive together with a Made in
Hong Kong Wild West Stage Coach 
£40-60

1753
Meccano window display model Ferris wheel,
1960s or later, electric powered, approximate
dimensions 500mm (20”) long, 380mm (15”)
wide, 610mm (24”) tall (G-VG) 
£70-100

1761
A 1960s Lego No. 810 Town Plan gift set,
comprising of a large card divided box with
fold-out playmat, box contains various mixed
red, yellow, white, blue, and black components
with a quantity of mixed Lego vehicles, tho
outer box is quite worn, sold with a No. 100
Motor Set, No. 101 Battery box, and No. 314
Wheels & Tyres 
£200-300

1762
A Lego Original No. 307 Car Show Garage,
comprising of two VW Beetles, together with
white and blue brick components, housed in
the original card pictorial topped lid box, set
appears in good clean condition, with one small
window missing, sold in the earlier pictorial card
box 
£400-600

1763
A Lego Original No. 307 Car Show Garage,
comprising of two VW Beetles, together with
white and blue brick components, housed in
the original card pictorial topped lid box, set
appears in good clean and complete condition 
£400-600

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1754
Meccano, circa 1970s No.9 oak cabinet with
blue/yellow nickel components, gears, wheels,
plates etc, the components are all very good
although the contents are not checked for
completeness, the box is clean although the
box lid needs repair, sold with a selection of
instruction manuals and a copy of The Hornby
Companion Series Volume 2 “The Meccano
Super Models” by Geoff Wright 
£200-300

1755
Two wooden boxes containing a large quantity
of vintage Meccano including wheels, flat plates,
gears, motors, instruction booklets, etc... 
£80-120

1756
Denys Fischer Tente construction toys,
3 boxed sets comprising No. 07220
Interceptor, No. 06570 Radar Tracker,
and No. 07510 Super Set - no sets
have been checked for completeness 
£30-50

1757
A Lego part-boxed and loose
construction kit group to include No.
373 oil rig, part built example, complete
with instruction leaflet together with
No. 316 Fire Fighter Lifeboat housed in
the original card box 
£60-80

1758
A collection of boxed and part
complete Lego kits to include 6364
hospital, 6372 town house, 6680
ambulance, together with two boxed
other examples, some models have
minor parts complete, see images 
£100-120

1759
A collection of vintage boxed Lego,
with sets including No. 7 & 040 General
Purpose Sets, No. 361 House & Car
Set, No. 384 London Bus, and others -
no sets have been checked for
completeness 
£150-200

1760
A collection of mixed vintage Lego comprising
set No. 910 Advanced Basic Set, No. 261
Kitchen Set, No. 107 Motor Set, No. 300 Road
Sections, various leaflets, and partial instruction
sheets, the set contents are unchecked 
£40-60
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1764
A collection of vintage Lego “ESSO” vehicles
comprising an articulated Mercedes Petrol
Tanker, a Bedford Petrol Tanker, and a flat bed
truck and trailer, all in very good condition 
£60-80

1765
Lego vintage space No. 6970 Beta Command
Base comprising a moon base with monorail,
rocket ship, moon buggy, and 4 Minifigures, the
set is complete with all components, sold in its
original pictorial card box, slight tear to the
inside of the box but otherwise very clean with
all inserts, comes with the instruction booklet,
all bricks are very clean with minimal use - a
rare set 
£80-120

1766
Lego vintage space No. 6980 Galaxy
Commander set comprising a 3 section
spacecraft with 2 vehicles, 5 Minifigures, and
landing baseplate, sold in the original very clean
box with all inserts and instruction booklet, a
complete set with all components, the box top
is a little bowed, the lego bricks themselves are
in super condition 
£80-120

1767
Lego vintage space No. 6950 Mobile Rocket
Launcher comprising an 8-wheeled moon buggy
vehicle holding a rocket, with 2 Minifigures, a
few white bricks are slightly discoloured but all
are otherwise in very clean condition, a
complete set with all components, sold in the
original very clean box with all inserts and
instruction booklet 
£80-100

1768
Collection of boxed Lego Space Sets, all 1980s
to include 928 Space Cruiser and Moonbase,
together with play bases Number 305 and 306 
£80-120

1769
Large collection of assorted boxed Lego 1980s
Space sets, un-checked for completeness but all
sold in original boxes, set numbers to include
886, 897, 6927, 6881, 6880, 6844, 6846, 6841,
6823, 6701, 6821, 6870, 6804, 6803, 6822,
6842, 6890, 6801 and 6929, together with a
quantity of Lego leaflets and catalogues 
£300-400

1770
Lego City No. 60068 Crooks Hideout Set,
containing a criminals hideout, boats, helicopter,
and Police 4x4, sealed in the original box 
£30-50

1771
Lego Mindstorms Droid Development Kit, in
the original box, un-made example 
£50-60

1772
Lego Technic 8880, Super Car boxed set, with
an instruction leaflet and original box, appears
complete 
£70-100

1773
Lego Technic No.8865 Test Car, housed in the
original box with leaflet, model is constructed 
£60-70

1774
Lego Technic 8440 Formula Flash Racing Car,
built example in the original box 
£40-60

1775
Lego Technic No.8422 Motorcycle, built
example in the original card box with leaflet 
£30-50

1776
Lego Technic No.8862 Backhoe, housed in the
original card box with instruction leaflet, model
is constructed and appears complete 
£60-80

1777
Lego No.5580 Model Team Highway Rig,
appears complete in the original card box, with
leaflet 
£70-100

1778
2 vintage Lego Castle kits comprising No. 6061
Knights Seige Tower, and No. 6040 Blacksmiths
Shop, kits not checked for completeness 
£30-50

KITS 

1785
One tray containing a collection of mixed
plastic kit built and diecast manufactured model
aircraft, helicopters, and ships, including Triang
Minic, Matchbox Sea Kings, and other related
examples 
£50-70

1786
One tray containing a collection of mixed
manufactured diecast aircraft models including
Schabak, Herpa Wings and others together
with a boxed but incomplete Matchbox
Seakings Harbour play set 
£40-60

1787
One box containing a collection of mixed
diecast plastic and scratch built model aircraft to
include Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys, Matchbox Sea
Kings, and others related effects 
£50-80

1788
One tray containing a collection of mixed
home-made circa 1995 by PA Tyson aerial
display dioramas of various battle scenes and
Air Force stations, including 1946 Shawbury,
United States Army Air Corps Station No. 179
and others, interesting collection, good for
reference 
£40-60

1789
25 various mainly 1/72 scale plastic and
wooden kit built and scratch built model aircraft
to include British, German and American mixed
examples, specific examples to include a Fokker
DR1, Sopwith Camel, Lancaster Bomber and
various others 
£50-70

1790
20 various plastic and wooden kit-built model
aircraft to include mainly WWII interest, specific
examples to include K5673 biplane, an FT375
Boscombe Down aircraft, various model Spitfire
and other associated WWII aircraft 
£60-80

1791
A collection of 25 various plastic and wooden
kit built and scratch built model aircraft mainly
WWII interest to include a JU88 1944-45
Luftwaffe Supreme aircraft, together with a
JU88 RAF Tangmere 1947 recognition model,
together with various others 
£50-70

1792
20 various WWII military aircraft mainly of
British and American interest to include various
Spitfires etc 
£50-80

1793
One tray containing a collection of 20 various
WWII interest German and British model
aircraft to include Messerschmitts, Junkers JU88
C6, and others 
£40-60

1794
One tray containing a collection of mixed
fighter jet and similar aircraft models in various
states of completeness and build quality 
£40-60

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1795
20 various boxed mixed WWII and Cold War
plastic and wooden kit built model aircraft,
models in various states of build quality and
completeness, to include many British outline
examples 
£50-70

1796
One tray contains a good selection of diecast
and plastic kit built and manufactured aircraft
including Corgi, Revell and other associated
examples, specific examples are a Revell Navy
F14 Fighter Jet, a Fokker DR1, a D1 Berg, and
others 
£50-80

1797
One tray containing a good selection of various
white metal diecast and plastic kit built aircraft
to include various fighter jets, WWII aircraft, a
Tornado GR Mk1 by mixed manufactures 
£50-80

1798
One tray containing a collection of mixed white
metal plastic and diecast mixed model aircraft
to include Dinky Toys, Corgi, Airfix, Bachmann,
Mini Planes and others 
£60-80

1799
One tray containing a collection of mixed
diecast plastic and kit built model aircraft to
include Corgi Toys, Dinky Toys, Atlas Edition
and others 
£40-60

1800
One tray containing a collection of mixed
diecast, plastic, and kit built model aircraft to
include Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys and others 
£40-60

1801
One tray containing a collection of mixed
diecast, white metal and plastic manufactured
aircraft to include Dinky Toys, Corgi Aviation
Archive, and others, specific examples to
include a Dinky Toys Hawker Hurricane Mk2, a
Corgi Hurricane No. 63159 aircraft together
with others 
£50-80

1802
One tray containing a collection of mixed
diecast, white metal, and plastic model aircraft
to include Corgi Toys, Dinky Toys, Newray and
others 
£50-80

1811
A wooden and resin scale model of a F-35B
Lockheed Martin by JSF positioned on the
original display stand 
£40-60

1812
One box containing a good selection of various
white metal kit built 1/76 scale public transport
models to include a Cotswold model kit,
Westward Models, Pirate Models, and others,
some executed to a very good standard, others
require completion 
£100-120

1813
Kovozavody of Czechoslovakia boxed kit group,
to include Renault Maxi 5 Turbo Radio, and a
Tatra 815 Rallye Dakar, both as issued in
original boxes 
£40-60

1814
Aurora No.320-260 plastic Viking Ship kit, un-
made example in original card box 
£20-30

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1803
One tray containing a collection of mixed
diecast, plastic, and white metal model aircraft
to include Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys, Newray and
others, specific examples to include a Dinky
Boeing 707, a Gulf War United States Army
military helicopter, a US Air Force F-22, and
others 
£40-60

1804
A collection of large scale wooden kit built and
scratch built WWII aircraft to include Spitfires,
Fokker DR1, Lancaster and various others 
£40-60

1805
A large box containing a collection of large
scale Cold War aircraft to include kit built and
scratch built model aircraft to include Handley
Page, Avro Vulcans and various others 
£40-60

1806
A collection of large scale plastic, wooden and
scratch-built model passenger aircraft to include
a Douglas DC4 together with a Super VC10
Royal Air Force, a US Airforce 747 Jumbo, and
others 
£40-60

1807
A collection of mixed boxed white metal,
wooden and kit built/scratch built model
aircraft, mixed examples in various condition
from complete state to kit form, specific
examples include a Fairey 1942 Albacore
recognition model, Hawker Tempest, Typhoon
1B, Hawker Hurricane 11B, Douglas Havoc 23
Squadron and others 
£50-70

1808
One box containing a large collection of mixed
plastic kits, diecast aircraft, and associated kit
accessories, to include a Revell F-117 Shadow
Hawk, an Italeri BO-105 anti-tank helicopter, a
Junkers JU88 A-4 Revell plastic kit, and others 
£60-80

1809
A collection of various 1/72nd scale aircraft
model kits, with examples including a Matchbox
Tornado F3, A Heller Hawker Tempest MkV, a
Hasegawa Kawanishi Type 94-1, and others 
£60-80

1810
Three boxes containing a quantity of part built
plastic and wooden kit built and scratch built
model aircraft, contents sold as seen 
£40-60
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CONSTRUCTION MODELS 

1820
Norscot Scale Models 1/50th CAT Caterpillar
construction vehicle group, 4 examples all in
original boxes, to include No.55070 CAT
D11R, No.55027 CAT 980G Wheel Loader, a
No.55062 CAT D11R Gold Plated Track Type
Tractor, and a No.55197 CAT D6T XW VPAT, 
£100-120

1821
NZG 1/50th scale boxed Caterpillar CAT
construction group, 4 examples, all in original
packaging to include No.391 Hydraulic Shovel,
No.387 16G Motor Grader, No.435 428c
Backhoe Loader and a No.388 AP-1050
Asphalt Paver 
£80-120

1822
NZG and Conrad 1/50th scale Earth Moving
and Construction Diecast group, 5 examples
include NZG No.2851 CAT 42B Backhoe
Loader, a NZG 451 CAT D9R Track Type
Tractor, a Conrad No.2852 CAT D11N, a
Conrad No.2886 CAT 936, and a Conrad
No.2851 CAT D6H, all in original boxes 
£80-120

1823
6 various boxed and carded mixed scale
construction and earth moving diecast models,
to include Norscot No.55026 CAT 980G
Forest Machine, Tonkin Replicas CAT 988K
Wheel Loader, a Norscot No.55070 CAT
D11R Carry Dozer, and others 
£70-100

1824
Universal Hobbies, Kyosho and Joal 1/50th scale
Komatsu Construction vehicle group, to include
Universal Hobbies HD605 Dump Truck, a
Universal Hobbies WA600 Wheel Loader, a
Joal No.265 WA900-3 Wheel Loader and a
boxed Kyosho Radio Controlled Bulldozer
D575A-3 SD 
£70-100

1825
1st Gear/First Gear 1/50th scale boxed
Komatsu Construction and Earth Moving
diecast group, 4 boxed examples to include
WB 140 Backhoe Loader, a HM400-1 Dump
Truck, a D4745A Crawler Dozer, and a
PC360LC-11 Excavator, all in original packaging 
£80-100

1826
NZG and Conrad 1/50th scale Earth Moving
and Construction diecast group, 3 examples to
include NZG No.652 HTM 804 LTB Truck
Mixer, a Conrad No.2728 TA 230 Articulated
Dumper and a NZG No.605 Liebherr A309
Hydraulic Excavator, 
£150-180

1827
Conrad 1/50th scale Liebherr Construction and
Earth Moving Group, 2 examples to include
No.2806 Liebherr Litronic Crawler Tractor PR
752, and a Conrad No.2828 Liebherr Hydraulic
Excavator R984, both in original boxes 
£80-120

1828
Conrad 1/50th scale Liebherr construction and
earth moving diecast group, 2 examples to
include Conrad No.2823 Liebherr R954 B
Hydraulic Excavator, and a Conrad No.2732
Liebherr HS 843 HD Hydraulic Crawler Crane,
both boxed 
£80-120

1829
WSI and Nzg 1/50th scale boxed earth moving
and construction diecast group, 2 boxed as
issued examples to include NZG No.799
Liebherr RL64 Pipelayer, and a WSI 64-2000
Liebherr PR776 Crawler Tractor, 
£80-120

1830
WSI and NZG 1/50th scale boxed construction
and earth moving diecast group, 2 examples to
include a WSI Models 61-2000 Volvo A60H
Articulated Dumper and a NZG No.973 Terex
TA400 Articulated Dump Truck, both boxed 
£80-100

1831
Gescha and NZG 1/50th scale boxed
construction and earth moving Diecast group, 3
examples include NZG No.515 CAT 325B L
Excavator, an NZG No.477 CAT 769D Off-
Highway Truck, and Gescha CAT 769 Dump
Truck, all in original boxes 
£70-100

1832
Classic Construction Models 1/48th scale brass
and diecast model of a Dresser TD-40B
Tracked Bulldozer, in the original polystyrene
packed box, box associated 
£70-100

1833
Collection of 1/50th and 1/35th scale boxed
commercial vehicle and construction diecast
group, 4 boxed examples to include NZG
No.379 Wirtgen 1900DC Road Milling
Machine, Gescha Leach 2R Packmaster Refuse
Truck, a CN Johnston 1M3 Sub Compact
Sweeper, and a NZG No.672 Super 800 Small
Paver, all in original boxes 
£80-100

1834
Conrad boxed Caterpillar 1/50th scale
construction diecast group, 2 boxed examples
to include No.2862 CAT D400 Articulated
Dumper, and a No.2725 CAT 789 Dumper,
both in original boxes 
£70-100

1835
1/50th scale boxed Motoart and Conrad
commercial vehicle and construction diecast
group, 4 examples to include Motoart Volvo
L220E Wheel Loader, a Conrad No.2909
Leonard Telescopic Rotary Boom K8000, a
Conrad Terex Articulated Dumper and a
Conrad No.3044 Stetter Conrete Pump 
£70-100

1836
Conrad No.2722 1/50th scale diecast model of
a Dresser Haulpak Mining Truck, housed in the
original foam packed box 
£50-70

1837
Speccast, 1st Gear and ERTL 1/50th scale
boxed construction diecast group, 5 examples
to include a 1st Gear TS-300 Allis Chalmers
Motor scraper, a Speccast Le Tourneau Super
C LP Carryall Scraper, Speccast International
TD-24 Diesel Tractor, a First Gear TD-15
Crawler Dozer and a ERTL John Deere 850C
Crawler Dozer, all boxed 
£70-100

1838
WSI Collectables 1/50th scale haulage and
commercial vehicle Diecast group, 4 boxed
examples to include No.9075A 103 Iveco
Strator “Black”, No.04-1072 Premium Line
Scania T5 Torpedo 6x2 Sleep Cab, a No.12-
1026 Nooteboom Ballast Set LTM 1350, and a
WSI No.9594 Nooteboom Scania Topline
10x4, All boxed 
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT
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1839
5 boxed 1/50th scale construction and earth
moving diecast vehicles to include NZG Volvo
A25C, a NZG Volvo EW160 (Box Damaged),
a NZG No.125 BM Volvo LM 841, NZG
No.100 Volvo BM 861 Articulated Dumper and
a Conrad No.2434 Komatsu WA-3 Series
Radlader Wheel Loader, 
£80-120

1840
Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50th scale road
transport diecast group, 6 examples, all in
original packaging, reference numbers to include
74901, 75902, 75901, CC11903, CC12802 and
a CC13502, 
£100-120

1841
Sword Precision Scale Models SW2041 1/50th
scale model of a Peterbilt 357 Chassis Elliot
Fuel and Lube Tanker, housed in the original
polystyrene packed box 
£100-150

1842
Corgi Hauliers Renown and 1/50th scale road
transport diecast group, 5 various examples, all
as issued, reference numbers to include 75302,
CC14802, CC13749, CC12917 and CC12910, 
£100-150

1843
8 various boxed Corgi Heavy Haulage, Classics
and Tippers 1/50th scale boxed diecast group,
mixed as issued examples to include Siddle C
Cook Scammell Constructor, a United Heavy
Transport Scammell Contractor, Hanson DAF
85 Aggregate Tipper and others 
£100-120

1844
WSI, Eligor and Tema Toys 1/50th scale road
transport and haulage diecast group, 3
examples to include a WSI Scania R Topline
Tractor Unit with truck transport (Associated
Box), Tema Toys HJ Van Bentum Scania T Cab
with bulk tanker and a Eligor Volvo FMX500
8X4 Tipper 
£60-80

1845
Tekno 1/50th scale road transport and haulage
diecast group, 3 examples to include a KORS
BV Scania 420 Tractor unit with potato trailer,
with a Tekno Pollocks Scania 460 tractor unit
(Repainted) with a 40ft curtain side trailer
(Housed in a window Tekno box), and a Tekno
Scania Release 2009 Tractor Unit with tanker
trailer, housed in the original Scania branded
packaging 
£70-100

1853
One tray containing a collection of mainly Alan
Smith Automodels 1/48 scale, whitemetal
commercial vehicle kits, to include a Scammell
8-wheel heavy haulage transport vehicles, a
Betram Mills Travelling Circus caravan, together
with other tractor units, heavy haulage vehicles
and associated spare parts 
£100-150

1854
One tray containing a collection of mainly Alan
Smith Automodels and similar white metal 1/48
and 1/50 scale part made road transport and
haulage white metal kits, various examples to
include Foden 8-wheel diesel wagon, and
others 
£100-150

1855
One tray containing a collection of well built
1/48 scale and 1/50 scale white metal and resin
heavy haulage and commercial vehicles to
include Alan Smith Auto Models and other
various examples 
£100-150

1856
One tray containing a collection of mixed 1/48
and 1/50 scale white metal commercial vehicle,
spare parts and components, unchecked for full
completeness, some of the models have been
part built but require finishing 
£80-120

1857
One tray containing eight various part built and
near complete white metal and resin
commercial vehicle kits to include a Scania
142H V6 tractor unit, together with various
others 
£150-200

1858
One tray containing six various white metal and
resin commercial vehicle kit built models by
Alan Smith Auto Models, and others included,
to include a DAF Econofreight 6-wheel heavy
haulage commercial vehicle, a FTF Turbo 8-
wheel tipper truck and others, some examples
require cleaning and may have small parts
missing 
£100-120

1859
One tray containing seven various white metal
and resin, mainly 1/48 scale handbuilt military
and commercial vehicles, various mixed
examples to include Alan Smith Auto Models
and others, some examples with parts missing
and may be incomplete 
£100-120

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT

1846
Tekno 1/50th scale road transport and haulage
diecast group, 3 boxed examples to include a
Mourik Mercedes Benz Actros vacuum truck,
finished in sand livery, a Scania T380 Tipper
finished in metallic orange and silver, and a
boxed Tekno DAF CF 10x4 Westdijk Tipper, 
£100-120

1847
Tekno Scania 1/50th scale dealer promotional
boxed No.2560946 model of a Scania R500
Tractor Unit with curtain side semi-trailer,
housed in the original foam packed Tekno
Scania branded packaging 
£70-100

1848
Tekno Scania 1/50th scale dealer promotional
boxed No.2560939 model of a Scania S410
Tractor Unit with tanker trailer, housed in the
original foam packed Tekno Scania branded
packaging 
£70-100

1849
Tekno Scania 1/50th scale dealer promotional
boxed No.2560938 model of a Scania R500
Tractor Unit with vacuum tanker trailer, housed
in the original foam packed Tekno Scania
branded packaging 
£80-120

1850
Tekno 1/50th scale boxed Road Haulage
Tractor Unit boxed group, 3 examples to
include Model 2100 DAF XF 105, a Model
No.2000TS Tekno Basic DAF XF105, and a
Tekno No.9600 Scania R500 Highline, all in
original foam packed boxes 
£80-100

1851
Tekno No.63678 1/50th scale model of a
Volvo F89 6x2 Tractor Unit, finished in white
and blue, housed in the original box 
£60-80

1852
Tekno 40th anniversary release 1/50th scale
Limited Edition Twin Pack Gift Set, containing a
Scania 140 Super Tractor Unit, and a Scania
R620 V8 Tractor Unit in black, housed in the
original foam packed foam, with certificate 
£70-100
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1860
A collection of white metal Zon Models, Alan
Smith Auto Models, and similar, mixed scale
white metal and resin kit built commercial
vehicles, some examples require restoration 
£80-100

1861
One tray containing a collection of mixed 1/48
and 1/50 scale white metal and resin part
complete commercial vehicles, various
examples to include Alan Smith Auto Models
and others 
£100-120

1862
One tray containing a collection of five various
1/48 and 1/50 scale road haulage kit built
models to include a Polar Express tractor unit
and refrigerated trailer, together with various
other examples,some small components might
need minor restoration but majority appear
complete 
£100-120

1863
One tray containing a quantity of part built and
part complete white metal resin and wooden
1/48 and 1/50 scale road transport vehicles to
include Alan Smith Auto Models, Dinky Toy
converted models, and others 
£80-120

1864
Two trays containing a large collection of
various white metal 1/48 and 1/50 scale
commercial vehicle trailer kits and accessories
to include Zon Models, Alan Smith Auto
Models, and others 
£150-200

1865
A Zon Models 1/48 scale resin, white metal,
and wooden kit built model of a dump truck,
length 29cm, model is considered incomplete
and is sold with a box containing a quantity of
associated spare parts, and does require
finishing 
£100-150

1866
A very well made brass scratch built model of a
1/16 scale Ransomes TS46 plough, as
constructed by Classic Combines.com, exquisite
example, hand painted in blue and red with
brass plaque 
£200-300

1867
One tray containing a collection of mixed white
metal, resin and plastic part complete 1/48 and
1/50 scale commercial vehicle kits, trailers, and
associated effects, to include a BRS trailer rental
40ft box trailer, with tail lift and other examples
(a/f) 
£100-150

1868
A collection of Himobo 1/50 scale white metal
factory hand built/kit built crusher aggregate
processor units and tractor units to include a
Himobo Nordberg LT80 tracked mounted
crusher, together with a Himobo Nordberg
NW100 crusher with accompanying tractor
unit, together with one other smaller example,
and a Himobo 1/50 scale white metal model of
an Extec crusher C12, all loose examples,
appear in good clean condition 
£200-300

1869
A Corgi Hauliers of Renown 1/50 scale Road
Transport diecast group, six boxed examples, all
in original packaging to include Ref. Nos.
CC12907, CC12905, 76402, CC12204, 76404
and CC12209 
£100-120

1870
A collection of five various boxed and
associated boxed 1/50 scale road transport
diecasts, to include a CSE Compact Special
Europe model of a DAF XF 430 Cargomatic
tractor unit and boxed trailer, together with a
Tekno 1/50 scale The British Collection No.
100 Mike Beer DAF XF 430 tractor unit and
tipper trailer, together with three others, all in
packaging 
£75-110

All lots plus buyers premium of 27% including VAT



Both the sale of goods at our auctions and your relationship with us are governed

by the Terms of Consignment (primarily applicable to sellers) the Terms of Sale

(primarily applicable to bidders and buyers) and any notices displayed in the

saleroom or announced by us at the auction (collectively, the “Conditions of

Business”).  The Terms of Consignment and Terms of Sale are available at our

saleroom on request.

Please read these Terms of Sale carefully.  Please note that if you register to bid

and/or bid at auction this signifies that you agree to and will comply with these

Terms of Sale.

1 Definitions and interpretation  

1.1 To make these Terms of Sale easier to read, we have given the following words

a specific meaning:

“Auctioneer” means Lacy Scott & Knight, a partnership registered in England and

Wales and whose registered office is located at 10 Risbygate Street, Bury St Edmunds,

Suffolk, IP33 3AA. 

“Bidder” means a person participating in bidding at the auction;

“Buyer” means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the

Auctioneer;

“Deliberate Forgery” means: (a) an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as

to authorship, origin, date, age, period, culture or source; (b) which is described in the

catalogue as being the work of a particular creator without qualification; and (c) which

at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it would have had if it had

been as described;

“Hammer Price” means the level of the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the

Auctioneer by the fall of the hammer; 

“Lot(s)” means the goods that we offer for sale at our auctions;

“Premium” means the premium that we will charge you on your purchase of a Lot to

be calculated as set out in Clause 4;

“Reserve” means the minimum hammer price at which a Lot may be sold;

“Sale Proceeds” means the net amount due to the Seller;

“Seller” means the persons who consign Lots for sale at our auctions;

“Terms of Consignment”  means the terms on which we agree to offer Lots for sale

in our auctions as agent on behalf of Sellers;

“Terms of Sale”  means these terms of sale, as amended or updated from time to

time; 

“Total Amount Due”  means the Hammer Price for a Lot, the Premium, any applicable

artist’s resale right royalty, any VAT due and any additional charges payable by a

defaulting buyer under these Terms of Sale;

“Trader” means a Seller who is acting for purposes relating to that Seller’s trade,

business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through another person

acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf;

“VAT” means Value Added Tax or any equivalent sales tax; and

“Website” means our website available at www.lsk.co.uk . 

In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer.  The

words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. Any reference to a ‘Clause’ is to a

clause of these Terms of Sale unless stated otherwise. 

2 Information that we are required to give to Consumers

2.1 A description of the main characteristics of each Lot as contained in the auction

catalogue.

2.2 Our name, address and contact details as set out herein, in our auction

catalogues and/or on our Website.

2.3 The price of the Goods and arrangements for payment as described in Clauses

4, 5, 7 and 8.

2.4 The arrangements for collection of the Goods as set out in Clauses 8 and 9.

2.5 Your right to return a Lot and receive a refund if the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery

as set out in Clause 13.

2.6 We and Trader Sellers have a legal duty to supply any Lots to you in accordance

with these Terms of Sale.

2.7 If you have any complaints, please send them to us directly at the address set

out on our Website.

3 Bidding procedures and the Buyer

3.1 You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any

requested proof of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You

must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction

room to view or bid. 

3.2 We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person.  You are

responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot.  If you bid on a Lot, including

by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you

have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition.

3.3 If you instruct us in writing, we may execute commission bids on your behalf.

Neither we nor our employees or agents will be responsible for any failure to execute

your commission bid, unless our failure to do so is unreasonable. Where two or more

commission bids at the same level are recorded we have the right to prefer the first

bid made (where this can be reasonably ascertained).

3.4 The Bidder placing the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the Auctioneer will be

the Buyer at the Hammer Price.  Any dispute about a bid will be settled at our

discretion. We may reoffer the Lot during the auction or may settle the dispute in

another way. We will act reasonably when deciding how to settle the dispute.

3.5 Bidders will be deemed to act as principals, even if the Bidder is acting as an

agent for a third party.

3.6 We may bid on Lots on behalf of the Seller up to one bid below the Reserve.

3.7 We may refuse to accept any bid if it is reasonable for us to do so.

3.8 Bidding increments will be at our sole discretion (but will be in line with standard

auction practice).

4 The purchase price

As Buyer, you will pay:

a. the Hammer Price;

b. a premium of 22.5% (plus VAT) of the Hammer Price; 

c. any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and

d. any VAT due.

5 VAT

5.1 You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price

and premium due for a Lot. Please see the symbols used in the auction catalogue for

that Lot and the “Information for Buyers” in our auction catalogue for further

information.  

5.2 We will charge VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction.
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6 The contract between you and the Seller

6.1 The contract for the purchase of the Lot between you and the Seller will be

formed when the hammer falls accepting the highest bid for the Lot at the auction. 

6.2 You may directly enforce any terms in the Terms of Consignment against a

Seller to the extent that you suffer damages and/or loss as a result of the Seller’s breach

of the Terms of Consignment.

6.3 If you breach these Terms of Sale, you may be responsible for damages and/or

losses suffered by a Seller or us. If we are contacted by a Seller who wishes to bring a

claim against you, we may in our discretion provide the Seller with information or

assistance in relation to that claim.

6.4 We normally act as an agent only and will not have any responsibility for default

by you or the Seller (unless we are the Seller of the Lot). 

7 Payment

7.1 Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will:

7.1.1 give to us, if not already provided to our satisfaction, proof of identity in a form

acceptable to us (and any other information that we require in order to comply with

our anti-money laundering obligations); and

7.1.2 pay to us the Total Amount Due in cash (for which there is an upper limit of

15,000 euros equivalent) or in any other way that we agree to accept payment.

7.2 If you owe us any money, we may use any payment made by you to repay

these debts.  

8 Title and collection of purchases

8.1 Once you have paid us in full the Total Amount Due for any Lot, ownership of

that Lot will transfer to you.  You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid

for it.

8.2 You will (at your own expense) collect any Lots that you have purchased and

paid for either:

8.2.1 not later than seven business days following the day of the auction; or 

8.2.2 not later than seven business days following the date that we have received

payment of the Total Amount Due in cleared funds, if later.  

8.3 If you do not collect the Lot within this time period, you will be responsible for

any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  

8.4 Risk of loss or damage to the Lot will pass to you when you (or your agents)

take physical possession of the Lot.

8.5 If you do not collect the Lot that you have paid for within ninety days after the

auction, we may sell the Lot.  We will pay the proceeds of any such sale to you, but

will deduct any storage charges or other sums that we have incurred in the storage

and sale of the Lot. We reserve the right to charge you a selling commission at our

standard rates on any such resale of the Lot.

9 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases

9.1 Please do not bid on a Lot if you do not intend to buy it.  If your bid is successful,

these Terms of Sale will apply to you.  This means that you will have to carry out your

obligations set out in these Terms of Sale.  If you do not comply with these Terms of

Sale we may (acting on behalf of the Seller and ourselves) pursue one or more of the

following measures:

9.1.1 take action against you for damages for breach of contract;

9.1.2 reverse the sale of the Lot to you and/or any other Lots sold by us to you;

9.1.3 resell the Lot by auction or private treaty (in which case you will have to pay

any difference between the price you should have paid for the Lot and the price we

sell it for as well as the charges outlined in Clause 8.5).  Please note that if we sell the

Lot for a higher amount than your winning bid, the extra money will belong to the

Seller;

9.1.4 remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense;

9.1.5 if you do not pay us within five business days of your successful bid, we may

charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due;

9.1.6 keep that Lot or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the Total Amount

Due;

9.1.7 reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or impose

conditions before we accept bids from you; and/or

9.1.8 if we sell any Lots for you, use the money made on these Lots to repay any

amount you owe us.

9.2 We will act reasonably when exercising our rights under Clause 9.1.  We will

contact you before exercising these rights and try to work with you to correct any

non-compliance by you with these Terms of Sale. 

10 Health and safety

Although we take reasonable precautions regarding health and safety, you are on our

premises at your own risk.  Please note the lay-out of the premises and security

arrangements.  Neither we nor our employees or agents are responsible for the safety

of you or your property when you visit our premises, unless you suffer any injury to

your person or damage to your property as a result of our, our employees’ or our

agents’ negligence. 

11 Warranties

11.1 The Seller warrants to us and to you that:

11.1.1 the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true

owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; 

11.1.2 the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free

from any third party rights or claims; and

11.1.3 as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the

auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced

by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct.

11.2 If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties

above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller

will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will

not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except

as set out below.

11.3 Please note that many of the Lots that you may bid on at our auction are

second-hand.

11.4 If a Lot is not second-hand and you purchase the Lot as a Consumer from a

Seller that is a Trader, a number of additional terms may be implied by law in addition

to the Seller’s warranties set out at Clause 11.1 (in particular under the Consumer

Rights Act 2015). These Terms of Sale do not seek to exclude your rights under law

as they relate to the sale of these Lots.

11.5 Save as expressly set out above, all other warranties, conditions or other terms

which might have effect between the Seller and you, or us and you, or be implied or

incorporated by statue, common law or otherwise are excluded.

12 Descriptions and condition

12.1 Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by

the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is

likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). 

12.2 We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before

the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy

yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible

for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.

12.3 Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date,

age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We

undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability

for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. 

12.4 Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in

perfect condition.  Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction).

Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second-hand Lots or

for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of

a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection

of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed.
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13 Deliberate Forgeries

13.1 You may return any Lot which is found to be a Deliberate Forgery to us within

28 days of the auction (but must contact us in writing within 14 days of the auction)

provided that you return the Lot to us in the same condition as when it was released

to you, accompanied by a written statement identifying the Lot from the relevant

catalogue description and a written statement of defects.  

13.2 If we are reasonably satisfied that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery we will refund

the money paid by you for the Lot (including any Premium and applicable VAT)

provided that if:

13.2.1 the catalogue description reflected the accepted view of experts as at the date

of the auction; or

13.2.2 you personally are not able to transfer good and marketable title in the Lot to

us,

you will have no right to a refund under this Clause 13.2.

13.3 If you have sold the Lot to another person, we will only be liable to refund the

price that you paid for the Lot.  We will not be responsible for repaying any additional

money you may have made from selling the Lot.

13.4 Your right to return a Lot that is a Deliberate Forgery does not affect your legal

rights and is in addition to any other right or remedy provided by law or by these

Terms of Sale.

14 Our liability to you

14.1 We will not be liable for any loss of opportunity or disappointment suffered as

a result of participating in our auction. 

14.2 In addition to the above, neither we nor the Seller shall be responsible to you

and you shall not be responsible to the Seller or us for any other loss or damage that

any of us suffer that is not a foreseeable result of any of us not complying with the

Conditions of Business. Loss or damage is foreseeable if it is obvious that it will happen

or if at the time of the sale of the Lot, we, you and the Seller knew it might happen.

14.3 Subject to Clause 14.4, if we are found to be liable to you for any reason

(including, amongst others, if we are found to be negligent, in breach of contract or to

have made a misrepresentation), our liability will be limited to the total purchase price

paid by you to us for any Lot.

14.4 Notwithstanding the above, nothing in these Terms of Sale shall limit our liability

(or that of our employees or agents) for:

14.4.1 death or personal injury resulting from negligence (as defined in the Unfair

Contract Terms Act 1977);

14.4.2 fraudulent misrepresentation; or

14.4.3 any liability which cannot be excluded by law.

15 Notices

15.1 All notices between you and us regarding these Terms of Sale must be in writing

and signed by or on behalf of the party giving it. 

15.2 Any notice referred in Clause 15.1 may be given: 

15.2.1 by delivering it by hand; 

15.2.2 by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery; or

15.2.3 by email, provided that a copy is also sent by pre-paid post or Recorded

Delivery. 

15.3 Notices must be sent: 

15.3.1 by hand or registered post: 

a. to us, at our address set out in these Terms of Sale or at our registered office

address appearing on our Website; and

b. to you, at the last postal address that you have given to us as your contact

address in writing; or

15.3.2 by email: 

a. to us, by sending the notice to both the following email addresses:

ecrichton@lsk.co.uk and fineart@lsk.co.uk 

b. to you, by sending the notice to any email address that you have given to us as

your contact email address in writing.

15.4 Notices will be deemed to have been received:

15.4.1 if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery; 

15.4.2 if sent by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery, two business days after

posting, exclusive of the day of posting; or

15.4.3 if sent by email, at the time of transmission unless sent after 17.00 in the place

of receipt in which case they will be deemed to have been received on the next

business day in the place of receipt (provided that a copy has also been sent by pre-

paid post or Recorded Delivery as set out in Clause 15.2.3.

15.5 Any notice or communication given under these Terms of Sale will not be validly

given if sent by fax, email, any form of messaging via social media or text message.

16 Data Protection

All client details remain confidential and will not be released to any third parties unless

required by law.

17 General

17.1 We may, acting reasonably, refuse admission to our premises or attendance at

our auctions by any person.

17.2 We act as an agent for our Sellers. The rights we have to claim against you for

breach of these Terms of Sale may be used by either us, our employees or agents, or

the Seller, its employees or agents, as appropriate. Other than as set out in this Clause,

these Terms of Sale are between you and us and no other person will have any rights

to enforce any of these Terms of Sale.

17.3 We may use special terms in the catalogue descriptions of particular Lots.  You

must read these terms carefully along with any glossary provided in our auction

catalogues.

17.4 Each of the clauses of these Terms of Sale operates separately.  If any court or

relevant authority decides that any of them are unlawful, the remaining clauses will

remain in full force and effect.

17.5 We may change these Terms of Sale from time to time, without notice

to you. Please read these Terms of Sale carefully, as they may be different from the

last time you read them.

17.6 Except as otherwise stated in these Terms of Sale, each of our rights and

remedies are: (a) are in addition to and not exclusive of any other rights or remedies

under these Terms of Sale or general law; and (b) may be waived only in writing and

specifically.  Delay in exercising or non-exercise of any right under these Terms of Sale

is not a waiver of that or any other right.  Partial exercise of any right under these

Terms of Sale will not preclude any further or other exercise of that right or any other

right under these Terms of Sale.  Waiver of a breach of any term of these Terms of

Sale will not operate as a waiver of breach of any other term or any subsequent breach

of that term.

17.7 These Terms of Sale and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection

with them (including any non-contractual claims or disputes) shall be governed by and

construed in accordance with the laws of England and the parties irrevocably submit

to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

These terms are based upon recommended terms of sale by the Society Of Fine

Art Auctioneers & Valuers (www.sofaa.org )  of which we are members.
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COMMISSION BIDDING FORM
16th December 2022

Please bid on my behalf for the lots indicated below which do not include Buyer’s Premium or any VAT payable on lots. Please note

that all lots are subject to buyer's premium of 22.5% (plus VAT) on top of the hammer price. Bids will be executed as cheaply as is

permitted by any other bids or reserves, if any, and special attention is drawn to the Conditions of Sale printed at the back of this

catalogue.  The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for bids omitted from the sale. Bids to be returned to us by e-mail

(fineart@lsk.co.uk) or post to reach us before 7pm on the day prior to the sale.

      LOT NO                                                BRIEF DESCRIPTION                                                                            BID PRICE
                                                                                                                                                                              excl. premium

Free live bidding through our website LSKlive
Please note that we are unable to book telephone bids on lots with an estimate below £300 

Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:   ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________    Postcode: ________________________________________________

Telephone Number:   ______________________________________ Email:  __________________________________________________

Signed _______________________________________________       Dated __________________________________________________

Packing and Postage

Most UK parcels can be sent in-house for our flat standard rate of £20 for up to 3 lots and £1.50 per lot

thereafter, please contact our offices for overseas shipping quotes. For high value lots we recommend

MailBoxes (info@mbemail.co.uk ). If you choose an alternative courier we can pack for £8 per parcel. 

We use APC Couriers and everything is sent 24 hour tracked and signed for.  Some exclusions apply for

larger lots such as dinner services, please contact our offices for a quote with regards to larger or bulkier lots.

Jewellery, watches, coins and high value small items will be sent by Royal Mail Special Delivery with maximum

insurance of £2500.  

Please note that this service is NOT insured, therefore if purchasers require further cover, then they must

arrange this themselves. Alternatively we can send by Parcelforce 48 with insurance charged at £4 upto £500

cover, £8-£1000 cover, £12-£1500 and £20-£2500 cover. Lacy Scott & Knight accept no liability for items

which are damaged or lost during postage, and cannot and will not assist in any claims unless insurance cover

has been taken out.
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INVITATION TO CONSIGN FOR
FUTURE TOYS & COLLECTORS' MODELS SALES

Entries invited for our six 2023
Toys & Models auctions 
in February, April, June, August, October and December

Tinplate toys of all makes and description, Diecast, hollow cast and plastic models by all

manufacturers, Sci-fi & fantasy models, Live Steam Models, aero & marine models etc. Railway and

steam memorabilia incl. prints, name-plates, posters, enamelled signs etc. Model Railways of all ages

& gauges and any related objects

Please contact Oliver Leggett to arrange a free appraisal

E-mail: oleggett@lsk.co.uk     01284 748 628

Vendor's commission: 15% plus vat & £2.50 entry fee per lot 

This includes cataloguing, internet hosting, insurance & storage

Entries close four weeks prior to each sale 


